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Preface 

The publication of Banking with the Poor marks successful completion of the proving phase of 
a unique action-research project, designed to demonstrate the scope for increased access to credit 
for the poor in developing countries on a sound commercial basis. 

The project has been driven by concern for the alleviation of poverty among the peoples of 
Australia's regional neighbour-states. Further, it has been based on the belief that lasting solutions 
to mass poverty must be founded upon increased self-reliance for poor people and poor nations, 
wherever they are. 

The findings of Banking with the Poor demonstrate that the creative capacities of the poor can 
be liberated. Lack of access to credit is a binding constraint on their productive activities, and 
the inability of financial systems in developing countries to provide sustainable flows of credit 
to the poor is evidence of limited national self-reliance. Research for the Banking with the Poor 
project has been directed to the twin goals of personal self-reliance, facilitated by access for the 
poor to credit on sound commercial terms, and national self-reliance, facilitated by domestic 
financial development in Third World countries. 

This publication also marks the commencement of a major drive to expand and introduce new 
programs based on the findings of Banking with the Poor. It will be characterised, initially, by 
a campaign of advocacy and recruitment. Advocacy has commenced with the report's circulation 
to governments and central banks in the Asian-Pacific region, and to multilateral development 
agencies and international financial institutions, together with a series of recommendations for 
policy and action. Appropriate recommendations are also being made to major bilateral donors, 
to international NGOs, and most particularly to commercial banks and indigenous NGOs in the 
region. 

The Foundation for Development Cooperation will aim its recruitment efforts at increasing the 
numbers of commercial bankers and NGO leaders actively providing credit for the poor on a 
sound commercial basis in Asia and the Pacific. We believe the evidence in this report will 
persuade such people to try the novel approaches to lending described here. 

The publication of this book has been generously assisted by the World Bank, while welcome 
contributions to the project by the Australian Bankers Association and a number of Australian and 
international aid agencies are acknowledged in the text. 

Although the Foundation is committed to the campaign of advocacy and recruitment described 
above, its capacity to pursue such action single-handedly is limited. We hope the approach 
documented here will attract additional support in future, to permit these ideas to become more 
widely known, understood, and practised, so that the poor in many lands may be helped to help 
themselves. 
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Brian W Scott, AO 
Chairman 

Foundation for Development Cooperation 
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Executive Summary 

More than one billion people in the developing world (including some 800 million in Asia) 
live in absolute poverty. Yet the poor have the capacity to help themselves, and to improve 
their lives, without handouts or subsidies. 

The poor in developing countries, especially those without adequate access to productive land 
or paid employment, support themselves with a myriad of "self-employed" activities in trade, 
services, crafts and petty manufactures, as well as in agriculture. But they lack access to 
credit, even in the very small amounts needed to finance their individual "microenterprise" 
activities. This lack of access to credit is a crucial obstacle to self-help by the poor. 

Banking with the Poor is an attempt to explore, demonstrate and publicise the scope for 
increased access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis. This unique regional 
project was initiated by the Foundation for Development Cooperation, of Australia, at an 
Asian regional meeting in Manila in May 1991. There the Foundation enlisted leading banks 
and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) from eight Asian countries1 as participants in 
the project. We believe this is the first time such a significant international dialogue has 
occurred between banks and NGOs. 

Reflecting a commitment to continue and deepen that dialogue, parallel case studies were 
prepared for each of the eight participating countries in the following year, by teams 
consisting of a major commercial bank collaborating with one or more NGOs in each case. 
A common set of terms of reference ensured comparability between the various studies, which 
focussed on the issues mentioned above, as well as coming to findings on the conduct of 
credit programs for the poor. 

Bank participation involved their exammmg at first hand the methods of their NGO 
colleagues in operating successful programs of credit for the poor. They conducted studies 
focussing on such key issues as the need to target the poor effectively, and the roles of NGOs 
and grassroots "self-help groups" acting as intermediaries with the poor. 

Other issues studied by the banks included how to reduce transaction costs on very small 
loans to the poor, how to find substitutes for collateral on such loans, and whether the poor 
can pay market rates of interest to enable loan schemes to recover their costs. Evidence of 
the impact of NGO credit schemes on the welfare of the poor was investigated, and the roles 
of governments, central banks, and international agencies in supporting such programs were 
reviewed. 

Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines and Sri Lanka 
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A notable feature of this bank/NGO collaboration was the decision by all participating banks 
to offer lines of credit to test the validity of the NGOs' credit programs. The documentation 
of resulting successful linkages between banks and NGOs is one of the most valuable features 
of the case studies. 

The findings of the eight case studies on these major issues were synthesised and analysed 
by the Foundation in a draft report, presented to the participants who met for a second time 
at a regional workshop, in Kuala Lumpur in July 1992. After an extremely constructive week 
of meetings, involving discussion and amendment of the draft, participants approved the final 
Report presented here. Some of the conclusions of the Report are briefly summarised below: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The poor are good credit risks; they have a high propensity to 
save if opportunity and motivation are given to them, and they 
are fully "bankable". 

In this connection, the main problem the poor experience is to 
achieve better access to credit, rather than to reduce its cost. 

Given better access to credit, the poor are willing and able to 
help themselves. 

Women borrowers have proved to be the most reliable and 
successful borrowers. 

Non-governmental organisations, and self-help groups of the 
poor, are playing a key role in giving the poor better access to 
credit. They are able to mobilise group savings, to provide 
group guarantees as a substitute for collateral, to reduce 
transaction costs through group action and voluntary labour, and 
to achieve high repayment rates on loans. 

Banks can meet the credit needs of the poor by adopting well
coriceived delivery systems, using NGOs and self-help groups 
as financial intermediaries. Commercially-sound linkages have 
been established through this project between commercial 
banks, and NGOs and self-help groups active in providing 
credit for the poor. 
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• Governments and central banks in developing countries need to 
give official recognition and support to NGOs and self-help 
groups engaged in credit for the poor, and to encourage 
commercial banks to participate in meeting their loan capital 
requirements. They should also establish a favourable policy 
and legislative environment for that purpose. 

• International organisations and donor governments should give 
strong support to these policies, and also provide more 
substantial financial support for the institutional strengthening 
of NGOs, for the formation of self-help groups engaged in 
credit management, and for the linkage of such groups with 
commercial banks. 

These linkages of banks with NGOs and self-help groups 
represent a constructive form of financial development for Third 
World countries. They extend the reach of the formal financial 
sector to new sections of the population, mobilise new sources 
of savings and tap new markets for credit, and in the process 
increase the prospects of self-reliant development for the poor 
as a group and for the national economy as a whole. 

Findings and conclusions derived from the Case Studies are set out in detail in the draft 
Report. They were considered by participants at the Second Regional Workshop on Banking 
with the Poor. The participants then formulated a series of recommendations, directed to all 
relevant agencies capable of implementing or influencing programs for the provision of credit 
for the poor on sound commercial principles. These recommendations form the concluding 
part of the Report. 

In accordance with a decision of the conference, relevant recommendations have been drawn 
to the attention of the specific agencies (governments, banks, international organisations, 
NGOs, etc) to which they were directed. Since these recommendations have not been 
repeated in this summary, the reader is urged to consult the text of the Report itself. The 
recommendations are set forth in Part D, while the detailed findings on which they are based 
are set forth in Part C. 
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A. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

A.1 Introduction 

The Foundation for Development Cooperation is the sponsor of this upique regional 
project, Banking with the Poor (BWTP). The Foundation is an independent private
sector research organisation based in Australia. One of its aims is to encourage and 
support non-governmental development activities, including those contributing to 
income generation, job creation, and small enterprise development and other self-help 
activities at the grassroots level.1 

On 1 June 1990, the Board of Governors of the Foundation approved a concept 
proposal for this project on the basis of the following assumptions: 

(a) that, according to the World Banlc, close to one billion people in the world live 
in absolute poverty, and thus are unable to meet their basic human needs for 
food, clothing, shelter and minimal health care 

(b) that most of them are able to help themselves by generating a modest increase 
in income, small enterprise and employment, if only they are given the 
opportunity to do so 

( c) that their major constraint is lack of access to credit. High bank transaction 
costs and lack of collateral preclude them from obtaining even the smallest 
bank loan (eg. between $50 and $1,000, or equivalent to one year's per capita 
income for the Third World poor) to help them to help themselves 

(d) that, in recent years, very large numbers of credit-based self-help groups 
(SHGs) have been formed in the Third World and many non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs) have developed successful programs of credit for the 
poor 

(e) that some of these programs have had a positive impact on the generation of 
income, employment and small enterprise, and achieved high loan repayment 
rates, in excess of 95 per cent, by methods alternative to those of commercial 
banks. 

The Board of Governors of the Foundation noted that these programs were beginning 
to attract increasing interest and attention from major official aid agencies and NGOs 
in the First World, as well as from the World Banlc, regional banks, and development 
and commercial banks in some First and Third World countries. 

It also noted that some new and innovative pilot projects had recently been initiated 
overseas to explore the possibility of linking the formal (banking) sector with the 
informal (poverty) sector i~ developing countries, and that some important empirical 
studies had recently been undertaken in this field. 

Additional information about the Foundation may be found in Appendix IX. 
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One such study, of successful income generating programs of NGOs in developing 
countries by Professor Joe Remenyi, made a very positive impression upon the Board. 
Its members (three of whom were on the Boards of leading Australian Banks) asked 
whether the banking community of the region was aware of these impressive 
developments. The answer to that question appeared to be largely in the negative, and 
the Board therefore decided (a) to underwrite the publication of the Remenyi study 
and (b) to prepare detailed terms of reference for a project entitled Banking with the 
Poor, and to seek appropriate support for that project. Professor Remenyi's study of 
successful NGO programs of income generation and credit for the poor was published, 
with Foundation support, early in 1991 under the title "Where credit is due".2 

Senior officials of international agencies and financial institutions, including the World 
Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Asian Institute of Management, the United 
Nations Development Program, the United Nations Capital Development Fund, the 
Asian and Pacific Development Centre (APDC) and the Asian and Pacific Rural and 
Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA), all expressed positive interest in the 
proposal. Draft terms of reference for the project were prepared in the light of their 
comments and suggestions and in consultation with a group of senior Australian bank 
economists under the Chairmanship of Sir Harold Knight, former Governor of the 
Reserve Bank of Australia. Those terms of reference were approved by the Board of 
Governors of the Foundation on 30 October 1990. Their text, in full, is reproduced 
in Appendix X of this Report. 

The basic aims of the project, set forth in those terms of reference are twofold: 

(i) to explore, demonstrate and publicise the scope for increased access to 
credit on a sound commercial basis for the very poor in developing 
countries; and 

(ii) to promote viable, commercially sound linkages between the formal 
finance sector (including commercial banks) and well-managed non
government programs and self-help groups among the very poor in those 
countries. 

The terms of reference of the project provided for these aims to be pursued by 
initiating a dialogue between the leaders of successful NGO programs of credit for the 
poor and executives of interested commercial banks in the same countries of Asia. 
Strict criteria were used for the selection of NGOs, as annexed to the terms of 
reference. 

The Australian Bankers Association (ABA) offered to second the services of a senior 
bank official for 18 months to assist the Foundation in implementing this project. The 
official first seconded by the ABA was Mr John Deans, of the National Bank of 
Australia; he was succeeded in the second nine months of the project by Miss 
Jennifer Chalmers of the Bank of New Zealand. 

Joe Remenyi, "Where credit is due", London, Intermediate Technology 
Publications, 1991. 
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The Foundation was also very fortunate to retain the services of Mr Ganesh Thapa, 
former Governor of the Central Bank of Nepal, to assist in the implementation of this 
project. Messrs Thapa, Deans and Miss Chalmers have all served as Project Co
Leaders to assist the Executive Director of the Foundation, Dr John Conroy, in its 
implementation. 

With the assistance of the Project Co-Leaders, a leading NGO and a leading 
commercial bank were selected from each of eight Asian countries to be the direct 
participants in this project. Those countries were, respectively, Bangladesh, India, 
Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines and Sri Lanka. The non
governmental organisations and banks selected from each of these countries, and their 
representatives, are listed in Appendix XI of this report. 

The Foundation organised a First Regional Workshop on Banking with the Poor at 
the Asian Institute of Management in the Philippines from 13 to 17 May 1991, at 
which the invited NGOs and Banks agreed to be the "direct participants" in a unique 
and novel dialogue. A number of important international financial institutions 
including the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank, as well as other regional 
organisations and bilateral aid agencies, also participated in the workshop (see also 
Appendix XI for their representation). The World Bank and the Australian 
International Development Assistance Bureau (AIDAB) provided financial support for 
this workshop. 

The final communique of the Manila conference, reproduced in Appendix III of this 
Report, discloses the unique value of dialogue between leading commercial banks and 
successful NGO programs concerning credit for the poor in Asia. At that conference, 
many saw for the first time the possibility of cooperating to provide better access to 
credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis. They proceeded to identify specific 
issues, such as "collateral", "interest rates", "transaction costs", "loan repayment 
performance" and "financial viability" that needed to be examined further if the basic 
aims of this project were to be fulfilled. 

Finally, the direct participants (banks and NGOs from each country) agreed to 
continue and deepen the dialogue. This would be done by conducting in-depth case 
studies of the scope for increased access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial 
basis, and of the possibility of establishing commercially sound linkages between 
banks and NGOs to help to achieve that goal. They also agreed that the results of this 
"action research" would be presented in the form of "Country Case Studies" to a 
second regional conference to be convened by the Foundation after another year. In 
view of their greater financial and staff resources, the banks agreed to take major 
responsibility for producing these country case studies, in cooperation with the NGO 
concerned in each case. 

The Foundation is pleased to report that detailed case studies of the experience of the 
participating banks and NGOs were prepared in each of the eight participating 
countries. These studies were based on a common framework of issues identified at 
the Manila workshop, and upon guidelines agreed by all participants. The Foundation 
greatly appreciates the efforts of country teams which exerted themselves mightily to 
examine with rigour the proposition that banking with the poor is both feasible, and 
beneficial for all concerned. 
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The project terms of reference called for the Foundation to supervise these case 
studies, to assemble their results, to analyse them together with other relevant 
information and experience, and finally to submit findings and recommendations to 
the planned second regional workshop. Responsibility for case study supervision 
rested primarily with the Project Co-Leaders, named above. Analysis of the results 
of the studies was conducted by a research team comprising Mr Thapa and Ms 
Chalmers, together with Foundation Vice Chairman, K. William Taylor, and Executive 
Director, John Conroy. 

The Draft Report on Banking with the Poor prepared by this team was submitted 
to the second regional workshop, held in Kuala Lumpur in July 1992. Besides the 
original participants, a number of additional NGOs were also recruited during the year 
to participate in the case studies. Other participants in Kuala Lumpur included 
representatives of NGOs, banks and other agencies in five regional countries which 
had not participated in the case studies. These observers were invited in the hope of 
stimulating the expansion of banking with the poor to new areas of Asia and the 
Pacific. (Details of participants at the second workshop are listed at appendix XVI). 

The second workshop was supported financially by the Asian Development Bank, the 
Australian International Development Assistance Bureau, and the United Nations 
Development Program. Support for publication of the results of the workshop has 
been provided by the World Bank. 

The draft report was vigorously debated in Kuala Lumpur, and while the main thrust 
of the conclusions and recommendations was retained, numerous improvements in the 
argument and detail of the document were agreed. The final text was unanimously 
approved by all participants and is presented here for general distribution. 

The workshop also authorised the Foundation to transmit the Report to major actors 
with the potential to conduct or facilitate banking with the poor, and to whom 
specific recommendations in the document are addressed. These are the associations 
or representative bodies of banks and NGOs in the eight participating countries, as 
well as their respective governments and central banks. Other actors targeted as 
recipients of the report and recommendations are international financial institutions, 
bilateral aid agencies, and certain multilateral development agencies and 
internationally-active NGOs. The Foundation will draw to the attention of these 
various bodies the specific recommendations addressed to them. 
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A.2 The problem : poverty in Asia 

Banking with the Poor is a response to the problem of poverty, and to the 
concentration of a substantial majority of the world's poor in the Asian region. A 
World Bank estimate for 1985 put the numbers of the poor in developing countries 
at around 1.12 billion people, of whom some 800 million were in South and East 
Asia. More than half of the world's poor were in South Asia alone (principally in 
India)3

• As will be shown below, circumstances in the eight Asian countries where 
Banking with the Poor has been conducted are broadly representative of Asian 
poverty in many important respects. 

Poverty has been defined, with deceptive simplicity, as "the inability to attain a 
minimum standard of living".4 Within any single country, determining a poverty line 
requires judgements concerning minimum standards of consumption in a primarily 
physiological sense, together with some allowance for a standard of consumption 
determined by social norms. Thus our Indonesian case study reports an official 
measure of poverty based on a minimum daily calorific intake, together with a very 
modest "basket" of non-food necessities. These elements of consumption reflect an 
estimate of what the World Bank describes as "the cost of participating in the 
everyday life of society".5 Similar exercises are reported in a number of our case 
studies. 

For purposes of international comparison it is necessary to apply global, rather than 
domestic, poverty lines. The World Bank's estimate of global poverty as affecting 
more than one billion people in 1985 was based on an annual income of $370 per 
person. A more stringent measure, set at $275 per annum, yielded an estimate of 
some 630 million "extremely poor" people living in developing countries, of whom 
300 million were in South Asia and 120 million in East Asia.6 While admitting to 
the "somewhat arbitrary" nature of such estimates, the Bank noted that these two 
income levels span poverty lines calculated recently for representative countries, 
including Bangladesh and Indonesia, which are participants in Banking with the 
Poor, while the lower one coincides with a poverty line commonly used for India, 
which is also participating in our project. 

In recognition of the limitations of internationally-calculated poverty lines for the 
analysis of the condition of the poor in any one country, the Manila workshop 
determined that "poverty", for the purposes of our case studies, would be gauged 
within each country on the basis of a domestically-determined poverty line. Data 
based on some country-specific poverty lines are presented in table 2, and discussed 
below. The Manila workshop agreed that our country case studies should deliberately 
target people below national poverty lines. 

3 World Bank, "World Development Report 1990: Poverty", New York, Oxford, 1990. 

4 Ibid., p.26 

5 Ibid., p.26 

6 Ibid., p.29 
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The World Bank has stressed the inadequacy as a measure of poverty of a single 
dollar-based yardstick, which cannot encompass other important aspects of human 
welfare. Bank estimates of GNP per capita in its annual "World Development Report" 
have always been supplemented by data relating to measures of health (life 
expectancy, infant mortality), education (school enrolments, literacy) and nutrition, 
among other indices of welfare.7 Concern with the limitations of single-variable 
measures of welfare, and with national income-based measures in particular, led the 
UN Development Programme to propose a unified "Human Development Index" in 
1990, focussed on what were described as three "essential elements" of human life : 
longevity, knowledge and decent living standards.8 As subsequently elaborated, the 
Human Development Index (HDI) has come to incorporate indices of life expectancy, 
educational attainment and income per capita to give a single composite measure of 
human development. The HDI is an ordinal measure which ranks countries in terms 
of the human development of their peoples, which is shown to be by no means 
perfectly correlated with their ranking in terms of per capita income. Income levels 
are an imperfect guide to a country's level of human development. 

Table 1 lists indicators of poverty and human development in 1990 for the eight Asian 
countries participating in Banking with the Poor. They include two "least 
developed" states (Nepal and Bangladesh) and two in the lower-middle income 
category (GNP per capita of $630 and above), the Philippines and Malaysia. Malaysia 
is clearly in a different category from any other of the countries participating in our 
case studies, both by reason of the degree of its human development ("medium" level 
and ranked fifty-first of 160 countries in the HDI index ranking) and its per capita 
GNP of $2,320 in 1990. 

Appendix XU lists some data on such measures for our eight case study countries. 

United Nations Development Programme, "Human Development Report 1990", New 
York, Oxford, 1990. 
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Some Indicators of Poverty and Human Development in · 1990 

Table l(a) GNP :Qer Ca:Qita 
$ Average 

Countries Annual 
and Categories Growth 

Rate 
1965-90 

(%) 

Least developed: low income/low human development 

Nepal 170 0.5 
Bangladesh 210 0.7 

Developing: low income/low human development 

India 
Pakistan 
Indonesia 

350 
380 
570 

1.9 
2.5 
4.5 

Developing: low income/medium human development 

Sri Lanka 470 2.9 

Human 
Development 

Index 
Score 

0.168 
0.185 

0.297 
0.305 
0.491 

0.651 

Developing: lower-middle income/medium human development 

Philippines 
Malaysia 

730 
2,320 

1.3 
4.0 

0.600 
0.789 

Table l(b) Income Distribution: Percentage Share of Household Income 

Lowest Highest Highest Year 
Rank Country 20 percent 20 percent 10 percent 

1. Sri Lanka 4.8 56.1 43.0 1985-86 
2. Malaysia 4.6 51.2 34.8 1987 
3. Philippines 5.5 48.0 32.1 1985 
4. Pakistan 7.8 45.6 31.3 1984-85 
5. India 8.1 41.4 26.7 1983 
6. Indonesia 8.8 41.3 26.5 1987 
7. Bangladesh 10.0 37.2 23.2 1985-86 

Unranked 
Nepal 18.0* 28.0 1988 

Note: * lowest 40 percent 

Sources: World Bank, "World Development Report 1992'', UNDP, "Human Development Report 1992", Nepal 
Country Case Study. 
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Reflecting the imperfect correlation between income levels and human development, the 
classification of Sri Lanka in the "medium" range for the HDI, despite its low per capita 
GNP, indicates that this country has been able in the past to channel resources into 
welfare-generating services such as health and education to an exceptional degree. On 
the other hand, Pakistan has been described as a country where the creation, through 
economic growth, of opportunities for the poor has not been matched by investment by 
the state in developing their capacity to respond;9 this is reflected in a relatively low 
HDI score. 

The differing records of Pakistan and Sri lanka in achieving human development are 
examples of what a recent UN Development Programme report refers to as the 
"heterogeneity" of the Asian region in terms of the performance of individual countries. 

Experience ranges from examples of highly successful poverty eradication 
to examples of continuing failure. Growing numbers of people are not in 
themselves a cause of poverty, which persists because of a failure of the 
poor to gain access to adequate education, health, nutrition, water and 
sanitation facilities, and productive employment. Poverty is also 
compounded by inequalities in the distribution of incomes and assets and, 
closely related to these inequalities, environmental degradation.10 

Access to public services, and to productive employment, is to some extent measured 
by the Human Development Index (HDI). Examination of more specific measures 
reveals significant disparities within the Asian region in human development. According 
to the UNDP 

In most parts of East and Southeast Asia there have been steady reductions 
in infant mortality, and a rise in life expectancy at birth. Literacy rates are 
close to or above 80 per cent in several countries. Despite all this, great 
inequalities persist. In a number of countries, only about half the population 
has access to both safe water and sanitation, and male female disparities in 
such areas as literacy are still marked. 

The situation is worse elsewhere in Asia. In much of South Asia, and in Indochina 

The status of human development is a matter of even greater concern. In 
four countries, life expectancy has not yet reached 50 years. Some 600 
million people in South Asia do not have access to safe water and sanitation. 
Literacy rates in the subregion are also lower than in any other part of the 
world, falling below 20 per cent for women in several countries. Gender 
disparities are also marked in respect of health and education, implying that 
hundreds of millions of lives remain unfulfilled. 11 

9 World Bank "World Development Report 1990: Poverty", op. cit., p.51. 

10 

11 

UNDP, "Report of the Fifth Meeting of Aid Coordinators of Asia and the Pacific", 
Manila, 20-21 January 1992. 

UNDP, op. cit. 
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As mentioned above, inequalities in income compound problems of poverty, especially 
in situations of low per capita income. Table lb reports data on income distribution for 
the countries participating in BWTP. Income inequality appears greatest in Sri Lanka 
and Malaysia, indicating that, despite the latter's relatively high per capita income, 
continuing efforts are required to eliminate substantial pockets of poverty. Bangladesh 
appears to have the least inequality of income distribution among participating countries, 
but people in the top quintile (20 per cent) of the income distribution still enjoy almost 
four times as much income as those in the bottom quintile. At the other extreme, in Sri 
Lanka, the disparity in income shares between the top and bottom quintiles is in a ratio 
of twelve to one. 

By comparison, the corresponding ratios for Australia and the United States were 
calculated during the 1980s at between 8 and 10 to one12

, but at least the high average 
per capita incomes of those countries ensured relatively small proportions of their people 
were placed below their domestic poverty lines. In low-income countries such as India, 
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Nepal, so uneven a distribution of income necessarily places 
a substantial majority of citizens in poverty, if not in the abject category to which World 
Bank data have consigned some 800 million Asians, then at least in a highly vulnerable 
position. Such considerations have caused Remenyi to argue that "when we speak of 
the 'community of the poor' we refer to at least one-half and often three-quarters of the 
households in some of the least developed countries ... ", with the implication that "there 
are many more poor people in the Third World than is indicated by the 'poorest of the 
poor' scenarios published by the World Bank and United Nations agencies." 13 

To some extent, such arguments reflect the difficulties of defining and measuring 
poverty. Perhaps more important is to consider what is happening to the poor. What 
trends, if any, are observable in the incidence of poverty and the absolute numbers of 
the poor, in terms of any consistent definition of "poverty"? 

Some World Bank data indicate that, in Asia at least, substantial decreases in the 
incidence of poverty have occurred. Where population growth has slowed sufficiently, 
this has also translated into absolute reductions in the numbers of the poor. Data 
available for countries participating in BWTP are shown in table 2. 

Country and Period 

India (1972-83) 
Indonesia (1970-87) 
Malaysia (1973-87) 
Pakistan (1962-84) 
Sri Lanka (1963-82) 

Table 2 
Changes in Poverty 

Incidence of 
Length 

of period 
(years) 

11 
17 
14 
22 
19 

poverty 
(% of population) 

First Last 
Year Year 

54 
58 
37 
54 
37 

43 
17 
15 
23 
27 

Source: World Development Report 1990, p.41 

12 World Bank 1992, op. cit., p.269. 

Number of 
poor (m) 

First Last 
Year Year 

311 
68 
4.1 
27 
3.9 

315 
30 
2.2 
21 
4.1 

13 Joe Remenyi, "Where credit is due", London, IT Publications, 1991, p. 7. 
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Data in table 2 rely on "country-specific" (ie domestically-calculated) poverty lines, 
applied consistently over a period in each case. Such local yardsticks were applied in 
discussing the incidence of poverty in each of our eight country case studies. While, as 
Remenyi's comments indicate, there is scope for argument about the applicability of a 
particular poverty line and the numbers in "poverty'; in a country at any time, there is 
less room for controversy about trends, as indicated in table 2. This is borne out by a 
World Bank report referred to in the Indonesia country case study for BWTP.14 

Alternative, non-official, measures of poverty suggest that larger numbers of Indonesians 
should be classified as poor than are shown in official statistics. However, applying 
these non-official yardsticks of poverty to available data indicates the same trend of 
massive reductions in the incidence of poverty as shown by the official estimates in table 
2, above. These suggest a decline in the incidence of poverty from almost 60 per cent 
to less than 20 per cent within a generation. There also appears to have been a striking 
reduction in absolute numbers of the poor, to which declining population growth 
contributed. While Malaysia and Pakistan also achieved some absolute reduction, in 
both these cases high population growth rates blunted the impact of substantial 
reductions in the incidence of poverty. Even India achieved an 11 per cent reduction 
in incidence in as many years, although absolute numbers remained virtually static. 

The case of Sri Lanka, however, robs the process of poverty reduction of any appearance 
of inevitability. Table 2 records progress in reducing the incidence of poverty up to 
1982, but more recent data in the country case study indicate the possible reversal of this 
trend. Moreover, as the argument above makes clear, reductions in the incidence of 
poverty occur.ring where natural increase of populations is still rapid, will not prevent 
further increases in the absolute numbers of the poor from occurring. Thus the World 
Bank projects annual population growth rates for Nepal and Pakistan, among our 
participating countries, at 2.5 and 2.7 per cent, respectively, in the last decade of this 
century. 15 While India's annual rate of growth will decline to 1. 7 per cent, this will 
still see its total population rise from 850 million to just over one billion, illustrating the 
treadmill that the forces of poverty reduetion must overtake in order to diminish the 
absolute numbers of the poor. And of course the above discussion has been confined 
to Asia, where poverty is seen in the largest absolute numbers, but in lower incidence 
than in some regions or subregions elsewhere in the world, especially sub-Saharan 
Africa. 

Some aspects of poverty, and of progress 

Poverty in Asia, which is still predominantly rural in character, is intimately associated 
with overpopulation, or an imbalance between population and land resources. In much 
of monsoon Asia substantial subpopulations of landless or near-landless people live close 
to the margin of existence, experiencing seasonal unemployment and nutritional stress. 
The burden of such poverty falls heavily upon women and children. 

14 

15 

World Bank, "Indonesia 
Washington, 1990. 

strategy for a sustained reduction in poverty", 

World Development Report 1992, p. 268. 
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Yet population density per se is not a cause of poverty, as the Asian examples of Japan, 
Hong Kong and Singapore suggest. Such dense populations are (or are becoming) 
among the most productive in the world. With limited access to natural resources, but 
equipped with complementary resources of physical and human capital, and technology, 
they operate in a legal, administrative and governmental framework which is conducive 
to the reward of initiative and the grasping of opportunity. Their highly developed 
financial systems mobilise the savings necessary to finance the physical and human 
capital accumulation which underpins their growth. 

In much of the rest of Asia, and especially in South Asia, low levels of human 
development are both a cause and a consequence of poverty. Much the same can be 
said of the situation of insufficiency of physical capital resources (and of the savings 
from which such physical capital formation might be financed) which contributes to low 
human productivity and wretchedness. The contrast between, say, Japan and Bangladesh 
might be thought so extreme as to obscure any discussion of the nature of poverty in the 
latter country, were it not for the striking advance from poverty of the Japanese people 
within this century. 

Banking with the Poor is concerned with efforts to improve the material welfare and 
self-reliance of people far removed from the industrial workforces of the newly
industrialising economies of Asia, whose physical productivity and standards of 
consumption are now rivalling those of people in longer-industrialised societies. But. 
commonalities do apply; we are concerned with physical capital accumulation, but at 
the level of the woodworker investing in a plane to finish timber planks rather than the 
industrialist building a plywood mill, of the trader buying a tri-wheel trolly to carry 
goods to his customers rather than the tycoon commissioning an oil-tanker, and of the 
woman building a mud-brick oven to bake unleavened bread rather than the agro
industrialist establishing a cannery. 

We are also concerned with mobilising financial capital, although not on the scale of the 
burgeoning bourses of Taipei and Kuala Lumpur, but more on the scale of the widow's 
mite; quite literally, we record among these case studies how poor women in India, 
Bangladesh and elsewhere meet together to pool savings at the rate of a few cents a 
week. Their ambitions are to buy stripped cane to plait for baskets, or clay to mould 
pots; some need to buy vegetables at dawn in a market place for resale during the day; 
all need to be able to make these minuscule but life-supporting transactions, free of the 
exactions of moneylenders and middlemen. 

Such "microenterprise" activities, occurring in overpopulated rural areas, increase the 
income-generating opportunities available to the landless and near-landless and provide 
a mechanism by which the benefits of increasing agricultural productivity can be 
transmitted more widely through village communities. Occurring in the settlements of 
the poor in Asia's rapidly-growing cities, they serve to draw the income generated by 
industrialisation, to some extent at least, down to those at the bottom of the scale. 
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A.3 The struggle for survival 

The largest concentrations of poverty in Asia occur in economies still primarily agrarian 
in character, whose labour forces remain overwhelmingly rural and in the majority are 
engaged in agriculture. These characteristics apply to India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and 
Nepal. While the industrial sectors of Sri Lanka, the Philippines and Indonesia have 
equalled or surpassed the output share of these countries' agricultural sectors, low labour 
productivity in agriculture, together with the slow growth of alternative employment 
opportunities, still locks a majority of workers into that sector. It is a truism to say that 
the elimination of poverty requires the simultaneous increase of agricultural production 
and the transfer of a substantial proportion of the labour force out of agriculture into 
more productive employment. The important questions relate to how such changes can 
be brought about. 

Technological innovation in agriculture, including the phenomenon of the "Green 
Revolution", has offered substantial benefits. Per capita availability of food has 
increased throughout Asia in the past quarter-century, in some countries strikingly so. 
Governments have given attention to investments in infrastructure in basic sectors such 
as power, communications and transport, health and education, with the intention of 
establishing the preconditions for industrialisation. Industrial development, and 
especially manufacturing industry growth, has been rapid in many countries. Among 
countries participating in Banking with the Poor, Indonesia is now at the point where 
manufacturing has overtaken agriculture in output terms. Malaysia and the Philippines 
are well beyond that point. India, despite the relatively small share of manufacturing 
in its output, is in absolute terms a substantial industrial economy. Yet the growth of 
employment in the modem industrial sector, where capital intensities and wages are 
high, is in general insufficient to absorb both increases in the workforce due to 
population growth and the required transfer of labour from agriculture. 

Where poverty rules, open unemployment is rare, but many people are trapped in low 
productivity activities, both within and outside agriculture. Observers, noticing relatively 
low labour intensities associated with many such activities, may describe those so 
occupied as "underemployed". But it is more relevant to note the low returns yielded 
to workers who engage in them, and more helpful to most of these people to conceive 
of solutions to their poverty as lying in income-generation, rather than in "employment"
creation. Most are self-employed, or members of family working units, and efforts to 
increase the productivity of their labour are necessary if surpluses generated by growth 
in agriculture and industry are to "trickle down" to them. The "informal" economy in 
which they operate may be, at one extreme, a dynamic sector in which innovation, rising 
incomes and capital accumulation occur, or at the other extreme it may be simply a 
statistical category, a residual sponge into which growing numbers of landless and other 
poor are absorbed, with little hope of improvement in the material conditions of their 
lives. Interventions aimed at increasing the productivity of economic activity among the 
self-employed in the informal sector may assist in releasing the potential for dynamism 
that exists there. This is an argument for increasing people's capacity for self-help; 
strategies of industrialisation and formal sector employment-creation are largely 
irrelevant to the condition of the very poor. 
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A.4 Availability of credit: a crucial constraint on income-generation within the 
informal sector. 

Many factors constrain the capacity of the poor to help themselves. They may lack 
skills; they may be unaware of economic opportunities, or of markets for what they are 
capable of producing; they may lack necessary political access or the capacity to 
overcome bureaucratic obstacles; or they may lack the necessary capital to exercise 
skills or capture opportunities. Many interventions by governments, international 
agencies and voluntary groups have been designed to address one or another of those 
deficiencies. Banking with the Poor has been conducted on the assumption that lack 
of access to credit, or its unavailability on terms that make possible a proper return to 
enterprise, is a crucial constraint upon self-help by the poor. 

The assumption that the availability of credit is a central requirement underlies a number 
of approaches to microenterprise development, including the so-called "minimalist" 
model with which the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh is sometimes associated. This 
approach argues that within their particular economic sphere the poor are well-informed 
of market opportunities and possess relevant skills; making credit available enables 
them to capitalise on these skills and opportunities and to move to sustainably-higher 
levels of income and welfare without any other intervention. 

Other approaches to poverty alleviation through fostering microenterprise involve the 
delivery of credit as part of a package which includes training and extension activities. 
Considerable variations exist in the weighting given to credit in such packages and in 
the extent to which they are targeted at the very poor; at the extreme, credit is virtually 
an afterthought in approaches based primarily on the provision of various human 
services to potential microentrepreneurs, who are often not very poor. Such packages 
are likely to be relatively expensive and hence may not have the capacity to become 
self-financing. 

The minimalist model has considerable attraction, especially if combined with the idea 
that micro-financing services could become available to the poor on a commercial yet 
affordable basis, as part of the extension and growth of an efficient financial sector 
within a developing economy. It seems possible, from the experience of Grameen, that 
small amounts of capital loaned to the self-employed poor in Bangladesh are extremely 
productive, and that such loans are serviced on a basis that preserves Grameen' s capital 
resources for relending. Evidence to be presented in case studies conducted for Banking 
with the Poor supports the claim that the poor benefit materially from access to 
microcredit, and that they are willing and able to service loans on a commercial basis. 
The case studies describe a variety of approaches to microcredit provision, ranging from 
the Grameen model to others that offer credit with various combinations of services to 
develop the self-help capacities of the poor. However, before discussing these 
approaches it is necessary to consider sources of credit otherwise available to the poor, 
and their accessibility, as well as their suitability for the task of poverty alleviation. 
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A.5 Availability of credit to the poor 

In dealing with the sources of credit which are, in principle at least, available to serve 
the needs of the poor it is useful to distinguish between "formal" and "informal" 
channels through with funds accumulated by savers are made available to borrowers. 
Formal financial institutions, such as banks, are constituted within the legal and 
regulatory framework of a State to serve as intermediaries between savers and borrowers. 
For a number of reasons there are severe constraints upon the capacity of formal 
financial institutions to make credit available to poor borrowers. (For the time being, 
we leave aside the special case of State financial institutions created specifically to serve 
the poor, which are discussed below). 

Difficulties which formal financial institutions, such as banks, experience in dealing with 
the poor as borrowers include matters of perception, as well as certain realities. Bankers 
perceive the poor to be bad credit risks; the poor often perceive banks as alien 
institutions which exist to serve the needs of their social superiors. In highly stratified 
societies such perceptions create powerful inhibitions limiting use of banks by the poor. 

Among harsh realities constraining access to banks are legal or conventional 
requirements for the extension of credit, including the need to offer physical collateral 
(primarily in the form of property titles), which the poor seldom possess, and formalities 
of documentation, which the poor find difficult to satisfy. To some extent 
documentation requirements reflect the need of banks for information on which to assess 
credit risk; social and physical distance between banks and the poor contributes to 
banks' difficulties in assessing credit-worthiness. From the perspective of the poor, bank 
branch networks do not appear to be planned with their needs in mind. Physical 
difficulties of access, and transport costs, constrain their approaches to formal financial 
institutions. 

Poor borrowers require, and could only hope to qualify for, loans which are very small 
by normal banking standards. Given their normal procedures, banks find the approval 
and processing of such loans relatively expensive, since the "transaction costs" of 
administering loans do not vary much with their size. Hence it is more profitable to 
make bigger loans, with a given probability of repayment, unless small borrowers can 
be charged appropriately more than large borrowers. Charging full bank transaction 
costs for very small loans would involve prohibitive costs for borrowers. While banks 
might be prepared to accept losses on lending which is thought likely to generate 
profitable business in other ways, such as providing access to a relatively low-cost 
source of deposits, the poor are not perceived by the banks as offering that opportunity. 

For these reasons, formal commercial channels within the financial sectors of developing 
economies, including those in Asia, are virtually closed to the poor. But the informal 
economy provides certain alternative channels of finance. While these are described 
below, it is necessary to emphasise that informal financial sources provide a volume of 
credit which is, in the aggregate, inadequate for the needs of the poor, and often 
expensive in relation to their means. So limited is the penetration of formal financial 
institutions, especially in the rural sectors of many developing economies, that the poor 
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must compete with more prosperous members of society for informal sector credit. The 
importance of such credit in South Asia is shown by studies in the late 1970s and early 
1980s, which indicated that informal credit markets provided 75 per cent of total rural 
credit in India, 60 per cent in Sri Lanka, and 57 per cent in Nepal. No data are 
available concerning the proportion of this credit extended to the poor. 16 

Informal sector finance may be provided by professional money lenders, who usually 
operate outside the legal and regulatory framework which applies to formal financial 
institutions. Market vendors and operators of other small enterprises often tum to 
money-lenders for their short term credit needs. While their interest rates are often 
extremely high (for example, the so-called "five-six" arrangement under which market 
vendors acquire their trading capital needs; the borrower may receive $5 before dawn 
and repay $6 to the lender in the evening, with an effective interest rate of 20 per cent 
a day) such transactions have some advantages for borrowers. Credit is usually available 
immediately, when and where required and often without collateral, since the lender 
usually relies on personal knowledge of borrowers and their circumstances. Delays and 
formalities associated with bank loans do not occur. However, despite their visibility 
and notoriety, such transactions probably constitute a minor part of the volume of 
informal credit outstanding at any time. 

Much credit is associated with other transactions, for example, the purchase of raw 
material from a supplier, with deferred payment, or the preharvest sale of a crop with 
immediate payment. In such cases the interest payment is implicit in the price agreed 
for the sale; rates of interest inputed from such transactions may be very high. The 
availability of alternative and cheaper credit could do much to increase the welfare of 
small traders, artisans, farmers and their families, by freeing them to buy or sell to best 
advantage without being tied to credit arrangements. 

Extended family networks are sources of credit for the poor, as also are networks of 
friends and neighbours. Such flows of funds may serve to even out fluctuations in 
income resulting from personal circumstances or seasonal factors, and are probably the 
major source of informal credit for those in poverty17

• These arrangements may evolve 
by degrees into somewhat more formal groupings, which provide a traditional basis for 
the forms of self-help group involved in tl:ie case studies from Banking with the Poor, 
discussed below. 

16 

17 

See studies in Jacob Levitsky (ed.), "Microenterprises in developing countries", 
Intermediate Technology Publications, London, 1989. 

World Bank, "World Development Report 1989", ch. 8. 
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A.6 Official responses to the need for credit 

Concern for poverty alleviation and recognition of the importance of credit as a 
constraint upon the capacity for self-help by the poor have caused most governments in 
Asia to devote considerable resources to the provision of credit targeted at the poor, 
especially in rural areas, and usually on subsidised terms. In doing so, they have often 
been assisted by multilateral and bilateral agencies in formulating and financing 
programs. Institutions and agencies have been created within most countries to cater 
specifically to rural areas, microenterprises and the disadvantaged. For the 
implementation of these schemes, banking institutions have often been employed as 
intermediaries. 

The wide variety of such schemes includes requiring commercial banks to devote a 
specified proportion of their advances to particular target groups, often described as 
"priority sector" lending. Other programs have the provision of subsidised credit as an 
element of some wider set of objectives, often within the rural sector. Examples include 
the Indonesian BIMAS program, designed to achieve national self-sufficiency in rice 
production, India's Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP) and Nepal's Small 
Farmer Development Program. Banking institutions within these countries were made 
the channels for the disbursement of credit in connection with those schemes. 
Institutions have been created specifically to administer programs, such as the 
Bangladesh Rural Development Board and the Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries 
Corporation, set up to administer credit for microenterprises. Government-sponsored 
rural cooperatives were established in a number of countries to provide subsidised credit 
for small farmers. 

Such efforts made by national governments, with the active support of central banks and 
international agencies, using the services of the existing network of development and 
commercial banks, and involving the creation of many specialised agencies, have 
required the expenditure of vast sums, with mixed and often disappointing results. 
Getubig cites one such program, India's IRDP, as one of the largest credit programs of 
its kind targeted exclusively at the poor. During the 1980s IRDP channelled some Rs 
71 billion in credit and subsidies to about 27 million households, mostly poor and 
including many very or extremely poor families. However it suffered very high default 
rates and could only provide a second loan to about one per cent of recipients. In 
consequence, studies showed initial income gains evaporating within two to four years, 
with the net worth of beneficiaries slipping back to former levels.18 

Even more common among such programs is the failure to target beneficiaries 
appropriately; a large proportion of benefits is received by members of rural elites who 
"crowd out" the poverty groups. Banks required to disburse subsidised funds lack the 
necessary incentive to perform. So far as possible they are inclined to ignore or 
circumvent directions on priority sector lending. Getubig also describes the cooperative 
approach to credit provision as having largely failed in the Asian context. 

18 LP. Getubig Jr., "The role of credit in poverty alleviation : a review of Asian 
experience", paper presented at the seminar on Design and Management of Sustainable 
Poverty Alleviation Projects (World Bank Economic Development Institute and 
Institute for Social and Economic Change, Bangalore, India, July-August 1991) 
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Another aspect of official policy which affects the availability of credit to the poor 
concerns the regulatory environment in which the financial sector operates. As described 
above, policies of priority sector lending and subsidised credit have been common, 
particularly in South Asian countries. There the mostly nationalised commercial banks, 
lending in response to government directives, have accumulated substantial backlogs of 
non-performing loans, while the maintenance of interest rates at artificially low levels 
has acted to repress savings. 

This situation has been changing recently as South Asian governments show signs of 
responding to trends in the wider region for the deregulation of financial institutions and 
markets. 19 Liberalisation of financial markets extends the reach and efficiency of 
formal sector financial institutions, with increasing integration of informal sector 
financial activity into formal markets. Freeing interest rates encourages the mobilisation 
of savings by financial institutions, and in the process broadens access to credit. 
Increased competition among financial institutions narrows the spread between 
borrowing and lending rates, and enforces disciplines which lead to reduced transaction 
costs of bank lending. 

These trends improve the potential for formal financial institutions to extend credit to 
social groups previously beyond their reach. Among countries participating in Banking 
with the Poor the process has probably gone furthest in Indonesia, where deregulation 
has led to substantial and continuing reductions in availability of subsidised central bank 
credits and has freed private commercial banks to compete with the State sector. 
Substantial savings have been mobilised in the process, with corresponding increases in 
the volume of, and access to, bank credit. State banks, especially Bank Rakyat 
Indonesia, have responded to the challenge of deregulation by moving from a posture 
of disbursing subsidised credits, with little attention to savings mobilisation, to one of 
vigorous commercial banking. Bank Rakyat operates through a widespread rural branch 
network, and has developed innovative approaches to extending credit to the poor. 

By comparison, the Philippines has experienced some limited banking reforms while 
interest rates have been deregulated, but with disappointing impact on the mobilisation 
of savings. This is partly due to limited competition within the banking system, where 
spreads between borrowing and lending rates appear to have increased. This situation, 
together with continued reliance by the Government of the Philippines on credit 
subsidisation and directed lending, limits scope for the creative extension of formal 
sector financial services for benefit of the poor. 

19 Asian Development Bank, "Asian Development Outlook 1992", Oxford University Press, 
1992, pp. 28 ff. 
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A. 7 Alternative strategies and institutions 

Official responses to the need to provide credit for the poor, based on subsidised and 
priority sector lending, and whether intermediated by development or commercial banks 
or via cooperatives or other specialised agencies, have proved deficient. Moreover, 
while financial liberalisation can bring certain disadvantaged social groups within reach 
of commercial banks, this process clearly has limits in situations of widespread and 
severe poverty. Improvements in bank efficiency which reduce transaction costs of 
lending, coupled with more positive attitudes of bankers towards the poor, can go only 
so far. 

An alternative strategy builds upon embryonic institutions common in many Asian 
societies. These include informal groups whose members pool savings and relend within 
the group on a rotational or needs basis. Such groups were mentioned above, in 
connection with informal credit markets. Other traditional groupings exist within 
villages (for example, water users' associations and funeral societies) which could 
provide an organisational framework for efforts to achieve self-reliance in access to 
credit. Such grassroots social organisations, which have as their primary characteristics 
a common perception of need and the impulse towards collective action, are called here 
"self-help groups" (SHGs). They may come into existence for many purposes, but the 
discussion here is concerned with those organised solely or primarily for credit 
provision. 

It is also necessary to distinguish SHGs from the more formal or larger-scale voluntary 
groups known generically as non-governmental organisations (NGOs). While the 
distinction is not always clear-cut, NGOs tend to operate at the broader regional or 
societal level, and to provide an umbrella for the activities of SHGs. NGOs may spring 
from the growth of a single SHG, or from the grouping of SHGs, but they may also 
develop from a broader social (sometimes middle class) perception of need and a 
philosophy of encouraging self-help among the poor. Among other things, they differ 
from SHGs in their greater capacity to deal with government and international agencies; 
such mediation on behalf of SHGs is one of their major functions. 

A study of NGOs conducted for the Asian Development Bank describes them as having 
"comparative advantage" (as against traditional government agencies) in many poverty 
alleviation activities. This is based on their qualities of physical and cultural proximity 
to the poor, the trust or credibility they have achieved, their commitment to changing 
the status quo, and their flexibility in the face of changing circumstances. NGOs are 
seen as being more responsive to the priorities of the poor and, most significantly in the 
present context, as more cost effective. This is based on their relatively low salaries and 
overheads and their extensive use of voluntary labour.20 

20 International Development Support Services, "Cooperation with NGOs in 
Agriculture and Rural Development", Manila, Asian Development Bank, 1989, Vol 
2, pp 2-6. 
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NGOs, being generally politically neutral and flexible in action, have an advantage over 
government organisations in accessing the poor. But there is a need to improve the 
professional capacity of many NGOs to permit improvements in their operational 
efficiency, without at the same time unduely increasing their overhead costs. 
Nonetheless NGOs, and especially those operating in concert with SHGs, offer the 
possibility of delivering certain services at lower unit costs than either government 
agencies or commercial institutions. We believe this cost advantage applies in the 
provision of credit to the poor. 

NGOs and SHGs can overcome the problem of transaction costs, which constrain access 
of the poor to bank credit, by passing on some banking responsibilities to the poor 
themselves. In SHGs, group leaders and secretaries are often responsible for collecting 
loan repayments and savings and assisting with application processing, as well as for 
making followup visits to borrower projects. In addition, the character of these 
voluntary associations and their relations with members offer ways of overcoming the 
obstacles of collateral, excessive documentation and physical access which reduce the 
capacity of formal financial institutions to serve the poor. They are capable of achieving 
higher repayment rates than governmental or commercial institutions, because of their 
better knowledge of fellow clients and the loyalty they inspire among them. 

However NGOs have not been able to achieve savings in one area of fixed costs, staff 
training and development. Having well-trained and committed staff is one of the key 
elements of NGO success. There is some tension between the pressures for 
"professionalism" which the need for trained staff creates, and the need to keep costs 
down. This is discussed below as a prime area for external intervention in support of 
NGOs and SHGs. 
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A.8 Augmenting the financial resources of NGOs and SHGs: the linkage mechanism 

Most NGOs work directly with the poor, just as SHGs do, whatever other activities they 
have. But in this discussion we shall treat SHGs as the direct providers of credit, and 
discuss NGOs simply in terms of their relationships with SHGs. 

SHGs which provide credit to the poor draw their loan funds from a variety. of sources. 
They may ·become active in response to the availability of funds from officially
sponsored programs of the kind described in section A.6 above. Their lending is 
"supply-driven", and NGOs may perform the function of preparing SHGs for 
participation, or act as intermediaries for the State in providing funds to SHGs. The 
mobilisation of savings by SHGs usually does not occur in such programs. 

SHGs whose lending is "demand-driven" typically commence by mobilising savings, 
although wide variations occur in their success in doing so. All are likely to look to 
external sources of capital to a greater or less extent, since the poor are not capable of 
accumulating all the funds they need from their own resources when it comes to making 
productive loans. Again, NGOs can play an important role in securing access to external 
funding, as well as in helping communities in the formation and training of SHGs. 

Banking with the Poor recognises the need for SHGs to find sources of funding from 
outside their communities to augment their resources. This is not intended to downplay 
the importance of internal savings mobilisation; for many reasons an SHG with a strong 
savings program is likely to be more successful 'in managing a credit program. Starting 
with such a program is a sound basis for the deployment of additional funding from 
outside. Such additional funding is clearly needed in support of the potential productive 
activities of the poor. 

Banking with the Poor is concerned to demonstrate the potential for banks to provide 
credit to SHGs on a sound commercial basis for onlending to the poor. Studies of the 
"linkage mechanism" between banks and NGOs/SHGs have been undertaken in Asia for 
a number of years at the instigation of APRACA, (The Asian-Pacific Regional 
Agricultural Credit Association21 of which the Foundation for Development 
Cooperation is the Australian member. However, BWTP is the first attempt to conduct 
parallel case studies with common terms of reference in a number of countries of the 
region, with particular emphasis on the linkage mechanism. 

A number of potential forms or "models" of linkage may be distinguished: 

a) Simplest and most direct, is a mode of linkage in which banks deal directly with 
individual SHGs, providing lines of credit for onlending to individual members. 
NGOs have no role in this model, which is relatively uncommon. It appears to 
require relatively sophisticated SHGs, or a situation where a bank is prepared to 
prepare the SHG for its role. No such cases are reported in the case studies for 
BWTP. 

21 See Erhard Kropp and others, "Linking self-help groups and banks in developing 
countries", Eschborn, APRACA and GTZ, 1989. 
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b) Another model, also involving a direct linkage between a bank and an SHG, 
requires the participation of an NGO. The latter provides training and guidance 
services to the SHG in the administration of a line of credit received directly by 
the SHG from the bank. The NGO also plays a facilitating role to the bank, 
advising on the general performance of the SHG. This approximates the role 
played by NGOs in India and Pakistan in our case studies. 

c) The most common model encountered in BWTP places the NGO in the role of 
financial intermediary between a bank and a number of SHGs. The linkage 
between bank and SHG is thus indirect in this case. The NGO accepts the 
contractual responsibility for repayment of the line of credit, final lending of 
which is conducted by the SHG. The NGO is also responsible for training and 
consultancy services to the SHG. Indonesia, Sri Lanka, the Philippines and 
Malaysia approximate to this model in our case studies. 

d) A fourth model sees the NGO playing an important role in the establishment, 
training and guidance of SHGs. Bank loans are made directly to individual 
borrowers (who are members of SHGs) upon the recommendation of the SHG and 
the NGO. The NGO also assists in monitoring, supervision and collection of 
loans for the bank (as in the Bangladesh and Nepal case studies). 
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B MAJOR ISSUES 

B.1 Target Groups 

(a) The socio-economic status of group members 

The terms of reference of this project require the Foundation to explore, demonstrate 
and publicise the scope for increased access to credit on a sound commercial basis for 
the very poor. At the First Regional Workshop on Banking with the Poor, several 
participants drew attention to the acknowledged failure of many so-called "poverty 
focussed projects" to reach the very poor in Asia. After some discussion, it was 
agreed that : 

(i) explicit targeting of the poor, including women, is essential 
(ii) target groups to be identified in the case studies should be below the official 

poverty line in each country, and that 
(iii) credit should be available only to members of the target group to preclude 

leakage to the non-poor (as has occurred all too often in previous programs). 

Almost all of the target groups covered in the case studies comply with the above 
strict criteria, although one or two NGOs (credit unions), while aiming to do so, have 
not yet fully succeeded in achieving that goal (see below). In at least six of the eight 
participating countries, the bank and NGO participants have focussed their linkage 
program exclusively upon the poor, ie upon members of the population who fall 
clearly below the national poverty line. In most (though not in all) cases, the target 
groups are located in rural areas, where indeed the overwhelming proportion of the 
poor of Asia are to be found. 

Hence, in addition to the requirement that household incomes must be below the 
respective national poverty lines, a large proportion of those targeted in the case 
studies are either landless or own less than half an acre of land. Their household 
income, in most cases, is derived from meagre day-labouring wages of a highly 
seasonal nature and from the very sparse crops they are able to plant on tiny acreages, 
once again very dependent upon monsoonal cycles. Those fortunate enough to have 
small farm holdings of up to five acres, are for the most part to be found in very 
barren areas, or on rocky hillsides, with poor rainfall and inadequate sources of water. 
They may also plant highly seasonal crops or raise goats or sheep or an occasional 
milking cow. Weaving, rice milling, brick making, broom making and sundry other 
small artisanal pursuits are added to provide the sparsest livelihood for these poor 
households. Malnutrition is rampant. Most people are considered to be fortunate if 
they are able to enjoy a second full meal per day. A far higher level of illiteracy is 
to be found in these target groups than in the national average for the country. 

Many of the poor targeted in urban areas come originally from the countryside seeking 
a better life in the cities. They are to be found living in makeshift slum shelters still 
scratching a meagre living from occasional low-paid labour. Since this is insufficient 
for family survival, they seek self-employment as scavengers, market vendors or 
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pedicab riders, or as aspmng microentrepreneurs in weaving, tailoring, furniture 
making, or mechanical repairs. Many are employed in making countless small "fast
food" items, such as rice-cakes, bread rolls and confectionery products for door to 
door sale, or sale by the market vendors. 

The overwhelming proportion of those involved in the case study target groups are 
women. In Bangladesh, the proportion is 70 per cent; in Indonesia 42 per cent; in 
Malaysia 99 per cent; in Nepal 75 per cent; in Pakistan 14 per cent; in the 
Philippines 85 per cent for TSPI, 87 per cent for KMBI and 92 per cent for ASKI; 
and in Sri Lanka 64 per cent. In India, among 1449 self-help groups formed by 
MYRADA for adults, 722 (or 50 per cent) were for women and a further 272 (or 19 
per cent) were mixed. This preponderance of women in the target groups of most 
case studies should come as no surprise when it is realised that women and children 
are amongst the most vulnerable and the most poor members of society in Asia. 
However, as will be demonstrated below, once organised into self-help groups, it 
seems that women can also become some of the most credit-worthy members of 
society. Without going into the many reasons for this here, suffice it to say that loan 
repayment rates by women have been significantly higher than by men, which does 
much for the financial viability and success of those programs which have a high 
proportion of women. 

It will be gathered from the foregoing that the vast majority of the target groups 
covered by the case studies can be properly characterised as being quite genuinely 
"very poor", or typical of the one billion people described by the World Bank as 
living in absolute poverty. As a further illustration of this point, one of the NGOs 
selects its target groups from among families classified in the national household 
income survey as falling below the poverty line, and then carries out its own direct 
survey of those households in a poor village, in order to target only families with less 
than two-thirds of the national "poverty-line" income. 

(b) The method of selection of target groups 

This varies considerably from country to country and is largely determined by the 
mandate, resources and location of the NGO concerned. For example, Amanah Ikhtiar 
is the NGO in Malaysia which uses the household survey method indicated above to 
target its poor beneficiaries. In this way, it has already been able to reach over 10 per 
cent of the 100,000 households estimated by the government to live below the poverty 
line, out of a total national population of 17 million in Malaysia. 

In stark contrast, Swanirvar Bangladesh, although it has already reached 535,327 very 
poor borrowers through 8,000 field workers in villages throughout the country, has 
thus far been able to reach fewer than one per cent of the estimated 65 million poor 
in Bangladesh. Even so, it is a most important NGO with nationwide operations, 
second only to the Grameen Bank which has over one million poor borrowers. 

In India, the participating NGO, MYRADA has already reached 450,000 poor villagers 
in Southern India, and plans to reach a total of 1,000,000 by 1996 (of a total of 312 
million poor in the country as a whole). It has done so through forming 1700 self
help groups of between 15 and 30 poor villagers. A MYRADA extension officer 
visits, and often stays for a time, in a very poor village to listen to the needs, 
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problems and proposed solutions of the villagers. This may be for a shallow well, or 
a handpump, or for advice on treating a livestock disease. Soon some villagers ask 
to form a group, which before long is formed into a self-help savings and credit group 
with the help of MYRADA. This method of finding and selecting the target group 
is followed by many other successful NGOs in rural areas of Asia. 

A similar method is beginning to be followed in urban as well as rural areas by some 
NGOs. For example, in the case of KMBI in the Philippines, groups are initiated by 
visits of staff to slum areas and informal settlements. In this case, the leaders of 
groups once formed are encouraged to go to neighbouring areas to form other groups, 
and so on, without the direct intervention of the NGO. An earlier approach by KMBI 
and by its older Manila partner, TSPI, was to rely upon the recommendation of a local 
pastor or priest to accept poor members of the community as individual borrowers. 
Whilst this method still continues, it seems to favour the somewhat less poor members 
of the community, and to achieve poorer loan repayment rates. The NGOs concerned, 
including TSPI in Manila, are tending more and more to favour the group-formation 
method, or to select existing self-help groups or small cooperatives in order to target 
the poorer members of society. 

In Pakistan, the NGO Orangi Pilot Project (OPP) in an extremely poor unplanned 
settlement area of Karachi, has chosen to support a cooperative society of poor 
weavers as its initial target group. Consisting of 54 families initially, the group has 
now increased to 67 (or 536 persons), and the OPP with the support of the Habib 
Bank hopes to replicate this method by targeting other poor urban groups such as 
shoe-makers, hawkers and others in future. 

A similar approach has been followed by the Gundu Village Development Board in 
a rural area of Nepal. The Gundu Village with 300 households or 1500 persons 
belonging to the Tamang community (said to be the poorest in Nepal) has now been 
organised by the Village Development Board into 5 groups of 35 borrowers on a 
functional basis. Some are involved in furniture making, some in goat raising, and 
others in woollen yarn spinning. 

Reference has already been made to difficulties encountered by credit unions in one 
or two countries in targeting the very poor. This certainly does not stem from any 
lack of desire or commitment to do so, but results mainly perhaps from the structure 
and history of the credit union movement. These difficulties of application (which 
will be mentioned in greater detail below) do nothing to detract from the intrinsic 
strength of the credit union concept as an ideal model of self-reliance, through savings 
and credit, that could still be emulated by other NGOs and SHGs for the poor. The 
problem arises from the fact that credit unions emerged historically as a middle class 
movement which, though by no means excluding the poor, was not explicitly targeted 
at them. 
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Recognising the critical need for poverty alleviation, especially in developing 
countries, some credit union movements have endeavoured to find creative ways to 
target the poor. For example, the TCCS in Sri Lanka has asked each Primary Society 
to select at least five members from among the poorest sections of their community, 
to provide assistance to them to plan and manage their own affairs using savings and 
credit. The same organisation has also agreed with the Hatton National Bank to select 
a particular village, 60 per cent of whose population falls below the poverty line, as 
its target group. Certain difficulties associated with the implementation of this 
arrangement are discussed below. 
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B.2 Organisation and funding of NGOs/SHGs 

(a) NGO Organisation and Funding 

As will be apparent from the foregoing description and analysis of the target groups, 
all were initially identified, selected and assisted by reputable non-governmental 
organisations with a strong commitment to poverty alleviation, and to helping the poor 
to achieve better access to credit on a sound commercial basis. The nature and 
operation of their credit programs differs markedly on the basis of their differing 
mandates, organisation and sources of funding described below. 

Swanirvar Bangladesh is a major national NGO that acts only as a financial 
intermediary for the country's nationalised banks, and as a facilitator for lending to 
the poor. It takes upon itself the task of motivating, organising and training the poor 
in small self-help groups of 5-10 members, and monitors the end use of loan money 
and the collection of weekly instalments on behalf of the banks. It does this with the 
help of 8000 credit and union assistants. Funding for the program is attained through 
the collection of Tk2($0.05) per week per loanee, for the remuneration of workers at 
all levels. SB receives no other government or outside grant for its credit program 
and is an entirely indigenous effort. 

MYRADA, a regional Indian NGO operating in Southern India, has achieved a 
national reputation for its skill in forming self-help groups (see below). MYRADA 
has received some financial assistance from official Indian institutions, including 
CAPART and NABARD, and from overseas NGOs, such as PLAN International. But 
most of this has been used for institution-building rather than for loan capital, a large 
proportion of which has been raised to date from the savings of members of the SHGs 
themselves. 

In Pakistan, the Aga Khan Rural Support Program (AKRSP) and the Orangi Pilot 
Project (OPP) operating in rural and urban parts of the country, respectively, have 
collaborated with the project Banking with the Poor. The AKRSP has achieved 
considerable success in rural improvement in a very backward northern region of the 
country by providing credit through SHGs composed mainly of small farmers. 
External support has come mainly from the Aga Khan Foundation and other 
international donors. 

The OPP is an NGO reputed for its community development work and income 
generating programs for the urban poor, in the backward suburb of Orangi in Karachi. 
It has received support from several international donors and, like AKRSP, is also the 
subject of a W odd Bank pilot project on credit for the poor in Pakistan. 

In Nepal, the participant is a new grassroots NGO, the Gundu Village Development 
Board which, if successful in its Banking with the Poor project for the Foundation, 
will set a valuable precedent for the development of similar rural based NGO 
programs in Nepal. 

In Malaysia, the NGO, Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia (AIM) is itself a modified 
replication of the Grameen Bank. It has received technical assistance from that 
institution as well as financial contributions from the Islamic Foundation to 
supplement the savings of its self-help group members. 
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The Philippine NGOs participating in the case study, TSPI, ASKI, KMBI and 
VICTO, were originally Board-driven organisations, established by Philippine business 
and professional people with a deep concern for the urban and rural poor (although 
VICTO was responsive to a number of grassroots supported cooperative societies in 
the central or Vysayas area of the Philippines). For the first five years of their 
existence, most of the funding for the first three (partner) organisations, for their 
capital and operational costs, came from overseas official aid organisations, such as 
AIDAB and USAID, as well as from overseas partner NGOs. In recent years, these 
organisations have leaned far more to the need to create SHGs and to mobilize savings 
for the growth and sustainability of their programs. 

In two countries, Indonesia and Sri Lanka, the participating NGOs are credit unions. 
With their strict adherence to the laudable principle of self-reliance, these 
organisations (BK3D in Indonesia and FTCCS in Sri Lanka) have generated most of 
their required funds from their own members, both directly (within each primary 
society) as well as indirectly, through inter-lending with other primary societies or 
with district or federal levels of the movement. In some cases, the Central Bank, with 
support from international agencies (such as IFAD and CIDA in the case of Sri Lanka) 
has provided subsidised financing of the credit unions' loan capital and Central Bank 
re-financing (in the case of Indonesia, to BK3D for only one year). Overseas partner 
NGOs, such as Community Aid Abroad from Australia and the World Council of 
Credit Unions have provided funds for the institutional strengthening of the Sanasa 
movement in Sri Lanka. 

(g) Self-Help Group Organisation and Funding 
The most common thread that runs through all of the case study programs of credit 
for the poor, and indeed of almost all other NGO programs known to the Foundation, 
is their basic reliance upon self-help groups for savings mobilization and credit 
delivery. Indeed, detailed research carried out in these case studies goes far to support 
other impressive evidence for the finding that self-help groups are, or readily can be, 
the fundamental building blocks for a successful program of credit for the poor. The 
very thorough and exhaustive field research carried out by GTZ, APRACA and Bank 
Indonesia over the past four years is strongly supportive of this finding. They have 
produced in admirable detail the technology and guiding principles for the role of 
SHGs, as fully demonstrated in their pilot project in Indonesia. 

The Foundation, for its part, has recognised and endeavoured to explore this important 
approach in all of its case studies. And although important variations have been 
observed in some of the case studies, these have been more in the nature of variations 
in methodology (eg, in the case of credit unions) than in the basic philosophy and 
principles involved. These have been clearly illustrated, for example, in the case study 
and pilot project being carried out in Southern India. 

Based upon the considerable experience of MYRADA in forming and training close 
to 1700 self-help groups in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh over the past 
10-15 years, the following findings emerge: 

(1) In some cases, NGO staff members upon entering a poor rural village or urban 
area may find that a SHG already exists, that it is cohesive, and simply seeks 
encouragement and advice to form and train it into an effective self-help 
savings and credit management group. 
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(2) In other cases, the NGO representative may meet with an apparently inchoate 
assembly of poor villagers to listen to and discuss their needs, problems and 
solutions. After endeavouring to provide appropriate assistance to solve these 
problems, the NGO frequently finds a deep-seated desire to establish an 
ongoing SHG to deal with their needs for credit and savings. 

(3) In either (or both) of the above cases the NGO may offer further advice and 
assistance in the formation of a self-help group of between, say 5 and 25 
members, to mobilize savings and manage credit for their most urgent common 
needs. 

(4) A self-help credit management group is a voluntary association of persons 
resident in the same area with common interests, formed democratically 
without any political affiliations, to mobilize savings and manage credit. 
Groups should be homogeneous and although family and very close relatives 
should be excluded from membership, members should know each other well 
and share similar interests and needs, in contrast to the many existing larger 
cooperatives where heterogeneity is a common and sometimes a divisive 
factor. 

(5) Advice and assistance (from NGOs) based upon these principles and upon 
other "grassroots" experience may be vital to the initial formation of sound 
self-help credit management groups and to the election of officers. 

(6) Once the group is formed, the NGO extension officer needs to spend time in 
training the group and its leaders in the techniques of savings mobilization, and 
their use for emergency or urgent consumption needs, as well as in elementary 
bookkeeping and financial management for the group. 

(7) Such group savings will often be deposited into a common fund, to be 
managed by the group to help meet the most urgent consumption or emergency 
needs. Whilst this will usually be inadequate to meet the larger credit 
requirements for productive purposes, the discipline of the group in mobilizing 
its own savings and in managing its own common fund provides an ideal 
preparation for an introduction to the formal financial sector, whose capital 
resources will be needed to fund the requirements of more substantial credit 
for productive loans. This has already been achieved in some of the pilot 
linkage programs with commercial banks described below. 

(8) The relative costs of SHG formation, training and seed funding are extremely 
low (about $200 for each component, or a total of $600) per SHG as recounted 
in Appendix XIII, which also contains more detailed "Guidelines for the 
formation of self-help credit management groups and their subsequent linkage 
with banks". 

(9) The multiplier effect (in follow-up loan capital commitments of a line of credit 
of about $8,000 by the Vysya Bank in Southern India) from such a small 
investment in the cost of SHG formation, training and seed funding is 
impressive. An outlay of $600 yields a "return" in capital for loans of well 
over one thousand per cent. 
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(10) Fundamental to the success of self-help groups in savings mobilization and 
sound credit management is the strong sense of self-reliance in the group. The 
common fund, first established is their fund. They own it (as opposed to 
official welfare "dole-outs") and therefore control it. This sense of ownership 
and control and the human dignity achieved by such self-reliance is the key to 
the success of the self-help movement and of building financial discipline for 
Banking with the Poor. 

(11) On the basis of the eight case studies carried out for the Foundation over the 
past year, and of the detailed research undertaken by GTZ in Indonesia over 
several years, the following guiding principles for the operation of self-help 
groups have emerged: 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SELF HELP GROUPS 

1. SHG membership should be resident in the same area, be 
homogeneous, and number at least five persons 

2. SHGs should promote savings mobilisation. 
3. Savings should be linked to credit: savings first, credit next. 
4. The development of financial disciplines and systems should be 

encouraged. 
5. SHGs should begin with a simple bookkeeping system. 
6. SHGs should hold regular meetings (once a week if possible). 
7. They should have basic rules or bylaws (written or unwritten). 
8. Group leaders should be elected by the members, with group functions 

or positions being rotated among the members. 
9. Transparency in business operations and the overall conduct of group 

activities should be maintained at all times. 
10. Basic training and guidance should be provided to members of SHGs. 
11. The autonomy of SHGs should be respected. 
12. Group liability and peer pressure should be the substitutes for 

collateral. 
13. Loans should be kept small initially and repayments made frequently 

and regularly. 
14. Transaction costs should be kept to a minimum through simplified 

group procedures and control. 
15. Market rates of interest should apply to both savings and credit, to 

achieve financial viability as soon as possible. 
16. Commercial Banks should be asked to provide appropriate advances or 

lines of credit to supplement the group's financial resources and to 
enable it to lend for productive purposes. 

(12) The important initiatives and programs of such NGOs and SHGs over the past 
ten years, as detailed in this report, have demonstrated the opportunity and the 
means to provide better access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial 
basis. They have also demonstrated the opportunity and the need for closer 
relationships with the formal financial sector, especially the commercial banks 
of Asia. The response to this challenge is detailed below. 
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B.3 Linkage Relationships 

Whatever the dedication and efficiency of NGOs and SHGs in promoting grassroots 
credit for the poor, and whatever the demonstrated capabilities and potential of self
help groups to deliver such credit, the fact remains that they do not possess and cannot 
by themselves generate the enormous capital resources required to meet the needs of 
over 1 billion people (four-fifths in Asia) living in the absolute poverty that continues 
to overwhelm them. More assistance is needed from governments and international 
organisations in support of their efforts, and this will be discussed in more detail 
below. 

However, it is the basic hypothesis of this regional project that, if the existing 
NGO/SHG programs of credit for the poor can be demonstrated to be 
commercially sound and financially viable, then there is no reason why the 
banking community of Asia, including the commercial banks, should not be able 
to meet a substantial portion of the loan capital requirements of these programs. 

Hence, the process that began most promisingly at the First Regional Workshop on 
Banking with the Poor in Manila last May must be continued, to encourage the 
participating banks to explore the prospects of providing better access to credit for the 
poor on a sound commercial basis and to that end, to promote viable, commercially 
sound, linkages between them and well-managed non-government programs and self
help groups among the very poor. 

Following a constructive dialogue between the participating banks and NGOs in 
Manila, the banks all agreed to conduct in-depth case studies, in collaboration with the 
NGOs, into this possibility. All parties agreed to examine a number of major issues 
that would need to be resolved to develop such a new and revolutionary relationship 
between them. The eight country case studies, presented to this Second Regional 
Workshop and summarised in this report, can be recognised as the first step in that 
direction by some of the major commercial banks of Asia. 

A second and most promising step was the decision of every one of those banks to 
extend a line of credit to the NGO/SHG programs in their country, to assist them to 
assess, in strict financial terms, the alternative methodologies of those programs and 
their commercial viability. It is noteworthy, and to the great credit of the banks, that 
no such formal commitment was requested of them at the Manila conference. Whilst 
the objective of the linkage relationship is common to all of the participants, the 
nature and form of the financial relationship is understandably different in every case. 

(a) Financing relationships 

In India, for example, the Vysya Bank is offering a line of credit in the order of 
$8,000 at 11.5 per cent to every SHG whose formation, training and financial 
discipline indicates it is ready for such a capital injection. The SHG in turn onlends 
to its members, for productive as well as other purposes. In the meantime, the Bank 
is closely observing and learning a great deal from the process. 

In Pakistan, the Habib Bank has extended a line of credit of Rs0.5 million ($20,000) 
for the Banarsi Weavers Cooperative Society, an SHG formed by the Orangi Pilot 
Project, to onlend to its members as a test case for future lending to this and other 
OPP sponsored SHGs. 
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In Nepal, the Rastriya Banijya Bank extends loans to the members of five SHGs set 
up by the Gundu Village Development Board on the recommendation of the Board 
which, with the help of the SHGs, assists in monitoring, supervising and repaying the 
loans. During the first four months of this linkage program, the Bank had already 
loaned Rs185,000 ($4,000) to SHG members. It is intended that, once the group has 
acquired sufficient experience in savings and credit management, the Bank will lend 
directly to the SHG. 

In Bangladesh the NGO, Swanirvar Bangladesh (SB), works closely with the five 
major national banks in extending credit to the poor. Total disbursements of these 
banks' credits in association with SB totalled Tk976 million over the period 1979-
1992. In 1989-90 the total was Tk152 million, equivalent to some $4 million. 

SB is involved in establishing and training SHGs throughout the country, and in 
advising the banks on specific loan applications, which the banks then disburse 
directly to the members. SB staff subsequently assist in monitoring, supervising and 
collecting loan repayments. 

In Malaysia, Bank Islam Malaysia has agreed to offer loan facilities of M$165,000 
($65,000) at 4 per cent and of M$100,000 ($40,000) at 11.5 per cent to Amanah 
Ikhtiar Malaysia. The Credit Guarantee Corporation has approved funds at 1 per cent 
to AIM for onlending to different classes of members, depending upon their economic 
status and credit needs. 

In the Philippines, the Bank of the Philippine Islands has extended a line of credit of 
Psl,500,000 ($59,000) at 8 per cent p.a. to TSPI, one of four NGOs being assisted 
there; Ps250,000 ($10,000) each through TSPI to two of its smaller NGO partners; 
and Psl,500,000 ($59,000) to VICTO also at 8 per cent p.a.; (ie, a total of about 
$140,000 p.a. to the four NGOs as part of its pilot program of research into banking 
with the poor. 

In Indonesia, Bank Rakyat Indonesia has advanced a total of Rs500,000,000 
($250,000) to the NGO (BK3D) at 25 per cent for onlending to its primary credit 
union societies in Cibadak. 

The Hatton National Bank in Sri Lanka has offered a line of credit to a district thrift 
and credit cooperative society in Kegalle at 21 per cent, which has not yet been taken 
up for reasons explained below. 

(b) Substantive and Learning Relationships 

As indicated at the outset of this chapter, the basic object of the country case studies 
was to enable the participating Asian bankers to observe and explore the roles and 
alternative methodologies of NGOs and SHGs in eight countries in providing access 
to credit for the poor. 

Having received the very detailed and thorough country case studies presented to the 
workshop and summarised in this report, the Foundation believes that goal has been 
achieved. The findings of the participants on the major issues are summarised and 
analysed under the various headings below. The Foundation believes that these 
findings have been validated, and indeed underwritten, by the action taken by the 
banks to offer the abovementioned financial advances. They have been prepared to 
test the basic assumptions of banking with the poor by committing funds to the case 
studies. 
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B.4 Savings Mobilisation 

Savings mobilisation is generally an integral part of the self-help group programs of 
our participating NGOs. SHGs formed by the Indian NGO MYRADA have to 
generate their initial loan or "Common Fund" capital from savings for a substantial 
period of time before MYRADA mobilises outside capital to boost the size of the 
loans. This is now being supplied by the Vysya Bank through the linkage program. 
Most of the NGOs require that group borrowers save for some time before applying 
for a loan. This requirement serves to instil confidence in the poor concerning their 
ability to control their own finances, and confidence in the lender that the potential 
borrower has the ability and determination to make repayments on a loan. 

The case studies show that the poor can save if encouraged and given the opportunity 
to do so. It is generally the case that the formal financial sector will not accept 
deposits as small as the individual poor have to save. Even if they do, such savings 
do not usually receive interest. Members of Philippine NGOs explained the 
importance of having a safe place to keep their savings, rather than under the bed, and 
of receiving some return. The non-credit-union NGOs are depositing combined NGO 
compulsory savings with the formal financial sector and earning interest, although 
such interest is not always positive in real terms. Hence there is a leakage of savings 
from the informal NGO, non-credit-union sector, to the formal banking sector. 
Although in most cases these savings are being relent within the group for emergency, 
or other specific purposes, they are not being relent to their full potential. 

The case studies report that, unlike the most successful rotating savings and credit 
associations (ROSCAs), the SHGs have not been able to mobilise sufficient savings 
to provide loans of the sizes required for productive purposes. This is due primarily 
to the relatively small size of SHGs, which is crucial to the success of the group 
guarantee. Also in some cases members are able to borrow simultaneously, whereas 
in ROSCAs borrowers take turns. The homogeneity of the SHGs, another crucial 
element in the success of Banking with the Poor, means that members are often 
involved in similar projects requiring capital at much the same time. The shortage 
of capital has proved to be less of a problem for credit unions, which are able to lend 
the savings of one SHG to another. The non-credit-union NGOs are generally 
constrained legally from relending SHG funds outside the SHG in which they were 
mobilised (eg AIM in Malaysia and the Philippine NGOs). If the NGOs were able 
to relend outside the group there would be less need for external loan funding. 
However linkage with a bank does serve to defray the NGO's responsibility to 
depositors if savings can be recycled through the bank providing the line of credit. 

Pakistan's OPP is the only NGO not promoting the traditional form of saving among 
its group borrowers. OPP borrowers use their discretionary income to build up 
capital in their projects. This form of saving is rational if the return on monetary 
savings does not exceed inflation. 

SHG borrowers are commonly required to save small amounts regularly (usually 
weekly), ranging from a few cents a day to a couple of dollars, from the time the 
group is formed, even before group members have availed of a loan. This regular 
saving continues for as long as the individual remains part of the group. Such savings 
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form the basis of the SHG's group fund, out of which small loans are granted for 
emergency consumption purposes. In some groups, borrowers are required to deposit 
five per cent of their loan capital to their SHG's group fund. Often members will 
save more than required. The Philippine NGOs also encourage SHG members to save 
for specific purposes such as education. Education expenses tend to be lumpy and the 
NGOs have found that without saving regularly their borrowers tend to be caught 
without sufficient funds when they are required, necessitating recourse to emergency 
loans. 

Situations in individual NGOs are as follows: 

1. From AIM's inception until the end of April 1992 the combined Group Funds 
have mobilised M$859 680 ($330,000). The savings have been used to finance 
some 5400 short term small loans, amounting to M$623 183 ($240,000). Loan 
disbursements over that period totalled M$ 5.7 million ($2.2 million). Savings 
per member in April 1992 were M$74.85 ($28.73). AIM deposits Group Fund 
savings jointly with a savings bank paying competitive interest rates. Members 
who do not wish to receive interest on their savings for religious reasons pass 
it on to AIM as a contribution to operational expenditure. 

2. In the thirteen years since its inception, Swanivar Bangladesh has mobilised 
Tk92.14 million ($2.4 million) compared with the cumulative loan 
disbursement of Tk966 million ($25 million). Savings mobilised per member 
are Tk166.6 ($4.38). This includes compulsory and voluntary saving. The 
interest paid is at the market rate. 

3. In 1990 total savings mobilised by the member CUs of BK3D Cidabak in 
Indonesia were Rp3.7 billion ($1.95 million), ie Rp194,100 ($103) per 
member. Members of CUs are permitted to borrow up to four times their 
savings balance with the CU. Members receive annual returns on their savings 
of 18 to 24 per cent assuring strong positive real returns. In 1990 obligatory 
savings, as set by the members themselves, accounted for 53 per cent of total 
savings. 

4. In Sri Lanka the bank and the DTCCS have agreed to: 

i) link future advances to the savings held by a borrower and family 
members 

ii) conduct educational programs to encourage saving, and 
iii) offer attractive interest rates. 

5. The Nepalese case study reports that the SHG receives interest on its savings 
of at least 8.5 per cent, a negative return in real terms. To date no decision 
has been made on how the accrued savings will be used. In two and a half 
months of operation, to mid January 1992, six SHGs had accumulated 
Rsl0,120 ($219) in compulsory savings, ie Rs289 ($8) per member. In that 
time the members had not had sufficient surplus funds for voluntary savings. 
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6. Members of MYRADA's SHGs must save weekly between Rsl and RslO 
($0.04 and 0.35) for the group's common fund. This fund is used by the SHG 
for relending for up to one year before MYRADA arranges for an injection of 
capital. Rs5 million ($176,367) has been mobilised. 

The Indian case study also investigated the savings potential of the poor in the 
same village who were not members of SHGs, and discovered that the ratio of 
savings of SHG members to non SHG members was about 2 to 1. For 
women, compared with men, it was 1.5 to 1. 

7. In the eight years to December 1991 AKRSP in Pakistan mobilised Rs103.9 
million ($4.16 million), or Rs358.45 ($14.34) per member, through the Village 
Organisations. Savings are not an integral part of OPP' s program. Habib 
Bank, which established the linkage with the Banarsi Weavers Cooperative, 
encouraged the members to begin saving but concluded that they were not 
interested. However, in fact the members are saving in a different fashion. 
They have invested surplus funds in building up the capital of their projects, 
for example, by buying more hand looms or switching to power looms from 
manual ones. 

8. In the Philippines an NGO cannot legally accept deposits. TSPI has followed 
this regulation to the letter, but has encouraged its individual borrowers to 
open savings accounts with financial institutions, when and if their savings are 
sufficiently large to be accepted. 

KMBI, ASKI and the cooperatives, foundations, Grameen Bank replications 
and NGOs to which TSPI and ASKI lend, do collect capital buildup funds 
from their SHGs, which the NGOs deposit in banks on behalf of the SHGs. 
As is the general rule among participating NGOs, their SHG borrowers are 
encouraged to deposit at least 5 per cent of their loan capital in the fund. 
ASKI is more lenient, allowing its SHG members to decide the ratio to apply 
to their group. At least ASKI and KMBI encourage their SHG borrowers also 
to save for specific purposes, for example contingency funds for covering late 
repayments, education expenses and a death fund to cover funeral expenses. 

At 31 May 1992 ASKI had mobilised $6,322 in SHG funds and 25 
beneficiaries had availed of loans from their group funds at the same interest 
rate as for regular loans. KMBI's 717 SHG members had mobilised $23,140 
since March 1991, when this savings program was initiated. The savings are 
only onlent within the group for emergencies and specific purposes. KMBI 
has recently initiated a capital buildup fund for its individual borrowers. 
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B.5 Credit Facilities 

The NGO programs in our case studies are providing relatively small short term loans 
at rates of interest no less than the commercial rates in the countries concerned. (see 
Appendix XIV). The size of NGO loans to the target group poor ranges from $1.75 
to less than $1,000 and loan terms tend not to exceed one year. 

In comparison with the potential borrower's annual income, such loan sizes would be 
classified as "personal" loans in the formal banking sector. However, unlike formal 
sector borrowers, potential poor borrowers have little, if any, discretionary income 
after meeting family commitments. They have usually proved, to the lender and 
themselves, their ability to save small amounts regularly out of their pre-loan income 
before availing of the loan. But loan repayments are a much larger added 
responsibility. The case study NGOs stress the importance of their loans being used 
solely for productive purposes so that loan repayments can be made from the resultant 
increase in borrower income. However these increases in income are not necessarily 
instantaneous. This is often the case with agricultural loans, for example cropping and 
animal husbandry, where the project involves the purchase of seed or young animals 
which have to be nurtured for some months before being sold. Some NGOs allow the 
borrower several weeks after receiving the loan capital before repayment begins. 
Nonetheless some borrowers do pay out the loan before the funded project yields them 
extra income. 

One advantage of SHG lending is the ability of the lender to pass on many of the 
lending responsibilities to the SHGs. SHGs are responsible for approving loans to 
individuals within the group. ·Because each SHG member guarantees the other 
members' loans, the borrowing members need to be involved in the loan approval 
process, to instil a sense of voluntary responsibility for the loans of other members. 
The Philippine and Malaysian case studies explain that responsibility as being a joint 
one with the NGO, that is, the NGO has to approve individual loans as well. 
However in some case studies, for example, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and Pakistan, 
the SHGs have sole responsibility for loan approval. In these cases the lending body, 
NGO or bank, lends to the SHG on the basis of its credit-worthiness, passing on the 
responsibility for individual loan approval to the SHG. 

Just as in the formal banking sector, character assessment, that is the perceived desire 
to repay, and ability to repay are fundamental to the decision making process. The 
character and commitment to the group c>f a potential borrower are approved when the 
SHG is formed, by the SHG members and often by the NGO involved. When NGOs 
motivate the formation of SHGs, potential members are made well aware of their 
social responsibility and of their role as guarantor for other members' loans. When 
an SHG member requires a loan the group decision-making revolves around the ability 
of the project put forward by the potential borrower to increase the borrower's income 
sufficiently to at least cover the loan repayments. 
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Because the NGOs and SHGs require that all loan capital be used in the project 
approved, all SHGs have emergency funds, comprised of member savings, to be 
borrowed by members for contingencies. Philippine NGOs, KMBI and ASKI, 
encourage their SHGs to organise voluntary saving fonds for education loans, for 
example. AIM lends specifically for education and housing. Such an approach is not 
followed consistently by all case study lenders to the poor. GTZ argues that since 
capital is fungible it is impossible to trace accurately where it is going, whether for 
consumption or for productive purposes, and that it is impracticable to apply such a 
requirement. Furthermore, successful informal sector lenders do not specify as a 
condition of lending how money must be spent. Nevertheless, the need for adequate 
supervision of fund usage for productive purposes cannot be denied. 
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B.6 Security and collateral 

The traditional types of security and collateral normally required by banks include 
mortgages over land or immovable property, hypothecation of goods and moveable 
assets, a lien or setoff over fixed deposits or savings, and personal or third party 
guarantees. As noted above, the lack of such assets or possessions is one of the major 
constraints precluding the poor from having any satisfactory access to formal bank 
credit. 

However, as pointed out by S.C. Wadhwa, General Manager of NABARD, "it is being 
realised more and more that when financing small and very small enterprises, it is not 
the availability of security that will ensure repayments, but winning their confidence, 
organising them properly, guiding and monitoring them to ensure benefits from 
them".1 He went on to point out that in the case of the very poor, the group pressure 
and moral or social security of small and cohesive self-help groups provided a very 
effective collateral substitute; he demonstrated this point in a case study of loan 
recovery performance on the part of members of self-help groups versus non-members 
in India, where the SHG members' recovery performance was twice as good as that 
of the non-members (see B.9 below). 

The eight country case studies prepared for the Foundation fully support this finding; 
provided the self-help groups are well organised and cohesive, physical collateral is 
not required. The case studies stressed that the SHGs should consist of the like
minded, close neighbours, well known to each other, but not closely related. Beyond 
that basic principle, minor variations can be observed among the practices of the 
different country case study participants, as follows: 

In some cases, only two members of the group receive the initial loans and, based on 
their performance, lending to the remaining members follows, as in Swanirvar 
Bangladesh. SB has found that social pressure and the group guarantee serve as the 
best collateral, provided they are accompanied by direct and regular contact with the 
borrowers. Poor loan repayment performance (when not due to catastrophic flooding) 
generally reflects poor supervision, monitoring and training of the borrowers. 

In other cases, there is also a gradual accession of borrowers to credit, and each 
member stands guarantor for every other member eg, AIM in Malaysia. When a 
borrower fails to repay, every member of a group of five is penalised. Each must 
contribute M$2 per week while the loan is overdue, and every member of the Centre 
in which the group is located contributes an additional M$1. AIM also stresses the 
importance of supervision and of regular attendance at meetings. 

MYRADA, in India, has much larger groups (15-25), with greater flexibility and 
autonomy given to them to approve loans, determine duration, interest and other 
conditions. However, it also emphasises strict supervision, regular attendance at 
weekly meetings and prompt loan repayment with fines being levied on any measure 

S.C. Wadhwa, "Group Pressure and Moral/Social Security as Collateral Substitutes", 
paper presented to Regional Workshop on Collateral Substitutes, Cebu City, the 
Philippines (March 1992). 
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of default. This level of financial discipline and loan repayment performance helps 
to explain why several NGOs have been able to attract lines of credit commitment 
from banks. 

In Pakistan, OPP is providing small loans without any tangible security upon 
obtaining a promissory note signed by the loanee, and two personal guarantees 
acceptable to it. Over the years, OPP has also developed an effective monitoring 
system for the loanees, and maintains strict supervision of loan utilisation and 
payments. OPP says that these measures ensure more safety and security for the loan 
than the traditional collateral that is required by banking institutions. 

In Nepal, the bank accepts the group guarantee as collateral but requires the Gundu 
Village Development Board to have a savings account with the bank, with a balance 
of at least 5 per cent of outstanding loans. This form of security is also accompanied 
by intensive monitoring. 

The linkage between savings and the release of credit is, as is well known, 
fundamental to credit union practice. Hence, in the case of Indonesia, Bank Rakyat' s 
practice is to require the credit union chapter to hold a blocked savings account to the 
value of 25 per cent of the agreed line of credit (in this case Rp125 million ($67,500). 
The land and buildings owned by the chapter are also secured as collateral against the 
loan. The district chapter in tum requires the participating credit unions to subscribe 
"special savings" as a condition of their participation. They are then permitted to 
borrow up to four times their savings. In terms of the relationship between credit 
unions and individual borrowers, the same savings/loan ratio of 1 :4 is applied, in 
addition to the normal (and apparently effective) safeguards of community cohesion 
and peer pressure that apply to encourage repayment. However, the credit unions in 
Indonesia do not observe the routines of frequent meetings and compulsory attendance 
which are used elsewhere to cement the borrowers' obligations. 

In Sri Lanka, collateral is confined to personal guarantees of two members of the 
regular credit union society. However, in the case of loan schemes for low income 
groups, the group guarantee method is adopted, with a group consisting of 4-5 
persons. Each person must guarantee the repayment of loans granted to other 
members of the group, and a ratio of savings deposits to loans is required, as in the 
case of Indonesia. It is stated that this system, though radically different from normal 
banking practice, has ensured excellent repayment performance. Group members are 
reluctant to default as they would thereby lose credibility among their own people and 
jeopardise their future relations and social status. 

Amongst the eight case study countries, only some of the Philippine NGOs continue 
to require tangible assets (such as domestic appliances) as physical collateral and to 
take legal action, if required, in case of default. This is mainly in the case of 
individual borrowers, somewhat more "affluent" than the very poor, which latter group 
the participating NGOs are now coming to target increasingly by forming self-help 
groups to serve their needs. 

Finding: Here again, whatever individual country variations may occur, peer 
pressure and moral or social security exerted through cohesive self-help groups 
have been demonstrated to be effective and sufficient collateral substitutes in 
banking with the poor. 
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B.7 Transaction costs 

Transaction costs relate to the costs of lenders at all levels. In delivering credit to the 
poor, interest rates of the banks, service charges of the intermediaries (NGOs) and 
rates ultimately charged by SHGs to their members need to be taken into account to 
arrive at the final interest burden to be borne by the borrowers. In other words, for 
lenders, interest rates must be pitched at a level to cover all costs. It has been proved 
that financial costs based on prevailing rates imposed on the borrowers do not hinder 
borrowers' ability to increase their income and profits. They do, on the other hand, 
permit the lending institutions to attain self-sufficiency. 

Setting up of interest rates by the banks is straightforward. These are the costs of 
funds to the banks for payment of interest on deposits, operating costs, write-offs for 
bad debts, and appropriate provision for returns and dividends to the shareholders of 
the bank. The total of these components goes into the making of the interest rates of 
the banks, at which the banks are willing and ready to lend. If given freedom to fix 
their interest rates, prudent banks would always try to cover the above costs. On the 
other hand, if banks are obliged to follow a given rate structure by the central 
authority, which does not take the full range of costs into account, they tend to incur 
losses unless they are subsidised by the central authority in one form or other. In the 
absence of such compensation, banks would be quite reluctant to lend in the sectors 
where regulated interest rates apply. Here lies the importance of freeing banks in the 
determination of interest rates. 

The trend in Pakistan, Sri Lanka, India and Nepal is in the right direction. However, 
in Bangladesh the central bank continues to dictate the interest rates whereby loans 
under the Swanirvar Bangladesh credit program are charged a rate within a band of 
8 to 14 per cent p.a. The banks have freedom to fix their interest rates only within 
the given range. As a result of new reform measures, Rastriya Banijya Bank in Nepal 
is in a position to decide its own rates and has announced its intention to raise interest 
rates from the existing 15 and 16 per cent to 18 per cent to absorb operating costs. 

In India, NABARD provides refinancing to the commercial banks at 6.5 per cent p.a. 
in order that the SHGs are able to receive it at 11.5 per cent. The rates to be charged 
by SHGs to their members are decided by the SHGs themselves. It is hoped that 
refinancing is a transitional measure which will eventually be replaced by an 
appropriate modification, and that freedom will be given to the banks to fix their own 
rates. The refinancing facility being provided to Bank Rakyat by Bank Indonesia is 
expected to be withdrawn in 1992 for operations in the case study area. 

The NGOs will likewise have to cover their costs, the main elements of which are the 
administrative costs, the cost of bank funds, write-offs for bad debts and provision for 
inflation. These have to be built in to the rates at which NGOs would lend to SHGs, 
leaving the SHGs to decide the rates for their individual group members. This permits 
NGOs to be self-sufficient. 
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Apart from the above, NGOs require financial resources to cover the cost of 
development - organising, developing and orienting the SHGs - so that they become 
trustworthy clients for the banks. Such efforts may be needed to train NGOs 
themselves in some countries where credit functions have not yet been given due 
attention by existing NGOs. The question arises whether development costs should 
also be charged to the borrowers. It is certain that if development costs are also taken 
into account, effective rates of interest to the borrowers would be higher, especially 
where the volume of lending is small in the initial phases of the program. The 
recommendation of the Manila Workshop was not to pass such costs on to the 
borrowers. In view of the linkage program's newness to many countries, and the fact 
that such poverty alleviation endeavours in the initial years deserve assistance from 
internal and external sources, NGOs may not want to pass on development costs to 
the borrowers at this stage, but to seek outside assistance to meet them. After the 
linkage program has acquired sufficient coverage and popularity, and borrowers have 
manifested their financial capability, NGOs may like to discuss with the user-groups 
the sharing of development costs. 

In reality, NGOs in eight countries, far from realising their costs of operation from the 
borrower groups, are mostly involved in the development of beneficiary groups, 
providing seed capital and revolving funds to meet their credit needs and addressing 
the problems of poverty through income generating activities. The costs and resources
needed for the purpose are met from donations in some cases, and partly from the 
borrowers in other cases. MYRADA has received internal and external donations to 
develop 1700 groups in Southern India. MYRADA also contributes specified amounts 
to start credit activity by each group, and encourages them to raise their own savings 
and be self-reliant. In Bangladesh, Swanirvar meets its costs of operation by levying 
a charge of Tk2 per week per borrower. However, Tk2 has been found inadequate to 
cover the operating costs of SB, as it seems that in fixing the charge SB overlooked 
the impact of inflation, and also the minimum resources required for the program until 
the loan volume is large enough to meet costs. 

In Malaysia, AIM imposes an administrative charge of M$75 per loan and had hoped 
to break even at the branch level when 1800 loans are outstanding per annum. But 
with the administrative charge of M$75 remaining unchanged, and the inflation rate 
rising higher than expected, AIM is unable to break even with a fixed charge of M$75 
only. The case study team in the Philippines reports that TSPI and its partners ASK.I 
and KMBI are able to cover only a fraction (almost 60 per cent in the case of TSPI) 
of their transaction costs from the loan operation, including development costs, but 
excluding write offs and inflation. This is despite the fact that TSPI receives the 
loanable funds at only 8 per cent (which is lower than market rates). In Indonesia, 
it is not known whether BK3D and CUs retaining a spread of almost 19 per cent each 
in the interest rates are meeting their costs fully. 
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Transaction costs of those banks which lend directly to small individual borrowers are 
relatively high. For that reason, in some countries the banks have been found fixing 
a minimum threshold for loans. As an example, the Bank of Philippine Islands has 
set for itself Ps300,000 ($11,780) per borrower as the minimum. The banking norm 
regarding minimum size effectively disqualifies large numbers of borrowers, whose 
requirements are normally below $500 per person and sometimes as small as $12. 

However, with the involvement of SHGs as financial intermediaries, transactions costs 
have been shown to be greatly reduced. Thus, the cost of lending per bank account 
of non-SHG members in India was found to be Rs157 whereas through SHGs the 
lending cost was reduced to Rsl03, that is, to two-thirds of the normal bank cost. 
Since staff costs are lower, because of the voluntary nature of the majority of the 
workers in the system, and because of the peer pressure in repayment, transaction 
costs of TCCS in Sri Lanka appear lower than those of commercial banks. The 
Rastriya Banijya Bank in Nepal reports an overall saving of 47.3 per cent in cost 
while lending in Gundu village on the recommendation of SHGs. 

The case studies have, therefore, demonstrated that banks do save in transaction costs 
if they deal with the groups of borrowers rather than with individuals. SH Gs are more 
appropriate for handling small loans as it would be difficult for banks to deal with 
extremely small loans as cheaply as the SHGs. 
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B.8 Interest Rates 

The Manila Workshop urged the country case study teams to examine issues 
pertaining to interest rates applicable to lendings to the poor, and urged specifically 
that: 

(a) borrowers be charged the market rate of interest of commercial banks plus the 
service charge of NGOs 

(b) there should be no subsidy 
(c) service charges of NGO should take into account inflation rates, administrative 

costs, profits/dividends and write-off for bad debts, and 
(d) viability of NGOs, return on investments and dividends and interlinkage of 

deposit/interest rates and savings be given due attention. 

Country case study teams have provided factual information with regard to the rates 
of interest being charged by banks in their lendings to an intermediary, NGOs or 
SHGs, for onlending to the poor, as well as the rates they themselves are charging 
when lending direct to the poor. These rates in some countries are subsidised, as the 
governments or the central banks of these countries control the maximum rates to be 
charged. In some other countries, banks' interest rates are market-related without any 
subsidy built in. Charging "high" rates of interest to "poor" borrowers is still 
considered usurious and even donor institutions offer subsidised credit. Operating in 
a regime of regulated interest rates, it is only very recently that commercial banks and 
financial institutions in some countries have been given freedom to build their rates, 
based upon market realities. Consequently, a growing number of countries among 
those studied are now resorting to market rates. 

The picture though is not very clear in the case of NGOs lending to the poor. Some 
of them are providing loans to the members of the SHGs and the poor, out of the 
resources they have received in the form of grants. Hence, they do not seem to be 
very conscious of the burden or cost of resources, although some others charge market 
rates. Groups developed by MYRADA can receive loans at 11.5 per cent interest 
because of refinancing from NABARD. BRI receives refinancing from Bank 
Indonesia at 17 .5 per cent. TSPI receives its funds at 8 per cent. AIM depends on 
grants for onlending and OPP in Pakistan is charged normal bank rates by Habib Bank 
Ltd. Yet again, in other cases, the role played by NGOs and SHGs is one of a 
recommendatory nature to the banks, without involving themselves in the handling of 
funds. In such cases, borrowers pay what the banks charge them direct, either 
subsidised or normal market rates of interest. The administrative costs of NGOs are 
met partly (fully in one case) by the fee they charge to their clients, and partly out of 
the donations they receive from internal and external sources. 

Interest rates applicable to the poor in eight countries 

(a) Interest rates on Swanirvar credit to the poor in Bangladesh are governed by 
the directives issued by the Bangladesh Bank which has set a range of 8 to 14 
per cent. Currently, SB credits are granted at 13 per cent interest per annum. 
The cost of funds to the banks would be higher than 13 per cent, hence the 
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credit appears to be subsidised. A debate is running, regarding the appropriate 
level of such interest rates in Bangladesh. One study (Rural finance 
experiment project) has recommended 24 per cent p.a. for lending to the poor, 
and Grameen Bank has already raised its rate from 16 to 20 per cent. The 
Bangladesh Bank directives mentioned above obviously do not apply to 
Grameen, which appears to operate outside the formal banking sector. 

Swanirvar Bangladesh covers its administrative costs by levying a charge of 
Tk2 on each borrower per week. The effective burden on the borrowers, if 
this Tk2 is also taken into account, would be much higher than 13 per cent and 
the case study team reports that all charges, fees and savings taxes included, 
the effective rate could be around 32.5 per cent. SB is not required to make 
provision for write-off as it does not handle the loan funds itself. 

(b) Under Islamic regulations, banks in Pakistan are not allowed to accept interest 
bearing deposits or to charge interest on loans and advances. Hence the Habib 
Bank Ltd has approved a line of credit of Rs.0.5 million to Banarsi Weavers' 
Cooperative Society in Orangi, at a simple mark-up of 45 paisa per thousand 
rupees per day which amounts to 16 per cent p.a. The bank, in this case, 
charges normal market rates. On the other hand, Aga Khan Rural Support 
Program (AKRSP), which has no linkage relationship with the banks, depends 
on its own resources, consisting of borrowers' savings and external donations. 
It used to lend interest free until five years ago and now has introduced service 
charges ranging from 7 per cent to 15 per cent. AKRSP follows an integrated 
approach towards rural credit, and reports that no separate cost head for credit 
and banking operations is maintained. They now realise that such programs 
based on subsidy are not sustainable, and intend therefore to make a move 
towards charging market rates of interest. 

(c) In India, because of the refinancing facility available from NABARD, Vysya 
Bank Ltd is able to lend to the SHGs in the selected districts of Karnataka and 
Tamilnadu States of Southern India at 11.5 per cent p.a. The rates to be 
charged to individual borrowers of the group are decided by the SHGs 
themselves. The case study reports the prevalence of 24 to 48 per cent interest 
rates, 36 per cent being an average among the SHGs. The rates differ from 
one group to another. MYRADA, an experienced NGO which helps organise 
and develop the SHGs, is not taking part in loan transactions itself, leaving the 
Vysya Bank to deal directly with SHGs. The arrangement provides that, if the 
loans are to be routed through an NGO, in this case MYRADA, the governing 
rates would be 6.5 per cent from NABARD to Vysya Bank, 8.5 per cent from 
Vysya Bank to MYRADA and 11.5 per cent from MYRADA to SHGs. In the 
process, Vysya Bank would retain 2 per cent and MYRADA a 3 per cent 
margin to meet their costs of operation. 

(d) Despite deregulation, elements of subsidy remain in Indonesia because of the 
refinancing available from Bank Indonesia. This is, however, available for 
only a limited peri9d to "expansion" territories of BRI's operations. In the 
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case of the case-study district, the subsidy will cease during 1992. Until 
recently, BI refinanced BRI at 17.5 percent p.a. and BRI lent to BK3D at 25 
per cent so that BK3D's onlending rate to CU (credit unions) was 44 per cent. 

The final borrowing rates paid by CU members are determined by the 
respective CUs themselves, which vary according to the type and length of 
loan. They range from 3 to 6 percent a month, and effective rates for most 
loans are 66 percent annually. As soon as Bank Indonesia withdraws its 
refinancing facility, BRI could possibly raise its interest rates to BK3D, which 
might push the rates up at all levels making it higher for ultimate borrowers. 
Otherwise institutions involved in this chain with relatively larger margins may 
have to cut their margins suitably, so that the ultimate borrowers do not have 
to face an increased burden of interest rates. Much will depend on 
developments in the financial market after the withdrawal of refinancing. 

(e) In Nepal, Rastriya Banijya Bank now fixes its own rates according to the 
dictates of the market. It lends directly to the borrowers on the 
recommendation of Gundu Village Development Board at 15 to 16 per cent 
interest, which is soon to be revised upward to 18 per cent to take care of the 
cost of funds of the Bank. The GVDB is assisted by the Bank in organising 
and developing the SHGs in the village. The cost involved is borne by the 
bank because of its own motivation to do something for the poor, and has not 
been passed on to the borrowers. Office bearers of GVDB being volunteers 
on a part-time basis, and with the premises provided free by the chief of 
GVDB, there has not been any significant administrative expense incurred by 
GVDB. Also the total activities of 5 groups are of limited scale at present. 
But as the program expands in size and coverage and the bank enters into 
phase II where the loan is channelled through the NGO, charges for the 
administrative costs, write-offs and provision for inflation may necessarily have 
to be made for the program's viability and sustainability. 

(f) In Malaysia, AIM has followed its own method of making up the fixed and 
operating expenses by charging M$7 5 for each loan. There are no other 
charges. The calculation is based on maintaining 1800 loans outstanding per 
AIM branch per year, so that the total income is adequate to meet these costs. 
The subsequent higher rate of inflation in the country has upset this 
calculation, and AIM is not yet able to meet its total costs of operation. It has 
estimated that in the light of expected higher inflation, if the fixed charge of 
M$75 is to remain unaltered, AIM may have to expand the volume of loans 
per branch to lower operating costs. This can be achieved only over a number 
of years. An alternative, of course, would be to make the fixed charge flexible 
with inflation. 

The case studies in eight countries demonstrate that the poor have never asked for 
subsidies and lower interest rates and have been found willing and capable of paying 
the prevailing market rates; the problem is not the cost of credit but the 
availability. Experience shows that if access to credit is facilitated, the poor are able 
to achieve a remarkable improvement in their income in a relatively short period. 
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B.9 Repayment Performance 

The repayment performance of NGOs with credit programs for the poor is of vital 
importance to the sustainability and financial support of those programs, more so than 
for formal financial sector institutions. Lending is generally the only income earning 
business of the NGO, so financial viability rests heavily on prompt and full repayment 
of loans. Furthermore, such an NGO's credibility is judged to a great extent on its 
loan repayment performance. Credibility is of vital importance in obtaining funding 
assistance and in encouraging borrowers to repay. Most of the borrowers of the case 
study NGOs would be aware of, and may have borrowed from, the many supply led 
government instigated credit programs which have failed due to poor repayment rates. 
Given this awareness, an NGO borrower would be tempted not to repay an NGO's 
loan if it were experiencing repayment problems which might cause it to close down 
before the borrower's loan falls due, or before the borrower could avail of another 
loan. 

The case study NGOs have all been in operation for long enough to show borrowers 
and funders their commitment to continued lending. In response their borrowers, 
through their repayment rates, have shown their need for the NGOs to continue 
lending. The good repayment performances experienced by the participating NGOs 
illustrate the ability of the poor to repay relatively small, short-term loans. In 
comparison with supply-led government instigated programs of lending by state and/or 
commercial banks, the NGOs have achieved far better repayment performances. 
Supply-led programs are problematic because the surfeit of funds encourages staff to 
overlook lending guidelines in their desire to make use of the available credit. But 
NGO lending tends to be demand driven, and the general shortage of loan capital 
encourages the NGOs to maintain strict lending guidelines and procedures which 
secure good repayment performance. 

In comparison with the formal financial sector's performance in lending to the non
poor, NGOs have attained better repayment rates from their poor borrowers. Although 
we do not have comparable repayment performance data we can say that none of the 
case study NGOs has needed to write off loans to a point anywhere near the extent 
of major commercial bank write offs in their own countries in recent years. However, 
banks can sustain such writeoffs, whereas the loss of credibility sustained by an NGO 
under such circumstances could very easily lead to ever-increasing repayment 
problems. 

Within the NGO movement, the data collected suggest that SHGs have better 
repayment rates than individual borrowers. The achievement of close to 100 per cent 
repayment rates by SHGs does suggest infrequent recourse to the group guarantee, 
since group members could not afford to guarantee many defaulters. The case studies 
conclude that the reason for the high repayment rates of SHGs is peer pressure 
emanating from the group guarantee system outlined in section B6. An element of 
community spirit is often also evident. A MYRADA (India) group member who had 
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defaulted on a bank loan repaid his loan to the group promptly. When asked why, he 
replied: "the loan taken from the SHG is from my own brethren and they have saved 
out of hard work toiling in the hot sun." Individual borrowers of Philippine NGOs 
also exhibit much lower repayment rates than borrowers who are members of SHGs. 

Some reasons suggested for good SHG repayment performance include the high levels 
of discipline imposed by some NGOs, and borrower perceptions that they must 
achieve a credit rating with the NGO since there is no other feasible source of a long 
term credit line. In fact most NGOs follow AIM' s principle of only considering futher 
loan applications if applicants have successfully repaid their previous loans. To 
maintain such an inducement to pay, NGOs must have sufficient funds to make follow 
up loans, and also be perceived as having a long term commitment to operating as a 
lender. 

The following outlines the repayment performances of the case study programs. Note 
that care should be taken when making comparisons across programs because there 
is no consistency in the definition of repayment performance measures reported, just 
as there is none in the formal financial sector. 1 

1. Swanivar Bangladesh (SB) reported a group recovery rate of 73.82 per cent for 
the year ended February 1992, which although much lower than the Grameen 
Bank's reported rate of 98 per cent was well above the nationalised 
commercial banking sector's reported recovery rate of 35 per cent. SB's 
repayment rate has been badly affected by the Bangladesh government's loan
forgiveness policy because of floods, and ineffective work by credit assistants. 
However in new areas where rules are being carefully enforced and flooding 
has not been a problem, the repayment rate is 98 per cent. The Grameen Bank 
did not apply the loan-forgiveness policy because it does not use government 
funds. 

2. The Indonesian case study reports that for the five months of the linkage the 
SHG repayment rate was 100 per cent and for individuals within the SHGs 99 
per cent. Other pilot linkage programs operating in other Indonesian 

The following defines various measures used by the case study NGOs: 
Overdue rate ie the amount of overdue payments as a percentage of the current 
portfolio. 
The exposed portfolio rate ie the outstanding balance of all loans with one or 
more overdue payments as a percentage of the current portfolio. 
The repayment rate ie the value of repayments received as a percentage of the 
repayments expected in a certain time period. Most of the NGOs which provided 
repayment rates measured the rate over at least a year. 
The recovery rate ie the value of repayments received as a percentage of 
repayments due over a certain period. As with the repayment rate the period over 
which this statistic is measured is crucial. 
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provinces had disbursed a substantial number of loans by September 1991. At 
that time the percentage of the value of loans outstanding that was in arrears 
was 10.1 per cent. 

3. AIM in Malaysia reports a group repayment rate of 99.9 per cent as at end 
April 1992. Over its life AIM has only had 11 individual defaulters, from 
8753 loans. All the defaulters were from Selangor state where the precursor 
to AIM, Projek Ikhtiar, experienced repayment problems. The defaultors' 
knowledge of these problems may well have affected their desire to repay. 

4. The Indian case study reported loan repayment rates for MYRADA SHGs of 
close to 100 per cent. In comparison non-group borrowers from Vysya Bank 
had repayment rates of 25 per cent and 35 per cent. 

5. The Pakistan case study reports a repayment rate of 90 per cent for AKRSP 
NGOs over the four years of its operation. OPP reports that over the life of 
its operation the group repayment rate stands at 90 per cent and the bad debt 
rate is 2.8. Habib Bank has established a link with the Banarsi Weavers' 
Cooperative which, according to the case study, has had a repayment rate of 
100 per cent with OPP since October 1989. 

6. In Nepal, the RBB surveyed a number of informal SHGs before selecting the 
Gundu scheme. It reports that all SHGs, although not all low income, showed 
loan repayment rates of 100 per cent as has the Gundu group in its 2.5 months 
of linkage to RBB. Officially sponsored programs of lending to individual 
poor people have experienced repayment rates ranging from 69 per cent to 77 
per cent. RBB reports that its attempts to lend direct to individuals in a branch 
near Gundu achieved repayment rates of only 36 per cent. 

7. The Philippine NGOs report the following: 

TSPI' s repayment rate was 92.9 per cent (30 day period), its exposed portfolio 
rate was 7 .8 per cent and its delinquency rate was 4.3 per cent at end 
December 1991. Over its ten years of operation TSPI has written off Psl.6 
million or 3.2 per cent of the total value of loans granted, compared with the 
standard bank annual write off of 5-10 per cent. 

ASKI's delinquency rate was 2.2 per cent, while KMBI's past due rate was 4.5 
per cent. Since inception it has only written off Psl6,321 or 0.07 per cent of 
loans granted. Comparison of the repayment performance of its individual and 
UKMA group borrowers reveals a higher group repayment rate of 99 per cent, 
compared with the individual, not in groups, rate of 93 per cent. 
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B.10 Financial viability 

2 

Financial viability may be defined as the stage of financial operations where all costs of 
the lender are fully met from the interest charges, and where such charges are not 
subsidised, partly or fully, from outside sources. Ideally, therefore, a financially viable 
credit program is one where all costs (delivery and post delivery) of credit, provision for 
loan losses, inflation, and return on investment are duly taken into account, and covered 
by the interest rates charged on loans. This applies to banks and NGOs equally. From 
the viewpoint of ultimate borrowers1 financial viability would mean that credit advanced 
results in investment, the yields from which are enough to repay the loan and generate 
a surplus to meet consumption expenditure and to tide the borrower over emergencies. 

International foundations and donors have recognised that efficiently-run microenterprise 
and microcredit programs can cover a large portion of their cost, and are beginning to 
demand an increasing level of self-sufficiency from them. Self-sufficiency can open 
doors to new sources of capital and loan funds. In general, only those credit programs 
which can meet their costs stand a chance of reaching the vast millions of poor, because 
the volume of grant money required cannot be guaranteed by donors for long. 

It is understood that NGO programs of credit for the poor may not have sufficient 
volume to break even in the early stages of their operations. Maturity may take, 
depending on situations, as long as five years. A study of TSPI (the Philippines) 
demonstrated that it had achieved financial viability after five years of operation in 
Manila. The credit union programs in Indonesia and Sri Lanka, reviewed in the case 
studies, have almost certainly also achieved financial viability at the district and primary 
society levels of their operation. After four years of operation, AIM in Malaysia, a 
replica of Grameen, had not yet achieved full financial viability. This was due primarily 
to an unforseen level of inflation and a reluctance to adjust its administrative charge to 
accommodate this. 

Other NGO programs reviewed in the case studies are still at an early stage of 
development during which they have depended upon external grant aid and are, therefore, 
still in the process of achieving full financial viability and sustainability. Research 
undertaken by ACCION2 on microcredit programs in. Latin America usefully illustrates 
the various phases in the development of such programs towards self-sufficiency. Four 
such phases are suggested. 

Level 1: Operating expenses and capitalisation of the loan fund are covered by grants 
or very soft loans. 

"Exposing interest rates: their true significance for microentrepreneurs and credit 
programs", by Carlos Castello, Katherine Stearns, Robert Christen, Discussion Paper 
Series, ACCION, July 1991. 
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Level II: The loan fund is capitalised by grants and loans, some of which are given on 
terms that begin to approach the market rates. Interest income covers the cost of 
borrowed money and a portion of the operating expenses, but grants are still required to 
finance some aspects of the operation. 

Level ID: Most, but not all, subsidy is eliminated. Daily operating expenses might be 
covered by interest income, but the costs of expatriate advisors, or the impact of inflation, 
might require injection of external funds. Most of the best known programs, such as 
Grameen Bank, the BKK in Indonesia and some of ACCION's programs, operate at this 
level, as do the two credit union programs reviewed in these case studies, and some of 
the NGO programs in the Philippines. 

Level IV : All subsidies are eliminated. Loan funds are fully capitalised from the 
savings of clients and funds are raised at commercial interest rates. Operating expenses 
and all costs, including those of inflation, are covered by interest income and fees. 

The lessons derived from the case studies suggest that the goal of financial viability and 
sustainability can be achieved more rapidly through the intervention of the commercial banks 
in the process of Banking with the Poor. Financial viability should be determined in relation 
to an NGO's longer-term perspective, the overall objectives of its program, and evidence of its 
increasing efficiency in the use of subsidies. The existence of multiple objectives in an NGO's 
program may prevent exclusive reliance on a narrowly-defined notion of "financial viability" as 
an index of progress. 

A research need 

Financial viability is influenced by the closely linked issues of transaction costs, repayment 
performance and interest rates, all of which are discussed above. To minimise the burden on 
borrowers while maintaining financial viability, interest rates should be held to a minimum but 
must nevertheless be adequate to cover the cost of funds and related transaction costs of NGOs. 
Repayment performance is clearly a crucial influence on the rate of interest which must be 
charged. 

These linked issues have complex ramifications that must be understood in country-specific 
situations, and it is necessary to learn more about the variety of such situations than has been 
possible to gather from the particular country case studies prepared for the workshop. For 
example, services provided by NGOs to link the poor with commercial banks can lower the 
transaction costs of the latter, but not all NGO costs other than reasonable credit delivery costs 
can be passed on to the poor at all stages in the growth of a lending program. Accordingly, it 
is necessary to know how credit delivery costs can be properly apportioned, and this requires 
further in-depth cross-country and cross-agency studies. The treatment of NGO development 
costs and training and guidance costs for borrowers poses particular difficulties. Research will 
assist in the development of better policies and programs that will benefit the poor, without 
losing sight of commercial considerations and the need for sustainability. 
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B.11 Impact 

The achievement of better access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis 
(which is being demonstrated, we believe, in this report) is not an end in itself. The end 
is the alleviation of poverty, which can be substantially achieved by an increase in family 
income, an increase in the income and output of the micro- or small enterprises of the 
poor, or by increases in employment, in the actual quality of life of credit recipients, and 
in the quality of social relationships and of motivation for the constructive development 
of the community as a whole. 

(a) What the country case studies have revealed in these respects 

The most detailed report in this regard was that of India: 

(i) The economic impact in India was measured in two different models. Before the 
formation of SHGs in both models, nearly 80 per cent of the beneficiaries earned 
between 5 and 10 rupees a day and most were in debt to their employers, 
landlords or local traders. They were paying interest of 50 per cent, 100 per cent, 
and more. Most grew only one monsoon crop in their limited landholding, and 
were without access to agricultural inputs such as fertilisers or improved seeds. 

Prior to joining the group, adult employment amounted to only 120-140 days 
annually. After forming the SHG, the.ir self-employment averaged 200-230 days. 
Although they had gradually reduced the time worked for others, they were able 
to use more agricultural inputs to increase their own production and, after 18 to 
24 months, were able to get at least two meals a day for their families. A spot 
check review of the savings passbooks of SHG members showed balances 
between Rs200 and Rs800, a level which they said they never possessed before. 

After formation of SHGs, the increase in income of all the case group members 
ranged from 30 per cent to 50 per cent and in some cases 100 per cent within 1-2 
years. Average household cash income of families in the case groups increased 
from Rs2,000 to Rs2,500 before the SHG to Rs3,000 to Rs3,500 p.a. after joining. 
The average net income of microenterprises increased from Rsl,000 - Rsl,200 
before SHG participation to Rsl,400~Rsl,800 thereafter. There was an increase 
of one in the number of employees in the microenterprises after loans, in most 
SHGs. After a second or third loan, there was an increase in the number of 
employees of from two to three persons. 

(ii) Significant changes in the quality of life of SHG members were also observed. 
These included improvements in housing and the quality and volume of food and 
clothing, additional household and personal equipment, and better standards of 
health and hygiene of members. 

(iii) In terms of social relationships and community awareness, the formation of SHGs 
also had a positive impact on home and village life and on the status of women. 
A new sense of pride was to be observed among SHG members, evidenced by 
their encouragement of new SHG formation and by improvements in village and 
community life. 
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A pos1t1ve impact of this order was reported in several other countries, for 
example in the AKRSP program in Pakistan, where wheat growing farmers 
(using only 0.5 ha) increased their net income from Rs750 to Rsl,050. The 
members of the Weavers Cooperative in Karachi increased their production from 
Rs4,000 to Rs4,500 per month per family, a 12 per cent increase for each 
member. 

In Bangladesh, an evaluation of the Swanirvar Bangladesh (SB) program, carried 
out by the Central Bank in 1987, reported that for 200 loanees examined, mean 
income of Tk7,875 p.a. before the loan increased to Tk16,000 p.a. after the loan, 
a 103.2 per cent increase. The income impact on microenterprises was also found 
to be very positive. Of the six categories of microenterprises examined, following 
the loan an increase of 456 per cent was achieved in livestock and around 200 per 
cent from poultry, agriculture, petty business and the service sector. Regarding 
employment, the same survey reported that the number of employees in 
microenterprises increased from 60 before the loan to 152 after the loan, and that 
the average loan size required to create one additional job was Tkl6,762 ($440). 
Some 64.6 per cent of SB borrowers were female and 73.7 per cent had land 
ownership of under 0.5 acre. The principal occupation of 44.8 per cent of loanees 
was agricultural and 55.3 per cent were non-farm. 

The Banking with the Poor program in Nepal is at its very early stages, too early 
to make any sweeping conclusions as to its impact. However, it has been 
observed that the utilisation of labour and use of local resources is already 
increasing; members of the SHG are taking a keen interest in the program and 
more villagers are joining in. In the few months of linkage from November 91 
to mid-January 92, beneficiary groups of 35 members were able to earn a profit 
of Rs26,963 ($586) from a total loan of Rs185,000 ($4,000) and 54 persons were 
able to be gainfully self-employed. 

In Malaysia, according to AIM, 98 per cent of the sample of first loanees 
experienced an average increase in household income of M$1,917 ($710). 
Another study by the Prime Minister's department (UPS) reported substantial 
increases in monthly household income. AIM' s own study indicates that, by the 
end of the second loan, two thirds of the 102 loanees sampled were earning more 
than the national poverty line. Before their first loan they were earning less than 
two thirds of the national poverty line. At the end of the fourth loan, this ratio 
had risen to eight out of ten. The UPS study showed that 62.9 per cent of AIM 
borrowers escaped the poverty line after the first loan. Fifty per cent of the 
increment in income is estimated to have been derived from the AIM loan. AIM 
also made a comparison with a control group of eligible poor who had not entered 
the AIM scheme. After three years, AIM members were said to have experienced 
a 300 per cent increase in income to M$571 ($211), while the control group 
experienced only an 80 per cent increase in income. 

With regard to quality of life measures, the UPS study found improved housing 
conditions, increased ownership of assets, improved savings and increased 
expenditure on nutritious food. The borrowers had become more self reliant and 
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had improved measures of self-confidence. The UPS study concluded that AIM's 
costs of assisting a family out of poverty were much less than those of the 
government. 

As indicated above, (in the case of Sri Lanka) the linkage program between the 
NGO (DTCCS) and the Hatton National Bank, though agreed in principle, has not 
yet been established in practice. Hence, though it is not yet possible to measure 
the impact of that program, an excellent methodology and guidelines for that 
purpose have been created by Hatton directly for its own Gami Pubuduwa 
program for the poor, which is also illustrated in one of the impact cases reported 
below. In the meantime, FfCCS reports that since the establishment of the 
Sanasa movement in 1978, over 700,000 new jobs have been created. The Hatton 
Bank reports that a total of 10,000 new jobs have been created directly or 
indirectly by its own Gami Pubuduwa program for the poor since its inception. 

In the Philippines TSPI, KMBI and ASK.I collect data relevant to impact 
determination before the loans are granted· and when repayment is completed. 
Analysis of this data for the fourth quarter of 1991 shows that the projects funded 
by NGO loans do create additional income and jobs. KMBI' s data show that 
loans generally result in rises of net income accruing to the funded project, and 
asset accumulation by the project. Of the 92 KMBI loans paid out in the quarter, 
KMBI collected information on income change relating to 45. Of these, 38 
borrowers reported net increases in income ranging from 1 per cent to 100 per 
cent, with an average increase of 40 per cent. The remaining seven reported 
decreases in net income ranging from 8 per cent to 57 per cent, with an average 
of 18 per cent. Of the 25 loans for which job creation information was collected, 
57 jobs were created. Of the 47 loans for which information on business assets 
was collected, 32 reported increases averaging 43 per cent. The remaining 15 
reported decreases averaging 18 per cent. All the 55 loanees surveyed for quality 
of life of the loanee and family reported increases, which averaged 72 per cent. 

Of the 67 ASK.I loans paid out in the quarter, 56 created 99 new jobs. The 
remaining eleven were income generating alone. For 1991 as a whole, 654 jobs 
were created; $288,540 was lent out during that year. TSPI granted $549,150 in 
loans in 1991 and reported 736 new jobs created. 

(b) General findings re Impact 

The impact data reported in most of the case studies are impressive in terms of 
significant increases in income and employment as well as, in some cases, 
improvements in quality of life and community involvement. Whilst the 
methodology for measuring impact has been satisfactory in many case studies, the 
results reported in others are based more upon anecdotal evidence than upon an 
analysis of controlled data, collected and assessed over a period of time. This is 
not surprising when it is realised that most successful NGO programs of credit for 
the poor have been launched only in the course of the last decade, with very 
meagre resources of money, staff, and professional experience. 
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This is not to cast doubt upon the general order of magnitude of the results 
reported. However, an important finding to flow from the Foundation's review 
of these case studies is the desirability of NGOs beginning to establish baseline 
data for participants and a comparable group of non-participants, prior to 
the commencement of a particular loan program (eg a self-help group) or set 
of borrowers, in terms of household income, employment, microenterprise 
income and, if possible, some measures of the quality of life. These would 
provide a basis on which impact and performance could be more fully and 
accurately measured at the conclusion of the loan(s) or programs in question. 
Few other actions would seem to be more conducive to receiving substantial 
additional support for a successful NGO credit program (both for technical 
assistance and loan capital) than such professionally demonstrated impact upon 
poverty. 

(c) The impact on people's lives (a few examples) 
On the other hand, the most important results of these programs cannot be 
measured by statistics/ alone, but also by their direct impact upon people and their 
lives. A few typical cases are described below to illustrate, in human terms, the 
qualitative impact of these programs upon the lives of the poor: 

Case No. 1 : from Pakistan 

Mr Azizur Rahman, aged 45 years, married with 11 dependents (a wife, three sons, 4 daughters 
and dependent parents). 

Loan amount: 
Instalment: 
Benefit: 

Rsl0,000 
. Rs600 

Added two hand-looms and thus increased income by Rsl,200 per month 
due to increase in production. 

As a weaver, Mr Azizur Rahman worked very hard to support his eleven-member family. He 
was in dire need of capital to expand his output but could not succeed in getting a loan from 
formal financial institutions. His long-standing requirement was fulfilled by the Banarsi Weavers 
Cooperative Society (an OPP self-help group) when he took a loan of Rsl0,000. He was able 
to add two hand-looms from the loan-money with which he increased production. It resulted in 
enhanced income of Rsl,200 p.m. from which he pays a monthly instalment of Rs600 and 
deposits the rest in a savings account. 
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Case No. 2 : from Sri Lanka 

Mr Devasiri Narayanage Sumanasena is 34 years old, has 4 dependents, and resides in Galle. 
He has been a blacksmith since childhood. He had no assets and his monthly income was below 
Rs500 before 1990. He lived with many difficulties, and there were times when he begged 
money from neighbours to feed his children. Mr Sumanasena' s dwelling house was used as a 
workshop to prepare iron rims for bullock carts, because he did not have a separate workplace. 
Although he had the capability to manufacture other kinds of ironware, this was only a dream 
due to his not owning the necessary equipment. He had to give up the idea of obtaining a loan 
from the banks since he had no assets and was unable to produce suitable guarantors. 

Mr Sumanasena happened to see a television program on the Hatton National Bank's Garni 
Pubuduwa Scheme. On the following day, he stepped fearfully into the HNB's Galle Branch 
and met the GPU (credit assistant) posted there. Mr Sumanasena explained the project he had 
in mind, and his financial situation, to the GPU. He was advised to forward an application for 
Rs7,000 to purchase necessary equipment for his iron-smithy. Within one week his requirement 
was fulfilled and the project was in operation soon afterward. This project was supervised by 
the GPU and Sumanasena' s income gradually increased. 

Mr Sumanasena now gains a net income of Rs2,000 per month (more than fourfold his income 
before 1990) and the value of his present equipment is about Rs30,000. He settled the initial 
loan within the first year, and obtained another loan of Rsl0,000 to improve his business; the 
present outstanding is Rs6,050. 

Case No. 3 : from the Philippines 

Mr Pablito V. Pleno, 36 years old, is married to Rufina Martin who is also 36. They have three 
children, ages 9, 7 and 2. For 18 years, Pleno worked in a woodcraft shop at Baliwag, Bulacan, 
earning a meagre income for his family. He was also a freelance antique restorer of all sorts of 
woodcraft, a trade which commands a good income. He used his long working experience to 
master the arts of woodcrafts and furniture making, and eventually started his own business with 
the help of an initial cash capital of P.500 from a close friend. In no time at all, Pleno's 
furniture was drawing more and more attention as satisfied customers advertised his products. 
He found he had to borrow money from moneylenders charging very high interest rates, just to 
satisfy the increase in demand. 

Hearing of ASKI and its operations from a friend, another ASKI beneficiary, he came to the 
NGO for assistance. Loans granted by ASKI enabled him to satisfy the increased demand, as 
well as allowing him to fill a contract for furnishings from A Class hotels and restaurant owners 
in Cabanatuan City. The loans have affected the Pleno family's quality of life very significantly. 
He was able to provide his family with a black and white television set, and a quality room 
divider and dining set for their home. Their house is undergoing renovation, using part of their 
extra income. He also extended the area of his workshop to accommodate additional workers. 
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The significant contribution of the loan to their business was seen not only in increased working 
capital, but in his being able to buy a new wood grinder, an additional planer, chisels and other 
valuable tools. Assessing his business today, one can notice a remarkable improvement as many 
quality furniture pieces, uniquely designed, are on display. His personal supervision and touch 
and the reasonable price of his product, together with the continuous assistance from ASK.I, gave 
birth to this progressive woodcraft and furniture industry. He has now a total of 6 permanent 
workers and 3 part-time staff, paid at reasonable rates and given free meals and snacks. He is 
also able to help the women in his community by hiring them to sand or polish small furniture 
pieces, which earns additional pesos for their families. In this way, he is sharing his progress 
with his community, which is also the vision of ASK.I. 
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B.12. Role of Governments and Central Banks 

In earlier years, following then-prevailing development strategies, national governments 
in the eight countries were mainly preoccupied with overall economic development 
through large investments to achieve higher national growth rates. Infrastructural projects 
in the fields of power, communications, health, education, agriculture and industry, and 
modernisation of the 'key sectors', were undertaken using domestic resources combined 
with grants and borrowings from international sources. Vast numbers of the helpless 
poor, however, remained largely unattended in the belief that the benefits of overall 
growth would ultimately 'trickle down' to grassroots levels. Successive reviews indicated 
disappointing distribution of the benefits of this model of development to the poor. On 
the other hand, many countries witnessed the emergence of monopolies, governmental 
as well as private, large budgetary deficits to meet rising expectations of the populace, 
rapidly growing urbanisation, the concentration of wealth and income, and increasing 
disparities between rich and poor. Governments then decided that unless crash programs 
benefiting the poor were undertaken, serious consequences of a socio-political and 
economic nature might result. Against this background national governments conceived 
and launched a number of credit schemes designed for the poor, especially the rural poor, 
with a variety of subsidies built in. They believed the poor would stand to benefit 
directly, and that the gap between rich and poor would thus be gradually reduced 

Experience with sector targeting 

(a) The case study team in India has reported that target-oriented lending, particularly 
under the government sponsored programs, has been unsuccessful. Financial 
viability and feasibility were undermined in the pursuit of targets. A good 
example is the Integrated Rural Development Program, targeted exclusively at the 
poor. Since its inception in 1980, IRDP has channelled more than Rs.71 billion 
in credit and subsidies to 27 million mostly poor households. A World Bank 
study showed that 97 percent of IRDP beneficiaries were poor. However, the 
program suffered from very high default rates (68 per cent in 1984) and was able 
to provide only one per cent of its beneficiaries with a second loan.3 IRDP in 
India, a government sponsored program, is implemented in selected places of the 
country covering major socio-economic aspects of the rural poor (education, 
health, agricultural technology, cottage industries) in addition to credit provision. 

(b) Yet another program is the priority sector lending introduced by the Reserve Bank 
of India, under which banks were asked to lend at least 40 per cent of their total 
loans and advances to the disadvantaged, particularly in the rural areas. The 
commercial banks have achieved this target, and some have even exceeded it, 
since non-fulfilment is subject to heavy penalties. Nepal has a similar experience 
in the priority sector lending program entitled Intensive Banking Program (IBP), 
under which commercial banks were instructed to lend 12 per cent of their 
advances. 

3 LP. Getubig, 1991, op. cit. 
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( c) In Bangladesh, the operation of organisations like Bangladesh Rural Development 
Board (BRDB), Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Cooperation (BSCIC), 
and Women's Enterprise Development Program (WEDP) were planned and 
implemented for providing credit to microenterprises. In Pakistan, the annual 
national credit planning system allocated a specified proportion of the total credit 
for disbursement in rural areas. More recently, two important schemes have been 
launched by the government of Pakistan namely (i) Prime Minister's Transport 
Scheme and (ii) Prime Minister's self-employment scheme for the unemployed, 
loans for which would be made available at the subsidised mark-up rates of 5 to 
7 percent. In Sri Lanka, the government has exhorted all the financial institutions 
to plan loan schemes which will benefit the unemployed and the poor. The large 
commercial banks in Sri Lanka have introduced a variety of schemes for this 
purpose. Among them, Hatton National Bank is credited with the Gami 
Pubuduwa (village awakening) scheme meant for low income people. Two other 
programs are the Janasaviya People's Program and the Regional Rural 
Development Bank, the former under the Janasaviya Trust, a government 
undertaking, and the latter run by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka with official 
support. In Indonesia and Malaysia, special attention is paid to the credit needs 
of "bumiputras", natives of the country. 

Experience with refinancing 

Central Banks in India, Indonesia, Sri Lanka and Nepal have made refinancing available 
to the banks at significantly lower interest rates for loans given to microenterprises, 
unemployed youth, small farmers, small business operators and the population in the 
backward areas of the country, with a view to making the ultimate credit available to the 
poor on a concessional basis. Such refinancing rates vary among the countries. In India, 
NABARD provides refinancing for the above purposes at 6.5 per cent p.a. and the SHG 
pays 11.5 per cent. The SHG is authorised to onlend to its members at rates to be 
determined by them, provided only that they are not usurious. Normal bank interest rates 
for such loans would be not less than 17 per cent to the borrowers. Bank Indonesia 
provides the same to BRI at 17 .5 per cent for onlending to groups of rural poor. Both 
Sri Lanka and Nepal have withdrawn such facilities recently as part of financial sector 
reforms. 

Subsidised credit 

Most governments have allocated considerable resources in the form of subsidised credit 
for the alleviation of poverty, especially in rural areas. Examples are the government 
sponsored rural cooperatives, agricultural credit for small farmers and specialised 
programs like IRDPs. Subsidies are administered in the case study countries in a variety 
of ways : interest subsidies, capital subsidies, subsidies in kind and sometimes subsidies 
through tax concessions. The first two are commonly applied in credit programs 
designed for the poor.4 

Financial deregulation and impact on poverty 

A number of governments in the case study countries have adopted policies of non
interference and have lifted control over the financial markets, allowing banks and 
financial institutions to plan their own savings and lending rates based on market 

See Adams, D., Graham, D. and Von Pischke, J. Undermining rural development 
with cheap credit, Westview,. Boulder, 1984. 
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conditions. It is intended that this will eventually eliminate distortionary practices 
including subsidies. In this situation, commercial banks are more likely to be ready and 
willing to lend to the poor, since they are able to recover their costs. However, the need 
for governments to encourage and even exercise pressure on banks to accommodate the 
poor on a sound commercial basis would remain. Perhaps it is for this reason that even 
after deregulation some minor back-currents in the form of new regulations have been 
introduced in some countries. For example, Bank Indonesia has instructed banks to set 
aside 20 per cent of their total advances for lending to small and medium enterprise, a 
sum which is quite huge. 

New policy initiatives to link commercial banks and NGOs 

(a) The Reserve Bank of India on 24 July 1991, through a circular to all scheduled 
commercial banks, recognised the important role of NGOs and SHGs in reaching 
the rural poor, and mentioned specifically that "despite the vast expansion of 
formal credit system in the country, the dependence of the rural poor on 
moneylenders continues in many areas especially for meeting emergent 
requirements. Such dependence is pronounced in the case of marginal farmers, 
landless labourers, petty traders and rural artisans belonging to socially and 
economically backward classes and tribes ... .... For various reasons, credit to 
these sections of the population has not in practice been institutionalised. Non 
governmental organisations have actively promoted informal groups of rural popr 
to encourage thrift with a view to helping them in financing their emergent needs 
and weaning them away from the money lenders." 

(b) With the above assertion RBI has proposed a pilot project covering 500 SH Gs to 
be promoted by NGOs and financed by the banks. In this linkage pilot program, 
RBI has indicated that commercial banks may have to deviate somewhat from the 
existing norms applicable to their lending. Criteria for selecting SHGs have been 
adopted as follows : 

I. The group should have been in existence for at least six months. 
II. The groups should have actively promoted the savings habit. 
III. Groups could be formal or informal. 
IV. Membership of the group could be between 10 and 25 persons. 

The above confirms there is a growing realisation in some case study countries 
that the most effective means of servicing the poor is through a linkage between 
banks and NGO/SHGs. Habib Bank Ltd in Pakistan, Hatton National Bank in Sri 
Lanka, Vysya Bank Ltd in India and Rastriya Banijya Bank in Nepal, all of which 
until recently had no experience of working through NGOs, have recognised the 
importance of this approach and have expressed their intention to implement 
linkage programs on a pilot basis in their respective countries. Governments and 
the central banks in these countries appear t6 be equally keen about such 
endeavours. 
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Government technical assistance and institutional support 

(a) The magnitude of poverty to be tackled is huge. Apart from a resource flow from 
the banks as envisaged under the linkage program, technical assistance is needed 
for the expansion of credit programs in the establishment and strengthening of 
SHGs in the new areas. In India, CAPART and NABARD have extended 
technical and financial assistance to MYRADA. In Indonesia, the German 
Organisation for Technical Cooperation (GTZ), in close cooperation with Bank 
Indonesia, has undertaken a very detailed research and technical cooperation 
program in the field of SHGs and their linkage with the banks. GTZ, in 
collaboration with APRACA, is offering similar technical assistance to several 
other countries in Asia. 

(b) Laws governing the credit process differ from country to country. Legal status 
of informal self-help groups, relaxation in the provision of collateral for loans, 
and recognition of group guarantees, are some of the issues which fall within the 
government domain. 
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B.13 The role of external assistance 

Most of the non-governmental programs of credit for the poor participating in this project 
have received some form of external support over the past decade. Swanirvar 
Bangladesh (SB) is the only exception. It is the only participating NGO that has not 
received any external support and has relied entirely upon its own resources, its 
borrowers, for its funding and development. The external support received by the other 
NGO programs comes from a variety of sources, from international non-governmental 
organisations, from official bilateral aid agencies, from international financial institutions 
and from other international organisations. Some examples of such support are briefly 
summarised below : 

(a) Non-governmental aid and partnership 

It is not surprising that the credit unions in Indonesia and Sri Lanka have 
received technical and other support for their institutional development from the 
World Council of Credit Unions. However, they have also received support from 
some other overseas organisations such as from Community Aid Abroad in 
Australia and from the Canadian Cooperative Association. 

Foster Parents PLAN INTERNATIONAL has given generous assistance to 
MYRADA in India, again mainly to strengthen its institutional development and 
extend its outreach to backward areas and poorer villages in Southern India. In 
Pakistan, the Aga Khan Rural Support Program receives financial support from 
the Aga Khan Foundation, and the Orangi Pilot Project has received assistance 
from a wide variety of international non-governmental sources. Amanah Ikhtiar 
(AIM) has quite naturally received a good deal of technical advice and assistance 
from the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh to replicate that successful model in 
Malaysia. 

In the Philippines, three of the participating NGOs (TSPI, ASKI and KMBI) 
were given substantial technical and financial assistance from the outset by 
Maranatha Trust in Australia and by Opportunity International in the United 
States. Both of these international NGOs are specialised in forming and 
supporting NGO programs of credit for the poor in developing countries. 
Reference should also be made to the substantial financial support given by the 
Ford Foundation in New York to many of the most successful NGO programs of 
credit for the poor in the Third World, as well as to the Rockefeller Foundation's 
recent targeted support to the Grameen Trust replication program. 

(b) Bilateral aid agencies 

Most major bilateral aid agencies have been taking an increasing interest of late 
in poverty alleviation and in supporting NGO programs of credit for the poor. 
A few examples can be given here. US Congressional legislation passed recently 
requires USAID to provide $50 million in resources annually for microenterprise 
lending, (that is for loans of US$300 or less), on a world-wide basis. 
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The participating NGOs from the Philippines (TSPI, ASKI and KMBI and 
VICTO) have all received substantial support from Australia through the 
Philippine Australia Community Assistance Program (PACAP) as well as from 
USAID and other overseas agencies. That support has been to furnish financial 
resources, both for the loan capital and for the operational costs of these programs 
during their development phase. This lasts generally for the first five years, when 
it is expected that they should have become financially viable and sustainable. 
Indeed, it is at this stage, or before, that linkages with banks are being sought to 
help cover at least the additional loan capital requirements of these programs. 

The Canadian International Development Assistance program (CIDA) has also 
been very active in this field, with assistance to programs in the Philippines 
(especially in the island of Negros), as well as in Thailand and other Asian 
countries. CIDA is a major participant in a Small Farmers and Landless Credit 
project in Sri Lanka giving a substantial financial grant in conjunction with the 
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), (see below). 

Perhaps the most focussed and one of the largest bilateral aid programs providing 
technical assistance in this field in Asia is being undertaken by the German 
Organisation for Technical Cooperation (GTZ). In close cooperation with the 
Bank of Indonesia and several Indonesian NGOs, including our participant BK3D, 
GTZ has undertaken over the past four years very detailed and extensive research 
into informal financial systems and self-help groups in Indonesia, and into the 
possibilities of linking them with the formal financial sector. The invaluable 
lessons from their research are consistent with many of the findings and 
conclusions of this regional project, and especially with the principles to be 
applied in the establishment and operation of self-help credit management groups, 
derived in part from GTZ experience. It should be mentioned that GTZ, in 
collaboration with APRACA, is now offering similar technical assistance to 
several other countries in Asia. 

( c) International financial institutions 

The World Bank and the Asian Development Bank have initiated pioneering 
programs of credit for the poor in the last few years. 

In the case of the World Bank, it has approved a loan of $26 million and $4.28 
million in co-financing from the Netherlands Government for a "Microenterprise 
Project" in Pakistan. The term of the loan is 20 years, with a 5 year grace 
period, at the bank's standard variable interest rate. It is to be disbursed over a 
period of six years through four Pakistan NGOs, two of which, AKRSP and OPP, 
are participants in our regional project. Other eligible NGOs may eventually 
participate. The main beneficiaries will be established and viable micro and small 
scale enterprises, as well as start-up enterprises owned and operated by women, 
in manufacturing, commerce and services. 
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The NGOs are to onlend the proceeds of the Netherlands grant as short-term loans 
to enterprises for working capital and purchase of tools. NGOs are to charge 
prevailing market rates (about 15-22 percent a year when the loan was approved 
two years ago), sufficient to cover each NGO's opportunity cost of funds, 
administrative costs, and provision for losses, and to generate net annual surplus 
for growth. 

The Asian Development Bank's (ADB) first loan in this field, approved in 
December 1988, was for an "NGO Microenterprise Project" in the Philippines. 
It was a concessional loan for $8 million to support and further strengthen the 
Tulang sa Tao (TST) Program of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in 
six selected regions of the country. Two technical assistance grants in the amount 
of $1.2 million from the Governments of the Netherlands and Switzerland, for the 
strengthening of DTI, participating NGOs and microenterprises, were also 
associated with the ADB project. 

Within two years of implementation the loan was fully disbursed, almost two 
years ahead of schedule. As of December 1990, total loans approved under the 
project were $7 million, involving 228 NGOs, benefiting over 14,000 
microentrepreneurs and 320 SH Gs or smaller NGOs. Average collection rates 
from end-borrowers to NGOs were reported to range from 90 to 94 per cent. 
Preliminary figures submitted to DTI showed that about 30,000 jobs were created 
from these loans, at an average of $200 per job. 

Technical assistance was provided for the institutional strengthening of DTI, 
NGOs and microenterprises, mainly from the grant funds from the Netherlands 
and Switzerland. However, disappointment and criticism were expressed by many 
NGOs that these technical assistance grants were used mainly to strengthen DTI 
and to establish centralised technical consultancy and training services. These 
measures did not give them the flexibility and resources needed for their own 
urgently required institutional strengthening and expansion. They indicate that, 
in the negotiation phases of this loan, they had been led to expect that bilateral 
grants for technical assistance would be available to the NGOs themselves, to the 
amount of 10 per cent of the value of the loan to the NGO, for use for such 
technical assistance or institutional strengthening as was needed by them at their 
discretion. NGOs believe their failure to receive this assistance, and their being 
referred instead to a centralised expert consulting service, did not help meet their 
immediate and specific needs for technical assistance, institutional strengthening 
and program expansion. 

In view of the early exhaustion of the first loan by December 1990, a loan for 
$30 million was approved in November 1991 for a Second NGO Microcredit 
Project in the Philippines. Its overall objective is the same as the first, to 
contribute to poverty alleviation in the Philippines. Its implementation, this time, 
is nationwide. More specifically, the project aims 

(i) to increase income and employment opportunities for disadvantaged 
groups 

(ii) to increase savings mobilisation among target groups 
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(iii) to establish formal linkages between the banking system and NGOs/project 
beneficiaries, and 

(iv) to strengthen NGOs as intermediaries. 

With its substantially increased resources, there is every reason to expect a high 
level of performance in achieving (i) and (ii) above. However, it remains to be 
seen how the Bank plans to achieve its third aim. It is hoped our present regional 
project, which has the establishment of linkages between banks (including 
commercial banks) and NGOs/SHGs as a major objective, may be helpful. 

As regards the fourth expressed aim, there may be reason to doubt whether the 
Bank's plans under its Second Loan will overcome the NGO criticisms of the first 
loan, namely that it is still too centralised. It is planned to strengthen the NGOs 
by 

(i) providing training packages 
(ii) trainers' training 
(iii) training target beneficiaries, and 
(iv) follow-up advisory services. 

The continued weakness in the Bank's plans in these respects will be considered 
more fully in the conclusions and recommendations below. 

As mentioned above, the International Fund for Agricultural Development 
(IF AD) has provided substantial financial assistance over the years in support of 
national and NGO programs of credit for the poor in many developing countries, 
including those in Asia. Whilst it would be beyond the scope of this report to 
attempt to list all such activities, the assistance of IFAD to some major successful 
NGO programs in Asia, (such as the Grameen Bank, which has received over $30 
million from IFAD since 1984), is especially noteworthy. 

Reference has also been made to the Small Farmers and Landless Credit Project 
in Sri Lanka, to which IFAD and CIDA are the major external donors. The 
financing plan for this project provides for IFAD to contribute $6,705,000 (or 
37.5 per cent) as a long-term highly concessional loan at 1 per cent p.a., for 
CIDA to make a grant of $6,554,000 (or 36.7 per cent), for the Government of 
SriLanka to contribute $4,097,000 (or 23 per cent) through its Central Bank, and 
for final beneficiaries to contribute $503,000 (or 2.8 per cent) from their deposited 
savings. This makes the total resources of the project equal to $17,859,000. 

One reason for highlighting this IFAD/CIDNCentral Bank project in Sri Lanka 
is that the Thrift and Credit Cooperative Societies (TCCS), one of our 
participants, is also one of the four main NGOs serving as financial intermediaries 
for that project. The joint IFAD/CIDNCentral Bank funds are loaned to the 
Regional Rural Development Banks at 3 per cent, and are then loaned to the 
participating NGOs (such as FTCCS) at 11 per cent. This has enabled these 
funds to be onlent to the final beneficiaries at 16 per cent, which is well below 
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current market rates (of over 23 per cent). While there have been significant 
recent increases in the level of market interest rates (and possibly also of the rates 
extended by rural banks to NGOs under this program) it would appear that the 
subsidised rates being offered by the Small Farmers Program to the participating 
NGO, compared with the commercial rates offered by the Hatton Bank to the 
same NGO (TCCS), have thus far made it difficult for the Bank to establish a 
linkage with the NGO. This has impeded our case study's attempt "to 
demonstrate the scope for increased access to credit on a sound commercial basis 
for the very poor" in Sri Lanka. 

( d) Other international organisations 

Apart from the international financial institutions mentioned above, the United 
Nations Development Program (UNDP) and the United Nations Capital 
Development Fund (UNCDF) offer relevant assistance in this field. 

Within the United Nations family of organisations, the United Nations 
Development Program (UNDP) has the overall responsibility for providing 
technical and pre-investment assistance to developing countries, as distinct from 
the finance or capital assistance provided by the World Bank and regional 
development banks. 

It has been noted in most of the country case studies that the various programs 
of credit for the poor need a significant increase in both types of assistance, both 
loan capital and technical and institution-building assistance, if they are to meet 
the vast needs of over one billion people living in absolute poverty in the world. 
UNDP has provided significant technical assistance and institutional support to 
national programs and projects for microenterprise and microcredit development 
over the years. In view of the multiplicity of such programs and projects, 
especially in Asia, it is now considering providing assistance at the regional and 
inter-country level for the cross-fertilisation of experience and the support of the 
major institutional networks providing credit for the poor in Asia. Banking with 
the Poor has created such a network. 

The United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) has a mandate to 
provide small amounts of capital as well as technical assistance to programs of 
credit for the poor in the less developed countries of Asia. It complements the 
activities of the UNDP's technical cooperation program through the provision of 
small grants and loans to benefit the lower-income groups in those countries. Its 
role is particularly beneficial in fields requiring specific expertise, such as for 
microenterprise development and in the establishment of revolving credit systems 
for small farmers. It places great emphasis upon the need for local participation 
in such projects. UNCDF investments, though small ($0.2-$5.0 million), may 
lead to larger investments from such groups as IFAD, ADB or the World Bank. 
UNCDF has also recently approved a Seed Capital Fund (of $1,738,000) for 
social entrepreneurs to initiate microenterprise credit programs in the least 
developed countries. This is administered by the Grameen Trust. 
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As briefly mentioned above, the Asia Pacific Rural and Agricultural Credit 
Association (APRACA) has launched a linkage program between self-help 
groups and banks (especially its own member institutions) in the region. With the 
very substantial contribution of GTZ, the first pilot project is nearing completion 
in Indonesia, and similar programs are being pilot-tested in the Philippines and 
Thailand, and to a limited extent in Nepal. The initial results of that research in 
Indonesia have been most helpful to the Foundation for Development Cooperation 
in its present regional project, which endeavours to embrace the urban as well as 
the rural poor and to emphasise the scope for linkages with private commercial 
banks as well as with public sector banks in the region. 

The Asian and Pacific Development Centre (APDC), established in 1980, is an 
autonomous intergovernmental institution for development policy research, 
training and information dissemination in the region. Since 1985, poverty 
alleviation has been one of its main areas of activity. Action research, supported 
by UNDP, first focussed on the successful experience of the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh. It has been followed up with a program to replicate that experience 
in other countries of the region, including Amanah Ikhtiar in Malaysia, and other 
programs in Indonesia and the Philippines. APDC is now exploring the 
possibility of such replication elsewhere. 

More recently, APDC was instrumental in establishing a regional network of such 
organisations with the title "Credit and Savings for the Hardcore Poor" 
(CASHPOR). Its role is to share experiences through periodic meetings, seminars 
and workshops, to facilitate or conduct research, to disseminate information, to 
establish linkages, to promote pilot projects, and to scale existing programs in a 
financially sustainable way. APDC serves as the secretariat of the CASHPOR 
network. 
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C. CONCLUSIONS 

C.1 The bankability of the poor 

From the experience of parallel case studies conducted with a common set of Terms 
of Reference in eight Asian countries, it is possible to draw certain conclusions with 
very significant implications for the reduction of poverty in the region. 

The first and most important of these is that absolute poverty, though endemic in most 
Asian countries, is not insurmountable. These case studies and experience elsewhere 
have demonstrated that the poor make good credit risks, and that they have a high 
savings propensity. Given increased access to credit they are willing and able to help 
themselves. Moreover, non-governmental organisations and self-help groups are 
beginning to play an important role in providing greater access to credit for the poor. 
Closer linkages should be forged between them and the Asian banking community to 
speed this process on a sound commercial basis. 

In a word, the most important conclusion to be drawn from these case studies is that 
the poor, especially women, are fully "bankable". Their main problem is to achieve 
better access to credit, rather than to reduce the cost of credit, provided it is offered 
equally and to all on a sound commercial basis. 
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C.2 Conclusions regarding the key roles of NGOs and SHGs 

1. A number of the country case studies have referred to the failure of many large 
public-sector programs, the carriage of which was entrusted to government 
departments or agencies, to provide adequate and sustainable access to credit for the 
poor. The reasons for this have been discussed in A.6 and B.12 above. 

2. On the other hand, the case studies have demonstrated the considerable qualities of 
self-reliance and inherent strength of the poor, especially when they are able to 
organise themselves into cohesive SHGs. 

3. Such SHGs, once organised and properly trained, can be the basic building blocks of 
banking with the poor. They have demonstrated their ability 

• to mobilise savings and to manage credit in a financially sound and disciplined 
manner 

• to provide group pressure and guarantees as an effective substitute for 
collateral 

• to reduce transaction costs on small loans significantly through voluntary and 
other contributions of the group 
to ensure payment of market rates of interest 

• to achieve high loan repayment rates 
• to demonstrate through the above achievements their financial viability, and 

their commercial fitness to serve as financial intermediaries. 

4. NGOs have a vital role to play in training existing SHGs, and in assisting in the 
establishment and training of new SHGs, from amongst the poorer sections of society. 

5. Guidelines for the establishment of SHGs, and for their training, seed-funding and 
introduction to banks, have been derived from the experience of several case study 
NGOs. These guidelines may be found in Appendix XIII. 

6. Basic principles for the operation of SHGs have been drawn from considerable 
experience and research in the region. These principles may be found in B.12 above, 
and in the recommendations which follow. 

7. SH Gs may need continuing NGO support 

(a) to help establish bank linkages on a sound basis, and/or 
(b) to provide other support to them for their broader socio-economic needs. 

8. NGOs and their associated SHGs need strong government policy support to achieve 
their goals. 

9. NGOs also need financial support for their institutional strengthening, and for the 
enhancement of their capacity, including their own training to establish and prepare 
increasing numbers of SHGs. Support may be available from national and 
international sources, and from official and private NGO sources, for these purposes. 
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C.3 Potential role of banks 

1. Access to credit 

(a) The vast majority of the poor in the eight case study countries are found to be 
landless, assetless and suffering from an extreme shortage of liquidity due to 
low income levels. 

(b) Our case studies have demonstrated that credit can make a big difference in 
the lives of the poor through enhancement of income and job opportunities. 
Banks can meet the credit needs of the poor by adopting well conceived 
delivery systems. This is proved by the successful operation of Swanirvar 
Bangladesh, by the Habib Bank-OPP credit linkage, and by the Vysya Bank
SHG and Rastriya Banijya Bank-GVDB relationships, among others. 

(c) Traditional beliefs held by banks that the poor are bad credit risks, that they 
are not trustworthy and that lending to them is unprofitable, are not upheld by 
the case studies in eight countries. Reflected in high rates of repayment 
(ranging from a low of 73 per cent in SB credit programs in Bangladesh to 
95 per cent or better in Pakistan, Nepal, India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Indonesia 
and the Philippines) credit extended to the poor has remained financially 
sound. One could reflect on the repayment performance for large bank loans 
extended to the industrial, trade and agricultural sectors in those countries, 
where rates of repayment have been as low as 10 per cent and often not higher 
than 60 per cent. In all our case study countries, the repayment performances 
achieved by NGOs and SHGs have been better than those of banks. In fact, 
it is not the cost of credit but the availability of it which poses a constraint. 
Timely availability of credit, in amounts commensurate with the capacity to 
repay and the needs of the poor, is the crucial requirement of a successful 
credit program aimed at poverty alleviation. 

(d) In some case study countries, first-time loans have been available to borrowers 
relatively smoothly, but subsequent loans have not been forthcoming as 
required. Delays by banks have hampered the enterprises of the poor and led 
to their resistance to repayment, thus affecting programs adversely. This 
phenomenon was particularly noticed in the operation of the Swanirvar credit 
program in Bangladesh. Successful enterprises of the poor require successively 
increasing increments of loan capital to improve their financial stability and 
expand their levels of activity. Access to credit is crucial not only in the 
initial stages, but also on a continuing basis as the enterprises of the poor 
graduate to higher levels of income and activity. 

2. Collateral substitutes 

(a) The demand for collateral by banks has been the single most severe constraint 
on access by the poor to bank credit. In most cases the poor are assetless, 
unable to offer anything as collateral. The tiny pieces of land and the few 
physical assets possessed by some of them can hardly be regarded as 
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acceptable collateral by the banks. If traditional collateral conditions are to be 
fulfilled, most of the poor cannot qualify for bank loans. Our case studies 
demonstrate that peer pressure and group guarantees provide an effective 
substitute for collateral in lending to the poor. 

(b) Insofar as loans are granted directly to SH Gs by the banks, group guarantees 
by borrowers have been accepted as collateral substitutes. But if loans are to 
be delivered via NGOs in a linkage relationship, the problem of collateral to 
be furnished by NGOs to the banks will arise, particularly since the loan 
amount will be correspondingly larger. NGOs normally do not have assets to 
pledge. This particular aspect of collateral needs to be examined. NGOs and 
banks should be encouraged to develop a performance-based relationship 
grounded upon mutually-agreed objectives and targets. The underlying 
objective should be to provide greater access to credit for the poor. 

(c) Simplified loan procedures 
Loan procedures of the banks are usually uniform irrespective of the type and 
size of a loan. Such 'standard' practices require borrowers to comply with 
certain formalities, which include completing lengthy loan application forms 
and submitting other documents (such as those evidencing guarantees, or 
promissory notes). These processes are complex and quite difficult for the 
poor to comply with. While participating banks have gradually introduced 
modifications to existing procedures, simplifying them to some extent to suit 
the circumstances of the poor, it is still the case that drastic revision of 
existing procedures, reduction in paperwork and amendments of banking 
regulations are necessary. 

3. Cost of credit (interest rates) 

Most banks in the case study countries have long experience of managing subsidised 
and sector-targeted credit programs, which to a large extent have failed to serve the 
poor. The reasons are many: attitudes of the banks apart, in the absence of well
defined and specifically-targeted borrower groups, the resources released ended up for 
the most part in the pockets of the non-poor. This tendency was strengthened by the 
fact that some subsidised credit programs were imposed on the banks, compelling 
them to lend at rates which did not cover their transaction costs. Banks will be 
encouraged to serve the poor if they are allowed to charge interest rates on loans 
which cover their costs. This will permit them not only to fulfil their obligations but 
also to open new markets for banking on a sound commercial basis. 

4. Savings 

The case studies have established the ability of members of SHGs to save regularly, 
if only on a modest scale. Such savings, when accumulated by the group into a 
common fund, offer an opportunity for banks to increase their deposit bases. They 
also assist in assuring better repayment performance. 
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5. Linkage with NGOs/SHGs 

Banlcs participating in our case studies have observed that credit programs employing 
such linkages and targeted at the poor can be profitable for financial institutions, and 
also provide benefit to the poor. This occurs when such programs are instituted with 
close understanding of the socio-economic conditions of the poor, and with a 
determination to help them to help themselves. Programs must be based on a 
grassroots system to prepare poor borrowers for the credit relationship, and have 
adequate provision for supervision and follow-up of borrowers, once loans have been 
taken. 

Banks in the case study countries have seen the advantage of establishing linkages 
with successful NGOs, in which the banks are able to minimise transaction costs and 
improve profitability, NGOs and SHGs are able to support themselves without external 
aid, and beneficiaries receive timely supplies of credit on a continuing basis. In 
consequence, the participating banks in Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka and Nepal are 
keenly exploring opportunities to reach the poor through a linkage with NGOs and 
SHGs, since this has proved effective in serving the poor and also shown itself to be 
commercially viable and self-sustainable. 

The findings of the case studies and the foregoing conclusions demonstrate that 
banking with the poor can create new and promising opportunities for commercial 
banlcs. 
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C.4 The need for additional financial, technical and institutional support 

1. Once properly established, SHGs have demonstrated a remarkable degree of internal 
strength, self-reliance and self-discipline in mobilising savings and managing credit. 

2. However, SHGs need guidance, training and support. In most cases this can be 
provided by an experienced and highly motivated NGO. 

3. The volume of savings SHGs are able to mobilise from their own resources is 
sometimes sufficient to meet their members' more pressing emergency or consumption 
needs, but is rarely enough to provide loans for productive purposes. 

4. Where SHGs have been able to demonstrate their financial discipline and group 
solidarity to the satisfaction of commercial banks, the case studies have shown that 
banks have been willing to provide financial su~port to augment group loan capital 
resources. This is a very significant and encouraging finding when viewed in the 
context of the immense loan capital requirements of 800 million people in Asia who 
still live in absolute poverty with little or no formal access to credit. 

5. Past government programs to meet this enormous need have often failed and there is 
in any case a limit on the volume of public sector funding that can be made available 
for this purpose. The project has demonstrated the commercial viability of private 
sector involvement, and the possibility of augmenting, perhaps to a very significant 
degree, the funds available from public sources for programs of credit for the poor. 

6. The potential for the commercial banking sector to furnish a large part of the loan 
capital requirements of the poor can only be realised if the key role of NGOs in this 
process can be very significantly supported. Such support may be available from 
governments, international organisations and foreign partner NGOs. 

7. Governments of developing countries need to give recognition and support to NGOs 
committed to this program in their own countries. An official policy statement of 
such support is needed from the government and central bank in every country, similar 
to the excellent example set by India (see B.12). Where necessary, an appropriate 
agency should be established and/or mandated to provide additional financial and 
technical assistance to NGOs. Such an agency may help to facilitate or coordinate 
international assistance to NGOs when needed. 

8. Most First World governments, bilateral aid agencies, international financial 
institutions and other international organisations have announced a commitment to 
poverty alleviation in recent years. This implies a willingness to support not only 
programs of economic growth in general (which do not always "trickle down") but 
also the need for programs which would be directly targeted at the poor. Our present 
case studies fully support the need for such an approach. 
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9. However, donor governments and relevant international agencies have not yet focussed 
upon the specific and relatively low-cost ways of supporting the formation, training 
and seed-funding of SHGs, and the methods for the institutional strengthening of 
NGOs, which are demonstrated in this report. 

10. Several major bilateral aid agencies have thus far been funding both the capital 
resources and administrative requirements of NGO programs of credit for the poor in 
Asian countries (roughly in the proportion of 75 per cent to 25 per cent). However, 
these two requirements should be clearly differentiated, and their appropriate sources 
of funding separated, if donor agencies are to gain a better understanding of the 
prospects for banking with the poor. Our case studies have shown that, as soon as 
these NGO programs of credit are ready for bank financing of their loan capital 
requirements, considerable sums of bilateral grant aid (equivalent to, say, 75 per cent 
of grant funding to these programs to date) could be released and diverted to other 
uses. In part these resources could support higher levels of technical assistance and 
institutional support for the strengthening and expansion of NGO credit programs. 
This would leave additional resources to be applied to other high priority aid programs 
that are not, and cannot be made, commercially viable. The attention of all interested 
bilateral aid agencies is drawn to this conclusion and to its important consequences 
for aid policies and funding. 

11. International financial institutions have provided some additional financial support to 
NGO programs of credit for the poor in Asia. For example, the World Bank and the 
Asian Development Bank have provided sizeable loans for microenterprise support, 
in Pakistan and the Philippines, respectively. It is possible that similar loan projects 
could be offered to other countries in Asia where domestic resources, both public and 
private, are insufficient to meet the needs of effective NGO programs of credit for the 
poor, and where certain vital institutional support requirements are met. 

The World Bank and poverty reduction 
Workshop participants agreed to make the following statement : 

"The Workshop warmly welcomes the recent statement (4 May 1992) of the 
World Bank President that "sustainable poverty reduction is the overarching 
objective of the World Bank" and that it is "the benchmark by which our 
performance as a development institution will be measured". That statement 
was made on the occasion of the release of a World Bank operational 
directive to staff on poverty reduction. 

"We agree with the President's exhortation to support better education, 
nutrition, health care and other social services to reduce poverty. However, 
we are disappointed by the lack of attention in his directive to the need to 
support programs of credit for the poor, which were so strongly emphasised 
in the World Development Report issued by the Bank in 1990 on the theme 
of Poverty. 

"The Workshop sincerely hopes that this oversight will be rectified and that 
the World Bank and the ADB will also come to recognise and to support the 
significant role of commercial banks in banking with the poor." 
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12. The most effective and efficient programs of credit for the poor are, as has been 
demonstrated in the case studies, implemented by NGOs and SHGs. It should 
therefore be recognised (as has not yet fully been done by bilateral and multilateral 
aid agencies), that the success of the outreach of NGOs to the poor will depend not 
only upon the quantum of additional loan capital resources advanced to or through 
them, but upon the absorptive capacity of the NGOs themselves and the increased 
institutional support they need to enlarge this capacity. 

13. It has already been pointed out in this regard that the associated aid offered by ADB 
in relation to its first microenterprise loan, for technical assistance to, and the 
institutional strengthening of, NGOs executing the loans, was criticised by the 
recipient NGOs. They regarded its administration as being too centralised, and as not 
giving them the financial capability to build and expand their operations. It seems that 
ADB's second microenterprise loan (for $30 million, accompanied by an additional 
technical assistance component of $5 million funded mainly by bilateral co-financing) 
may again be used primarily for strengthening a government agency and for 
centralised forms of training, technical assistance and advisory services offered by that 
agency and ADB itself (see B.13 above). 

14. NGOs continue to point out that, whatever the value of such external advice and 
training, they cannot increase their absorptive or institutional capability to expand 
their operations effectively without direct financial support for that purpose. They 
borrow from banks and government agencies for their lending requirements, but 
cannot borrow for their rapidly growing administrative and institution-building needs. 
NGOs urgently need direct financial support for this purpose over a reasonable period 
of time. Some NGOs are seeking as much as 20 per cent to 30 per cent of total 
project costs for their own institutional development and to enhance their capacity to 
carry out substantially expanded programs. 

Inter-American Bank leads the way 

By 1990, the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) had loaned over $95 
million for microenterprise development. Some 220 small loans not 
exceeding $500,000 had been advanced through financial intermediaries, 
such as non-profit producers' associations and foundations, in Latin 
America. The Bank has established a Microenterprise Division in its 
Operations Department and has launched a global credit program to reach 
far larger numbers of microentrepreneurs throughout each member country. 

A new global credit program, now fully operational, is providing total 
credits in the order of $100 million over a three year period. IDB also 
provides technical assistance to NGO financial intermediaries and to banks, 
for the implementation of this program. 
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15. Other International Organisations such as the United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP) and the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) provide 
technical assistance and institution-building support to NGO programs of credit for the 
poor. UNCDF is also able to provide some financial assistance to such programs in 
the least developed countries. At the regional level, the role of the Asia Pacific Rural 
and Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA) has already been noted in providing 
technical assistance to link banks with self-help groups. The Asian-Pacific 
Development Centre (APDC) has undertaken action research, and supported programs 
to promote the replication of the Grameen Bank in other countries. All these 
organisations share a basic commitment to poverty alleviation, as well as having a 
mandate to provide technical assistance and institutional support to NGOs for that 
purpose. 

16. Networking: NGOs working in this field throughout Asia have developed a variety 
of approaches and methodologies, some more successful than others, but generally 
created in isolation from one other. NGOs need to learn more from each other, but 
have not yet done so to any significant extent. 

17. In addition to the present Banking with the Poor network of banks and NGOs, a few 
other networks of like-minded organisations have emerged in the last year or so, and 
there is a clear need to establish a means for the exchange of information and 
experience, and to provide mutual support in Asia. A conceptual proposal prepared 
for UNDP was distributed to participants in the second regional workshop for their 
consideration. 
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C.5 Importance of the policy and regulatory environments 

1. Where official programs have provided subsidised credit or enforced "priority sector" 
or "directed" lending, ostensibly for the benefit of the poor, those in poverty have 
generally been bypassed. There are a number of reasons for this. 

In the first place, most of these poverty-alleviation programs did not define and focus 
upon the poor. Secondly, almost exclusive reliance on existing banking institutions 
(which are not favourably inclined to the poor as clients, and are constrained by 
traditional procedures and practices) showed them to be an ineffective delivery 
mechanism. Thirdly, targets were set not in terms of the numbers of the poor to be 
served, but in terms of the amounts of credit to be disbursed per time-period. 

Above all, no reliable evaluations of the impact of these programs on the economic 
condition of the poor, and of any reduction in the number of those below the poverty 
line, were made. Such evaluations could have given signals to policy makers to 
modify or redesign the approach for effective program implementation. Subsidies, 
grants and directed credits have in fact created an attitude of dependence on continued 
government assistance among the poor, worsening the budgetary deficits of 
governments and, in the process, destroying the will of the poor to be self-reliant. 

2. This is not to doubt the good intentions of governments in the case study countries to 
support the poor through provision of credit. However, certain measures adopted in 
the recent past have proved somewhat counter-productive. Edicts of loan 
"forgiveness" to small borrowers in rural areas (for individual loans up to Rs 10,000 
in India and up to Tk 5,000 in Bangladesh) seem to have generated an expectation 
among small farmers that such policies may continue in the future, and hence that they 
can afford not to repay small loans. Actions of this nature have the tendency to 
destroy or harm the credit culture of the society, and may prove detrimental to the 
maintenance of financial discipline, so vital for the bank-borrower relationship. 

3. Throughout the eight countries of Asia where Banking with the Poor conducted case 
studies, banking procedures and practices have remained conservative and cumbersome 
for the poor, collateral requirements have continued to be rigid and difficult to comply 
with, and apathy towards the situation of poor and assetless people has continued 
without perceptible positive change. The climate therefore, as far as the poor are 
concerned, has continued adverse despite best intentions on the part of policy makers. 

4. In several of our case studies the monetary system of the country favoured strict 
regulation of interest rates, and implementing banks did not have freedom in deciding 
their deposit and lending rates based on market realities. Interest rates applicable for 
loans to the low income groups were generally set quite low, which proved a loss 
proposition for the banks. As part of macroeconomic policy, governments and central 
banks should be prepared to grant freedom to commercial banks to determine their 
rates and service charges, based on market conditions and financial viability. Credit 
and savings for the poor are valuable tools for poverty alleviation, especially if the 
country has sound monetary instruments and policies. 
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5. If savings and credit functions are important for poverty alleviation and general 
economic prosperity, governments have a responsibility to see that the workings of 
financial markets and general economic policies are supportive of endeavours to serve 
the poor. It must be recognised that successful techniques of lending to the poor 
differ from standard practices normally pursued by banks. An alternative approach 
requires that banks be persuaded to substitute group guarantees for traditional 
collateral requirements and that the good track record of NGOs be accepted in lieu of 
physical assets. Laws and regulations which obstruct the implementation of new 
approaches require to be reviewed and amended. 

6. "Top down" approaches have failed to reach the poor, but group !endings by the poor 
themselves offer a promising alternative. An approach whereby the banks collaborate 
with intermediary NGOs and SHGs and other informal organisations, which have 
intimate knowledge and personal experience of local conditions and the poor, can 
provide an effective alternative. 

7. In some case study countries, the potential role of NGOs in poverty alleviation is not 
yet fully recognised by governments and banks, due mainly to limited roles played by 
NGOs in credit and savings activities, and also to the low level of NGO development 
in the countries concerned. National debates and rethinking about the potentialities 
of NGOs are proceeding. Development of NGO institutions assumes greater 
importance in this context. In some case study countries there is not yet a central 
body coordinating NGO activities and determining the support needed by them. Most 
NGOs have limited operations confined to a village or to limited areas; they lack 
resources for development and expansion and are, to a large extent, dependent on 
external grant assistance. 

8. The potential role of NGOs as conduits for the delivery of credit in a linkage program 
is obvious. For effective delivery, strong organisations of NGOs are needed. 
Governments, by providing grant assistance, can assist the development of NGO 
organisations. Resources are needed by NGOs for lending and for seed capital in 
specific cases. In India, the Central Bank has called upon the commercial banks to 
institutionalise a linkage program. The governments and central banks in other case 
study countries can also help implement their programs of credit for the poor by 
adopting similar measures, appropriate to their conditions. 

9. Within the context of developing a positive environment for enhancing access of the 
poor to credit, NGOs should be free to interact with a wide range of institutions and 
individuals both domestic and foreign, as well as to continue providing services for 
the poor, without undue interference from governments. 
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C.6 A general conclusion on banking with the poor 

It has been clearly demonstrated in this report that, contrary to conventional belief, the 
poor are good credit risks and are "bankable". Our case studies have shown that 
NGOs and SHGs have a key role in rendering the poor bankable though much effort 
is still needed to make the venture profitable. Commercial banks may be able to 
contribute to poverty alleviation on a sound commercial basis by providing loan 
capital needed by the poor for productive activity and income generation. And 
national and international organisations can supply urgently needed technical 
assistance, and support for the institutional strengthening of NGO-mediated programs, 
to enable them to reach out to a larger proportion of those living in absolute poverty 
in Asia. 

It can be concluded from this review of the findings of the eight country case studies 
that the limited but very important aims of this regional project are being achieved. 
The studies have demonstrated the scope for increased access by the very poor to 
credit on a sound commercial basis. They have shown that given an appropriate 
environment it is possible to create what the project's original terms of reference had, 
more modestly, hoped merely to promote, "commercially sound linkages between the 
formal finance sector (including commercial banks) and well managed non
government programs and self-help groups among the poor". 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of the detailed analysis and findings reported in eight country case studies, and 
of the general conclusions thereon in part C, the following recommendations are made: 

D.1 Recommendations addressed to banks 

1. The poor are not an unacceptable credit risk. Under appropriate circumstances, they 
are capable of meeting commercial loan obligations without seeking any concessions 
or subsidies. Hence, banks are urged to follow the example of progressive banks in 
the eight case study countries by taking significant initiatives to reach the poor. They 
can do this by making bank credit available in quantities both significant, and rising 
over time, for productive and income-generating activities of the poor. 

2. Banks ought to view the extension of credit to the poor not as a loss proposition but 
as an additional opportunity for investment with profit. Suitably assisted by banks 
through provision of credit, the poor will be able to increase their incomes; resultant 
improvements in the purchasing power and savings of the poor will have beneficial 
impact on the profitability of other investment projects of the banks. This calls for 
an attitudinal change on the part of banks towards the poor. 

3. Access to credit for the poor can also be improved by banks undertaking orientation 
and training of their staff members to be responsive to the needs of the poor, backed 
by appropriate criteria for the assessment of their performance in this area. A trained 
and positively-inclined cadre ofretail bankers will be able to deliver credit effectively, 
and to overcome obstacles which cannot be foreseen in a creative manner. 

4. When creative initiatives are taken by the banks it has been found that the poor do 
respond positively. By changing conventional banking practices unsuitable for the 
poor, by inculcating a developmental outlook, and by innovating new and needs-based 
methods for the poor, banks will be able to make positive contributions. 

5. Banks should reconsider the issues relating to collateral for loans to the poor. Group 
guarantees have proved an effective alternative to collateral in many case study 
countries. For the small-sized loans needed by the poor, group guarantees may be 
both economical and appropriate. The requirement of collateral is somewhat different 
in the case of banks lending to Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) for 
onlending to Self-Help Groups (SHGs). NGOs do not normally possess assets 
acceptable to the banks except, in certain cases, lien over the savings of the SHGs. 
A solution acceptable to central and commercial banks and NGOs should be evolved, 
and a framework created to allow the NGOs to play their role of intermediation 
successfully. 

6. Rates of interest charged by banks to borrowers have been largely controlled in the 
case study countries until recently. However, as part of financial sector reform, 
controls have been gradually lifted, granting freedom to individual banks to set up 
their own interest rates for deposits and loans. There are, however, still one or two 
exceptions. Policy reforms giving freedom to commercial banks in the determination 
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of interest rates will greatly enhance the prospects of their taking a positive role in 
programs of lending to the poor. However, where banks already have this freedom, 
it is recommended that they fix lending rates to cover their transaction costs. 
Subsidies are more likely to destroy the creativity of the poor and undermine their 
efforts towards self-reliance than to help them, and should therefore be avoided as far 
as practicable. 

7. In view of the advantages to be gained (in terms of savings in transaction costs, proper 
utilisation of loans and, above all, the very high rates of repayment) banks in case 
study countries have shown keen interest in establishing linkages with NGOs/SHGs. 
They have, in many cases, already extended lines of credit to SHGs in order to reach 
the poor. The outcome has been quite encouraging and the bank-NGOs/SHGs
borrowers link has proved to be most effective in alleviating poverty. Banks in the 
case study countries have shown keen interest in this approach and it is recommended 
that these initial activities be expanded and operationalised in those countries. 

In view of the initial success of the experiment of Banking with the Poor it is also 
recommended that these results be widely disseminated to other commercial banks in 
Asia. National banking associations and other appropriate bodies such as banking 
councils may also have a role to play in this. Banks not previously involved are 
encouraged to examine the performance of NGO programs of credit for the poor and 
of SHGs being assisted by them, to determine their credit-worthiness and their need 
for additional loan capital resources. They are also urged to follow the example of 
the banks participating in this project by offering to advance funds or a line of credit 
to NGOs or SHGs, on such terms as will help place those programs and the banks' 
funding thereof on a sound commercial basis. 

8. In the light of these positive findings and conclusions, it is recommended that banks 
should actively explore the possibility of establishing sustainable linkages with NGOs 
and SHGs to open up an important new investment opportunity. 
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D.2 Recommendations to Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and Self-Help 
Groups (SHGs) 

1. Non-governmental organisations should endeavour to scale-up their operations and 
increase their absorptive capacity to enable them both to relate to banks, and to help 
SHGs among the poor. They should train such SHGs in group organisation, financial 
discipline, savings mobilisation and credit management. NGOs need to provide seed 
funding for such SHGs to enable them to approach commercial banks with a view to 
securing adequate loan capital funding, on a sound commercial basis, for their needs. 

2. In order to enable them to operate viably and to sustain their operations, NGOs should 
charge interest rates adequate over time to cover their transaction costs directly related 
to lending. 

3. In the process of SHG formation, training and seed funding, they should endeavour 
to follow some such set of guidelines as is set forth in Appendix XIII, or to adapt 
them to their circumstances. 

4. It is recommended that, based upon the experience of successful NGO/SHG programs 
in the region to date, NGOs should encourage SHGs to apply as far as possible the 
guiding principles set forth below: 

Guiding Principles for Self-Help Groups 

1. SHG membership should be resident in the same area, be homogeneous, and number 
at least five persons. 

2. SHGs should promote savings mobilisation. 
3. Savings should be linked to credit: savings first, credit next. 
4. The development of financial disciplines and systems should be encouraged. 
5. SHGs should begin with a simple bookkeeping system. 
6. SHGs should hold regular meetings (once a week if possible). 
7. They should have basic rules or bylaws (written or unwritten). 
8. Group leaders should be elected by the members, with group functions or positions 

being rotated among the members. 
9. Transparency in business operations and the overall conduct of group activities should 

be maintained at all times. 
10. Basic training and guidance should be provided to members of SHGs. 
11. The autonomy of SHGs should be respected. 
12. Group liability and peer pressure should be the substitutes for collateral. 
13. Loans should be kept small initially and repayments made frequently and regularly. 
14. Transaction costs should be kept to a minimum through simplified group procedures 

and control. 
15. Market rates of interest should apply to both savings and credit, to achieve financial 

viability as soon as possible. 
16. Commercial Banks should be asked to provide appropriate advances or lines of credit 

to supplement the group's financial resources and to enable it to lend for productive 
purposes. 
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Additional assistance for NGOs 

5. In order to be in a position to implement the foregoing effectively and to extend the 
benefits thereof to as many of the poor as possible, NGOs should seek additional 
financial, technical assistance and institution-building support from their own 
governments, from bilateral aid agencies, from international financial institutions such 
as the World Bank, ADB and IFAD, from other international organisations such as the 
UNDP, UNCDF, APRACA and APDC, and from partner NGOs in other countries as 
appropriate. (see sections D3, D4 and D5 below). 

6. NGOs should also be prepared to offer technical assistance and advice to other non
governmental organisations in their own countries and overseas, where their 
knowledge and experience may be helpful to them; they should collaborate with other 
NGO programs, and participate in regional networks of like-minded NGOs in order 
to strengthen their separate and joint endeavours. 
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D.3. Recommendations addressed to Third World governments and central banks 

1. It is respectfully recommended that governments adopt measures removing constraints 
on the smooth flow of financial resources from the banking sector for onlending to 
targeted poverty groups. To that end, 

(a) governments are urged to make banking with the poor a part of their 
development strategy for poverty alleviation 

(b) governments and central banks are requested to review banking regulations 
affecting loan procedures and collateral requirements with a view to making 
them more suitable to the needs of the poor. They could also introduce 
changes, inter alia, to allow Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) to play 
an appropriate role in financial intermediation for the poor, including the 
mobilisation of savings from Self-Help Groups (SHGs) and individuals to 
whom loan funds are being channelled by or through such NGOs, and the 
recycling of such funds to them. This might also include recognising the role 
to be played by informal SHGs in the system. 

(c) financial authorities could encourage commercial banks to adopt alternative 
systems of credit delivery in as much as they relate to the poor. Such 
alternative systems would recognise the role of NGOs/SHGs as intermediaries 
for credit delivery and savings mobilisation 

(d) they could also issue appropriate guidelines to the banks and NGOs with 
regard to the mechanisms, procedures and roles of the respective actors in the 
system (i.e. banks, NGOs/SHGs and the borrowers). In particular, they could 
urge banks to treat group guarantees by SHGs and the good track records of 
NGOs as sufficient collateral for loans. They could urge the banks to simplify 
loan documentation procedures, decentralise loan approval processes, and to 
ensure speedy and timely delivery of credit to borrowers 

( e) repeat loans should be granted without let or hindrance in the case of 
borrowers who have satisfactorily. fulfilled repayment conditions. Financial 
authorities are asked to ensure that this happens. 

2. Lending rates charged by banks on loans to priority sectors have been controlled by 
governments and central banks in many countries, resulting in market distortions and 
misallocations of resources. Subsidies, in particular, very often destroy the creativity 
of beneficiaries and undermine their efforts towards self-reliance. Governments and 
central banks are asked to collaborate to see that subsidies and grants are replaced by 
market-related interest rates, and to ensure that the partners in linkage programs (ie 
banks and NGOs/SHGs) are motivated to cover their transaction costs and loan losses, 
and to achieve adequate returns on investment, so that the entire operation is 
commercially viable and sustainable. 

3. Governments would do well to recognise the crucial role of NGOs in organising and 
developing effective SHGs at the grassroots level, and could assist in making 
resources available to cover the development costs of their operation until such time 
as the NGOs are able to recover these costs of development from the borrowers 
themselves. 
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4. External grant assistance for loan capital for these programs, which has been 
instrumental in sustaining NGO activities in the private sector in the past, cannot be 
depended upon to continue indefinitely. The domestic banking system, which is the 
major and permanent source of loan funds for economic activities, must be encouraged 
to step in to fill the gap. Governments need to establish a policy and regulatory 
environment facilitating this. Technical support should also be provided to the 
banking sector to upgrade its performance in this field, and international sources of 
assistance, where available, should be tapped for the purpose. 

5. Governments could duly recognise the important role of NGOs/SHGs in poverty 
alleviation and reserve a suitable place for them in nation-building efforts. In view 
of their importance, a central co-ordinating mechanism for NGO activities in the 
country may be promoted, where it does not already exist, to deal with NGO-related 
subjects. Alternatively, sector-specific NGO coordinating mechanisms may be 
promoted. This should be done without attempting to impose bureaucratic control 
over NGOs, as they must function as flexible and autonomous organisations to be 
effective and useful to the poor. 

6. Central banks could follow some recent initiatives in the region by announcing a 
policy aimed at encouraging commercial banks to establish direct linkages with SHGs, 
to provide for better access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis. 
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D.4 Recommendations to international financial institutions 
(World Bank, ADB, IFAD) 

1. As a matter of basic policy, international financial institutions should continue to 
accelerate their efforts to promote commercially viable banking with the poor, with 
particular attention to achieving active participation of commercial banks in that 
process. 

2. They should provide loans, as needed, to Asian and Pacific countries with inadequate 
funds for the assistance of NGO programs of microcredit for the poor conducted on 
a commercially-viable basis. 

3. Where such additional financial assistance is needed in support of the loan capital 
requirements of NGOs developing effective programs of credit for the poor, (ie where 
such assistance is not yet available from commercial sources), it should be extended 
as seed capital and designed explicitly to attract rather than to replace commercial 
bank funding for that purpose. For example, it should be offered wherever possible 
on a matching basis with the funds of commercial banks, to induce them to support 
commercially viable programs of credit for the poor. 

4. Such international finance should be channelled as directly as possible to NGO 
programs, and on terms and conditions that will ensure they will be onlent to the final 
beneficiaries at market rates of interest, rather than on a subsidised basis that would 
undermine the long-term sustainability of those programs. 

5. International financial institutions should endeavour to mobilise associated finance 
from bilateral sources to be offered on a grant basis for technical assistance, and for 
the institutional strengthening and expansion of NGO and bank programs in the 
country concerned. Such assistance should be extended so as to ensure that NGOs 
receiving loan capital funding will also receive adequate grant funding, offered as 
performance-based budgetary support, for scaling up programs of credit for the poor, 
to reach large numbers in a financially-sustainable way. 

6. International financial institutions serving the Asia-Pacific region should make special 
administrative arrangements working towards the establishment of distinct microcredit 
units, to make more effective the implementation of their programs to provide greater 
access to credit for the poor. 
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D.5 Recommendations to bilateral aid agencies 

Bilateral aid programs have in the past provided financial and technical assistance to NGO 
programs of credit for the poor. Most of them are keenly aware of the success of these 
programs, especially in their impact upon women, in tackling the major issue of poverty 
alleviation over the past decade. Their growing interest and willingness to provide increasing 
international support in this field is most encouraging. Consequently, on the basis once more 
of the findings of our case studies and of the conclusions drawn from them, the following 
specific recommendations are addressed to bilateral aid agencies: 

1. First World governments and bilateral aid agencies, having announced their 
commitment to focus more attention upon poverty alleviation in the present decade, 
should re-double their financial and technical assistance to Third World governments 
and, in particular, to NGO programs of credit for the poor along the lines suggested 
in this report. 

2. Where financial assistance is given, it should be provided in accordance with 
recommendations in D4 above to international financial institutions, to encourage and 
attract commercial bank support for these programs and to support, rather than to 
undermine, their sustainability by requiring market rates of interest rather than 
subsidised lending to the poor. 

3. Of particular importance and priority for assistance from bilateral sources is the need 
of NGOs for substantially increased support to strengthen their institutional capacity 
and outreach to the poor. 

4. As a special and high priority component of such assistance, bilateral aid agencies 
should earmark specific support to be provided by them to meet the reasonable costs 
of NGOs in forming, training and seed-funding SHGs, as the basic building blocks of 
banking with the poor (see Appendix XIII for cost estimates). 

5. Bilateral agencies are reminded of the potential for successful delivery of assistance 
to NGOs in developing countries, by experienced NGOs and organisations of bankers 
in their own countries which have international programs. First World NGOs could 
do no better in their commitment to poverty alleviation than to offer direct assistance 
to their partners in the Third World for the same purpose, referred to in DS.4 above, 
ie for the formation of self-help credit management groups. 

6. Official bilateral aid donors could provide their assistance either directly to Third 
World governments and NGOs or indirectly by providing for such technical assistance 
grants to be administered as associated aid by the World Bank or ADB, as 
recommended to them in D4.5 and D4.6. 
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7. In considering the above recommendations, aid donors should recognise that their 
support for the recommended policy of Banking with the Poor (i.e., for commercial 
bank funding of the loan capital requirements of NGO/SHG programs that have 
proved to be commercially viable) will release substantial grant funding now being 
allocated in various projects for that purpose. More funds could then be allocated to 
technical assistance and the strengthening of NGO capabilities, as are urgently needed 
to help them meet the vast unfulfilled requirements of credit for the poor. The 
balance of such savings could then be used in other needed areas of development aid 
which cannot be expected to achieve commercial viability, as banking with the poor 
is designed to do. 
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D.6 Recommendations to other multilateral organisations and to NGOs 

As indicated in preceding chapters of this report and in the conclusions set out in C4 above, 
other international organisations such as the United Nations Development Program (UNDP), 
the United Nations Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) and First World NGOs have also 
provided significant assistance to NGO programs of credit for the poor. Multilateral 
organisations have recently committed themselves to an increased level of assistance in this 
field. At the regional level, the Asia-Pacific Rural and Agricultural Credit Association 
(APRACA) and the Asian-Pacific Development Centre (APDC) have done likewise and stand 
in readiness to do more. 

Whilst their mandates are not uniform, and the resources available to them vary in volume, 
the following specific recommendations may be addressed to all: 

1. They should give prompt and sympathetic consideration to requests for substantially 
increased technical assistance and institutional support to NGOs, banks and 
governments assisting NGO programs of credit for the poor. Such assistance is 
urgently needed if NGOs are to build their institutional strength and expand their 
capacity to replicate the most successful NGO/SHG models and to reach out to the 
vast numbers still living in abject poverty in Asia. 

2. In so doing they should recognise and support the specific conclusions and 
recommendations of this report regarding the formation, training and seed-funding of 
SHGs, and for their linkage with commercial banks to assure their basic loan capital 
resources and sustainability, and should direct their own assistance toward those ends. 

3. While many of these NGO programs of credit for the poor have demonstrated new and 
successful programs and techniques for this purpose, but have thus far been working 
in relative isolation from one another, an opportunity has arisen to promote the 
exchange of information and experience in the region. For this purpose, it is 
recommended to UNDP, and to regional organisations working in this field, that they 
should provide financial assistance to groups or networks of like-minded NGOs and 
banks involved in programs of credit fodhe poor in the region. 

4. A number of the more successful NGO programs of credit for the poor described in 
this report have received some encouragement and support in the past from partner 
NGOs in the First World. In the light of the encouraging findings and conclusions of 
this report, it is now recommended that they, as well as other NGOs and potential 
supporters in the First World, should give increased support to these programs. More 
specifically, they should mobilise substantial funding for the formation, training and 
seed-funding of SHGs of the poor. 
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Preface to Appendices 

SUMMARIES OF COUNTRY CASE STUDIES 

As indicated in the introduction to this report, the banks and NGOs participating in this 
project agreed to continue and to deepen the dialogue initiated between them at the First 
Regional Workshop on Banking with the Poor, held in Manila in May 1991. In 
particular, they agreed to undertake in-depth case studies in each of the eight participating 
countries, in which the banks and NGOs would cooperate in examining major issues that 
needed to be resolved to increase the scope for access to credit by the very poor on a 
sound commercial basis and, if possible, to establish linkages between one another for that 
purpose. 

Under the overall guidance and direction of the Foundation and of its Project Co-Leaders, 
a detailed case study has been prepared by the banks and NGOs in each of the eight 
participating countries. These studies were drafted according to a common outline of the 
major issues that the Manila Workshop agreed to adopt, and were submitted to the 
Foundation for its overall review in the course of the last few months. They range in 
length from 80 and 120 pages, and are rich in detailed information on the relevant 
experience in each country. In view of their length and intrinsic value, the participants 
have generously agreed to bring sufficient copies of the original case studies with them to 
Kuala Lumpur, for distribution to their fellow participants in the Second Regional 
Workshop. 

At the same time, the Foundation considered that it would be desirable to prepare concise 
summaries, based mainly upon the detailed case studies, but also including where 
appropriate some additional general data and assessments of the situation and prospects in 
each country. 

These country summaries, which have been cleared with the authors of the original case 
studies, are reproduced below for the benefit of readers of this report. Together with the 
original and more detailed country case studies, they have served as the basis for the 
overall analysis, findings of fact, general conclusions, and recommendations of this report. 
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APPENDIX I 

Bangladesh : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This summary is based mainly upon a detailed case study carried out by Swanivar 
Bangladesh, a major non-governmental organisation operating in the rural sector of 
Bangladesh, in cooperation with the Janata Bank, other banks and development institutions 
in Bangladesh, to explore and demonstrate the scope for increased access to credit by the 
very poor on a sound commercial basis.1 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

Bangladesh made some progress in economic growth in the mid-1980' s but its progress 
was disrupted by a succession of natural disasters in 1987 and 1988 and a severe cyclone 
in late 1988 and early 1991. GDP growth in 1988 and 1989 was only 2.9 and 2.5 percent 
respectively as the resources had to be diverted from development to crisis management. 
After the slow growth of these two years, the economy made a strong recovery in 1990 
largely because of the agricultural sector which expanded by 7.7 percent. Growth rate of 
GDP in 1991 and 1992 is projected to be 4.5 and 4.8 percent respectively depending upon 
how agriculture performs, growth in the industrial sector and continued flow of 
remittances from the Pakistani labour force engaged in Gulf states. 

Growth Rate of GDP (percent per annum) 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 

II Bangladesh 2.9 2.5 6.2 4.5 4.8 

Source: Asian Development Outlook 1991, ADB Manila 

The per capita GNP of Bangladesh in 1989 was US$ l 80, ranking it the 5th poorest 
country in the world. However, according to the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics per 
capita GDP in 1989-1990 was only TK 6229 or US$164. Classified as a low human 
development country, it ranks 135th globally with HDI below 0.185. 

The structure of the economy is basically agricultural, in that, in 1989, the share of 
agriculture was 44% of GDP followed by industry 14 percent, manufacturing 7 percent 
and services and others 41 percent.2 

1 In mid May 1992 $1 was equivalent to Tk 38. 

2 World Development Report 1991, World Bank 
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Annual growth rate of the population between 1960-90 was 2.7 percent with an estimated 
total population of 116 million in 1990. Life expectancy at birth is 51.8 years, adult 
literacy rate 35 percent; 45 percent of the population have access to health services and 81 
percent have access to safe water. 

Inflation in 1990 was at 9.3 percent as against 8 percent in 1989. Consumer prices are 
expected to rise by about 15 percent in 1991 and 1992, mainly because of the currency 
devaluation and an increase in fiscal deficits. Higher oil prices in 1991 are also expected 
to contribute to it. 

Poverty 

Poverty is overwhelming in both rural and urban areas of Bangladesh. According to a 
study carried out by the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) 55% of the 
population or 65 million people lived in poverty in 1989/90. But within the ranks of the 
absolute poor, one can notice an even more extreme level of distress which can be 
categorised as extreme or hard core poverty. The extreme poor subsist on an income 
nearly 40% below the poverty line income and such households constituted over 40% (or 
26 million persons) of poor households according to BIDS. The proportion of hard core 
poor increased by 2% during 1987-90 though the general poverty ratio declined by 5%. 
This underscores the gravity of the problem of poverty in Bangladesh. 

Poverty is highly correlated with landlessness in Asia. The bulk of the poor in 
Bangladesh belong to the landless category as the BIDS survey has shown that 28% of the 
rural households did not have cultivable land and 52% owned less than 0.5 acres of land 
being "functionally landless". 

Income is an indirect measure of poverty and a direct measure is the level of malnutrition. 
3In Bangladesh the case study team reports that if 2,122 calories intake is considered as 
the minimum threshold for the determination of poverty, as much as 51.3% of the 
population (rural 40.5% and urban 10.8%) were below the poverty line in 1988/89. In 
monetary terms, TK 4340 has been considered border line for poverty. 

From the income distribution viewpoint, the bottom 40% of the households in Bangladesh 
received 15% of the total income and the top 5% received 22% in 1988/89. 

The main cause of poverty is stated to be the lack of productive employment 
opportunities, low productivity of labour and low wage rate. Economists believe that even 
if a substantial acceleration of economic growth, say over 5% per annum, can be attained, 
it will take a long time before the huge backlog of unemployment and under-employment 

3 Income Distribution and Poverty Indicators, World Bank Analysis, February 1992 
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can be cleared through the normal market mechanism. According to a recent estimate, the 
unemployment rate was about 38 percent in mid 1985.4 It is indeed difficult to make any 
drastic improvement in the employment situation of Bangladesh given the large population 
and high rate of population growth. 

NGOs 

There are many organisations with micro enterprise credit programmes in Bangladesh. 
The most well-known is the Bangladesh Rural Development Board, a government agency 
which initially lent through farmers' cooperatives at the village level, but later on 
introduced programmes for assetless and the females as the concentration on farmers' 
cooperatives alone resulted in the increase of landless. Another government agency, 
Bangladesh Small and Cottage Industries Corporation (BSCIC) also provides credit for 
micro enterprises. 

The most famous of all is the Grameen Bank (GB) which combines banking and NGO 
functions under one roof. It relies on the formation of a group of five of the loanees and 
credit is extended individually to the members of the group without collateral and on 
group guarantee basis. Although the Grameen Bank is primarily occupied with credit to 
the poor, it has also added social works like literacy, health, nutrition, family planning 
and, of late, also sectors like housing and fisheries. 

Grameen is a success story and its methods are being replicated in a number of countries 
outside Bangladesh. 

There are other NGOs providing service to the rural people by adopting alternative 
methods of finance. Most notable among them are Swanirvar Bangladesh (SB), 
Bangladesh Rural Advance Committee (BRAC), CARE, CARIT AS, Christian Commission 
for Development in Bangladesh (CCDB), Christian Reformed World Relief Committee 
(CRWRC), Friends in Village Development in Bangladesh (FIVDB), Save the Children 
Fund, to name only a few. The most striking similarity among the programmes is the 
emphasis on group organisation for savings and credit, although the group size ranges 
from five in Grameen to 20 in Comill Proshika. Some NGOs tried lending directly to the 
individuals but failed and later reverted to the group method. The reason behind taking up 
the group method is that the poor have more strength in groups; peer pressure encourages 
proper utilisation of loan and results in improved repayment; and project financing, 
training and contact with members are easier. 

Interest rates charged by NGOs vary from 0 to 36%, though the majority charge in the 
range of 12% to 24%. Grameen, which used to charge 16%, recently increased to 20%. 
Repayment rates registered by NGOs are impressive and are close to 98% in the case Of 
Grameen and BRAC. 

4 Asian Development Outlook, 1991, ADB, Manila 
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Swanirvar Bangladesh (SB), a partner in the case study together with Janata Bank, acts 
only as a financial intermediary for the nationalised banks and as a facilitator for lending 
to the poor. It takes upon itself the tasks of motivating, organising and training the poor, 
but the actual lending is made by the banks directly to the borrowers. SB monitors end 
use of the loan money by the borrowers and collection of weekly instalments on behalf of 
the banks. 

SB performs these functions with the help of nearly 8000 credit and Union Assistants 
known as Reen Shahajogis and Union Shahajogis who are paid out of the contribution 
from the borrowers. 

Paperwork for SB credit has been considerably simplified as loanees are required to fill in 
only three, namely, the application, hypothecation forms and loan repayment guarantee 
note. 

Prospective loanees are motivated and organised in groups of five by Reen Sahayogis and 
on their recommendation the designated bank branch releases loans to individual 
borrowers without collateral but not exceeding TK 5000 ($132) per person. The loan 
bears a nominal interest of 13% and is repayable in 52 weekly instalments, together with 
interest. The monthly report of SB credit programme indicated that until the end of 
March 1992, 559 bank branches covering 9349 villages provided a total loan of 
TK 977 million to 538,044 loanees. Current recovery is reported 74.87%. This is 
comparable with NGO standards and is high by commercial bank standards in Bangladesh. 
Several factors account for it: the voluntary nature of field assistants and resultant weak 
follow up, lowly paid credit and union assistants and the non-cooperative attitude on the 
part of some bank branches. 

Savings and contributions are so devised under SB programme that the twin objectives of 
self-reliance and repayment are achieved. A daily saving of one Taka is compulsory for 
seven days during which the newly formed groups are given training. This is refundable 
if the member leaves the group. 5% of the approved loan is deducted as group tax-1, taka 
2 weekly per loanee as charges, which is used for paying the credit and union Assistants 
and meeting SB Head Office expenses. Loans from group funds attract a deduction of 5% 
as group tax-2 and is deposited to the group fund. Members can borrow from the group 
fund up to 50% of the amount saved. There is yet another charge of 1 % of the loan 
which is deposited to the emergency fund. Up to January 1992, the cumulative saving of 
all categories under the SB programme amounted to TK 92.2 million. Self sustainability 
is attained through the collection of TK 2 per week per loanee, which goes towards 
remunerating workers at various levels. This may be insufficient when loan volume is low 
but the SB programme has a built-in device which is quite unique and not found in other 
NGO programmes in Bangladesh. SB receives no other government or outside grant for 
the credit programme except TK 2 weekly charge collected from the borrowers. 
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SB, therefore, is an indigenous effort without any funding support from outside and with a 
bank linkage experience. With Bangladesh Bank (central bank of the country) directing 
nationalised banks to lend through the SB credit programme and the presence of top 
ranking functionaries of the government ministries in its policy making national committee 
headed by a former minister, SB may appear to be following the government, but it is not. 
It is autonomous and decides its own course of action and programmes. Lack of adequate 
resources and certain administrative weaknesses apart, it has scored highly in assisting the 
assetless and landless poor. Studies indicate the benefit flowed to the poorest in terms of 
enlightenment through education, social reform and income and employment generation. 
SB' s rigorous conditionality in selecting loan target groups has not permitted relatively 
well-offs to syphon off resources to their benefits. 

The Financial Sector 

Interest rates to be charged by the commercial banks in the country continue to be 
regulated by Bangladesh Bank. The rates of interest on deposits and lending as well as 
the rates of subsidy payable to the banks for financing the priority sectors have been laid 
down in the circular No. 40 of the Bangladesh Bank according to which banks can vary 
interest rates only within the permissible band. In the case of Swanirvar credit, the band 
within which banks can vary interest rates is 8 to 14.0 percent. Hence the SB credits are 
granted by the banks at 13% p.a. 

Empirical observation is that there is a good deal of elasticity in the matter and poor 
loanees can absorb a fairly high rate of interest. It is reported that the Rural Finance 
Experiment Project in Bangladesh had experimented by using interest rates of 12%, 18%, 
24%, 30% and 36% and its findings were that both 24% and 30% rates of interest were 
feasible and it was recommended that the interest rate of 24% should be used for 
maintaining viability of the lending institutions. SB's own effective lending rate would 
amount to almost 32.5% if all the contributions and charges are taken into account. Yet 
no whimper has been heard about these collections in the SB programme. Grameen Bank 
has increased its rates from 16% to 20% recently. 

Official policy seems to favour a regulated interest rate structure perhaps for political 
reasons. 

Janata Bank, a partner in the case study and one of the participants in the SB credit 
programme in Bangladesh, has cumulative disbursement of TK 107 million as loans up to 
March 1992 through its 91 branches, covering a total of 79,633 loanees. Its recovery rate 
in the programme has been 75.65 percent, which is better than the average of all the 
participant banks i.e. 74.87%. Janata Bank has been keen to continue the process of 
lending to the poor, to devise ways and means of effectively serving the poor and to make 
the SB programme successful as best as they can. While the programme itself is quite 
sound, a great deal of effort and change of attitude on the part of the banks towards the 
programme and training of bank personnel at the field level are necessary. 
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Collaboration Between NGO and Bank 

As already described, the SB credit programme, though conducted through an NGO 
operating independently, has full support of the Bangladesh Bank and the programme is 
designed so that the nationalised commercial banks and Krishi Bank participate in loans 
by using the services of SB at the village level. SB through its credit assistants, who 
number in thousands and are trained, organise groups of men and women for productive 
and income generating activities and recommend them to the banks for loans. After the 
loans have been granted, follow-up, supervision, monitoring and repayment fall within 
SB's responsibility. Banks lend money directly to the beneficiaries of the Swarnivar 
credit and SB does not handle the money except for collecting repayment instalments. 

Reflected in the number of loanees covered (over half million poor), 105,385 groups, 
9,164 villages and nearly 500 branches involved in the programme, SB is second only to 
Grameen Bank in its size of operation. There are, of course, certain problems in its 
smooth operation. Firstly it relates to the morale of the credit assistants who are the main 
working force for SB. They are not adequately remunerated. On the other hand, branches 
of participating banks are not readily forthcoming in making the loans, particularly the 
subsequent second and third loans, to the borrowers which affects repayment rate 
adversely in the area and, in tum, further hardens the attitude of the branch managers. 
These problems at the field level need an early solution. At the same time, at the central 
level (Dhaka) there should be more frequent dialogues between the heads of SB and the 
participatory banks at the policy level and joint and concerted efforts should be made to 
resolve the outstanding issues and to give clear directives to those working at the field 
level. SB must see how it can maintain the high morale and dedication of field assistants 
by adequately remunerating them. 

B. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target Groups 

Target groups under the SB credit programme are comprised of assetless males and 
females owning less than 0.4 acre or less than TK 20,000 (US $526) cash income per 
household. Among the loanees, about 70% are women who belong to the category of 
hard-core poor of the country. According to the Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, among 
those living in absolute poverty, 29% were hard-core poor, with a daily per capita calories 
intake below 1,800 Keal. As such, the target of SB credit programme is the poorest of the 
poor who are trained and organised to improve their socio-economic conditions on the 
self-reliance principles. Apart from improvement in economic conditions through credit, 
SB is also working for eradication of illiteracy, family planning and creation of social and 
moral values. Its approach has been overall rural development through proper utilisation 
of credit. 
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Studies made by BBS, BIDS and Bangladesh Bank indicate that the SB programme has 
been able to reach the targeted poor. In Bangladesh, and for that matter in most 
developing countries of Asia, poverty is often measured by the size of land ownership. A 
survey done by Bangladesh Bank in 1987 showed that only 6.19% of loanees under SB 
credit programme had land holding above 0.4 acre indicating that 93.81 % of the loanees 
belonged to the categories having either no land at all or land up to 0.4 acre. In terms of 
income, evaluation of SB by Rural Development Study Cell of Bangladesh Bank (March 
1987) showed that the percentage of loanees with family income up to TK 24,000 per 
annum before joining the programme was 96.5%, proving that the loan did reach almost 
completely the target groups for which it was meant. It shows clearly the overwhelming 
importance of exercising caution in selecting the beneficiary groups in poverty alleviation 
programmes. SB's achievement is unique in this respect. 

Linkage Relationship 

The methodology followed in the SB credit programme is a combination of efforts by 
banks holding monetary resources and by the NGOs which can help direct the resources to 
the desired targets and work for the overall success of the credit programme meant for the 
poor. The programme is guided by the concept that commercial banks, by themselves, as 
they are organised, cannot reach the poor and the NGOs which have the experience, 
ability and dedication for serving the poor do not have adequate resources to address the 
problem of poverty which is of gigantic proportion in Bangladesh. Therefore, a joint 
effort by both is likely to achieve the objectives. The linkage between the nationalised 
commercial banks and SB has been operating in Bangladesh on this principle and, if 
certain constraints of organisational nature faced by the programme are overcome, this 
could be one of the models for serving the poor. 

Security and Collateral 

A loanee under SB credit programme is required to fill up an application for loan and a 
hypothecation form, but requires no physical collateral. This programme primarily 
depends on the group dynamics and self-supervision at the Kendra Sava (Centre) meetings 
for ensuring good repayment performance. The group of five that are formed are 
organised among like-minded, close neighbours and intimately known to one another but 
not closely related to one another. Rules provide that two members of the group receive 
the initial loans and based on the performance of the first two, the loaning to other three 
members follows. 

The best guarantee against repayment has been the social pressure from the members of 
the Total Village Development Committee, groups of landless upon the loanees and credit 
assistants who are all local people. However, in a number of places, because of the 
administrative weaknesses of the system reflected in the low morale of the credit 
assistants, and to some degree apathy on the part of bank branches involved in the 
programme, loan repayment has faced problems. In extreme cases, there are provisions to 
take recourse to law, but legal actions are generally not effective. The answer therefore, 
lies in making the delivery, supervision and monitoring mechanism strong and effective, 
including the training of borrowers. 
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In virtually all programmes of credit to the poor in Bangladesh implemented by NGOs or 
Self-Help groups, group guarantee has acted as the best collateral. Its success depends 
largely on the strength and effectiveness of those who operate at the local level having 
direct and frequent touch with the borrowers. 

Transaction Costs 

The country case study team found it difficult to arrive at delivery and post delivery cost 
of the SB credit to the poor, as the detailed estimates of such costs are not maintained by 
the participating banks. It is estimated that the banks' own administrative costs may range 
between 2.6% and 4.0%, but this may not include post delivery cost for collection of 
funds and provision for bad and doubtful debts to ensure full recovery. It is observed that 
marginal addition to direct cost to the banks for operating SB credit programme may be 
practically nothing as bank branches seem to be generally over-staffed. However, 
consideration needs to be given to bad debts and their write-off in accordance with the 
directives of Bangladesh Bank, which has . laid down procedures for loan classification and 
provisioning for sub-standard, doubtful and bad debts at the rate of 10%, 50% and 100% 
respectively. If these are taken into account and proportion of SB credit is segregated, it 
will add to the transaction costs of the banks. 

Another component of the transaction costs of the programme would be the expenditure 
by SB for training, counselling and supervising in respect of SB credits. SB does collect 
from the loanees at the rate of TK 2 per week to meet its administrative costs, which has 
now proved inadequate for effective programme implementation and, therefore, requires a 
revision. How much TK 2 per week collected by SB from the loanees amounts to in 
percentage has also not been calculated by SB. 

The situation is also compounded due to the fact that participating banks are obliged to 
charge 13% p.a. as directed by the Bangladesh Bank, which may not represent the cost of 
the fund of the banks. 

In principle, in order to arrive at realistic costs of transaction, both the banks and SB have 
to be given the freedom to apply a rate which covers their cost and allows the programme 
to be cost-effective and self-sustainable. Already a study by Rural Finance Experiment 
Project in Bangladesh has demonstrated that the interest rates ranging between 24% to 
30% are feasible. Authorities concerned would do well to ponder this issue and come to a 
solution which is based on reality. 

Repayment Performance 

The repayment rate in the formal institutional sector is poor in Bangladesh; the repayment 
of industrial loans by the Development Financing Institutions is under 10% and that of 
agricultural credits under 30%. Compared to these, recovery rate of 73.82% of SB credit 
programme is not too unsatisfactory. However, if we tum to NGOs like Grameen Bank 
and BRAC in Bangladesh whose repayment rates are about 98%, the question arises why 
SB has not been able to achieve as much or closer to that. 
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The country case study team has explained that repayment of SB credit programme has 
been badly affected by loan forgiveness permitted by the Bangladesh Government for 
agricultural loans. Further aggravation was caused by delays in renewal of loans by the 
patticipating bank branches and for flouting the rules. It is also true that in a number of 
cases, the credit assistants, field level front cadre on whose good work and dedication the 
success of the programme hinges, have been ineffective for a variety of reasons. In 
addition, the disastrous floods of 1985, 1987 and 1988 rendered loanees in affected areas 
unable to meet the repayment obligation which remains to be adjusted through write-offs. 
However, if one were to take the current performance in the new areas where the rules are 
being more carefully enforced, the repayment rate there is 98%. 

Savings Mobilisation 

Savings mobilisation is an integral part of SB credit programme. The initiation of the 
prospective loanee starts with seven days training, during which the group members have 
to save one Taka each per day and open a savings bank account with that money which 
becomes the embryo of their group fund account. At the time of disbursement of loan, 
5% tax is deducted for crediting the Group Fund Account which is a compulsory saving. 
Besides, every week two Taka are to be subscribed by each loanee to the Group Fund and 
also 1 % of the disbursed loan to the Emergency Fund. The total of Group Fund and 
Emergency Fund until January 1992 is TK 92.14 million against the cumulative 
disbursement of TK 966 million. 

In SB credit programme, 70% of the loanees are females whose propensity to save is 
higher than that of males which has a positive impact in the rural economy. By regulating 
consumption and reinvesting in supplementary income generating activities, the female 
borrowers make a greater contribution to poverty alleviation. The socio-economic 
groupings in Swanirvar Village Organisation i.e. groups of farmers, women, youth, 
landless and professionals are encouraged to save. 

All included, the effective burden on the borrowers would be around 32.5% in interest rate 
term. They willingly pay and in the process save because the borrowers see that the 
amount thus saved, voluntary or otherwise, is used for their own welfare. Because of this 
participatory spirit, none has raised questions or complained about the charges. 

Interest Rates and Viability 

Interest rates on SB credit is governed by the directives issued by Bangladesh Bank. A 
range of 8 to 14 percent has been allowed since December 1990 for special programmes 
which includes SB credit. Currently SB credit attracts 13% rate of interest and subsidy of 
1.5%, allowing banks to recover 14.5% on the whole on their lendings. 

The case study team reports that many evaluations and studies have established beyond 
doubt that for the poor timely availa~ility of credit is far more important than the rate of 
interest. It has also been demonstrated by Rural Finance Experiment Project that an 
appropriate rate of interest is 24% and Grameen Bank has already increased it from 16% 
to 20%. 
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In order to make the SB credit programme viable and self-sustainable financially, a fresh 
look into the subject by the concerned authorities is essential. 

Impact 

There has been a number of studies to estimate the impact of SB credit-programme on the 
income, employment and social condition of the targeted poor. Based on a study by 
Bangladesh Bank in 1987 and computed from the data collected from 200 respondents, 
average household income before the loan was TK 8356 which increased to TK 23315, a 
179% increase. The same study concluded that as far as distribution of loanees according 
to their level of income is concerned, for the 200 loanees examined, the mean income of 
TK 7875 per annum per loanee before loan increased to TK 16000 per annum after loan, a 
103.2% increase. It was further revealed that the low income was mainly due to using 
very small capitals out of their own savings. So the prevailing limitation to income 
generation can be overcome only through bank assistance by obtaining reasonable sized 
loans. 

Income impact on micro-enterprises was also found to be quite positive. Accordingly, of 
the six categories of micro-enterprises examined, an increase of 456% was achieved in 
livestock and around 200% returns were received from poultry, agriculture, petty business 
and services sector. 

Regarding employment, the number of employees in micro-enterprises including family 
and hired labour, increased from 60 before loan to 152 after loan. There were also other 
benefits flowing from increase in savings of individuals and groups. 

In a study of the World Bank (1989) "Poverty and Public Expenditure: An Evaluation of 
the Impact of Selected Government Programmes on the Poor", working of a number of 
government and non-government organisations involving credit to the poor which included 
Grameen, SB, BRAC, Proshika, BRDB, BSCIC etc has been evaluated and the report 
states that in the light of two most important aspects, credit coverage and targeting and 
credit performance, SB has been successful in many respects. 64.6% of the recipients of 
SB credit were female and 73.7% had land-ownership under 0.5 acre, while principal 
occupation of 44.8% loanees was agricultural and 55.3% non-farm. This compared 
favourably with the whole of rural Bangladesh in which female recipients were only 7.6%, 
28.2% had land less than 0.5 acre and only 23% had non-farm principal occupation. 
Credit performance of SB was also satisfactory, with average per capita loan of TK 1108 
and recovery rate of 74.84%. The performance of SB was excelled only by that of 
Grameen. 

Bangladesh has a vast experience in the field of NGO working for economic and social 
upliftment of the poor. The choice of SB as a model for the study of bank-NGO linkage 
to reach to the poor under the Project "Banking With The Poor", was made by 
knowledgeable authorities of Bangladesh, which includes BIDS, Bangladesh Bank and the 
Grameen. Certain shortcomings apart from the implementation of the programme which 
are not difficult to overcome, SB presents a unique model for poverty alleviation through 
credit. 
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Role of Government and Influence of Government Policies 

A number of NGOs operating in Bangladesh are doing admirable work for poverty 
alleviation, but their coverage is far from adequate. Of the total population of 116 
million, nearly half or about 50 million continue to live in poverty. The combined total of 
those covered by government and non-government organisations may be hardly ten percent 
of the total poor. Hence, in view of the severity and importance of the problem, a 
separate body in the government may need to be created to plan and work out strategies 
for poverty alleviation. 

Government may further like to support successful programmes of organisations like SB 
and others by extending financial and other support including assistance from outside 
sources in adequate measure. 

To ensure unhindered flow of credit to the poor through the existing mechanism and 
channels as well as the new ones that may be established in the future, a revision in the 
present practice of directed interest rates on loans and subsidies seems necessary. 
Similarly, a strong and positive involvement of the banking institutions by reforming their 
procedures to suit the poor and rationalisation of rate structure is the task which falls 
within the domain of the government of the country. 

Role of External Assistance 

SB suffers from inadequacy of financial resources for developing groups, trammg, 
organising and providing needed skill to them. External agencies may provide on grant 
basis funds needed for this purpose. Development of grass root organisations is the key to 
the success of the credit to the poor programme. 

In certain specified cases, seed capital may be needed to implement revolving credit 
programmes for the poor. External agencies may like to contribute to the seed capital as 
may be required. 

Working together with the national government of the country on development issues, the 
external agencies may impress upon the government to conceive and implement projects 
benefiting the poor through a linkage between the formal banking institutions and private 
sector NGOs and other self-help groups on sound commercial basis. For such projects of 
the government, external donor agencies may like to extend all possible assistance on a 
priority basis. 
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APPENDIX II 

India : Country Summary 

Introduction 

In the pages that follow, the Foundation has endeavoured to summarise the efforts and 
experience of a private commercial bank and of an established non-governmental organisation 
to tackle the problem of poverty in Southern India and to deal with the major issues that arise 
in providing better access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis. 

The summary is based mainly upon a detailed case study of those efforts and issues that was 
carried out in the past year by the Vysya Bank Ltd and the Mysore Resettlement and 
Development Agency (MYRADA) in cooperation with the National Bank for Agriculture and 
Rural Development (NABARD) as a major new pilot project in Southern India. The full text 
of that case study is available from the Vysya Bank, at 72 St Marks Road, Bangalore 56001 
for a nominal sum. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

As is well known, India is by far the largest and most populous country on the sub-continent 
of Asia and the second most populous (after China) in the world. Its latest census in 1989 
put its total population at 844 million, on a land area of only 3,288 square kilometres. Its 
gross national product in that same year averaged US$320 for capita, reflecting an average 
growth rate over the previous five years of 1.8 per cent per annum. During the past ten years, 
the rate of inflation averaged 7. 7 per cent per annum. Life expectancy averaged 59 years in 
the year 1989, and adult literacy was 57 per cent on the average1

• 

From the time of its independence in 1947 until recently, India has been a mixed economy 
with many of its major industries and services being state-owned and with a heavy emphasis 
upon central planning. This emphasis has shifted considerably under the recent market
oriented policies of the Rao Government and its experiments with financial deregulation. 

As the second largest low-income economy in the world (after China), India has been a major 
recipient of foreign aid. This, together with the Government's efforts, is credited with 
possibly the most important development achievement in its national history - to be now 
largely self-sufficient in food and a net-exporter of some agricultural products. 

Poverty 

In spite of this achievement and a steady if slow rate of overall economic growth, hundreds 
of millions of people in India continue to live in absolute poverty. That is, they are still 
deprived of the basic necessities of life - of adequate food, clothing, shelter and minimal 
health care that now are enjoyed by the majority of people in India. 

The above data was derived from the World Development Report for 1991, issued by 
the World Bank. 
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Out of a total population of 843.9 million (1990-91 census) nearly 37 per cent of the 
population, that is, over 312 million people in India, live below the poverty line or are 
extremely poor based on family income of Rs6400 or less. Of the above, 70 per cent of the 
people living below the poverty line live in rural areas. 

The national poverty line for average household income is now estimated at Rs.6,400 (or 
US$240) per annum at 1991-92 prices, as proposed in the 7th five year plan and is expected 
to be raised shortly to Rs.11,060 ($390) per annum at 1991-92 prices which come into effect 
during the eigth five year plan 1992-97. 

Among the main causes of poverty in India listed in the case study are: the skewed 
distribution of assets, unequal distribution of land, large sized families, lack of employment 
opportunities, low production, unequal benefits of growth and low rate of growth, illiteracy, 
poor rural infrastructure and lack of access to credit; the latter being one of the most 
important and in many ways a key factor in the elimination or reduction of many of the other 
causes. 

In response to the magnitude of this problem, the Government of India has launched a number 
of major programs of assistance over the years. One of these was the directive by the 
Reserve Bank of India (the RBI) to commercial banks that they should target certain "Priority 
Sectors" to receive 40 per cent of their total advances of credit. Agriculture and the rural 
sector was one of these. Banks were also directed that 25 per cent of their "Priority Sector" 
advances should go to the "weaker sections" of the community, ie to small and marginal 
farmers with less than 5 acres, and agricultural and landless labour and to beneficiaries under 
the Integrated Rural Development Program (IRD) - a poverty alleviation program for those 
having annual family incomes of Rs.6,400 (US$240) or less. In a more recent budget policy, 
direct lending to the priority sector is to be 10 per cent or less. 

The success of these major poverty alleviation programs under government auspices has been 
mixed. Some reports have it that a good deal of 'leakage' has occurred under the IRD and 
similar official programs due to wrong identification of beneficiaries, administrative weakness, 
absence of backward and forward linkages, non adoption of cluster or group approach and 
that for the funds which did not reach the very poor, the loan repayment rates were of the 
order of 35 per cent to 40 per cent due to the perceived politicization of the program. 

Non-Governmental efforts 

The development of non-governmental organisations (NGOs) has been closely associated for 
the past two centuries with the welfare and needs of the vast masses of severely 
disadvantaged and underprivileged people in India. In recent years, reflecting no doubt the 
numerous difficulties encountered by Government in reaching and effectively meeting the 
needs of the abject poor, many new non-governmental organisations and programs have been 
formed in direct response thereto. 
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The number of NGOs in India is difficult to measure. They clearly number in the thousands, 
and almost certainly in excess of 15,000, of which at least 30 per cent would be involved in 
rural development. Directories published in an Asian Development Bank survey bring out 
the great diversity of their activities - ranging through agriculture, irrigation, animal 
husbandry, marketing, afforestation, cottage industries, energy, ecology, health, education, 
women's welfare, children's welfare, etc etc. 

Most NGOs, especially those in rural areas, are engaged in more than one of the 
abovementioned activities. Around 30 per cent of NGOs appear to be engaged in income 
generating programs in the rural area. However, an increasing focus on this sector probably 
makes the percentage of activities in this area considerably higher. 

The Government seems to accept that NGOs have an innate capacity to organise and involve 
the rural poor and has provided substantial funding to them through the Council for 
Advancement of Peoples Action and Rural Technology (CAP ART). However, a significant 
level of suspicion and distrust exists towards the government in its perceived desire to 
"control" NGOs. 

NGOs, especially in the context of rural development in India, are generally credited with the 
following advantages: they have a dedication and commitment that government lacks and a 
local knowledge to plan and implement local projects effectively; they involve their local 
target groups fully in a process of peoples participation; they are more flexible; overhead 
costs are kept low through the use of local volunteers and materials; they can adapt an 
integrated, or "holistic" approach at the village level; they can help stimulate unity and self
reliance in the target community; and can assist them to mobilise savings and manage much 
needed credit for development effectively. 

MYRADA, the Indian NGO participant in this Banking with the Poor project fulfils all of 
the abovementioned functions most successfully. 

MYRADA was launched in 1968 and was involved for the next 10 years in the resettlement 
of Tibetan refugees (15,000 all told) in the State of Karnataka. From 1978 onwards, 
MYRADA has been totally involved with programs for the rural poor in backward districts 
of Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu. 

MYRADA is now working directly with 48,000 families or approximately 450,000 people. 
It has a total of 567 full time staff and over 600 volunteers trained in community health care, 
animal husbandry, forestry, literacy and other relevant areas of community/village need. Most 
MYRADA staff are village based and quickly get to know people amidst whom they live: 
small and marginal farmers, landless labourers, poor women and rural artisans - such people 
are the community that MYRADA works with. 

See "Cooperation with NGOs in Agriculture and Rural Development", pages 57-60, 
Volume I, Asian Development Bank, August 1989. 
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In the field of rural credit, MYRADA relies entirely upon the formation and training of small, 
homogenous, voluntary, fully-participative and non-political self-help groups. As of July 1991 
MYRADA had organised 1,685 such groups of the rural poor. They manage approximately 
Rs.20 million of which Rs.5 million is their own savings. Each of these groups has raised 
a common fund from their savings. This capital has been enhanced by NABARD, CAPART 
and overseas donors, such as Plan International. This common fund is lent out to the 
members of the group for urgent consumption needs, small business, cottage industries, 
animal husbandry, poultry etc. The overall recovery rate has been 98 per cent. 

Further details of MYRADA and its self-help groups and of its more recent relationship with 
commercial banks are given below. 

The financial sector 

For the 312 million poor of India, this does not mean the formal financial sector. It is simply 
not open to them in its present form. The tens of millions of small and marginal farmers, 
landless labourers, rural artisans, petty traders and other poor microentrepreneurs that operate 
within the vast "informal economic sector" of India now rely mainly upon that sector for their 
financial needs. 

In addition to family and friends who provide a large proportion of the loans, informal finance 
consists of professional money lenders, pawnbrokers, trades people and associations of 
acquaintances. Market vendors and other small businesses often turn to money lenders for 
their short-term credit needs. The so-called five-six arrangement under which the borrower 
receives $5 in the morning and repays $6 to the lender in the evening is common, and the 
interest rate of 20 percent a day is extremely usurious3

• 

However, as the abovequoted World Development Report also indicates, professional money 
lenders are not as major a source of informal finance as many believe, and associations of 
acquaintances and friends in the village environment are probably provide a large and an 
increasing percentage of informal loans. Hence, the importance of self-help groups which is 
examined in greater detail below. 

The banking sector - On the other hand, some progressive and responsible NGOs who are 
committed to respond to the vast needs of the poor of India, are beginning to turn (with 
significant encouragement from the Central Bank) to the formal banking sector for financial 
cooperation and support. 

In so doing, however, they immediately run into a series of constraints, posed by the formal 
banking sector. These include their banks traditional conditions and procedures, such as the 
requirement of physical collateral (primarily in the form of property titles); the high 

See World Bank Development Report for 1989 on Financial Systems, pages 112 and 
113. 
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transaction costs for very small loans; and the complex documentation and other procedures 
for~ poor (and often illiterate) people. Such difficulties and constraints have thus far 
precluded any effective financial cooperation between the formal and informal sectors from 
being considered, let alone achieved. 

That goes to, of course, the heart of this project. 

Collaboration between banks and NGOs 

As noted in the introduction to this summary, the Vysya Bank Ltd, one of India's leading 
private banks, as well as MYRADA, a leading NGO in Southern India with significant 
experience with credit for the poor, accepted the invitation of the Foundation for Development 
Cooperation to attend the First Regional Workshop on Banking with the Poor in Manila in 
May 1991. 

Following the constructive dialogue that took place at that Workshop between the different 
Asian banks and NGOs, the Vysya Bank, under the leadership of its Chairman, Mr Ramesh 
Gelli, offered to conduct the present case study in cooperation with MYRADA and 
NABARD. Its object was to look carefully into ways to overcome the abovementioned 
formal banking constraints and other major issues identified at the Workshop to achieve closer 
cooperation and success in Banking with the Poor. 

Whilst no such commitment was requested or required, the Vysya Bank has also generously 
offered lines of credit to a number of self-help groups recently formed by MYRADA in 
Southern India, in order to test and carry out this "action research" into the major issues 
involved in close cooperation, on a financially sound and practical basis, as further detailed 
below. 

B. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target groups 

As mentioned above, MYRADA has already established close to 1700 self-help groups 
(SHGs) or credit management groups in Southern India. For the purpose of the case study, 
the Vysya Bank, with the advice of MYRADA selected 4 SHGs from the Kamasamudram 
Integrated Rural Development project in the Bangarpet Taluk, Kolar District of Karnataka 
State and 2 SHGs from the MYRADAIPLAN Dharmapuri Project, Hosur of Tamilnadu State. 
These six randomly selected groups and several newer groups with which the Vysya Bank 
has recently established a formal linkage are all representative of "the very poor", ie of people 
living well below the poverty line, in some of the most backward rural villages in Southern 
India. 
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In general, according to MYRADA ,the members of the target groups have income levels of 
Rs 10,500 ($370) per annum for a family of five members (or a family must be able to make 
atleast Rs175 ($6) per member per month). The assessment of poverty is being made using 
a technique called Participatory Rural Appraisal. 

Linkage with NGOs and SHGs 

The basic relationship between the Vysya Bank and MYRADA was established at the First 
Regional Workshop, attended by both, at which the Bank committed to undertake the present 
case study, ("action research") in cooperation with MYRADA and NABARD. Its subsequent 
commitment of lines of credit to SHGs was not suggested or requested by the Foundation or 
by the Workshop, but was offered spontaneously by the Bank to test out the value of 
relationships with NGOs and self-help groups in providing commercially viable credit to the 
poor. 

The timelessness of the Bank's decision in this respect was reinforced by a subsequent 
directive of the Reserve Bank of India (issued on 24 July 1991) that made linkages between 
commercial banks and SHGs official policy in India. This gave additional encouragement to 
the Vysya Bank to establish the first pilot project for this purpose in India. 

The way the relationship works is as follows :-

(a) MYRADA forms, trains and provides initial seed-funding to eight new SHGs of 
between 15 and 30 poor village people; 

(b) Those groups commence a program of regular weekly savings (of up to about 50 cents 
per member); 

(c) Those savings will be used to establish a "common fund" from which members can 
borrow small loans, mainly for emergency and "consumption" purposes. Such 
common funds are rarely able to meet the larger and more important "productive" 
needs of members of the group. 

(d) It is at this point that the Vysya Bank (or another commercial bank) - having observed 
the group's financial discipline, performance and accountability over a period of 6-
9 months, may decide to offer a line of credit to build up the group's capital, 
sufficiently for it to offer slightly larger loans for productive purposes. 

Detailed guidelines have been drawn up and agreed upon between the Vysya Bank, 
MYRADA and NABARD for the formation, training and initial capital seeding of self-help 
groups and about the total cost thereof. The cost thereof is estimated to be approximately 
Rs.15,000, or $550 per group4

• 

4 These detailed guidelines and costings are reproduced in full in the country case study 
or are available separately upon request. 
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As reported in the case study, several such SHGs have been established in this manner, and 
their performance has been closely observed by the Vysya Bank. Consequently, they have 
received commitments of lines of credit in the order of 2 lakhs or US$7054, to be disbursed 
in a phased manner, for productive lending by the group, on terms and conditions to be set 
by the group. 

It will be noted that this linkage process and level of commitment of $7054 per group. This 
reflects more than a 1000 per cent return on the initial investment in SHG formation ($530). 
This must obviously be seen to be an extremely important and encouraging finding, not only 
for this case study and pilot project in India, but also for the future of banking with the poor 
in the region. 

Savings mobilisation 

In a developing country like India, where capital resources are scarce, savings play a crucial 
role in development. India has a fair savings rate in terms of world standards. Household 
savings contribute over 80 per cent of domestic savings. However, rural household savings 
as a per cent of national income is very low, compared to urban household savings. This 
poses a serious problem for rural development, as the vast majority of those people live in 
abject poverty. Hence, the innovative efforts of NGOs like MYRADA to foster rural saving 
through SHGs is one of the most promising developments of the past decade. 

As indicated below, the SHGs formed and trained by MYRADA, put weekly savings for the 
group's common fund well ahead of any credit or other activities of the program. 

Regular meetings of the MYRADA SHGs take place every week or fortnight, usually in the 
evenings. Each member contributes from Rs.1 to Rs.10 per week at these meetings as their 
savings for the common fund. As the common fund grows, members seek financial assistance 
to meet their emergency consumption and other needs. If 4-5 members seek assistance at 
once, the group decides to give assistance on a priority basis, arrived at through discussion 
and consensus. The rate of interest varies from 12 to 48 per cent depending on the purpose. 
eg loans for health or other emergency purposes attract lower rates of interest than those for 
other purposes. 

The case study contains comparisons observed between the level of savings in a bank of SHG 
members, versus those of non-members. In the case of several villages surveyed, the ratio 
of savings of SHG members to those of non SHG members was generally of the order of 10 
to 1 or higher. Hence, the case study worker observed that wherever SHGs had been formed, 
their members had a very high level of commitment to savings, as opposed to non-members, 
due to the importance of the thrift habit inculcated by MYRADA in its SHGs. 

Another finding of the case study survey was that the savings rate of women members of 
SHG was significantly higher (almost 2 to 1) than that of men in the same mixed groups -
underlining the key importance of rural women as catalysts for further development. 

Summing up, the case study clearly demonstrated that the poor can practice sound savings 
habits, and that these can be a first and major step towards their becoming fully bankable, and 
obtaining loans for productive purposes, through linkages with banks. 
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Security/collateral 

The traditional types of security generally required by banks in their formal sector operations 
include (a) hypothecation of goods and other movable assets, (b) pledge of goods, (c) legal 
mortgage, (d) lien or set off over fixed deposits or savings, (e) guarantees and (f) equitable 
mortgage. 

Considering the average size of landholdings of the rural poor, their low level of purchasing 
power and their lack of access to formal financial institutions due to their lack of collateral 
securities, the Reserve Bank of India has given some alternative guidelines, such as a demand 
promissory note or loan agreement only or hypothecation of crops for crop loans up to 
Rs. I 0,000; or a guarantee of one or more individuals of group of persons for consumption 
loans up to Rs.25,000. 

Despite these alternative guidelines, formal banking institutions are still averse to financing 
the rural poor. This is said to be due to their experience under target-oriented or priority 
sector lending, wherein most of the loans have become defaults due either to the intentional 
misutilisation of the loan, loss of assets, or in some cases, disappearance of borrowers. Due 
to such experiences, many formal sector banks still consider the poor to be high risk clients, 
and to require "good and solid" collateral. 

However, turning aside from these large priority-sector targeted lending schemes, and with 
the encouragement of the RBI' s most recent directive to seek linkages with SH Gs, some 
banks are becoming more flexible and creative in their collateral requirements. They are 
seeking other collateral than land and are finding what appears to be effective collateral 
substitutes that have been developed by NGOs and SHGs. These instances have appeared 
whenever good linkages between banks and NGOs have developed and where they find a 
track record, mutual trust and confidence sufficient to ensure that the loans are repaid. 

The case study has demonstrated that whenever self-help credit management groups have been 
formed on a sound basis, group pressure and influence have contributed to effective collateral 
security. In those few instances where a loan has not been satisfactory, the reason usually 
stems from the lack of cohesiveness of the group. But by building confidence and trust in 
the members of a cohesive SHG, MYRADA has found that loan repayments are on the very 
high side (see below). 

Hence, the case study concludes that the banks and other financial institutions should accept 
group pressure/influence by forming cohesive groups as an alternative to collateral security, 
and that trust on that basis is a better form of security than any assets, in dealing with the 
poor. 

Bank officials are pleased with the utilization of financial assistance they are providing to 
SHGs and have developed confidence in the credibility of the group and their sincerity to take 
up a bank loan. The bank officials also agreed that this approach considerably reduced the 
burden upon them in appraising the activity, credit worthiness, follow up and recovery of 
loans and in ensuring the effective utilization of Bank finance. 
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Repayment performance 

As indicated above, the experience of bankers in financing the weaker section of the 
population under large Government schemes such as the IRD has not been very satisfactory. 
For the country as a whole, the recovery of loans under these large government schemes has 
been in the order of 35 per cent. Instances are not few, where the borrowers take loans on 
the mistaken impression that they need not repay them as the loan is given by the 
Government. 

On the other hand, the case study demonstrated that repayment performance in the SHG 
approach is very high, due to the group pressure or influence of the members. As one 
member stated, "the loan taken from the SHG is from my own brethren and they have saved 
out of hard work toiling in the hot sun", whereas there was far less motivation to repay loans 
from general government supported poverty alleviation programs where such personal 
obligation or pressure did not exist. Moreover, in the case of default, the defaulter is often 
persuaded by the other members to pay; but, if he does not, a fine is imposed of, say, Rs.100, 
after reclaiming, eg, a cow purchased with the loan. 

The cases surveyed in the study, and tabulated therein, showed loan utilization of nearly 90 
per cent-95 per cent in the case of loans financed through the SHG, whereas it was only 30 
per cent-40 per cent in the case of non-group borrowers. Similarly, the percentage of final 
recovery from SHG members (after one month and a half overdue) was close to 100 per cent, 
as compared with rates of between 25 per cent and 53 per cent from non-group borrowers 
from the bank. 

Another tabulation in the study of four cases showed loan repayments of 98.35 per cent, 100 
per cent, 97.26 per cent and 107.81 per cent respectively, (the latter because the member 
cleared his dues 2 months in advance). 

Apart from the powerful influence of peer pressure illustrated above, other factors which have 
contributed greatly to high repayment performance of SHGs are :-

(i) Keeping the loan size small, so that repayments, too, can be small, prompt and 
manageable; 

(ii) Offering loans in a prompt and simple manner, thus avoiding long journeys, delays 
and complex procedures to obtain a bank loan; 

(iii) Ensuring that the loans are need based, chosen by the borrower with the guidance 
of the group in relation to a specific activity and commensurate with the borrowers 
knowledge and skills; and 

(iv) That a genuine and sustainable motivation is sensed by the group - based upon 
freedom of choice, working within the members' capabilities and using their own 
resources. 
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Transaction costs 

Rejecting the discouraging experience of the banks under the Integrated Rural Development 
program (ie, their artificially enforced lower interest rates and poor loan recovery) the authors 
point out that a viable rural financial institution has to be self sustaining. It should cover its 
costs by reducing its transaction costs and also improving its efficiency. The transaction costs 
should take into account not only the interest and non-interest cost but also bad debts. 

Since the aim of the Banking with the Poor project is to explore and demonstrate the scope 
for better access to credit on a sound commercial basis by the very poor, the authors of the 
case study surveyed the experience of certain projects in Southern India with these principles 
in mind. 

In so doing, they saw the need to look for different approaches/strategies to reduce transaction 
costs and provide accessibility of credit to the rural poor. 

One such strategy to reduce transaction costs was observed in financing by banks through 
SHGs in the Kharmapuri District. This involved financing by the Indian Bank to members 
of a women's group organised by MYRADA with IFAD support. In this particular case, the 
advantage of lending through the group was its cost effectiveness. The cost of lending per 
bank account of non-SHG members was Rs.157. However, when lending was effected 
through the SHG, the lending cost was reduced to Rs.103, ie to 2/3 of the normal bank cost. 
This was attributed to the reduction in travelling expenses of bank officials and the confidence 
they developed in SHG members as a contributing factor. 

When Bank officials were asked to comment on transaction costs involved in financing 
through SHGs and to non-SHG members, they estimated a saving of up to 50 per cent for 
SHG operations. 

The case study worker pointed out that the transaction cost could be further substantially 
reduced, if the bank provided finance directly to the group, by taking a single document for 
the entire group, as followed recently by the Vysya Bank in its approach. However, to 
document the impact of Vysya bank's initial experience of five months with SHGs in terms 
of transaction costs and financial viability at the present juncture may not be possible due to, 
the shortness of experience to date. On the other hand, the case worker reports in the study, 
that the Branch Manager and staff of the credit branch have expressed satisfaction about the 
systems and procedures of this new approach. This initial experience has motivated the bank 
to draw up a plan of action to establish linkages with 30 SHGs during the year 1992-93. 

Interest rates 

For the first half of 1992-93, the RBI has prescribed the following rates: 

a) up to and includive of Rs7500: 11.5 per cent 
b) over 7500 and up to and ihclusive of Rs 2500: 13.5 per cent 
c) over 25000 and up to and inclusive of Rs 2 lakhs: 16.5 per cent 
d) over Rs2 lakhs: 19 per cent minimum. 

For term loans to agriculture, small scale industries and transport operators owning up to two 
vehicles, a uniform rate of 15 per cent up to Rs2 lakhs and 15 per cent (minimum) over Rs2 
lakhs. 
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Impact 

The economic impact of the programs studied was carefully measured in two different 
models. In terms of person-days of work done, members of SHGs averaged 200-230 days 
compared to 120-140 days prior to joining the group. 

Before the formation of SHGs in both models, nearly 80 per cent of the beneficiaries earned 
between 5 and 10 rupees a day and most were in debt to their employees, landlords or local 
traders, paying interest between 50 per cent and 100 per cent or more. Most grew only one 
monsoon crop in their limited size of landholding - and without access to any agricultural 
inputs (fertilizers, improved seeds etc). After group formation, they gradually reduced the 
time worked for others, utilized more agricultural inputs, and, after 1-1 Yi years were able to 
get at least 2 meals a day. 

As members of SHGs, a random review of their savings passbooks showed balances between 
Rs.200 and Rs.800, which they said they never possessed before. 

After formation of the SHGs, the increase in income of all the case group members ranged 
from 30 per cent to 50 per cent and in some cases 100 per cent within 1 to 2 years. Average 
household cash income of families in the case groups increased from Rs.2000-Rs.2500 before 
the SHG to Rs.3000-Rs.3500 per annum after joining. Average net income of 
microenterprises increased from Rs.1000-Rs.1200 before the SHG participation to Rs.1400-
Rs.1800 thereafter. 

There was a small increase of one person in the number of employees in the microenterprises 
after their loans in most SHGs. However, in some cases, after a second or third loan there 
was an increase of employees from 2 to 3. 

Significant changes in the quality of life of group members were also observed. These 
included improvements in housing, the quality and volume of food and clothing, in additional 
household equipment and personal items (watches, radios etc) and in the standards of hygiene 
and health of the members. 

In terms of social relationships and community awareness, the formation of SHGs has also 
had a positive impact. This has included marked improvements in the status and role of 
women in the home and in village life. Also observable was a new sense of pride in being 
SHG members and in encouraging the formation of other groups, as well as other innovative 
changes, and improvements in village life and community welfare. 

Role of government and influence of government policies 

The case study was critical of some of the former large scale government programs, such as 
the Integrated Rural Development program, with their blanket approach to poverty alleviation 
and their pressure upon the banks to meet volume lending targets in priority sectors, 
especially the rural sector, which has produced low repayment results and inhibited the 
development of commercially viable programs by the banks themselves. 

On the other hand, the case study praised the new directive of the Reserve Bank of India, 
encouraging commercial banks to work directly with NGOs and self-help groups on a 
commercially viable and flexible basis. The pilot project being undertaken by the Vysya 
Bank and MYRADA with the cooperation of NABARD in Southern India is a pioneer in 
implementing this new official policy. 
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Hence, the main recommendation to Government is to highly commend this new policy 
initiative and urge it to offer all possible encouragement to NGOs and banks throughout India, 
to follow this pilot target carefully and to emulate its positive methods, guiding principles and 
results with vigour. 

Based upon the outcome of this pilot project, the government may be able to advocate a 
national linkage policy, setting the goals and creating a legal framework for linking banks 
with NGOs and other agencies, if needed. But always emphasising the underlying 
philosophy, that any and all measures take in this field, whether taken by government, banks 
or NGOs, should not lead to the creation of a new bureaucracy or ideology, but should be 
committed solely to helping the poor to help themselves. 

The role of external assistance 

MYRADA, though very much a unique "home-grown" product of India, has received some 
external support from inter-governmental organisations like IFAD and non-governmental 
organisations like PLAN International. This assistance has been utilised broadly for the 
purpose of building and expanding its own institutional framework and not for any lavish 
financial support to the loan capital of the 1700 self-help groups that it has helped to create. 

Indeed, by their very name and philosophy, those self-help groups have mobilised largely 
through their own savings, their own "common funds" (or capital funds). Whilst they have 
found these to be sufficient to meet basic consumption or emergency needs, they have not 
been sufficient to fund their productive needs to support any significant economic 
development. However, where these SHGs have proven their financial responsibility and 
commercial viability, there seems to be no reason why commercial banks should not be able 
and willing to supply those additional capital requirements. 

In order to meet the needs of the estimated 312 million people living below the poverty line 
in India, would require the establishment of over 15 million self-help groups. MYRADA has 
already helped form 17 ,000 groups serving the needs of 45,000 poor people in Southern India, 
plans to reach 1,000,000 by the year 1996. To do so, it will require further support for 
institutional strengthening and expansion to many new districts and backward villages. 

The huge remaining balance must be met by other Indian non-governmental organisations, 
with a strong commitment to poverty alleviation through self-help, like MYRADA. Many 
such organisations exist and, like MYRADA, will need substantial external as well as national 
support to begin to help meet these overwhelming needs. The possible nature and sources 
of such support will be considered in the broad overview of the requirements for banking with 
the poor in the body of this report. 
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APPENDIX III 

Indonesia : Country Summary 

Introduction 

Indonesia was represented at FDC's first regional workshop on Banking with the Poor by 
representatives of Bank Rakyat Indonesia (a state bank with the most extensive rural network 
of any Indonesian financial institution) and BK3I (the Credit Union Coordination of 
Indonesia, an umbrella organisation for some 1500 credit unions with about 200,000 members, 
operating in 13 of the country's 27 provinces). These institutions were commended to FDC 
by Pak Binhadi, Managing Director of Bank Indonesia and Chairman of APRACA, who was 
aware of a linkage relationship established in April 1991 between BRI and one of BK3I's 
constituent chapters. This is the BK3D (Regional Credit Union Coordination) located in the 
Bogor-Banten region of West Java, in the hinterland of Jakarta. In describing the linkage 
between BK3D and BRI, the case study is enriched by drawing upon data collected from 
studies of other linkage relationships created under Bank Indonesia sponsorship. What 
follows is a summary of the Indonesian case study. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

With per capita GNP of $500 in 1989, Indonesia stands at the top of the World Bank's "low 
income" category of member states. Its annual GDP growth rate averaged better than 5 per 
cent per cent annually during the 1980s, while population growth averaged only 2.1 per cent 
on a declining trend. This permitted substantial progress in the alleviation of poverty, 
discussed below, among Indonesia's population of over 180 million people. 

Structural change in the economy has been rapid. Growth in agriculture has continued to 
outstrip population, but more rapid growth elsewhere has seen the sector's share of GDP 
decline steadily, to only 20 per cent by 1990. Manufacturing industry contributed almost 19 
per cent in that year, and has probably now surpassed agriculture, in value of output. This 
is a milestone on Indonesia's development path. 

Economic diversification has also reduced Indonesia's dual dependence on the oil/gas sector, 
for export receipts and government revenue. Deregulation and microeconomic reforms have 
contributed to surging "non-oil/gas" exports since the mid-1980s, removing these twin sources 
of dependency and greatly reducing the economy's vulnerability to external shocks. 
Macroeconomic management has been generally sound, with inflation in the moderate to low 
range, averaging slightly more than 8 per cent over the period 1980-1989. The World Bank 
credits Indonesia with having conducted a successful economic adjustment program after 
1983, while simultaneously reducing income inequality and the incidence of poverty. This 
is discussed below. 
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Financial Sector 

Until 1983 the financial environment was one in which generally negative real rates of 
interest repressed savings, while complacent state banks dominated lending with the assistance 
of subsidised central bank credits, allocated in line with government priorities (and achieving 
typically poor repayment performance). Financial liberalisation commenced in that year with 
the lifting of interest rate ceilings, which freed private banks to compete with the state sector 
for deposits, resulting in the accelerated mobilisation of savings and rapid relative growth of 
the private financial sector. Removal of barriers to the entry of new banks, and of restrictions 
on the extension of existing branch networks, quickened these processes from 1988. 

More recently the central bank (Bank Indonesia, or BI) has begun to phase out subsidised 
credits, fo. part as an anti-inflationary measure, but also in reaction against "welfarist" 
approaches to poverty alleviation through credit provision. Pressures on the state banks to 
accommodate themselves to a market-based financial system have increased. Positive 
responses to this challenge include the widespread and effective rural savings and credit 
programs of Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI). BI is sponsoring, with technical assistance from 
the German agency GTZ, an extensive field trial of the "linkage" mechanism, in which BRI 
is a major participant. Indonesia leads the Asian region in trialing and adopting innovative 
approaches to extend the reach of the formal financial sector, both to rural areas and to the 
very poor. 

Poverty 

People in absolute poverty in Indonesia are found primarily in agriculture; three quarters of 
them live in agricultural households, and official estimates for 1987 place one third of such 
households below the poverty line. Some 30 million people, or 17 per cent of Indonesians, 
lived in absolute poverty. They comprised 20 and 16 per cent of urban and rural populations, 
respectively. 

Geographically, the incidence of poverty was highest in Eastern Indonesia (the string of 
provinces East and North of Bali to Irian Jaya) where one quarter of the people lived in 
poverty. This compared with 19 per cent in Java/Bali (where the absolute numbers are much 
greater) and fewer than ten per cent in the Western provinces. 

The official measure of poverty is based primarily on a minimum daily calorific intake, and 
on a very modest "basket" of non-food necessities. Allowance is made for the different 
consumption patterns and relative prices of urban and rural groups to convert these minima 
into money equivalents; these budgets are checked against household expenditure surveys to 
determine the incidence of "poverty". 

Alternative non-official measures of poverty indicate higher numbers of the poor, but all 
estimates appear to support the World Bank's conclusion that the incidence of poverty has 
been declining rapidly. However, the Bank concludes there are significant numbers of "near 
poor" close to the official poverty line, who are vulnerable to economic shocks. It warns that 
expected workforce growth during the 1990s will require further concerted efforts at poverty 
alleviation to prevent the reversal of present favourable trends. 
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Despite the concentration of the poor in agriculture, this sector is not synonymous with 
poverty. In a diversified rural economy most households derive income from other sources, 
including trading, artisanal and service activities in the informal economy, where returns at 
the margin are often higher than in agriculture. The poor are usually those with least access 
to this informal sector; here lies the potential of microcredit as a key to unlock such 
opportunities. 

NGOs in Indonesia 

The NGO movement is relatively small in Indonesia, at least in the sense of NGOs as 
autonomous agents for the formation and empowerment of grassroots community groups. The 
geographic coverage of such NGOs is patchy and they are said to be particularly weak in 
some areas where poverty incidence is high. On the other hand, the Government of Indonesia 
(GOI) makes extremely effective use of community groupings in a number of its mass 
programs. For example, in family planning and maternal/child health there is close working 
cooperation between state agencies and community groups, which is extremely effective in 
pursuing national goals, albeit in a clearly top-down manner. Such semigovernmental activity 
can be observed in virtually every village in Indonesia and actively involves millions of its 
citizens. 

The GOI distinguishes between LPSMs (which correspond to NGOs) and KSMs (equivalent 
to self-help groups or SHGs). Since the primary objective of LPSM/NGOs is normally to 
stimulate community participation in development, much of their energy goes to the 
promotion (identification and/or formation and training) of KSM/SHGs at community level. 
In 1990 the World Bank estimated Indonesia had rather more than 200 such NGOs, including 
NGO networks, most of them quite small. The largest had no more than 250 employees, 
quite a small staff by comparison with major Asian NGOs. Indonesian NGOs are described 
as being: 

diverse in orientation: some are religious groups and some are 
technically oriented. They have also focussed on diverse elements of 
development: cooperatives, grassroots institutions, appropriate 
technology, environment, and poverty. 1 

There are many traditional SHGs at community level. One of the most common is the 
Arisan, a savings club whose members gain access to group funds on a rotating basis. 
Women are particularly active members of such groups, and often have multiple 
memberships, based on residence, workplace, religion or other social grouping. This 
institution provides a traditional basis for the development of more effective forms of credit 
provision. The Indonesian credit unions (CUs) are one such modern equivalent of the 
traditional Arisan, and a group of these CUs is the NGO participant in this case study. 

World Bank, "Indonesia: strategy for a sustained reduction in poverty", Washington, 
1990. 
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The World Bank concludes that autonomous community groups could usefully play a much 
larger role in Indonesian development, especially in the design and implemeptation of poverty 
alleviation programs. It believes NGOs could be allowed more scope for initiative, especially 
in the provinces, where the potential efficacy of participatory (bottom-up) approaches is less 
well understood by officials. So far as credit provision is concerned, this would be consistent 
with the thrust of financial sector policy, which is concerned with deregulation and extending 
the reach of formal financial institutions into rural areas and to non-traditional clients, under 
the stimulus of market forces. 

The collaboration : NGO and bank 

BK3I is, as previously mentioned, an umbrella organisation for some 1500 credit unions. One 
of its constituent chapters (BK3D Bogor-Banten) is located at Cibadak in West Java, and is 
the collaborating NGO in the Indonesia country case study. It will be referred to here as 
BK3D Cibadak. 

As the Indonesian cooperative credit union movement, BK3I's origins lie in the "New Order" 
reconstruction period of the 1970s. However, its cooperative ideals owe much to the 
revolutionary ideology ("neither capitalism nor communism") embodied in the infant 
Republic's 1945 constitution, in whose articulation Sukarno was a dominant voice, and to 
which the Indonesian state still pays more than occasional service. BK3I management's 
attitudes to GOI policies encouraging financial liberalisation, and to BI's experiments in 
linking NGOs with commercial banks, are mixed. 

There is fear in BK3I that commercial intrusion into CU operations will dilute the human 
values for which the credit cooperatives stand, and that ready access to bank lines of credit 
will dull the urgency to mobilise members' savings. There is also excitement about the 
possibilities for expansion of CU lending services to the poor with augmented financial 
resources, but concern that dealings by banks with individual chapters (or even single CUs) 
will weaken the structural unity of the movement, and reduce the effectiveness of the system 
of interlending which BK3I administers to provide financial underpinning for it. For this 
reason, BK3I would prefer all such linkages to be contracted at the top, between BK3I itself 
and the relevant bank. But no such linkage has taken place. 

The voluntary nature of the association between BK3I and its chapters, and the autonomy of 
the latter, are illustrated by the case of BK3D Cibadak. Its President Director also sits on the 
Board of BK3I, but his chapter has contracted in its own right with the BRI branch in 
Cibadak for the extension of a Rp500 million ($270,000) line of credit, to be available for 
onlending to member CUs and thence for further onlending to individual members. This 
arrangement commenced in April 1991 and is described in the case study. Elsewhere within 
the territory of BK3D Cibadak there is at least one case of an individual CU which linked 
spontaneously with a private commercial bank as early as 1989. 

Cibadak is one of the movement's most dynamic chapters. Its membership increased from 
32 CUs with about 9,200 members in 1984 to 124 CUs with almost 26,000 members in 1991. 
Total savings were Rp3.7 billion at erid-1990 (around $2 million, or $103 per member), and 
outstanding loans totalled Rp3.9 billion ($2.11 million). The chapter owns a substantial 
headquarters building with an attached residential training centre, both provided with foreign 
financial assistance, and employs more than twenty full-time staff members. BK3D Cibadak' s 
capacity for human resource development, and its ability to cover overhead training costs by 
selling training services to other chapters, are considered to be factors in its success. 
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B. MAJOR ISSUES 

The BRI/BK3D Cibadak linkage has been in effect since April 1991. It reflects Bi's concern 
to stimulate rural financial development through NGO/bank linkages, for which APRACA 
provided the initial inspiration in 1986. By 1988 BI had authorised, with collaboration of 
BRI and technical assistance from GTZ, the first linkage experiments in Indonesia. BI and 
BRI thus have much longer experience with the linkage mechanism than is available to us 
from Cibadak alone, and relevant insights from this earlier experience are drawn upon in the 
case study, benefiting from painstaking documentation by bank staff and the GTZ advisory 
team. 

Target groups 

Under its Terms of Reference, this case study focuses on Indonesians below the official 
poverty line. Credit extended as part of the case study exercise should be available only to 
those who are absolutely poor, in the context of Indonesian society and economy, and it 
should be possible to show by detailed analysis of borrower case histories that the poor are 
the beneficiaries. In fact the evidence is rather fragmentary and impressionistic. 

The credit unions which form the membership of BK3D Cibadak are extremely diverse, 
ranging from industrial workplace-based CUs to unions based on groupings of civil servants, 
such as teachers, and others based on small-town hawkers, poor urban women and rural 
farming communities. Forty-four of these CUs, and some 800 of their members, participated 
in the initial disbursement of a net sum around Rp455 million from the BRI line of credit. 
This gives a mean loan size of around Rp570,000 or slightly over $300 per borrower. 

A non-random survey of 65 borrowers, conducted for the case study by BI and BRI, described 
34 (52 per cent) as borrowing to engage in trading, 24 (37 per cent) as requiring capital to 
finance service activities, and only 6 (9 per cent) as borrowing for agriculture. Some data for 
income, which indicate monthly incomes between Rp460,000 ($240) and Rp 4.7 million 
($2500), were reported by 29 per cent of respondents, which indicates relatively high 
economic status. 

Loan sizes ranged between Rp20,000 ($13.50) and Rpl.5 million ($810), with the largest 
category of loans (36 individuals) in the range Rp20,000 to Rp232,000 ($13.50 to $125). 
Loans for these purposes, and of these sizes, appear likely to have been targeted at the very 
poor, and evidence from field visits certainly indicates poverty level borrowers are represented 
among the group accessed by BRI's line of credit. 

It is difficult to infer characteristics of borrowers merely from the size of loans; a well-off 
person may take a small CU loan if the terms are sufficiently attractive. But a large loan is 
unlikely to be taken by or granted to a poor person. With GNP per capita in Indonesia of 
$500 in 1989, and a poverty line in per capita income terms pitched well below that, average 
loan size in excess of $300 in 1991 (even allowing for inflation) appears to indicate the 
granting of many loans beyond the repayment capacity of the very poor. This conclusion is 
supported by evidence of a wide dispersion of loan sizes in the sample survey. 
Characteristics of some of the participating CUs also support this view; one CU, based on 
teachers at a Cibadak school, alone accounted for Rp66 million (13 per cent) of the credit 
line. 
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The conclusion is that the borrowers benefiting from BRI' s line of credit overlap, perhaps 
considerably, the poverty group in Cibadak, but are by no means synonymous with it. 
However, the experience in Cibadak may not be typical of BRI's linkage operations overall. 
Loans granted under the PHBK pilot projects between 1989 and 1991, in which BK3D 
chapters in Bali and Yogyakarta participated, averaged out at $156 per borrower. This 
suggests less leakage of loan funds to borrowers above the poverty line. Against this, 
however, is the evidence of a report on BK3I's national interlending program, which was 
highly critical of some CUs in Yogyakarta which participated in the PHBK program and as 
a result were seen to have become "highly selective" in choosing which members could 
qualify for loans, "thus creating a class distinction among the membership. This put the 
"equality" philosophy of CUs to a severe test and could transform CUs as an institution of 
the better-off'. 2. The same consultants were also concerned about the equity implications 
of highly-geared loans to savings ratios, when combined with relatively high ceilings 
permitted for individual loans. 

Linkage relationship 

The relationship between source of funds and final borrower observed in Cibadak is indirect, 
with BRI using the NGO, in this case BK3D, as an intermediary to access the self-help 
groups, in this case individual credit unions. Decisions about individual loans are made at 
the level of the CU but must be processed centrally by the BK3D. BRI plays no role in this 
process. 

For a limited period BRI Cibadak has benefited from a concessional refinancing facility made 
available by BI, covering 75 per cent of the line of credit. However, such subsidised funding 
will be available for only the first 12 months of the linkage trial. The rate of interest on these 
BI credits, 17.5 per cent, compares with 8 percent and 20-22 percent paid by BRI on its 
savings and term deposits, respectively. 

BK3D Cibadak holds a blocked savings account with BRI, equivalent to 25 per cent of the 
credit line, as a condition of the linkage. It pays interest at 25 per cent on the monthly 
balance outstanding, plus a one per cent service fee at the outset. Funds derived from BRI 
have been onlent by BK3D Cibadak to the CUs at 2 per cent per month flat (44% effective), 
up to a maximum determined by a savings/loan ratio of 1 :4. Again a one per cent service 
charge is payable.2 

The terms on which BK3D Cibadak has offered BRI funding to CUs contrast with the terms 
for funds derived by it from the movement's own internal sources (including "interlending" 
which is discussed below). These are available to CUs in limited amounts at 24% effective, 
on a savings/loans ratio of 1:2. Funds received and onlent as part of the linkage arrangement 
with BRI are effectively quarantined from BK3D Cibadak's internally generated funds, with 
two separate sets of accounts, as well as different loan conditions. 

·
2 Mercado, A., et al., "A review of the interlending movement of the Indonesia credit 

union (CU) movement", Jakarta, BKL31 (1991 ?). 
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Security/collateral 

In the model of linkage observed in Cibadak, the Bank's contractual relationship is with the 
chapter, and its recourse for repayment would be against the chapter (BK3D) rather than the 
constituent CUs, still less the final borrowers. However, the issue of security involves the 
several levels of responsibility : final borrower to CU, CU to chapter, chapter to bank. A 
prudent commercial bank contemplating the link with an NGO will therefore be concerned 
to verify the integrity of the whole system. 

BRI's practice, observed in Cibadak, is to require the chapter to hold a blocked savings 
account to the value of 25 per cent of the agreed line of credit, in this case Rp 125 million 
($67,500). The land and buildings owned by the chapter in Cibadak are also secured as 
collateral against the loan. BK3D Cibadak in tum has required the participating CUs (44 out 
of 124 members) to subscribe those "special savings" as a condition of their participation. 
They are accordingly permitted to borrow up to four times their savings. 

The participating CUs are additionally required to engage in "interlending" which requires the 
deposit with the chapter of 5 per cent of each CU' s savings receipts every month, and the 
further deposit of amounts equal to 7.5 per cent of loans advanced by each CU. Interlending 
is a process by which a proportion of CU members' savings is deposited at the chapter 
(BK3D) level, and at the headquarters (BK3I) level for redistribution to points of need 
throughout the system. Thus channels also exist for externally-sourced funds to be 
redistributed through the system from the top, as they would be if BRI' s dealings with the 
credit union movement were mediated via BK3I itself, rather than via chapters. Interlending 
obligations generate a flow of resources which strengthens the structure of the credit union 
movement as a whole. While interlending is not incorporated into the BI/BRI guidelines for 
the linkage mechanism, it appears that BK3D Cibadak has taken the opportunity presented 
by the linkage to strengthen its own internal support mechanisms. 

In terms of the relationship between CUs and individual borrowers, the same savings/loan 
ratio of 1:4 is applied, in addition to which the normal (and apparently effective) safeguards 
of community cohesion and peer pressure apply to encourage repayment. The credit unions 
in Indonesia do not observe the routines of frequent meetings and compulsory attendance 
which in other social settings are used to cement the borrower's obligations. 

Further security is provided by a group life insurance scheme, arranged at national level by 
BK3I, which covers the repayment of any outstanding loan upon the death of a member, 
together with family benefits based on the deceased's savings balance with the CU. This 
scheme, managed and reinsured with foreign cooperation, is funded from CU profits. 

No formal credit guarantee scheme is in operation under the contractual arrangements between 
BRI and BK3D Cibadak. This marks an increase in the state bank's confidence in dealing 
with NGOs; early trials of the mechanism under the PHBK pilot scheme were conducted 
with such guarantees as a precondition. Good repayment experience appears to have 
convinced the bank such procedures are unnecessary, although the chapter's real assets, held 
as collateral, are also a consideration. 
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Transaction costs 

Transaction costs affect individual members of CUs, both as savers and borrowers. For banks 
and their NGO intermediaries, mobilising savings and delivering credit also involve 
transaction costs. For each type of institution, diseconomies of scale set limits to the 
minimum size of commercial loans, and the rationale for linkages is that the cost structures 
of NGOs permit them to make substantially smaller loans than banks. 

Transaction costs of lenders documented in the case study show substantial cost differentials 
incurred by BRI as between its branches and the Unit Desa (village units). The latter deliver 
loans between Rp25,000 and Rp25,000,000 ($13.50 to $13,500) with an average loan size of 
Rp700,000 ($380), at an overhead cost averaging 11.1 per cent. This compares with branch 
bank overhead costs averaging 3.5 per cent, for advances in the range from Rp25 million and 
up. 

CUs are said to achieve better access to their members than banks could do, both in locational 
and information terms. Savers are thought likely to find it easier and cheaper to deposit 
savings in a local CU than to travel to a bank branch. The case study collected no data on 
this for Cibadak, but earlier surveys of pilot projects in Y ogyakarta showed a surprising 
proportion of CU members had bank savings accounts as well as their CU deposits. However 
a large proportion of CU members faced transport costs for a round trip to the nearest bank 
of Rp.200-500 or more. These were a significant transaction cost for small savers. 

In general, given the density of population on Java and the rapid spread of banking services, 
the transport cost advantage of CUs is likely to be negligible for many potential members, 
whether savers or borrowers. This is not to deny the significance of the information benefits, 
which result from the presumed closer knowledge NGO officials possess of potential members 
within their own communities. Better information should lower costs for both borrowers and 
lenders, but this is still largely a matter of assertion rather than of evidence. 

Repayment performance 

The case study is written with the benefit of less than a full year's experience of the linkage 
mechanism in Cibadak. Over that period, repayments from BK3D to BRI, and from the CUs 
to the chapter, had proceeded one hundred percent according to schedule. This reflects PHKB 
practice of commencing a program with a mature NGO with good financial management, as 
well as BK3D Cibadak's selection criteria for the initially participating CUs. Performance 
by individual borrowers is described as equivalent to 99 percent of scheduled repayments. 

PHKB pilot programs, operating in other provinces of Indonesia from 1989, disbursed 807 
loans to self-help groups such as the CUs in this case study, totalling Rp 3.585 billion (around 
$2.0 million) up to September 1991. Outstanding loans at that date totalled Rp 1.777 billion, 
of which 10.1 percent (Rp 178.6 million or around $95,000) were in arrears. No data are to 
hand on the time-profile of these arrears, but the measure is quite strict, including any 
payments due in September and not received by the end of that month. 
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With respect to individual borrowers, a total of 11,380 loans totalling Rp 3.476 billion 
(around $1.9 million) were disbursed to September 1991. Three provinces (Bali, Central Java 
and North Sumatra) accounted for 70 percent of those outstandings, and experienced 
repayment rates of 96 percent at September 1990 and 99 percent by September 1991. But 
in Yogyakarta, the longest-running pilot program which accounted for 30 percent of 
outstandings, repayment performance deteriorated from 96 percent in 1990 to 76 percent in 
1991. 

Savings mobilisation 

Between 1984 and 1990, total savings mobilised by the member CUs of BK3D Cibadak rose 
from Rp 510 million (or Rp 55,700 per member) to Rp 3.7 billion (or Rp 194,100 per 
member). In US dollar terms, these were increases from $497,000 ($54) to $1.95 million 
($103). Total membership rose from 9,200 to 19,000 over this period, indicating that the 
increase in total savings was as much due to increased coverage of the population by CUs as 
by a higher propensity to save among members. 

The most marked increase in this propensity occurred between 1987 and 1988, when 
membership was static, but savings per member rose from Rp 122,700 to Rp 170,700 ( $75 
to $101). By contrast, between 1988 and 1990, while membership rose by more than 60 
percent, savings per member rose by only 14 percent in rupiah terms (and 2 percent in dollar 
terms). Extension of membership and the deepening of savings appear to be somewhat 
competitive, perhaps because of the conflicting demands each makes on chapter staff. 

In the Indonesian credit union movement, the maxim, "savings first, credit later" has always 
been taken seriously. BK3I is concerned about an apparent trend for a declining internal 
capacity of the movement to fund its own operations. Thus the major source of funds for the 
movement, member's savings, funded 80 percent of total assets in 1986, but only 74 percent 
in 1989. Increasing pressure was being placed on the movements financial reserves, and on 
its interlending system. In this context, the advent of linkages in some chapters since 1989 
has been seen by some leaders of the movement as an opportunity, and by others as a threat. 
The opportunity is represented by an infusion of bank funds available to finance loans to 

_____ member_g;__the threat iS-tnJ:be values of self-reliance__on_which_the_mmremenLwas_founded,_ 
and to the motivation of individual members to save any more than the minimum required 
to qualify for loans. 

In Cibadak, members of CUs participating in the PHBK are permitted to borrow up to four 
times their savings balances with the CU. Members are paid interest rates of 1.5 to 2.0 
percent per month on minimum savings balances, as determined by resolution of the members 
of each CU. This gives annual rates of 18 to 24 percent, and with single-digit inflation rates, 
assures strongly positive real rates of interest on members' savings. 

Each CU has an obligatory savings scheme, with the monthly deposit set by resolution of 
members; members are encouraged to make voluntary deposits as well. In 1990, obligatory 
savings formed 53 percent of total savings in all CUs within the Cibadak chapter, while 
voluntary savings amounted to 42 percent. But wide variations occurred between CUs. In 
a district where workplace CUs are common and direct deduction by employers occurs, 
voluntary saving amounted to 75 percent of savings. In the region around Cibadak itself, 
voluntary saving was little more that 20 percent of the total. 
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BK3D Cibadak has plans to increase voluntary savings mobilisation by offering term deposit 
facilities at interest rates competitive with those of the banks (for which there is some 
precedent among informal savings institutions elsewhere in Indonesia, even though the legal 
entitlement to do so is problematic). Special purpose savings accounts may be introduced, 
for example, to enable members to finance target spending needs (such as those associated 
with the end of the fasting month of Ramadan) or the pilgrimage to Mecca, or "youth" 
savings accounts for non-members. 

Interest rates and viability 

Despite deregulation, elements of subsidy remain in the system. As noted above (under 
"Linkage relationships") Bank Indonesia refinanced 75 percent of BRI's line of credit at the 
concessional rate of 17.5 percent for 12 months. BRI's onlending rate to BK3D Cibadak (25 
percent effective) was somewhat below commercial rates prevailing during 1991, and may 
have to be adjusted in the light of market rates when the subsidy ceases during 1992. 

High nominal and real rates of interest have been a feature of Indonesian financial markets 
since deregulation. Nominal rates reflect an inflation expectation, almost 10 percent annually 
in 1990 and 1991. There are no restrictions on international capital movements, and because 
the rupiah is allowed to depreciate by a predictable 4-5 percent annually against the dollar, 
this depreciation is also factored into rupiah interest rates. BK3D's onlending rate for BRI 
funds to CUs is effectively at 44 percent per annum and rates paid by final borrowers are 
marked up accordingly. 

Final borrowing rates paid by CU members are approved at members' meetings. They vary 
according to type and length of loan, and from CU to CU. In one CU close to Cibadak, 
PHBK funding is disbursed at rates ranging from 3 percent a month (flat) for 12 months, to 
6 percent for loans of a month's duration. Other CUs lend the BRI derived funds at 4 percent 
a month (flat) over periods up to a year. In another CU whose members are mostly poor 
women traders, a Rp 50,000 ($27) loan for one month can be repaid in thirty daily 
instalments of Rp 2,000. Interest paid over the month is 20 percent of the capital sum, but 
some informal sector market finance arrangements (the notorious "6 for 5", for example) 
involve interest payments of 20 percent a day. The transaction costs of a CU offering such 
credit facilities are obviously very high. 

Despite this, margins on the cost of BRI funds seem quite high, with BK3D paying an annual 
25 percent (effective) and lending to CUs at around 44 percent, while CU effective rates for 
many loans are 66 percent or more annually. BK31 national management appears to accept 
the need for the various levels of the movement to trim margins, but its projections are still 
being framed in terms of the expansion of internal resources and their distribution through 
interlending, rather than in terms of linkages with commercial banks. 

Impact 

Impact studies in Indonesia, as elsewhere in Asia where the rural informal sector is a complex 
web of economic activities, and where most people derive income from a number of sources, 
face difficult measurement problems. As stated previously, the role of credit for the poor may 
be most helpful in enabling people to increase the productivity of their activities in the 
informal non-agricultural economy •. often as an adjunct to incomes derived from agriculture. 
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A team from BI and BRI conducted a sample survey of borrowers, comprising 65 members 
of 8 CUs. It attempted to isolate the impact of the loans upon income derived by borrowers 
from the economic activity for which the loan had been made. Respondents reported income 
levels in March 1991 (immediately before initial loans were granted) and again in November 
of the same year. Obviously the short time period makes it difficult for any convincing 
evidence of sustainable improvement in borrower's economic circumstances to be established. 
The exercise should be repeated at intervals over several years to track the progress of 
borrowers. 

The data presented in the draft case study provide some hints that incomes may have been 
beneficially affected. The highest individual income had been Rp 3.0 million per month in 
March ($1600). By November the highest recorded income had risen to Rp 4.7 million 
($2500). In March, according to the Bl/BRI team, a group of 46 individuals received incomes 
in the range of Rp 40,000 to Rp 459,000 ($20 to $250). In November a total of 49 borrowers 
reported incomes in a range Rp 40,000 to 670,000 (i.e. up to $360). On the face of it, this 
is consistent with no change at all in incomes of the great majority of the group. No data are 
reported on incomes of particular individuals or on mean incomes for subgroups, or for the 
group as a whole. 

The survey also attempted to measure any changes in expenditures by respondents, 
differentiating between those connected with the economic activity for which borrowing had 
been undertaken, and the routine household expenditures of the borrower. With regard to the 
former, between March and November no appreciable changes were observed in economic 
outlays, while household outlays are also reported as having been static. 

Data were collected on the ages and working hours of the borrower group, and their gender 
(42 percent female) but those are not related to the impact of the loans. 

Data are also reported concerning the impact of the linkage upon the CUs. Total loans 
outstanding in the eight surveyed CUs rose from Rp 2.81 billion to Rp 3.46 billion over the 
eight month period (from $1.52 million to $1.87 million), an increase of 23 percent. Savings 
over the same period rose from Rp 65.4 million to Rp 76.9 million ($35,400 to $41,600), an 
increase of 18 percent. Savings seem very small in relation to loans, not a very good example 
of savings mobilisation if correct. 

The Bl/BRI team reported that the interest income of the 8 CUs rose by some 500 percent 
over the period, compared with interest payments, which rose by 300 percent, indicating an 
increase in CU profitability. 

Role of Government 

Policies of financial deregulation, described above, have been extremely influential in creating 
an environment for substantial mobilisation of savings and aggressive growth by the banking 
sector, and especially private commercial banks. One contrary tendency to the general thrust 
of liberalisation has been a government decree requiring all banks to lend a minimum 20 per 
cent of their advances to 'small' entrepreneurs. While the definition of 'small' encompassed 
enterprises well beyond the poverty group, it is nonetheless true that any money advanced to 
the poor may be counted as satisfying the 20 per cent rule. This decree is consequently 
favourable to the development of bank/NGO linkages. It is worth noting that there is no 
subsidy element in such lending. 
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In terms of government policy affecting linkages, it is clear that the central bank (Bank 
Indonesia) is playing a strongly proactive role in encouraging private and state commercial 
banks to experiment with lending via NGOs. It is also extremely enlightened in terms of its 
attitudes towards SHGs, discussed below. 

Role of External Assistance 

Indonesia's relatively advanced status as a practitioner of bank/NGO linkages reflects both 
a keen appreciation of the benefits of financial development (of which linkages are a part) and 
also Indonesia's active participation (through Bank Indonesia and Bank Rakyat Indonesia) in 
the linkage program initiated in several Asian countries by the Asian Pacific Regional 
Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA). Indonesia's trials in this field are more advanced 
than those of other APRACA members. In this work, the German aid and development 
consulting group GTZ is collaborating with Bank Indonesia in the PPHBK (now PHKB), or 
"Project linking banks and self help groups". 

The Indonesian Cooperative Credit Movement (BK31), of which BK3D Bogor-Banten is a 
chapter, has a long history of external links. CUNA International was active in Indonesia in 
the late 1960s when the credit union movement was in an embryonic form. Since then the 
Indonesian credit union movement has received technical assistance and capital injections 
from the world credit union movement. BK31 arranges loan protection and life insurance for 
its borrowers with the CUNA Mutual Insurance Group. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Malaysia : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This summary is based upon a case study prepared by Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia (AIM), a non 
government organisation operating in rural Malaysia, to explore and demonstrate the scope 
for increased access to credit for the very poor on a sound commercial basis. AIM has found 
the establishment of financial linkages with the formal financial sector a crucial factor in 
achieving a sound commercial basis and, in cooperation with Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad 
and Credit Guarantee Corporation, has been working towards establishing such linkages. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

Malaysia ranked in the middle of the World Bank's 'middle income' category of member 
states in 1909 with per capita GNP of $2320. Annual GDP growth averaged 4.9 per cent 
during the 1980' s. This rate, almost double the average population growth of 2.6 per cent, 
set the basis for a substantial reduction in the number of poor in a population of 17 .9 million 
in 1990. 

The Malaysian economy grew by 8.6 per cent in 1991 which, although lower than the 9.8 per 
cent registered in 1990, was still among the fastest in Asia. GDP performance was 
underpinned by high domestic demand and by robust, if somewhat weaker, external demand. 

Despite rather large government budget deficits Malaysia was able to maintain relative price 
and exchange rate stability in the 1980's. Consumer price inflation averaged 1.5 per cent 
over the 1980's and the exchange rate for the Malaysian ringgit has remained at about 2.25-
2.75 to the$ since the early 1980's. The budget deficit, as a proportion of GDP, was as high 
as 11 per cent in 1984, but by 1991 had decreased to 4.9 per cent. 

However the economy began overheating in the late 1980's as evidenced by accelerating 
inflation, to 4.4 per cent in 1991. Bank Negara's efforts to slow the economy, including 
tightening the money supply and operating in the foreign exchange market to strengthen the 
ringitt seem to be at cross purposes with the Ministry of Finance which last November 
projected a rise in the budget deficit to 5.4 per cent of GDP in 1992. 

Malaysia has undergone significant structural changes in its economy over the past three 
decades. In 1960 the agriculture, forestry and fishery sector dominated the economy, 
contributing more than one-third of GDP. By 1991 however, the sector's contribution had 
been halved to 18.6 per cent and the manufacturing sector had become the largest single 
contributor to GDP (26.5 per cent). The rapid manufacturing expansion has led to reported 
labour shortages facing manufacturers, particularly in the five most industrialised states. 
Concurrent wage increases have encouraged some movement in labour from the less 
industrialised states in the north but flows between the east and the west are traditionally 
limited. 
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Poverty 

Absolute poverty is no longer a major problem in Malaysia. Official statistics show that the 
proportion of the population living in poverty has decreased from 49.3 per cent in 1970 to 15 
per cent in 1990 ie 448 900 households. The Malaysian government projects a poverty rate 
of only 7.2 per cent by the year 2000. The current Government poverty line is M$370 ($142) 
per month for a family of five. This is based on the cost of a 'basket' of goods and services 
required for an adequate level of living, which is considered generous especially in the 
context of Southeast Asia. 

A better indication of absolute poverty is the 'very poor' who are defined officially as 
households with average income less than M$175 ($ 67). Most of the estimated 100 000 very 
poor households live in the rural areas of four of the 11 Peninsular Malaysia states; Kedah, 
Kelantan, Perak and Terengganu. Situated in the north and east of the peninsular these states 
are relatively undeveloped with rural populations which are predominantly Malay. 

Most of the very poor households are landless and assetless. Some live on land owned by 
their relatives or neighbours. Most of their income derives from the husbands' employment 
as casual or seasonal daily labour on farms and/or construction sites. Few of the wives earn 
cash income. Few of the children complete lower secondary school and many suffer from 
respiratory, intestinal and other diseases. 

The Malaysian Government's poverty alleviation policy for the period 1970 to 1990, 
encompassed in the New Economic Policy (NEP), was to expand equity, employment and 
educational opportunities for bumiputras (ethnic Malays and other indigenous groups). A goal 
was to increase the share of corporate equity held by the bumiputra to 30 per cent but only 
about two thirds (20.3 per cent) of this was achieved. In that time the government spent M$ 
32.9 billion ($ 12.7 billion) on infrastructure development and on direct economic aid such 
as agricultural inputs, fertiliser, credit, foods and housing. In addition much was spent to 
improve social services in the rural areas, particularly education and health services. 

The NEP's successor, the National Development Policy (NDP) places less emphasis on wealth 
and employment redistribution along racial lines, and more on fuelling economic growth. 
With regards to lending to the poor the minister of finance created a M$50 million ($19.8 
million) revolving fund to help poor bumiputras. The hard core poor, with monthly family 
income of less than M$187 ($74), will be provided with the capital to invest in the bumiputra 
unit trust scheme. Qualifying bumiputras will be eligible for interest free loans of up to 
M$5000 ($1981). They will receive income in the form of dividends and bonuses, a portion 
of which will be withheld to repay the loan over a period of 15 years. 
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NGOs 

There is not a strong NGO tradition in Malaysia, nor is there an established practice of NGOs 
and government working together. 

Established in 1987, Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia or the Ikhtiar Trust of Malaysia (AIM) 
is 'a poverty alleviation program in Peninsular Malaysia that disburses small loans on 
reasonable terms exclusively to very poor rural households, to finance additional income
generating activities.' 1 AIM institutionalised Project Ikhtiar, an action research pilot project 
implemented for 2.5 years by the Centre for Policy Research, University Science of Malaysia, 
which successfully replicated the Grameen Bank approach to poverty alleviation (with some 
modifications to suit the local context) in northwest Selangor state. 

It is a 'targeted, specialised delivery system focussed exclusively on the poor, taking credit 
to their villages with an approach based on self-realisation and collective responsibility among 
the borrowers, and administered by specially trained field staff.' (case study) 

AIM inherited the Project's M$850 000 loan fund capital, a donation from the Islamic 
Economic Development Foundation of Malaysia (YPEIM). The YPEIM funds are derived 
mainly from a voluntary donation scheme among salaried Muslims. The Federal Government 
is channelling M$18 million through YPEIM as a revolving fund for a 30 year period, from 
1991 to 2020. 

Operating costs, not covered by borrower charges, have been met by the state and federal 
governments. 

In deference to Islamic values, a fixed management fee is levied on borrowers rather than 
interest. AIM emphasises borrowers' spiritual obligation to repay their loans and Hulme 
claims that Islam is 'an additional factor to ensure commitment to AIM and fosters high rates 
of repayment' .2 

AIM is governed by its Board of Trustees who have individual and unlimited legal liability 
for its affairs. Generally the Board of Trustees meets about four times a year to formulate 
policy decisions which are implemented by the Management committee which meets about 
every two months. The Managing Director, the Chairman of the Management Committee, 
is responsible for the day to day business. Borrowers, as beneficiaries of the Trust, can not 
legally be Trustees. They elect regional representatives to the Borrower Advisory Board 
which is chaired by the Managing Director and meets before each Board of Trustees' (BOT) 
meeting. The Borrower Advisory Board sends two observers to each BOT meeting. 

David Gibbons and Sukor Kasim, 'Banking on the Rural Poor', Penang 1990. 

2 David Hulme, 'Can the Grameen Bank be Replicated?' Development Policy Review 
Vol 8, London 1990. 
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By the end of April 1992, 34 AIM branches were operating in the 38 poorest districts in the 
Peninsular. 11,485 poor households had become members of AIM with 99 per cent of them 
being represented by a female household member. M$5,663,335 ($2,178,215) had been 
disbursed in loans to 8753 of the member households and 99.9 per cent of the amount due 
to be repaid had been recovered. AIM members had accumulated M$859,680 ($330,000) as 
savings in their compulsory Group Funds, and an inestimable amount of voluntary savings. 

The Financial Sector 

For AIM' s target group the relevant financial sector is the informal one. Few formal financial 
institutions operate in rural areas. Those that do, lend (and accept deposits) on a basis which 
exclude the rural poor from the customer base. For loans the physical collateral and/or 
guarantor requirements are unrealistic for those without a substantial asset base and the loan 
application formalities, such as completing lengthy forms and submitting financial accounts, 
are prohibitative for the poor who are in the most part illiterate. Furthermore the credit needs 
of the poor are often immediate, resulting from some emergency shortfall in cash, and can 
not be satisfied by the relatively untimely provision of formal credit. 

The informal credit market, categorised in Malaysia by moneylending, pawnbroking and 
tontines, provides timely credit on the basis of informal application and in more relaxed 
collateral requirements. A Bank Negara Malaysia (Central Bank of Malaysia) survey reports 
that about 75 per cent of rural credit is accounted for by the informal sector (Central Bank 
of Malaysia, 1985). For the rural poor moneylenders comprise of shopkeepers, charging 
interest of 5-10 per cent per month, professional money lenders, restricted by law to charging 
no more than 12 per cent per annum for secured loans and 18 per cent per annum for 
unsecured loans, and friends and relatives. Collateral, if required, is in the form of IOUs or 
promissory notes. There are few pawnbrokers in rural areas and the trend in recent years to 
only accept gold as collateral has served to exclude the very poor. The maximum loan the 
pawnbroker can provide per item of collateral is limited by law to M$5000 ($1981), as is the 
maximum interest which can be charged limited to 2 per cent per month. Repayment is 
required within six months, although the duration of the credit can be extended indefinitely 
if interest charges are paid. Tontines, the Malaysian version of Rotating Savings and Credit 
Associations, have the added attraction of forced saving. Although prohibited by Malaysian 
law they have a substantial membership. 

Malaysia's formal financial system, including commercial banks and finance companies, is 
dominated by the banking system which holds just over 70 per cent of formal financial 
system assets. The government operates its policy to give ready access to bank credit at 
reasonable cost to priority sectors, especially the Bumiputera community, via the formal 
financial system. 
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Commercial banks and finance companies were required to extend a minimum of 20 per cent 
of loans outstanding as at 31 December 1990 to the Bumiputera community by end March 
1992, a policy no doubt reiterated for the present year. Under the Principal Guarantee 
Scheme (PGS) of Credit Guarantee Corporation (CGC) commercial banks are required to 
extend loans of at least M$150 million ($59.4 million) to small scale enterprises guaranteed 
by CGC by end March 1993. At least M$75 million ($29.7 million) must be provided to the 
Bumiputera. Compliance with the PGS has been below par since the banks are constrained 
by the interest rate ceiling of 9 per cent. 

With effect from February 11991 the commercial banks and finance companies of Malaysia's 
formal financial sector were allowed to set their own base lending rates, the benchmark cost 
of prime loans, based on their cost of funds but excluding the cost of provisions for bad and 
doubtful debts. The base lending rate (BLR) has been on an upward trend since rates were 
freed from central bank control. The market average BLR is currently 8.9 per cent and some 
smaller banks have already raised the rate to 10 per cent. In real terms the BLR now stands 
at around 5 per cent. 

Following are brief descriptions of two financial institutions with which AIM has been 
negotiating financial linkage relationships. 

Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB), incorporated in 1983, is the last commercial bank 
to be established in Malaysia. It was established to provide interest free Islamic banking and 
was the first true Islamic bank to be established in Southeast Asia. Prior to 1983 there had 
been a demand from the Muslim population of Malaysia for Islamic banking facilities 
following moves by Iran and Pakistan to switch completely their banking and financial 
systems to an interest free basis, as well as the introduction of Islamic banks in virtually 
every other Muslim country. The role of government was a vital part of the process, not only 
in bringing in the necessary legislation, but also in providing share capital. 3 

In terms of significance to the economy, BIMB is still a relatively small bank. By the end 
of January 1992 BIMB's share of the total banking deposits had risen to 1.59 per cent. It 
offers a range of Islamic contracts enabling it to compete with conventional banks. On the 
deposit side customers are invariably Muslim but on the financing side there are a variety of 
customers, including non-Muslim businesses and large public corporations. 

BIMB currently has 30 branches most of which are located in urban areas and plans to 
establish ten mini branches annually. 

3 Tony Naughton and Bala Shanmugan, 'Interest Free Banking: A Case Study of 
Malaysia', National Westminster Bank Quarterly Review, London 1990. 
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BIMB seeks to generate profits as a business objective, but to discharge its social 
responsibilities involves itself in providing banking facilities to the poor. BIMB's facilities 
for the poor are: 

i) Projek Al-Qardhul Hassan YPEIM 

Under this project YPEIM supplies the funds, in the form of an investment account, for 
BIMB to provide interest free loans of up to M$1000 ($792) to hard core poor for a 
maximum of two years. No security is required but the loan must have at least one guarantor. 
BIMB has followed some of the procedures adopted by AIM in terms of credit assessment 
and administration of the loan accounts. To date YPEIM has placed M$500,000 ($198,098) 
with BIMB and BIMB has lent M$78,000 ($30,903) to 96 borrowers. According to BIMB 
it has been less successful than AIM in reaching the poor due to its lack of suitably trained 
staff and the high associated costs. BIMB makes the following observations: 

most BIMB branches are located in urban areas while the very poor are situated in 
rural and remote areas; 
borrowers need constant supervision and guidance; and 
it is difficult to locate the poor since they have not had previous dealings with BIMB. 

ii) Zakat 

Under Islamic laws BIMB allocates, as zakat, 2.5 per cent of its net working capital and profit 
on an annual basis to zakat department for redistribution to qualified recipients of zakat, 
including the poor; and 

iii) Trust funds for young entrepreneurs (TAUM) 

This scheme was established by the state of Sarawak in 1988 to encourage the youth to 
venture into business. TAUM collects donations from the public which are matched 1:1 by 
the Sarawak state government. In conjunction BIMB provides loans of up to M$1000 ($792) 
to eligible customers introduced by T AUM for their small business projects. Borrowers are 
being charged the usual commercial rates. To date BIMB has provided M$16,000 ($6339) 
to 16 customers. 

Credit Guarantee Corporation (CGC) was established in 1972 to provide guarantee for 
loans made by banks to small businesses, as part of the government's directed credit policy 
within its poverty alleviation plan. Modelled along the lines of CGC of India, CGC started 
with authorised capital of M$20 million ($7 .92 million) and paid up capital of M$2.6 million 
($1.03 million) of which M$0.5 million ($198,098) was from the central bank and the 
remainder from commercial banks. Throughout the network of almost 1000 branches of the 
commercial banks CGC guarantees up to 60 per cent of their loans for this priority investment 
and provides lines of credit to be onlent to priority areas. The maximum limit of credit that 
is eligible to be guaranteed is M$100 000 ($39,620) for non-Bumiputras and M$200,000 
($79,239) for Bumiputras. Collateral is not required for loans not exceeding M$30,000 
($11,886). 
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CGC's program pertinent to AIM is the Loan Fund for Hawkers and Petty Traders, introduced 
in April 1990. The government has provided CGC with M$120 million ($47.54 million), 
charging 1 per cent flat, to be channelled through the banks to petty traders and hawkers, with 
business assets up to M$20,000 ($7924), to start and expand their micro enterprises. CGC 
will guarantee 100 per cent of loans from M$500 to M$5000 ($198 to $1981) to traders and 
hawkers if their application is supported by a trade association. No collateral or guarantor 
is required. The interest rate charge to the hawkers and traders is 4 per cent flat. 

B. LINKAGE: COLLABORATION BETWEEN NGO AND THE FORMAL 
FINANCIAL SECTOR 

It is very unlikely that AIM can follow Grameen and become a bank. To ensure the longer 
term credit needs of its borrowers are met it must link them to the formal financial sector in 
a commercially viable way. In so doing AIM will have access to the substantial amounts of 
loan capital required for its own financial viability and sustainability. 

AIM is motivated to seek lines of credit to solve two problems. Firstly AIM's supply of loan 
fund capital is not sufficient to satisfy its dual objectives of lifting the poor permanently from 
poverty and increasing its coverage of the target group. Many AIM members want to 
continue borrowing from AIM although their income has increased to the extent that they 
have graduated from the AIM target group. AIM has continued to provide them with loans 
at the maximum level of M$2000 ($792) on the basis that the graduates have continuing 
credit needs larger than the maximum loan size which, if unmet, could push their incomes 
back under the poverty line. Despite having graduated from the target group their credit 
needs would not be met by the formal financial sector because they still lack the required 
collateral and guarantors. 

Secondly, AIM's initial plans for achieving financial viability were based upon maintaining 
the administrative charge at M$75 ($29.71) in 1986 ringgit terms. Its Board is opposed to 
raising the charge to the target borrowers in absolute terms on the grounds that this would be 
exploitative of the poor, although this policy prevents AIM from becoming financially viable 
in its own right. 

AIM therefore proposes to onlend line of credit funds to its members who have graduated 
from its target group, charging them sufficiently more than the transaction costs so as to cross 
subsidise its target borrowers. 

AIM has just finalised arrangements for two lines of credit from BIMB totalling M$260,000 
($103,011). This compares with its current revolving capital fund of M$2.9 million ($ 1.1 
million). BIMB's motivation for providing lines of credit derives from its conclusion that, 
given AIM' s comparative advantage and success in lending to the poor, satisfaction of its 
social responsibilities to help the poor can be best met through AIM. 
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BIMB will provide a M$160,000 ($63,391) line of credit from its zakat obligations covering 
three types of Islamic financing facilities and Al-QH loans. BIMB's profit per annum varies 
according to the facility; 4 per cent for instalment, 2 per cent for leasing and working capital 
and nothing for Al-QH loans. The repayment period is three years. This line of credit is to 
be directed to AIM members who have successfully availed of two AIM Al-QH loans. The 
maximum loan size available is M$2000 ($792). AIM will charge the borrowers a service 
charge of M$100 ($39.62) for the first year and M$50 ($19.81) for subsequent years. 

BIMB's M$100,000 ($39,620) line of credit also covers three types of Islamic financing 
facility with the loan period varying from 1 to 5 years depending on the facility. The 
maximum amount which can be borrowed is M$10 000 ($3962). BIMB's profit, paid by 
AIM, also varies according to the facility; 12 per cent flat for financing working capital, 11.5 
per cent per annum for repayment by instalments and 7 per cent flat for leasing ie BIMB's 
normal retail customer ceiling charges. BIMB has waived its normal processing and legal 
fees. AIM will charge the borrowers M$200 ($79.24) service charge for the first year and 
M$100 ($39.62) for subsequent years. 

For both lines of credit AIM must provide its corporate guarantee of 80 per cent of the 
financing approved under the facility (and pay the costs involved). BIMB's requirement of 
this corporate guarantee indicates that it has not accepted the collective responsibility of AIM 
borrowers as a substitute for individual borrower collateral and/or guarantor, despite its 
observation that the AIM system does not leave a loophole for a bad loan. BIMB quotes 
AIM's repayment rate as 'a stunning 99.9 per cent.' Caution plus AIM's request to have the 
final say in the loan approval decision, rather than BIMB, lie behind BIMB's request for the 
corporate guarantee. 

AIM is also negotiating unlimited access to Credit Guarantee Corporation's (CGC) loan fund 
for petty hawkers and traders, currently amounting to M$120 million ($47.54 million), at the 
minimal cost of 1 per cent flat. Technically AIM members could borrow from this scheme 
direct, but for the scheme's requirement that all borrowers must be members of trade groups 
which tend to be urban based. AIM members are of course rural based. According to AIM, 
an agreement with CGC would give it access to all the additional loan capital it needs to 
carry out current and future expansion plans as well as covering all costs including the cross 
subsidisation of loans to its target group. The loans will be in the form of fixed loan/term 
loan of M$1000 ($396.20) to M$5000 ($1980) repayable over 12 to 30 months, depending 
on the amount borrowed. AIM will receive M$100 ($39.62) for the first year and M$50 
($19.80) for subsequent years in service charges. 

CGC' s motivations for providing a line of credit to BIMB is to access the rural sector and 
add a successful credit scheme to its list of participating banks. To date the repayment 
performance of the hawkers and traders has been relatively poor. In so doing CGC will have 
the opportunity to learn about, and possibly adopt, AIM' s methods. 
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Initially both BIMB and CGC were unhappy about the apparently 'high' transaction costs 
AIM felt it had to levy on its non target group borrowers. Both parties felt that the addition 
of these costs to their own would make the loans unattractive to potential borrowers and that 
they would be open to public criticism for participating in a loan scheme for the poor that had 
higher charges than existing loans schemes for the less poor. Both BIMB and CGC now 
accept that AIM' s success rests on its methodology and that its transaction costs are necessary 
for the achievement of that methodology. Furthermore AIM's proposed charges are 
acceptable to potential borrowers since they are prepared to pay what is necessary and 
reasonable to have access to credit. Access to credit, not the cost of credit, has proven to be 
the issue for the rural poor of Malaysia. 

C. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target groups 

AIM' s Trust Deed specifies that it should target those living in rural Peninsular Malaysia with 
income less than two thirds of the Government poverty line ie M$250 ($ 99), an income 
almost 50 per cent higher than that of those defined officially as very poor. AIM membership 
should be open to all Malaysian citizens regardless of race, religion or political belief. 

From a Statistics' Department 1989/90 income survey AIM estimates 100,577 target group 
households. Close to 80 per cent of the target households were situated in the four poorest 
states outlined in the introductory section on poverty. As at 30 April 1992 AIM was covering 
11.4 per cent of its target households. All the 11 485 members were rural based, almost all 
were Malay and 99.3 per cent women. AIM has committed itself to the Federal Government 
to reach 50,000 members by end 1995. In order to break even by 2000 it will need about 
75,000 members, assuming that about 80 per cent of them will borrow in that year. 

AIM prefers to give priority to an adult female of the household to become its representative. 
This does not preclude the husbands from using the loan money. Households headed by 
widowed, divorced or abandoned women often are the poorest of the poor in the rural areas. 
AIM has also found that poor rural women are better borrowers than their male counterparts. 
Not only do poor rural women have much better repayment records but also they tend on 
average to earn more from their projects and to make better use of the proceeds to improve 
the standard of living in their family. 

By virtue of the fact that AIM is following the Grameen Bank approach of forming its 
borrowers into groups of five and these groups into centres of six which must meet weekly, 
some of the target group will be excluded. Centre and Group formation is ideal for the very 
high population density of Bangladesh. However there are areas in Peninsular Malaysia, like 
the state of Johore, in which the rural poor are so scattered as to make the formation of 
groups and centres virtually impossible, not to mention highly expensive to service. 
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AIM regards as crucial to its success its policy of targeting the poorest of the poor for 
membership. The aptly named motivation of new members begins with AIM staff 
identifying, by means of Government statistics, districts with the largest estimated number of 
poor rural households. Starting with the poorest district AIM staff perform means tests to 
assess the eligibility of potential households. As a check on this process Branch or Regional 
Managers reinterview the households nominated as suitably poor by the field staff. Eligible 
potential borrowers are then motivated to join AIM by forming themselves into a group of 
five. 

The formal financial sector is relatively uninterested in serv1cmg this target group in a 
commercial way via a linkage mechanism. Some financial institutions, like BIMB, recognise 
their social obligation to the target group and are willing to devote a relatively small amount 
of so called welfare funds to it, but not enough to meet the needs of AIM and its borrowers. 
If the proposed linkage with CGC does not go ahead the lack of commercial interest in the 
target group will remain as the most important obstacle to linkage on a large scale. 

Savings mobilisation and Emergency Credit Needs 

AIM stresses the importance of saving. It requires all members from the time their group is 
formed, whether borrowing or not, to deposit M$1 per week into their Group fund. Because 
of the time staggering of the loan approvals the Group leader will save for at least 17 weeks 
before receiving her first loan. On receiving a loan 5 per cent of the principal borrowed must 
also be deposited with the Group Fund. This deposit is not regarded as collateral for the loan. 
As at the end of April 1992 total savings accumulated in the compulsory Group Funds was 
M$ 859 680 ($330 000). 

The Group Fund may be borrowed by any member of the group for emergency small credit 
needs (including consumption) subject to the unanimous approval of the other four members. 
As at end April 5402 short term small loans amounting to M$623 183 ($240 000) had been 
granted from the Group Fund. AIM ensures that approximately half of the Group Fund 
deposits are liquid at any one time. 

AIM deposits Group Fund savings with the National Savings Bank via a trust account in 
AIM' s name. To date commercial banks have not shown much interest in having the Group 
Fund deposited with them. The account is administered by AIM on behalf of and with the 
permission of the borrowers. A competitive rate of interest is paid by the bank on these 
deposits. Savers who do not wish to receive interest on their deposits pass it on to AIM as 
contributions to operational expenditure. The trust account arrangement is not a permanent 
solution. 

There is scope for mobilising savings. A number of sahabat are also saving voluntarily 
through the Group Fund and/or their own accounts. However AIM can not accept deposits 
and onlend them outside the mobilising SHG without becoming a finance company or a bank 
following a recent change to the Banking Act to outlaw the acceptance of deposits by 
cooperatives. AIM probably can not become a financial institution because the Malaysian 
Government has frozen indefinitely the number of financial institution licences. 
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Loans 

AIM' s basic business is the provision of Al-QL loans. A new AIM member can borrow a 
maximum ofM$500 ($198). Of this the borrower receives M$475 ($188) and the remaining 
5 per cent of the loan capital is deposited immediately into the Group Savings Fund. Two 
weeks after receiving the loan capital the borrower begins repaying the principal which is to 
be repaid at weekly intervals over 50 weeks. From the 26th week the borrower begins paying 
the administration fee of M$25 ($9.90), which is to be repaid over the next 25 weeks. Once 
the first loan is repaid successfully the member graduates to the second loan of a maximum 
of M$1000 ($396). The fee is M$50 ($19.80). For the third and subsequent loans of 
M$2000 ($792) the fee is M$75 ($29.71). Up to double repayment is allowed on loans, 
which means that they can be settled within six months but the borrower will still have to 
wait for her turn in the loan disbursement cycle. Up to half of these loans can be used for 
income generation by a member of the household other than the borrower. 

Education loans of up to M$500 ($198.10) per year are available to borrowers who have 
proved their creditworthiness by settling their first loans in full on time. After three years of 
perfect loan performance a borrower is eligible for a House Improvement loan of up to 
M$2000 ($792) to be repaid in weekly repayments over a period of four years. At 30 April 
1992 these loans made up only 5.7 per cent of loans outstanding. 

Impact 

According to AIM, expansion ahead of schedule and near perfect repayment rates are good 
indicators of the overall effectiveness of AIM. If existing borrowers were not benefiting in 
terms of increased incomes their neighbours would not be keen in large numbers to join, and 
the planned expansion would not have been met let alone exceeded targets. Also if the 
members were not benefiting they could not and would not repay so faithfully. 

AIM regularly conducts its own internal impact evaluation studies for management 
information. The Impact Evaluation Study survey undertaken in mid 1990 in Selangor and 
Penang and two external studies, by the Socioeconomic Research Unit of the Prime Minister's 
Department (UPS) and a student of the Malaysian National University (Jiminez 1990) 
concluded that AIM' s borrowers had benefited from increases in household income. 
Household Income is defined as the total income of all household members less transfers 
among members. 

AIM' s survey showed that 98 per cent of the first loanees surveyed experienced a net increase 
in household income after receiving an AIM loan. The average annual increase, including 
decreases, was M$ 1917 ($710) and the median increase M$1283 ($475). The UPS survey 
of a larger and more representative sample in late 1990 found that the average monthly 
income of its sample borrowers increased from M$198 (78.45) before joining AIM to M$466 
($184.63) after completing repayment of the first loan. 
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AIM' s study indicates that by the end of the second loan two thirds of the 102 loanees 
sampled were earning more than the government poverty line. At the end of the fourth loan 
this ratio had risen to eight out of ten. The UPS study showed that 62.9 per cent of AIM 
borrowers escaped the poverty line after the first loan. 50 per cent of the increment in 
income is estimated to have been derived from the AIM loan. 

AIM also made comparison with a control group of eligible poor who had not entered the 
AIM scheme. After three years with AIM its members experienced an increase in income of 
M$429 ($118) to M$571 ($226.23) in current prices whilst the control group experienced a 
M$ ($ 60) increase to M$302 ($119 .65). 

With regards to quality of life measures, the UPS study found improved housing conditions, 
increased ownership of assets, improved savings and increased expenditure on nutritious food. 
Furthermore the borrowers became more self reliant and had improved levels of self 
confidence. Jiminez concluded that the AIM loans had facilitated employment mobility, 
improvements in housing, increases in ownership of assets (consumer durables and 
productive) and improvements in attitude. 

UPS concluded that even at present levels (ie before all economies of scale had been 
achieved) AIM's cost of assisting a family out of poverty were much less than some major 
government poverty reduction programs. 

Security/collateral 

The standard requirements for collateral and/or financially able guarantors is one of the 
factors excluding the poor from accessing credit from this sector. Malaysian commercial 
banks require collateral such as land, house, stock or investment certificates and at least two 
guarantors with monthly incomes exceeding M$1000 ($396.20). Public servants are given 
preference. The case study explains that even informal moneylenders would not lend large 
amounts to the poor without collateral. 

AIM loans are provided without collateral or guarantors in the financial sector sense of the 
word. AIM does not take legal action if borrowers fail to repay. Loans outstanding are 
written off for borrowers who pass away before repaying fully, provided their repayment 
record with AIM was good. 

AIM's members must form themselves into groups of five, the members being of the same 
sex, age and education, not blood relations and knowing and trusting each other. AIM forms 
centres of up to six groups. All AIM business is carried out at weekly Centre meetings which 
are attended by a member of AIM staff. 
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Each centre member stands guarantor for every other member. If a borrower fails to repay 
every member of her centre is penalised. Every member of the group in which the defaulter 
belongs must contribute M$2 (0.79) and all other centre members M$1 ($.40) per week the 
loan is overdue to the penalty fund. If the borrower resumes making repayments the penalty 
fund is returned to the members. If the borrower defaults AIM takes the penalty fund. The 
group decides whether to keep the defaulter. While one group member is defaulting the 
others can not receive new loans. 

Members are encouraged to feel that they have a choice in who they have to guarantee. 
Members have a choice of their other group members. Centre members are encouraged to 
feel they have a say in who receives a loan. The potential borrower identifies and plans an 
income generating activity and presents the proposal to her group for approval. Once 
approved by the group proposals are presented to the centre by the group chairman. The 
centre has to support the proposal before AIM can process the loan approval. In practice the 
AIM staff member motivates the group to accept/reject the proposal based on his/her analysis. 

But this guarantee system can not stand on its own. If too many members were defaulting the 
system would collapse. Discipline has proved and important factor in maintaining high 
individual repayment rates. AIM penalises poor attendance at centre meetings and tardy loan 
repayments are now penalised. Both factors are taken into consideration when approving 
subsequent loan applications. AIM has also found supervision of the project to be important. 
Borrowers must utilise the loan capital within one week of loan disbursement and loan 
utilisation checks are made by the group chairman, centre chief and AIM field staff. Later 
AIM field staff monitor the progress of the project through centre meetings and field visits. 
AIM is also assisted in monitoring by government agencies such as the Veterinary and 
Agricultural Departments and the Federal Agricultural Marketing Authority. 

Borrowers do have some insurance in the form of the Group Fund. Emergency loans can be 
arranged if a borrower is having trouble making repayments. 

Transaction Costs 

At its break even level of operation AIM estimates that transaction costs will represent 4.8 
per cent of the total amount of loan capital being disbursed in that year ie more than 95 cents 
of every ringgit turned over annually by AIM will be loan capital. 

AIM has had some difficulty determining its transaction costs, essentially because it is still 
in expansion mode and faces a couple of important unknowns ie the rate of inflation and the 
costs involved with retaining the majority of its highly specialised trained and experienced 
staff. Last year AIM lost more than 25 per cent of its graduate staff to government when it 
increased the intake of teacher training colleges. The cost of AIM' s year long training is 
high. AIM estimates that if it can not retain its trained staff for at least five to seven years 
the cost of training can not be amortised adequately. A sub committee of the Board of 
trustees is working on the vital issue of improving the Scheme of Service for all staff so as 
to keep them. The sub committee considers that AIM will have to match the government 
scheme of service and offer at least a 10 per cent higher salary than does the government. 
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Repayment Performance 

As at the end of March 1992 a total of M$ 3873 ($1534.47) or about 0.2 per cent of the 
M$2.3 million ($911,252) in loans outstanding at that date, had been written off for nine 
sahabat who had passed away. 

AIM's repayment rate is 99.9 per cent ie of the total amount due to be repaid by April 1992 
99.9 per cent had been repaid. However this does not indicate the number of times groups 
and centres had to meet the payments of a defaulting member. This rate needs to be 
sufficiently low and stable otherwise the collective responsibility approach would self destruct. 
Only 11 borrowers defaulted in 1990. All were residents of Selangor, the state in which 
Project Ikhtiar was based, and had experienced the repayment problems of the Project. There 
has never been a defaulter outside of Selangor. 

Interest Rates and Viability 

Contrary to the one view that the financial viability of NGOs involved with credit provision 
should be defined as the ability to cover the costs of credit provision alone, AIM takes 
financial viability to mean the ability to cover all costs including the costs associated with 
program expansion. 

By the year 2000 AIM intends to cover all its fixed and variable costs, including the cost of 
capital, with income generated from a fixed administrative charge levied on each loan, 
regardless of the amount borrowed. The administrative fee paid by its target group will not 
cover their costs of borrowing. AIM's no longer poor borrowers will have to cross subsidise 
the target group because AIM' s Board restricts it from recovering the true cost of lending 
from its target group. 

However, if AIM's financial viability is taken to be the coverage of the costs of credit 
provision alone by the administrative charges, it may have achieved financial viability already. 
Government assistance, which has been directed to total cost short-fall, may only be covering 
expansion costs, remembering that AIM's expansion is unusually fast. 

There are significant returns to scale in AIM' s operations due primarily to the large start 
up/fixed costs like staff training and the purchase of vehicles and computer hardware. 
Original projections were that an AIM branch would be able to cover its costs (excluding cost 
of funds) and make a M$20,000 ($7924) annual contribution to the overheads of the regional 
and head office once it could maintain 1800 loans outstanding/annum, each carrying an 
administrative charge of M$75 ($29.71) in 1986 prices. However, subsequent changes in 
staffing levels and the Board's decision not to allow the administration charge to increase 
with inflation for borrowers in the target group have made this impossible even at the 
currently envisaged achievable rate of 2000 loans outstanding. 
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AIM has shown that with a feasible mix of subsidised Al-QH loans (maximum M$2000 
($792)), CGC/BIMB semi commercial loans (maximum M$5000 ($1981)) and fully 
commercial BIMB loans (maximum M$10000 ($3962)) it could be viable by year 2000. In 
2000 AIM projects that it will make 51 910 loans at the cost of M$142 ($56.26) per loan. 
Of these loans 34 888 will go to AIM' s target group. Assuming that all borrowers will 
remain members if they successfully complete their second loan 5587 loans will be for 
M$10000 ($3962) and 11455 for M$5000 ($1980). 

Role of government, influence of government policies 

Malaysian governmental support for AIM has been relatively strong and committed, both 
verbally and financially. The Federal Government has agreed to channel M$18 million loan 
capital through YPEIM as a revolving fund for 30 years from 1991 to 2020. The operating 
cost shortfall has been met to date by the state (in which the branch is operating) and federal 
governments. The state government has covered as much of the short-fall as possible; the 
remaining shortfall has been met by the federal government. However the Federal 
government ruled in late 1991 that in future it would limit its contribution to the shortfall to 
60 per cent. In many instances the state government will not be able to meet the remaining 
shortfall. In 1990 the state governments only covered 20-25 per cent of the shortfall. 

AIM has a government exemption from the Money Lenders' Ordinance allowing it to operate 
in more than one state. The exemption expires in 1993 but will most likely be renewed. As 
noted in the section on saving AIM is restricted from rotating the savings in the Group Funds 
by government regulation. 

Role of External Assistance 

AIM does not receive any external financial support but has received a good deal of technical 
advice and assistance from Grameen Bank in Bangladesh in its successful efforts to replicate 
that model. 
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APPENDIX V 

Nepal : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This summary is based mainly upon a detailed case study carried out by the Rastriya 
Banijya Bank in cooperation with the Gundu Village Development Board, a local non 
govenrmental organisation operating in the rural sector of Nepal, to explore and 
demonstrate the scope for increased access to credit by the very poor on a sound 
commercial basis. In mid May 1992 $1 was equivalent to Rs46.25. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world, with GNP per capita of US $1801
• 

GDP increased by 2.3 percent in 1989 and 2 percent in 1990. Real GDP is expected to 
grow by 3 percent in 1991 and 4.1 percent in 1992. After a period of relatively rapid 
economic growth in the 1980's, averaging 5 percent, Nepal faced a difficult situation 
during 1989 and 1990 of low economic growth caused by the trade and transit impasse 
with India. Temporary solution of this problem has eased the economic situation as a 
result of restoration of normal trade with India soon after the political change in 1990. 
The prospect for the future is difficult to asses as uncertainties facing the country remain. 

Structurally, the Nepalese economy is predominantly agricultural in nature with its share 
in GDP at 58.6 percent, industry 13.6 percent and services and others 27.8 percent. What 
happens in agriculture determines the pace of the country's development which, itself, is 
so much prone to vagaries and uncertainties of monsoon. 

Nepal had a population of 19 million in 1990 which is growing at an annual rate of 2.7 
percent. 88 percent of the population in Nepal is rural. A high fertility rate (5.7 percent), 
together with a migration from neighbouring countries and a reduction of mortality rate 
(from 24 per 1000 in 1965 to 15 in 1989), has contributed to a rapid population growth. 
This has aggravated the poverty problem and eroded many economic gains. Categorised 
as a country with low human development, it ranks 140th out of 160 countries with 
Human Development Index below 0.500. (HDI is a composite index comprising life 
expectancy at birth, access to health services, safe water, sanitation, daily calorie supply, 
literacy and GNP per capita). 

The unemployment rate at 4 percent of the labour force is low. However, 
underemployment is significant especially in the agricultural sector, where it is estimated 
to be 30 percent2. 

World Development Report 1991, The World Bank 

2 Asian Development Outlook, 1991, ADB, Manila 
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In the past four years, Nepal has experienced price inflation expressed in terms of 
consumers price index, at the following rates annually: 

II CPI 

Source: 

1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 

17.2 11.4 11.5 9.8 

Nepal Rastra Bank, quarterly Economic Bulletin and Main Economic Indicators 1991 
and November 1992 respectively 

Because of the recent reform in the exchange rate system introducing a second rate for all 
consumers' items other than petroleum products and fertilisers, a significant increase in 
money supply and a low degree of precipitation in the winter months of 1992, the fiscal 
1991192 is likely to experience an inflation rate much higher than in the last four years. 

Poverty 

Poverty is both extreme and widespread in Nepal. A large number of its population 
cannot find enough to eat, particularly in the hills and during the lean pre-harvest months. 
Average per capita supply of food is 94% of the minimum calorie requirement3 (estimated 
in Nepal at 2250 calories per day). It would be lower for those below the poverty line. 

The poverty line has been defined by the National Planning Commission in terms of 
income/expenditure to purchase a set of basic needs goods and services considered 
necessary to maintain a minimum acceptable standard of living4

• The poverty line based 
on this definition is estimated to be an annual per capita income/expenditure of N.R.s 
1971 at 1985/86 prices (or about US $110 at the then exchange rate). Based on the NPC 
1976/77 survey5

, it was estimated that about 43 percent of the country's population lived 
below the poverty line of Rs. 1971 at 1986/86 prices. If we consider a poverty line 
equivalent to US $150 per capita per annum, an accepted definition of absolute poverty, as 
much as 71 percent (74% rural and 42% urban)6of the population would be below 
poverty. But if we take a universal poverty line of US $275 and $370 per person per year 
in constant 1985 prices, everyone in Nepal is poor, except for a few professionals and 
businessmen, and perhaps some large farmers. 

3 Human Development Report 1992, UNDP 

4 National Planning Commission - progress for fulfilment of Basic Needs (1985-
2000), September 1987 

6 

National Planning Commission - Survey of Employment, Consumption and Income 
Distribution in Nepal 1976/77 

Nepal Poverty and Income, A World Bank Country Study, 1991 
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According to Multipurpose Household Survey 1988 of Nepal Rastra Bank, the bottom 
40% of all households received 18% of the total income; the middle 50% earned about 54 
percent and the top 10% accounted for 28% of the total income. 

Causes of poverty may be attributed to insufficient growth in the economy, deficiency in 
productive resources and a high growth in population. 

NGOs 

There are at present about 412 NGOs affiliated with the Social Service National 
Coordination Council (SSNCC) which is an Apex body at the national level for the 
coordination of NGO activities in Nepal. The Societies Registration Act of 1977 requires 
that all types of societies, clubs, councils and study centres established for the purpose of 
promoting social, religious, cultural, scientific, educational and other similar objectives be 
registered with the office of the Chief District Officer. 

Apart from the NGOs duly registered, there are a number of other informal indigenous 
organisations and institutions functioning in the villages. The Integrated Development 
System Private Ltd, a private sector research organisation had in 1984 identified 250 such 
groups in 21 out of a total of 75 districts of Nepal. An identification survey was also 
conducted by APRACA in 1987. They confirmed the existence of 39 groups in three 
districts, classified according to their activities as: community development, production 
management groups, marketing, savings, credit and other financial activity groups. Other 
organisations including Rastriya Banijya Bank in their survey had come to similar 
conclusions. While much is yet to be known about the informal self-help groups, it can 
be said that NGOs in Nepal are at an early stage of development. When it comes to credit 
and savings, very few of them have engaged themselves in these activities. The focus is 
not poverty alleviation, although their financial operation is successful, judged from the 
repayment and viability criteria. 

Rastriya Banijya Bank (RBB), therefore, selected as a self-help group, Gundu Village 
Development Board, which operates in the Gundu village, about 20km from Kathmandu. 
There are 300 households with a total population of 1500. 
The GVDB consists of 35 members and is expanding. Tamang Community consists of 
about 73% of the population in the village, almost all of whom are extremely poor and 
illiterate. Land holding per household is 0.5 ha. Agriculture is the main source of their 
livelihood and underemployment is acute. 

Until mid-January 1992, a total loan of Rs. 185,000 was released to five groups (35 
borrowers) for activities such as woollen yarn spinning, wooden furniture making, retail 
shops and goat raising. Not all the loans are yet due. Nevertheless, repayment is 92.5% 
which in Nepal's context must be considered quite satisfactory. GVDB has also mobilised 
savings of Rs. 15,840 from 35 beneficiaries of the programme, the average saving per 
member being Rs. 289. 
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The experience gained by RBB in Gundu related to a period of only two months from 
November 1991 to January 1992. The programme has been successful and generated a 
great deal of interest in the RBB management. Success owes greatly to the hard work put 
in by the team of RBB officers led by Mr K.B. Tamang. The Bank, it is learnt, is 
planning to expand the programme further and later on replicate in other areas as part of 
its efforts towards poverty alleviation in a commercially viable manner. 

Financial Sector 

Until 1988, interest rates both for savings as well as lendings by the banks were fixed by 
Nepal Rastra Bank, and the financial institutions were obliged to follow them. On an 
average, nominal interest rates on deposits ruled at 8.5 percent and on lending 15 percent 
per annum. 

With the introduction of financial reform measures as part of economic stabilisation and a 
structural adjustment programme in 1985/86, control over the interest rates has been 
gradually lifted since 1989/90 by the Nepal Rastra Bank (central bank of the country) so 
that the banking institutions are free to set up their own deposit and lending rates. It was 
realised that rigid fixation of interest rates had hindered the growth of financial savings 
and distorted investment. Nepal Rastra Bank has directed that banks, however, must cover 
the cost of capital, administration costs and losses from defaults. Liberalisation now 
permits banks to charge the market rates. 

The focus of past development policies, plans and strategies has been on economic 
growth. "Trickle down effects" were implicitly assumed to help reduce poverty once 
growth gained some momentum. In the recent years, direct efforts to help the poor have 
increasingly featured in the formulation of the Government's development strategies. In 
the recent years, the Government has emphasised three major programmes which aim to 
help the poor: The Small Farmers' Development Programme (SFDP), the Intensive 
Banking Programme (IBP) and the Production Credit for Rural Women (PCRW). These 
government initiated programmes based on the 'top-down' approach have met with a 
varying degree of success. Repayment rates in these programmes have ranged from 62 to 
76 percent. While IBP has largely missed the poor, the two others, namely SFDP and 
PCRW, have served the targeted poor. 

Collaboration Between NGO and Bank 

Rastriya Banijya Bank has entered into an agreement with the Rural Development Board 
of Gundu on November 1991, whereby the Board scrutinises the genuineness of loan 
demand and recommends to the Bank for a loan not exceeding Rs. 10,000 per project, Rs. 
15,000 per individual and Rs. 30,000 per household. The Bank approves the loan on the 
recommendation of the Board, laying down the condition that the Board maintain a 
balance in its account with the Bank of at least 5% of the outstanding loans. No collateral 
is required from the borrowers except the group guarantee. 
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There is no specified amount as a line of credit agreed upon, but the Bank has assured that 
for viable and income generating micro enterprises benefiting the poor, the Bank would be 
prepared to release the fund as required. This is the first experience of its kind both for 
the Bank as well as the NGO. Indications are that the collaboration is succeeding. 

B. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target Groups 

As already explained, RBB selected Gundu Village Development Board (or rural 
Development Board of Gundu) whose activities were closer to the objectives of the project 
"Banking With The Poor". From the operational point of view, it was also convenient as 
the village is situated not far from the Head Office of the Bank. Moreover the Bank had 
its branch in the area at Suryabinayak with a field assistant attached to it, whose duty was 
to establish liaison with the GVDP and assist them in the promotional work. 

People in Gundu Village, with 300 households or 1500 persons, are poor. A sample 
survey of 32 households carried out by RBB showed that illiterates in the village number 
about 31 %, income level is Rs. 1326 per capita per annum which is $27 at the current 
exchange rate of 50 per dollar 1.0; and the land holding is approximately 0.5 ha per 
household. Among them, the people belonging to Tammang community, consisting of 
73% of the total village population, are the most backward. Although the sample survey 
data may not tell the whole story, it is apparent on visiting the village and observing their 
living that people in Gundu are definitely very poor and deprived. 

RBB, through a linkage relationship established with GVDB, has started releasing loans 
which have so far served 5 groups or 35 borrowers. Among the beneficiaries of the loans, 
26 are. females who have borrowed for woollen yarn spinning. The rest are males who 
have so far undertaken furniture making for local consumption and for sale in the nearly 
large markets, goat raising and a retail shop. RBB' s credit and savings operation has 
touched only 2.3 percent of the village population within a period of about 2.5 months. It 
is an extremely humble beginning that has been made by RBB in collaboration with 
GVDB. The result achieved so far is quite satisfactory and the Bank plans to expand the 
programme as rapidly as GVDB is able to handle it. 

Linkage Relationship 

RBB has proposed a 2 phase model for reaching the target group. In the first phase, a 
Self-Help Promoting Institution (SHPI) promotes Self-Help Groups (SHG) whose task is 
to recommend to the Bank for loans. Members of the SHG are directly involved in the 
administration, proper utilisation of the loan and repayment. The Bank plays a nominal 
role and is involved in releasing the loan only. In addition, the Bank monitors the lending 
programme. The relationship between the Bank and the borrowers is governed by an 
agreement which spells out the respective responsibilities of the partners of the 
programme. The credit is delivered by the Bank individually to the borrowers and not to 
the SHG and documentation of individual loans is maintained by the Bank. SHPI and 
SHG assist the Bank in monitoring, supervising and repaying the loan. 
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Phase II is implemented after the group has acquired sufficient experience regarding 
savings mobilisation, group dynamics, organisation, production management, marketing 
etc. In other words, RBB is hesitant to lend to the SHGs right from the beginning, 
leaving it to the SHGs to decide whom to lend to and how much. There may be different 
opinions with regard to this approach, but the Bank has been used to dealing directly with 
the borrowers and not through an intermediary in the past; and also because the 
NGO/SHG, in this case GVDB, is an informal body without a legal status which has 
implications for loan operation. 

In Phase II, the Bank lends to the SHGs, which in tum deals with the members, and there 
is no direct relationship between the Bank and the individual borrowers. It is a simplified 
model of Members-NGO-Bank relationship and vice versa. The NGO is responsible for 
the decision about the loan, savings generation, administration of the loan, supervision and 
repayment. In phase II, the Bank will have only one account and one bond for the whole 
group. Consequently the transaction cost per individual in Phase II is much lower to the 
Bank. Since NGOs' cost of administration is generally lower than that of a bank, this 
would prove economical to all parties concerned. 

There is so far no example available of the operation of Phase II. It remains to be seen as 
to how the Bank overcomes the legal hurdle and how soon it is able to bring about change 
in its attitude. 

Security/Collateral 

A joint guarantee furnished by the group has been accepted as collateral by the banks in 
Nepal in the IBP, SFDP and PCRW programmes designed for micro-enterprises, small 
farmers and rural women for income generating productive activities. In the case of IBP 
loans, an additional security is available to the participating banks whereby the loans 
under the programme can be guaranteed by the Credit Guarantee Corporation by paying 
one percent of the outstanding loans as a fee. 

In Gundu, the Bank has followed the procedure of accepting group guarantees as 
collateral. In addition, in terms of the agreement between the Bank and GVDB, the latter 
has to have a savings account with RBB wherein a balance of at least 5% of the 
outstanding loans should always be maintained. It serves a dual purpose; a security for 
the Bank and a savings fund for the borrowers. 

The best guarantee, however, has been the effectiveness of the organisation of GVDP in 
ensuring success of the programme and constant monitoring by RBB which is reflected in 
the repayment rate of 93%. 

Transaction Costs 

Quantifiable data with regard to transaction costs incurred by the Bank in lending to the 
poor and by the NGO to individual borrowers is not available. In fact, the banking 
institutions, though involved in lending to the weaker section of the society for the last 
nearly one and a half decades, in programmes such as IBP, SFDP and PCRW, have not so 
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far maintained a segregated record of the transaction costs of their operation with the poor. 
Generally speaking, in all the programmes supporting the poor, costs have been relatively 
higher as they involve small loans and beneficiaries are widely disbursed over a large 
area, resulting in higher costs of follow-up and supervision. However, banks have not 
incorporated the higher costs into their lending rates and passed to the user groups. In the 
past, the system operated on subsidy, making it redundant for the banks to be cost
conscious. With the lifting of the control on the interest rates in 1989, banks have, no 
doubt, gained the necessary freedom which enables them to go for realistic interest rates. 

In Gundu village, in its linkage relationship with GVDP, RBB introduced a series of 
reforms in their existing loaning procedures so that loans are released forthwith, 
paperwork is reduced to a minimum and many other requirements of the bank which are 
not relevant to small loans meant for the very poor are waived altogether. Accordingly, 
RBB was able to considerably reduce the time required for loan processing and approval. 
RBB is in the process of quantifying those gains in value term. The Suryabinayak Branch 
of the Bank, which keeps the record of transactions, revealed that there was an overall 
saving of 47 .3% in the cost of transactions for loans to 35 borrowers in Gundu. If they 
were handled by the Bank, the total cost would have been Rs. 14,760, whereas the same 
handled by GVDB resulted in lowering the cost to Rs. 7780. 

Repayment Performance 

Informal Self-Help Groups identified by RBB in its survey has a repayment record of 
100%, due to their dedication, involvement and responsiveness. In the officially sponsored 
programme, the repayment has been 76.9% in the case of IBP, though RBB's own 
performance at its Suryabinayak branch near Gundu has been only 36%; PCRW had a 
repayment rate of 77% between 1981-1991; and SFDP shows repayment around 69%. 
Various factors account for this situation, prominent among them being the lack of full 
participation of borrowers, top-down decision making and consequent lack of involvement 
of the people at the grass roots level. 

In Gundu, RBB has experienced a repayment rate of 93%, which surpasses all other 
nationally sponsored poverty alleviation programmes. It further states that repayment 
would have been 100% but for an accounting lapse on the part of the Bank branch which 
reported erroneously repayment as 52.1 % in the retail shop business. A compulsory 
repayment system has been followed. Under this, every individual borrower has to pay a 
sum equal to 4% of the initial principal on the monthly basis to SHG and the SHG has to 
deposit it in the savings account with the Bank. The Bank recovers instalments on a 
quarterly basis directly from the SHG' s savings account. 

It is evident from the experiment in Gundu that, given the goodwill and willingness to 
assist on the part of the bank and close involvement of the beneficiaries in managing and 
running the programme, repayment can improve dramatically and defaults are likely to be 
rare phenomena. On the other hand, where the programme is directed from the top and 
banks are asked to achieve targets rather than results, the repayment rate is more likely to 
be lower, with borrowers being more interested in securing the loan amount rather than 
endeavouring to make the enterprise successful and paying. 
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Savings Mobilisation 

"Savings first, then credit" has been adopted in Gundu. Both a compulsory and voluntary 
savings system is followed. Under the compulsory saving system, each individual member 
of the SHG who participates in the credit programme is obliged to deposit at least 5% of 
the loan amount. The members have also to pay Rs. 20 per month as a membership fee 
and RS. 10 as an entry fee. The amount collected from the income is classified as 
voluntary saving. However, this has not yet been realised because of the members' 
inability to afford extra saving at this initial stage. GVDB has however, devised a method 
whereby the amount of interest subsidy provided by the government for small loans are 
placed in the savings fund instead of reimbursing to individual borrowers. 

In the course of two and a half months (November 1991 to mid-January 1992), an amount 
of Rs. 15,840 has been collected as savings out of which Rs. 5,720 has been used for 
payment of quarterly instalments. 

Two other national programmes meant for the poor, namely SFDP and PCRW, do have 
savings mobilisation as their core activity to promote self-reliance among the members and 
enhance their social and economic security. Substantial amounts have been mobilised as 
savings in these two programmes. In PCRW, women participants have used their group 
savings to further their investment and to meet medical expenses. On an average, each 
member saves Rs. 20 per month. The rate differs, however, from group to group. In 
SFDP members have saved a maximum of Rs. 30 and a minimum of Rs. 2 per month per 
member. Members lent among themselves from their savings fund at interest rates 
ranging from 18% to 36%. 

Saving has been considered as an integral part of the programme and members seem to 
adhere willingly as they see the benefit of savings as a collateral for loan, a hedge against 
emergencies and a possible source of investment and income. 

Interest Rates and Financial Viability 

In the past, the interest rates had been determined by the Central Bank of the country for 
credit to the micro-enterprises, small farmers, artisans, unemployed youth and the 
women's groups at a concession, believing that the poor would be able to benefit from it. 
Under this regime, the entire range of lending and deposit rates of interest were fixed by 
the central authority and the financial and banking institutions in the country were asked 
to follow them in their transactions. In fixing the rates, cost of the fund was not the major 
consideration. Rather, it was the end use of the fund. This led to diversion of fund and 
distortion of investment. 

Introduction of the macro-economic adjustment programme in 1986/87 with the assistance 
of IMF brought about far reaching changes in the financial sector. Most importantly, 
control over the interest rates was lifted and the banking and financial institutions were 
allowed freedom to fix their own interest rates according to the dictates of market forces. 
Banks were however, cautioned to take cost of the fund, administrative expenses and 
provision for bad and doubtful debts into consideration while fixing lending rates. 
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Further, they were directed to pay a minimum of 8.5 percent interest rate per annum on 
savings deposits and 12 percent per annum on fixed deposits of one year maturity, the 
rates beyond the minimum falling within the banks' discretion. Banks are now free to 
determine their own rates. 

RBB lending rates at present ranges from 15 to 16% depending on the purpose. The 
Bank, it is understood, is in the process of revising them upward by three percentage 
points to 18 to 19% per annum. At the moment borrowers have to pay 15 to 16 percent 
to the Bank as the loans are given directly by the Bank to the borrowers. In Phase II, 
when the bank deals with SHG and not directly with the borrowers, both partners in the 
programme will have to decide about the margin that SHG may need to cover its costs of 
operation and the rate at which the bank is willing to lend to the SHG. The combination 
of the two will produce the rate/rates which the borrowers may ultimately have to pay. 
Prevailing private sector lending rates in the project area is much higher, i.e. 40 to 60% 
per annum. It may, therefore, not be a problem for SHG and borrowers to come to a 
mutually acceptable solution. 

Impact 

The impact of two officially sponsored programmes of poverty alleviation i.e. PCRW and 
SFDP has been satisfactory as shown by the evaluation reports conducted by independent 
agencies. 

In the case of PCRW, an evaluation by UNICEF (1989) shows that average net increase in 
income per member per annum was Rs. 3144. A few women were able to purchase land 
with the income earned through their participation in the PCRW programme. Never 
before had such a large number of women (13,476) participated in income generating 
activities on a commercial basis. The report further reveals a comparative change in 
borrowers' income before and after the programme, according to which, income per 
household before the programme was Rs. 4870, whereas after the programme the income 
rose to Rs. 8014, a 65% increase. 

Similarly in SFDP, according to an Impact Evaluation of SFDP by Nepal Rastra Bank in 
November 1991, the project group farmers with per capita income of Rs. 2117.76 had an 
income that was 18% higher than farmers in the control group (Rs. 1795.87). There was 
positive impact on small farmers' asset structure such as livestock, land holding and 
durable goods. The value of the productive assets was much higher and average 
ownership of land increased by 7%. The quality of life of the project group was much 
better due to the use of durable goods such as radios, bicycles and furniture. 
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During the case study, it was observed in Gundu village that utilisation of local labour and 
exploitation of local resources are increasing. The members of the SHG (GVB) are taking 
keen interest in the programme and more villagers are joining in. Data collected by the 
RBB case study team on income, employment and savings generation in the programme 
area between November 1991 to mid-January 1992, shows that beneficiary groups 
consisting of 35 members were able to earn a profit of Rs. 26935 in 2.5 months' time out 
of the total loan of Rs. 185,000 and 54 persons were able to gainfully employed (self 
employment). This information however, does not show the changes in household and per 
capita income of the participating members. 

The Role of Government and Influence of Government Policies 

Access to credit is vital for poverty alleviation and the most effective method of ensuring 
that access is through a linkage between the formal banking institutions and private sector 
NGOs. This fact should be recognised by the national government and adequate support 
be given for the development of NGOs in the country. 

Nepal already has an Apex body of NGOs in the Social Service National Co-ordination 
Council (SSNCC) which has yet to promote - NGOs specialising in credit and savings 
activities.. Their attention is focussed more on social, cultural and religious matters. 
Special efforts are needed in this direction. 

In a linkage, the role of the banks is crucial as they are the provider of resources which 
ultimately reach the poor. Banks' interest can be attracted only in an atmosphere where 
they are given full freedom in determining the rates of interest at which they can lend with 
reasonable return to themselves. Subsidy or unrealistically low levels of interest rates 
affect the willingness of the banks and also do not serve the interest of the poor. As such, 
the Government's role should be supportive and one that provides encouragement to the 
banks to move ahead on their own. Banks would then see that serving the poor is not the 
work of piety forced upon them from above, but a business proposition presenting new 
horizons for profit maximisation. 

Cheap credit is distortionary and kills the initiative of the poor for self-reliance. 
Economic development efforts should not only gradually eliminate subsidies but inculcate 
in the poor the sense that money is not cheap and easy to come by. 

Existing banking practice is conservative and the poor are often unable to fulfil the 
conditions imposed by the banks. This includes collateral requirements for all kinds of 
loan, cumbersome procedures and apathy of the bank staff towards the poor. The 
government should direct the banks to amend their procedures and exercise needed 
pressure for attitudinal change of the banks towards the poor. This also calls for 
orientation, training and motivation of the bank personnel, NGOs and the poor. 
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Role of External Assistance 

External agencies, both multilateral and bi-lateral interested in poverty alleviation 
programmes, may provide technical and financial assistance for the development of NGOs 
and SHGs in Nepal so that they are made an effective mechanism for the delivery of 
credit and for savings mobilisation. 

In specific cases provision of seed capital would strengthen implementation of poverty 
alleviation programmes. Resources may be earmarked by the donor agencies for this 
purpose. 

Projects benefiting the poor through a linkage with the financial institutions may be 
conceived and implemented and the government itself may be urged to plan for it. 

Assistance is required for the training and orientation of the bank personnel in the country 
so that there is sufficient motivation for them to take initiation in programmes benefiting 
the poor. 
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APPENDIX XI 
Pakistan : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This summary is based mainly upon a detailed case study carried out by the Habib Bank 
Ltd., in cooperation with the Orangi Pilot Project (OPP), an NGO working amongst the 
urban poor in Karachi, and the Aga Khan Rural Support program (AKRSP), an NGO 
operating in the rural sector of Pakistan, to explore and demonstrate the scope for 
increased access to credit by the poor on a sound commercial basis. In mid May 1992 $1 
was equivalent to Rs24.97. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

Agriculture continues to play a dominant role in the economy, although its share in GDP 
has declined from 40% to 26% between 1965 and 1990. Industry, manufacturing and 
service sectors have improved their share in the Gross Domestic Product from 20% to 
25% in industry, 14% to 17% in manufacturing and 40% to 49% in services and other 
during the period 1965 to 19901

• For most of the decade of the 1980s, Pakistan 
performed well, with GDP increasing at over 6% per annum, surpassing the growth rates 
of its immediate neighbours in South Asia: 

Average GDP: Percent Per Annum 

1981-90 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

South Asia 5.1 6.5 4.5 2.9 8.3 4.9 4.6 

Pakistan 6.2 7.6 5.5 6.5 7.6 5.0 5.3 

Source: Asian Development Outlook, 1992, ADB Manila 

The later part of the decade was marked by increasing fiscal and external deficits due to a 
variety of factors, including the deteriorating law and order situation. In 1989, a three 
year structural adjustment programme was initiated with IMF assistance to redress the 
growing macro imbalances. GDP growth improved marginally in 1990 and progress was 
made in reducing macro economic imbalances. The Gulf Crisis, however, affected t4e 
country adversely. Pakistan is one of the most severely affected countries because of its 
dependence on imported oil and workers' remittances from the Middle East. However, if 
it succeeds in implementing its microeconomic adjustment programme, economic 
performance should improve. The process of import liberalisation, privatisation and 
deregulation of industrial investment currently under way should have a positive impact in 
economic growth in 1992. GDP growth expanded to 6.5. per cent in 1991 and is expected 
to be marginally higher again in 1992. 

World Development Report 1991, World Bank 
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With per capita income of US $380.00 (base year 1990) and average annual growth of 
population at 3.2 per cent, Pakistan has been categorised as low income per capita and 
human development country (HDI below 0.005) by UNDP. It ranks 120th globally in 
terms of the Human Development Index (HDI). (The Human Development Index is a 
composite of life expectancy, educational attainment and income indicators for measuring 
human development.) Life expectancy at birth is 57.7 years; 55 per cent of the population 
has access to health services and safe water and the adult literacy rate stands at 35 per 
cent. With a population of 112 million in 1990, the total labour force was estimated at 
28.2 per cent of the population, of which 50 per cent were employed in agriculture, 12.4 
per cent in industry and 38 per cent in services and other sectors. With the labour force 
growing at over 3 per cent per annum and an employment elasticity of less than 0.4 per 
cent, GDP is required to grow at a rate of 7 to 8 per cent per annum, if the domestic 
economy is to absorb new entrants into the labour market. In its absence, the employment 
situation would worsen under additional pressure because of workers returning from the 
Middle East. 

Available statistics show that the inflation rate in Pakistan in the last four years has 
fluctuated year to year, reflecting the changes in agricultural production, oil prices and the 
budgetary situation of the government. 

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 
(Projection) 

Inflation Rate 6.3 10.4 6.0 12.7 9.0 
( % ) change in CPI) 

Source: Asian Development Outlook, 1992, ADB Manila 

The high rate in 1991 was caused by the increase in oil prices, poor agricultural harvest 
and higher than projected fiscal deficits. The new government which took over in October 
1990 has committed itself fully to privatisation and its successful implementation is 
expected to slow down inflation to 10 per cent in 1992. 

Poverty 

The World Development Report 1990 defines poverty as "the inability to attain a 
minimum standard of living. The yardsticks normally used are household incomes and 
expenditure per capita. Although the measurement used does not take other social 
indicators into consideration, nevertheless, based on the available information, the poverty 
line for Pakistan has been determined at around Rs. 150.00 per month per capita. 
Following the Household Income and Expenditure Survey (HIES) 1986-87, the average 
household size in Pakistan is 6.46 persons and further, in terms of income, households are 
grouped into three categories: 
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Income (Rs.) 1985-86 (%) 1986-87 (%) 

up to 1000 25.2 18.3 

1001-3000 62.0 66.8 

3001 and above 12.8 14.9 

The per centage of population falling in the poorest group was 18.3 per cent in 1987, 
representing 18.4 million persons, based on the population estimates of January 1987. 
More recent data was not available. The Head Count Index followed in the World 
Development Report 1990, on poverty, puts the figure at 18.7 million persons below the 
poverty line in Pakistan in 1984, which is closer to the figure determined by HIES 1986-
1987. 

NGOs 

NGOs in Pakistan are estimated to be around 8000, most of which are welfare oriented 
and only a few have directed their activities in credit and savings, leading to income and 
employment generating programmes. The exact number of those involved in the financial 
field is not available. 

In the absence of an Apex body coordinating the activities of NGOs in the country, NGOs 
with specific objectives i.e. health, education, family planning, rural development etc, are 
registered with the respective functionaries of the government such as the Department of 
Health, Education, Social Welfare and Rural Development, etc. Moreover, the majority of 
NGOs are in the early stages of development and backward in their approach and 
programmes. The focus of the official policy and programmes in the country has been to 
deliver services to the needy and poor directly and realisation of the effectiveness of 
NGOs as intermediary in reaching the grass root level is limited. 

The two most well known NGOs in Pakistan are the Aga Khan Rural Support Program 
(AKRSP) and Orangi Pilot Project (OPP), operating in Northern Areas of Pakistan and in 
suburban Karachi respectively, which have collaborated with the Project "Banking With 
The Poor". 

AKRSP has been working since 1982 and has varied and wide experience in rural 
upliftment of the backward northern region of the country. They have relied on outside 
resources and donations and as such feel no need of financial linkage with the commercial 
banks. AKRSP has based itself on three well tested principles of small farm~r 

development: organisation and collective management, capital generation through a 
process of regular savings and upgrading of human skills. 

AKRSP advocates the institutional model i.e. village organisations (VOs) for the small 
farmers. The economic structure of Northern Pakistan is basically agrarian with 90% of 
the population in the Programme Area making their living from subsistence farming. In 
1983, the per capita income was estimated to be about $150 i.e. less than half of the 
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national average of Pakistan. By December 1991 over 2000 VOs had been formed with a 
total membership of 84,791 and a cumulative saving of Rs. 103.95 million. Over 6500 
group loans have been given up until December 1991, amounting to Rs. 172 million, with 
a beneficiary base of nearly 290,000 members. The average loan size and size per loanee 
is only Rs. 14.500 and Rs. 350 respectively. 

AKRSP has followed a decentralised mechanism of credit management which has proved 
cost effective, reduced paperwork and enhanced recovery rates. Cumulative default up to 
1991 has been 5.72%, indicating a repayment record of 94.28%. 

Initially, AKRSP asked for no collateral except the implied collateral of VO savings which 
would not be withdrawn without AKRSP's permission. As the loaning portfolio increased, 
AKRSP has asked for 30% collateral on medium term loans and 100% collateral for short
term marketing loans (no collateral for other short-term loans). 

The operation Evaluation Department of the World Bank has twice evaluated AKRSP. 
The 1989 evaluation stated that "AKRSP operations have probably had a substantial effect 
on the overall savings behaviour, the access of the poor villagers to credit... AKRSP has 
correctly identified placing of the savings and credit operation on a more secure 
institutional foundation as one of its high priorities". 

The Orangi Pilot Program (OPP) is an NGO reputed for its community development work 
and income generating programmes for the urban poor in Orangi (Karachi). It was 
established in 1980 through the donation of BCCI Foundation. OPP's work in Orangi has 
attracted many donors who have provided it grant assistance of Rs. 6.017 million from 
September 1987 to May 1991. 

OPP provides small loans without any tangible security on obtaining a promissory note 
signed by the loanee and two personal guarantees acceptable to them. They have 
developed an effective monitoring system; their field workers keep a constant liaison with 
the loanees. Up to the end of December 1991, OPP has provided loans amounting to Rs. 
13 million to 1,071 households. The loan size ranges between Rs. 7,000 to Rs. 10,000 
and its recovery rate is 97.2% and bad debt ratio 2.8%. 

OPP is engaged in a variety of community self-help programmes, consisting of low cost 
housing, health and family planning, education, women work centres etc. 

Habib Bank established a linkage with OPP in November 1991 under the project "Banking 
With The Poor" and decided to work through the cooperative society of 54 families of 
Zari workers. The Bank approved a line of credit of Rs. 0.5 million enabling the society 
to make joint purchases of raw materials and arrange marketing of finished products, 
thereby eliminating the middleman. The Cooperative Society makes collective purchases 
of raw materials required by the members from the wholesale market, obviously at 
cheaper rates than those of retail markets. Members also sell their finished products to the 
society against cash. This particular activity and procedures are the cooperative society's 
own decision and the Habib Bank in no way restricts the use of the funds for other related 
productive activities. It is hoped that as the society gains experience and confidence, it 
would be able to attract the members to other income raising activities. The credit line of 
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Rs. 0.5 million has been given by the Bank without collateral from the society but the 
OPP on its own has provided a security of Rs. 200,000 in the form of term deposit 
receipts. The Bank charges a mark-up (interest) at 16% p.a. The operation, it is reported, 
has proved cost effective both for the bank as well as to the borrowers. 

Financial Sector 

Pakistan adheres to Islamic banking practice when it comes to interest rates. From July 
1985, no banking company was allowed to accept any interest bearing deposits, all 
deposits being accepted on the basis of participation in its profit and loss (PLS deposits) 
under which it is required to periodically pay to the depositors a share of its profit. The 
advances and loans by the banks to their customers are treated on the mark-up basis. The 
mark-up rates prior to 1989 were more or less dictated by the Central Bank of the country. 
However, subsequent to a structural adjustment programme launched with the assistance of 
IMF in 1989, mark-up and returns on deposits were gradually freed from control and 
banks were allowed to follow market forces in the determination of these rates. The 
regulatory environment for both advances and savings mobilisation have thus improved 
since. Despite these positive developments in the financial sector however, political 
atmosphere continues to favour subsidised rates when it comes to lending to the poor. 
The recent announcement of Prime Minister's special loan schemes for small-scale 
transport operators and unemployed youth at the mark-ups rates ranging from 5 to 7 per 
cent is a case in point. 

Habib Bank Ltd, the largest government owned Commercial Bank of Pakistan, has created 
a Micro Enterprise Division within the bank in 1991 and has reportedly launched on 
January 18, 1991 a pilot scheme of its own, entitled "Scheme of Micro Loans for the 
Poor". The target of the loan are the people below the poverty line throughout Pakistan. 
Until April 20, 1992 Rs. 538,000 has been approved for 119 applicants. The amount of 
loans for individuals is limited to Rs. 5000 (approximately US $200) and the procedures 
have been simplified. The loans are to be given without any tangible security on the 
guarantee of one or two persons acceptable to the bank. One of the conditions of the loan 
is that the borrower opens a savings account in which Rs. 10 per month is to be deposited 
along with the monthly instalments. It is not known however, how much has been 
disbursed under this scheme. 

Collaboration Between NGO and the Bank 

As already stated in 3. above, Habib Bank Ltd has now established a relationship with 
OPP to test the various issues remitted by the Manila workshop held on 13-17 May, 1991. 
This collaboration is the first of its kind between an NGO and a commercial bank in 
Pakistan. 
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B. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target Groups 

Orangi, a suburb of Karachi, is known as 'Katchi abadi' (unplanned settlement). 
Settlement in Orangi began in 1965, and now extends over seven thousand acres, housing 
one hundred thousand families or approximately 800,000 persons. The population 
includes immigrants from India, Bangladesh, northern areas and other parts of Pakistan. 
Orangi is called a 'mini Pakistan'. 

The majority belong to the working classes - labourers, skilled workers, artisans, clerks, 
vendors, shopkeepers etc. Sample surveys by OPP indicate that average monthly family 
income is around Rs. 1000 or less than Rs. 150 per capita which is the poverty line for 
Pakistan. 

Among the people inhabiting Orangi, there are several hundred families of Banarsi 
weavers (exact number not known) who are the focal point of the case study under the 
Project "Banking With The Poor". Their condition in general is miserable. They are short 
of capital and are much exploited by the middlemen. OPP had earlier in 1989 formed a 
cooperative society of Zari weavers to which Habib Bank approved a line of credit of Rs. 
0.5 million. In the case of Pakistan, therefore, the bank and NGO linkage is directed to a 
cooperative society of poor weavers as borrowers, a new experience both for the bank and 
the NGO involved. Starting with 54 families, the number of families joining the 
cooperative had increased to 67 by March 1991. 

Orangi presents a case of urban based poverty in Pakistan. Habib Bank established 
linkage with OPP and the Banarsi Weavers' Cooperative Society only since November 
1991. So far about 67 families or 536 persons have been touched by the programmes. 
more are likely to be attracted in the future as the programme gains in momentum. In 
fact, the Habib Bank hopes that starting with Zari weavers, in the near future, activities 
like shoe-making, buffalo raising and hawkers would be undertaken by the residents of 
Orangi as these appear most potential. 

Linkage Relationship 

As already explained above, Habib Bank - NGO - beneficiary relationship was worked out 
in such a manner that the bank provides a line of credit to OPP, in this case Banarsi 
Weavers' Cooperative Society promoted by OPP and selected by Habib Bank for a direct 
finance relationship, and the cooperative society in tum provides loan facilities to 
individual weavers and their families who are members of the cooperatives. The 
responsibility of credit delivery to individual borrowers and families therefore, rests on the 
society and the Bank confines itself to dealing with the society. Assisted by OPP, the 
Cooperative Society oversees the loan operation, carries out close supervision and ensures 
timely repayment. 

The Cooperative Society makes collective purchase of raw material required by the 
members and make it available to them on a cash payment or as a loan. The members 
also sell their finished products to the society against cash. This particular procedure is 
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society's own decision and the Bank does not restrict the end use of its line of credit. At 
the present, it would appear that Habib Bank is merely augmenting the resources of the 
Cooperative Society, but by providing resources in this matter, the Bank is assisting the 
poor weavers. As the Society gains more experience, diversified activities might be 
included in the credit programme using the line of credit. 

Security and Collateral 

The Bank has deviated from the traditional requirement of security and the credit line of 
Rs. 0.5 million has been provided without obtaining any collateral from the society. OPP 
however, through its Orangi Charitable Trust, on their own, has provided a security of Rs. 
200,000 in the form of Term Deposit Receipts. 

At present the line of credit is being used by the cooperative society for purchase of raw 
materials needed by its members. The available credit has enabled the society to transact 
bulk purchases of raw material at relatively lower prices. Most members are now buying 
the raw materials against cash which they are able to receive by sale of finished products 
to the society. However, the situation might arise when the members are not in a position 
to mobilise sufficient cash for raw material purchase and that equipment and machinery 
might be needed to add new capacities requiring larger loans for longer periods. Habib 
Bank and its intermediary, the Cooperative Society, have not so far addressed themselves 
to collateral requirements in these circumstances. Habib Bank is most willing to remain 
flexible on this issue. It is hoped that physical collateral will not be insisted upon in such 
cases either by the Bank when it deals with the Society and by the Society when it deals 
with the intending borrowers. 

AKRSP practice in collateral arrangements in northern areas where it operates, has been 
different than that followed by OPP. The Village Organisations fostered by AKRSP are 
informal; they have no legal standing. However, the relationship between AKRSP and 
VOs are based on mutual trust. VO Savings are kept in their own accounts with 
scheduled banks, with the provision that no withdrawals can be made without AKRSP 
permission. This has been done to exclude the possibility of misappropriation of savings 
by VO managers. Initially, AKRSP asked for no collateral, except the implied collateral 
of VO Savings which could not be withdrawn without AKRSP's permission. However, as 
the loaning portfolio increased, AKRSP asked for 30 per cent collateral on medium term 
loans and 100 per cent collateral for short-term marketing loans. There were no collateral 
requirements on other short-term loans. 

OPP itself provides small loans without any tangible security on obtaining a promissory 
note signed by the loanee and two personal guarantees acceptable to them. Over long 
years of operation in Orangi, OPP has developed an effective monitoring system, keeps a 
constant liaison with the loanees and maintains strict supervision of loan utilisation and 
repayments. The vigilant field workers contact each loanee at least once a week. This, 
OPP considers, ensure more safety and security for the loan than the traditional physical 
collateral which is normally required by the banking institutions. 
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Transactions Costs 

Habib Bank provides the lines of credit to the Banarsi Weavers' Cooperative Society at a 
mark-up rate of 45 paisa per thousand rupees per day i.e. 16 per cent p.a., a market related 
without any subsidy built in it. The Cooperative Society which uses the credit in the 
procurement of raw materials meant for its members for weaving work of artistic design, 
known as Zari, adds to the cost its administrative expenses and sets the price of raw 
material which takes care of these expenses. Therefore, there is, as such, no subsidy in 
the Society's transactions with its members. From this point of view, the operations is 
commercially viable. Habib Bank asserts that linkage with OPP's Banarsi Weavers' 
Cooperative Society is cost effective. It argues that since the Bank does not have to deal 
with individual borrowers in this case, but with the society only, its administrative cost is 
negligible due to considerably reduced volume of transactions. It is also beneficial and 
cheaper to the borrowers as some of the normal banking charges (service charges) are not 
being passed on to the Society under the linkage programme. Unfortunately, the case 
study team was unable to produce quantifiable data to prove its contention. 

In the case of AKRSP, when it initiated the credit programme in 1983, it made loans 
available at zero per cent services charge. This was necessary as it was then government 
policy. However, over the past five years, AKRSP's policy regarding service charges has 
evolved and now service charges range from 7 per cent (for VO banking) to 15 per cent 
(for marketing) per annum. This graduation has been accepted by the VOs as they now 
realise that capital has a cost and that access is more important than lower service rates. 

While there is growing realisation about the need and importance of charging appropriate 
market rate, which takes care of related transaction costs, Habib Bank is able to 
demonstrate it in Orangi. However, in the case of AKRSP, an NGO without dependence 
on the banks for resources for on-lending purposes, the situation is somewhat different. 
But the trend there is definitely positive. 

Repayment Performance 

Up to December 31, 1991, OPP has provided loans amounting to Rs. 13 million to 1,071 
different households for varied activities. 

The loan size ranges between Rs. 7,000 to Rs. 10,000. Out of the total loan Rs. 6.7 
million have been recovered. The loan recovery rate is above 97 .2 per cent and the bad 
debt ratio is 2.8 per cent. This has been possible by OPP's frequent touch with the 
borrowers and strict supervision of proper utilisation of the loans. 

The Banarsi Weavers' Cooperative Society, with which Habib Bank has established a 
linkage relationship, has been granted a loan by OPP since October 1989. 67 families, 
recipients of OPP loans, have paid the instalments due, indicating a recovery rate of 100 
per cent. Habib Bank has approved a line of credit (running finance) to the Cooperative 
Society in November 1991 under the linkage programme. On running finance credit lines, 
there is no instalment repayment as per current practice. The amount of credit disbursed 
so far is Rs. 50,000. Indications are that there will be nearly 100 per cent repayment by 
the Cooperative Society on the due date. 
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AKRSP has followed the decentralisation mechanism of credit management, the primary 
advantage of this method being that AKRSP does not deal with individual loanees, rather 
with the whole Village Organisation. This results in cost effectiveness, time saving, 
reduced paperwork, timely delivery and enhanced recovery rates. 

Over the past four years, AKRSP has experienced some defaults based on which a 
repayment rate of approximately 90 per cent can be arrived at. Given the importance of a 
sound credit programme, Social Organisers are provided with monthly lists of defaulted 
VOs. The issue of delinquent loans has been discussed in a number of conferences. 
Procedural changes have also been made. The result of all these measures is that there is 
now an awareness throughout the system, from AKRSP management down to VO 
members that strong financial discipline is a necessary pre-requisite for an efficient credit 
programme. 

Savings Mobilisation 

One of the distinguishing features of the OPP as NGO is that nowhere in its programme 
of economic upliftment of the poor has sufficient stress been given to the mobilisation of 
savings, and its importance for self-reliance or as a hedge against emergencies or 'rainy 
days'. Savings, thus, not being an integral part of the OPP economic programme, 
information is not available about the quantum of savings mobilised. Habib Bank, which 
established the linkage with the Banarsi Weavers' Cooperative Society, made efforts 
towards generation of savings by participating members, but came to the conclusion that 
the borrowers are not convinced with the idea of saving with the Bank or creating a 
common savings fund. They are interested in increasing their assets and improving 
quality of life. 

Savings take a different form in the programme area, resulting in the increase of assets by 
individual beneficiaries. Habib Bank, in its sample survey of 28 weavers' families, 
discovered that net additional saving as a consequence of increased production by the 
members has been deployed in building up additional capacity and improving the 
production process i.e. adding more hand looms and switching over the power looms from 
the manual ones. Lack of interest on the part of the population about savings in cash or 
bank deposits may have to do with the tradition and prevail belief. Nevertheless, Habib 
Bank is endeavouring to induce them to open a savings account and make a monthly 
contribution to it. It is hoped that in due course of time members would begin to see the 
benefit in savings generation. 

AKRSP, on the other hand, laid great stress on savings; one of the cardinal principles of 
their programme being capital generation through a process of regular savings. Over the 
past nine years, 1983-1991, the Combined Village Organisation's and Women's 
Organisation's savings have increased from 0.87 million to Rs. 103.95 million. 

Interest Rates and Viability 

Under the Islamic regulations, banks in Pakistan are not allowed to accept interest bearing 
deposits and to charge interest on loans and advances. However, in practice deposits are 
allowed on a profit sharing basis and a mark-up rate is charged for loans released. In 
effect it may not be very different from the interest charges. 
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As already explained, Habib Bank has approved a line of credit of Rs. 0.5 million to the 
Cooperative Society at a simple mark-up of 45 paisa per thousand rupees per day which 
amounts to 16 per cent p.a. The Bank is not providing any concession in this sense and 
has charged a normal market rate. The Cooperative Society which in tum buys raw 
material and makes the same available to the weavers has taken into account 
administrative expenses in fixing the selling price of raw materials. From this viewpoint, 
the program launched in collaboration with OPP, is commercially viable benefiting all the 
partners involved in the operation. Habib Bank's own pilot scheme launched since 
January 1992 and meant for the poor, also envisages charging a simple mark-up of 16 per 
cent. With greatly simplified loan procedures, willingness to assist the poor and strict 
supervision and follow-up, Habib Bank, over the period of time, should be able to break 
new ground. The feeling remains however, that banking structure cannot effectively, and 
on a large scale, reach the poor without major surgery in the prevalent banking laws, 
financial rules, procedures and, of course, attitudes. If the banks are to reach to the poor, 
they need an intermediary that will liaise with it and the poor. 

When AKRSP initiated its credit program, it lent interest free because of the prevailing 
regulation. However, over the past five years, AKRSP gradually increased its service 
charges which now range from 7 per cent for VO banking to 15 per cent for marketing 
per annum. The service charge being levied by AKRSP falls short of the market related 
rate which is approximately 16 per cent p.a. AKRSP follows the integrated approach 
towards rural development. There is there, no separate cost per head for credit and 
banking operation. AKRSP realises however that no program with direct or indirect 
subsidies is going to be sustainable. 

Impact 

Habib Bank started its lending to the Banarsi Weavers' Cooperative Society in late 1991. 
The period therefore between November 1991 to February 1992 was relatively short for a 
full assessment of the impact of credit. The Bank collected related statistics from its field 
unit which shows that by February 1992 the Bank had disbursed an amount of Rs. 50,000 
to the Society which was used for the purchase of raw material. As a result of collective 
procurement, members were benefiting in the reduced price of the raw material from Rs. 
375 to Rs. 350, or a reduction of approximately 7 per cent in price. Because of the easy 
availability of the raw material and at a lower price, it had a healthy impact on production 
which, on average, increased from Rs. 4000 to 4500 per month per family, a 12.5 per cent 
increase. As the rate at which the Cooperative members sold their finished products to the 
middlemen previously was not reliably learnt, it is difficult to make a comparison. It is 
however a common experience of all in Orangi that middlemen had exploited the small 
producers in the past, not only with pricing but also by delaying the payment. 

Starting with 54 families of Zari workers, about 80 families had joined the Society by 
February 1992. The most significant development, as seen from the data collected from 
the field, is the increase in average income per family from Rs. 1000 to 1400, or a 40 per 
cent increase. 

To gain deeper understanding of the impact of credit, three individual families were 
visited and interviewed in Orangi by the case study team which supports the data cited 
above. Access to Bank credit by the Society, the purchase of new equipment, availability 
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of raw material as well as the guaranteed market for their finished products has improved 
production and income remarkably. Two additional jobs were also found to have been 
created in three families interviewed. 

The Cooperative Society with which the Bank had transactions is an extremely limited 
example both in terms of time and members involved. It may be hazardous to generalise 
on the strength of this small sample, but it is certain that the pilot testing in Orangi has 
provided enough insight to Habib Bank as to the method of reaching the poor. As the 
program expands in coverage and size, much more would be known about the 
effectiveness of this approach. 

To analyse the income impact of their credit program, a study was commissioned by 
AKRSP in 19892

• The report concludes that farmers growing the average wheat area 
(about 0.5 ha.) could increase net income by Rs. 750 to Rs. 1050 by switching from old to 
new wheat production technology. This transition was facilitated by credit availability. 
This is an increase of net income from wheat of about 10 per cent. Given that wheat 
represents about 40 per cent of farm income, this is a sizeable gain. 

An overall quantitative income impact and employment impact assessment of the AKRSP 
credit and savings program was not available, but from the available evaluation reports of 
the World Bank, it is evident that AKRSP continues to be remarkably successful. 

Role of Government and Influence of Government Policies 

Recognition by the Government of the role of NGOs as an effective intermediary to reach 
to the poor would elevate the importance of NGOs and provide needed incentives to this 
endeavour. 

Development of NGOs along the right lines, their training and orientation should receive 
priority in the national development so that over a period of time there are sufficient 
number of NGOs in the country which can satisfactorily shoulder responsibilities and 
perform the assigned task effectively. This would call for creation of an appropriate Apex 
body in the country for NGO coordination and development, and special funds for meeting 
the development expenses. 

There are numerous NGOs with multifarious social activities operating in the country. 
Very few are dealing with economic aspects such as credit and savings mobilisation 
among the poor. Alleviation of poverty requires the joint efforts of all, including the 
institutions operating at the grass roots level with intimate knowledge of local conditions. 
It has been proved by experience that dealing with the poor and their gradual 
emancipation from poverty is the work of dedication. Formal institutions fail to stand up 
to these requirements. Hence the need of NGOs and participation of the private sector in 
poverty alleviation efforts. 

Ahmed, Z. et al. "Wheat Technologies and the Impact of AKRSP Wheat 
Development in the Double Cropping Zone of Gilgit", 1988-89, PARC/CIMMYT 
Paper 90-6, CIMMYT Economics Programme, Islamabad, 1990 
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Virtually all NGOs (about 8000) in the country depend on outside grants and donations for 
their survival. As soon as the external financial and technical support dry up, NGOs 
disappear from the scene. While external assistance to a certain extent is necessary, total 
dependence on outside sources is neither practical nor desirable. This is particularly 
relevant in the case of NGOs operating the credit and savings program for the poor with 
outside assistance. The Government should see to it that for their worthwhile programs of 
poverty alleviation through credit and savings, NGOs are supported financially through a 
linkage with banking institutions in the country. It is necessary to free NGOs from 
dependence upon uncertain outside resources to enable them to expand their activities and 
to guarantee regular flow of resources domestically for poverty alleviation programs. 

When it comes to poverty alleviation programs, the Government tends to release resources, 
if possible, free, or at a subsidy. Poor nowhere have asked for concessions. Subsidies, 
dole-outs and concessionary finance have merely distorted the financial system; suppressed 
the creative will of self-reliance on the part of the poor and forced the banking system to 
adhere to planned target which often fail to reach the poor. It is, therefore, imperative that 
government intervention in the cost and flow of resources is eliminated and partners in the 
program i.e. banking institutions and NGOs/Self-Help Organisations are allowed freedom 
in working out arrangements among themselves which are based on demand and supply 
dictated by market forces. 

Most poor in the country live in rural areas, are illiterates, shy and unable to follow the 
established and srandard procedures of the banking institutions. Procedural simplification, 
reduced paperwork, prompt delivery, and a helpful attitude are some of the requisites for a 
successful program of poverty alleviation. Government should direct the banking 
institutions in the country to bring about the above changes to suit the need of the poor 
and ensure that these are carried out in practice. 

Role of External Assistance 

External agencies interested in poverty alleviation programs should provide financial and 
technical assistance in developing NGOs and Self-Help organisations in the country so that 
they are effective agencies on whom the banking institutions of the country could rely for 
channelling resources. Provision of seed capital to be used on a revolving basis by NGOs 
might be needed in specific cases for which external assistance may also be required. 

Multilateral and bilateral donor agencies in working out the program of development with 
the national government, should impress upon them the importance of NGO activities at 
the grass roots level wherever relevant and urge the government of the country to plan 
NGO involvement in the development process of the country. 

The external agencies themselves, while dealing with the rec1p1ent country, should 
conceive of projects which will involve NGOs at the grass roots level in the 
implementation of poverty alleviation programs. 
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APPENDIX VII 

The Philippines : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This summary is based on a case study prepared by the Bank of the Philippine Islands to 
explore and demonstrate the scope for increased access to credit for the very poor on a sound 
commercial basis. Substantial cooperation and primary information was received from the 
following non government organisations; Tulag Sa Pag-Unlad Inc, Kabalikat Para Sa Munlad 
Na Buhay Inc, Alalay Sa Kaunlaran Sa Gitnang Luzon Inc and Visayas Cooperative 
Development Centre Inc. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

With per capita GNP of $730 in 1990 the Philippines ranked towards the lower end of the 
World Bank's 'medium income' category of member states. In the immediate post-world war 
years the Philippines was the economic show-case of Asia but in recent years economic 
growth has languished at low levels because of political and organisational problems. 
Marred by persistent economic crises in the first half of the 1980's, Philippines' annual GDP 
growth averaged only 0.9 per cent for the decade compared with average annual population 
growth of 2.4 per cent. The population in 1990 was 61.5 million.1 

The beginning of an economic recovery under the government of Mrs Aquino, which came 
to power in 1986, pushed real economic growth rates up to average 5.5 per cent in the 
following three years. However the economic recession in major developed economies, 
beginning in the second half of 1990, retarded growth in that year to 2.4 per cent. The 
continuing recession, combined with natural disasters and political upheaval resulted in a 1 
per cent GDP contraction in 1991.2 

Large fiscal and current account deficits, which led to a depreciation of the peso, caused 
inflation to accelarate in mid 1990 boosted by the oil price jump and accommodative 
monetary policy. For 1991 CPI inflation was 17.7 per cent, well above 12.7 per cent in 1990 
and the average for the 1980's of 14.8 per cent. The IMF instigated a short term adjustment 
plan in early 1991 designed to stem the current account and fiscal deficits and control 
inflation. 

The structure of production has not changed significantly since 1965. In 1991 agricultural 
production accounted for one quarter of GDP while industry accounted for 35 per cent. 

World Bank 'World Development Report' Washington, 1992. 

Asian Development Bank ' Asian Development Outlook' Manila 1992 
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Poverty 

There are many more poor people in the Philippines today than at any time in recent history. 
The population has continued to increase during the past three decades and the economic 
stagnation and decline of the 1980's has only made matters worse. In 1990 36.2 million 
Filipinos, 59 per cent of the population, were below the poverty line, defined as P1500 ($50) 
per month per family of six in 1985. The 1985 Bishop Businessman's Conference 
nationwide survey noted that 74 per cent of Filipino residents regard themselves as poor while 
another 13 per cent regard themselves on the border line. 

Income distribution studies point to high and increasing income inequality. The income share 
of the lowest 40 per cent of Philippine households was 15.2 per cent over 1980 to 1989 and 
the ratio of the income share of the highest 20 per cent to the lowest 20 per cent was 8.7. 

Just over 60 per cent of those living below the poverty line were rural based in 1990.3 The 
trend is for rural poor to migrate to urban areas looking for work. The National Economic 
Development Authority (NEDA) estimates show that in 1985 there were 551 000 families 
living in poverty in Metro Manila. Since 1971 the number of families had increased by over 
300 per cent with rural urban migration. In comparison the number of rural families living 
in poverty increased by 154 per cent. 

The case study notes that in absolute terms the poorest Filipinos are rural based tenant 
farmers, landless agricultural workers, fishermen, indigenous people, rural women and youth. 
The main criterion for identifying urban poor is the family's income source with scavengers, 
hawkers/peddlers and day labourers as representative types. 

The Aquino government's poverty alleviation policies in the context of sustained growth with 
the private sector as initiator are outlined in the Philippine Development Plan (1987-1992). 
The main features of the plan are: 

i) macroeconomic: dismantle monopolies, agrarian reform, industrialisation; 
ii) people empowerment: organisation building parallel to state institutions; 
iii) private sector initiatives: 

With regard to government involvement in the provision of credit to the poor, the case study 
reports that most government credit programmes undertaken by the Marcos regime were 
plagued by 'ineffective collection mechanisms, heavy top down orientation and graft 
practices.' They did not seek to mobilise savings or to sustain efforts at the grass roots level. 
Llanto and Alip (1991) attribute these problems to supply led credit policies which are also 
seen to lead to high default rates, higher administration costs and a failure to reach the target 
beneficiaries. 

United Nations Development Programme 'Human Development Report' New York 
1992 
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The Aquino government is increasingly shifting the responsibility of credit provision onto the 
private sector through guarantee mechanisms including the Comprehensive Agricultural Loan 
Fund for agricultural loans and the Industrial Guarantee Loan Fund for industrial loans. 
Programmes for micro entrepreneurs are: 

i) the Social Security System Members' Assistance for the Development of 
Entrepreneurs; 

ii) the Industrial Guarantee Loan Fund Micro Financing Programme; 
iii) Micro Enterprise Development Programme; and 
iv) Tulong sa Tao Self Improvement Loan Assistance Programme. This programme 

offers substantial financial assistance to NGO programmes of credit for the poor 
throughout the country. Administered by the Department of Trade and Industry, its 
resources have been substantially augmented by two ADB loans, for $8 million and 
$30 million respectively. 

In recent years a number of laws have been enacted to institutionalise the conduits of credit 
from commercial banks to the poor. For example the RA 6977, known as the Magna Carta 
for small enterprises, mandates all financial institutions to allocate at least five per cent of 
their total loan portfolios to small businesses, with assets of not more than PS million 
($196,464), by the end of 1992. The mandate stands at 10 per cent for the following four 
years. 

NGOs 

Over 16 000 NGOs exist throughout the Philippines, ranging from small rural associations 
with no legal identity to national networks and coalitions. About 25 per cent of the NGO's 
have been instigated by international NGOs or donor agencies. The remaining indigenous 
NGO's tend to be religion, cause or issue based. About 95 per cent are local community 
based. 

Many advocacy oriented NGOs emerged during the 1980-86 Marcos regime in response to 
human rights violations. Few, during that period, concentrated solely on a traditional 
development role. During this period there was little cooperation within the NGO movement 
and open enmity from the government. 

With Cory Aquino's rise to power her official policy commitment to poverty alleviation 
programmes through NGOs, especially in the provinces, and her appointment of a substantial 
number of former NGO employees to government office there has been a vast increase in 
cooperation between NGO's and government. This official acceptance has eased external 
pressures sufficiently and allowed more cooperation within the NGO movement itself. 
Most of the NGOs involved with micro credit emerged after the Marcos regime. 

NGO's concentrating on development are active in a wide range of development activities, 
of which the provision of micro credit plays a small, but increasingly important role. 
Traditionally many micro credit NGO's have sourced their funds externally. 
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Tulay Sa Pag-Unlad Inc (TSPI) was established in 1981 as a non-stock, non-profit 
organisation which is non-denominational Christian based. Started with initial assistance from 
two overseas NGOs, the American based Opportunity International and Australia's Maranatha 
Trust, it set out to assist micro entrepreneurs by providing loans for job creating and income 
generating projects in Metro Manila. It also seeks to enhance Christian values and good 
management skills among microentrepreneurs. 

By 1991 TSPI's consolidated assets were P28.76 million ($1.13 million). Since inception it 
has lent P48.51 million ($1.92 million), created 5736 jobs and trained 3009 individuals in 
seminars. Funding support and loans are provided by external agencies, such as USAID and 
government bodies like the Presidential Commission on Urban Poor and the Department of 
Trade and Industry. 

TSPI has financed a broad range of enterprises. The biggest sector it has financed is 
manufacturing (garments, bakeries and handicrafts). The next biggest sectors are 
wholesale/retail trading (eg general merchandise and garments) and services like 
transportation, printing and repairs. 

Alaly Sa Kaunlaran Sa Gitnang Luzon Inc (ASKI) is a non stock, non profit Christian 
development organisation formed and organised by a group of a christian businessmen in 
Nueva Ecija, a province 200km north east of Manila. ASK.I started operating in 1987 with 
the assistance of TSPI. 

According to its 1991 Annual Report ASKI seeks to 'promote socio-economic and spiritual 
transformation in Nueva Ecija by strengthening and harnessing the resources of development 
organisations, cooperatives and groups engaged in micro, cottage and small enterprise 
development and assisting individual beneficiaries alleviate poverty and bring about fullness 
of life based on an ecumenical Christian development philosophy.' 

ASK.I's loan portfolio has grown from P460,000 ($18,075) in 1987 to P7.89 million (310,000) 
in 1991. It has assisted 1008 projects and 9240 beneficiaries. ASKI's provision of credit has 
created 532 jobs. 

According to its 1990 Annual Report Kabalikat Para sa Munlad Na Buhay Inc (KMBI) 
sets out to 'help people see the presence of God .in their lives, and to help them develop their 
potential by providing opportunities through enterprise development and community 
assistance.' 

From its inception in 1986 until 1988 KMBI concentrated on providing credit assistance to 
individuals. Then it began lending ~o community based groups which were encouraged to 
handle the screening, evaluation and collection of loans. These community groups soon 
developed to the extent that they could manage and develop their own credit programmes. 
KMBI now targets subsistence microentrepreneurs, with capitalisation of less than P35 000. 
It plans to pursue poverty alleviation by facilitating the formation of subsistence and marginal 
entrepreneurs into groups within a community based group known as UKMA. KMBI hopes 
that UKMA will eventually operate as a chamber of commerce for its member 
microentrepreneurs. 
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KMBI's loan portfolio has expanded from P96 000 ($3.772) at inception to P5.1 million 
($200,393) in 1991. Over its life it has assisted 1215 entrepreneurs through the provision of 
1915 loans amounting to P23.3 million ($911,591) with an average loan size of P14,306 
($562). 

Visayas Cooperative Development Centre INC (VICTO) is a non-stock non-profit umbrella 
organisation of cooperatives (1990 membership at 249) established in 1970 through the efforts 
of Canadian missionaries in Southern Leyte. Initially conceived as a training centre for 
cooperative development, it was transformed into a secondary cooperative in 1976. It is now 
owned and controlled by its member cooperatives which include credit unions, multi purpose 
cooperatives, consumer cooperatives, workers cooperatives and service and marketing 
cooperatives in the Visayan regions. Until 1982 VICTO relied heavily on external funding 
from various German, Australian and Canadian foundations. It has recently been awarded the 
Management Award for Development Management by the Asian Institute of Management, 
World Executive Digest and Japan Airlines; the first NGO in the Philippines to earn such an 
accolade. 

VICTO has seven major programmes: education and trammg; consulting; audit; inter 
cooperative trading; EDP sources; research and development and lending. Its central fund 
provides loans for agricultural, commercial and industrial purposes to member cooperatives 
with a minimum share deposit of PlOOO ($39.29). The fund is sourced from member 
contributions and savings. Total loans released for the year 1990 totalled Pll.7 million 
($459,725) to 75 cooperatives. 

As of end June 1991 VICTO's consolidated assets were P47.82 million ($1.88 million) and 
outstanding loans to member cooperatives totalled P15.7 million ($616,896). 

The Financial Sector 

The informal financial markets are often the only source of credit for the poor. A 1987 
survey conducted by the Social Weather Station at the Ateneo University revealed that 34 per 
cent of those who considered themselves poor had availed of credit, with the majority of the 
availers borrowing from informal sources. During the late 1970's an estimated 64 per cent 
to 78 per cent of total credit to the agricultural sector was granted by the informal sector.4 

Linked or tied credit arrangements are prevalent. According to the case study interest rates 
average 70 per cent per annum but can be as high as 300 per cent. Repayments of cash loans 
to farmers for purchases of production inputs are often set in terms of fixed amounts of farm 
produce resulting in very high effective rates. 

The Philippine's formal financial system consists of the central bank, 29 commercial banks, 
thrift banks, specialist government banks, about 850 rural banks and about the same number 
of non-bank financial institutions (NBFI's) including finance co-operatives, savings and loan 

4 Bala Shanmugan, 'Some Aspects of Moneylending in West Malaysia' Journal of the 
Institute of Asian Studies, Vol. viii No. 2, India 1991. 
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institutions and lending investors. The commercial banks and NBFI's hold over 90 per cent 
of formal sector assets. At end September 1991 they held 66 per cent and 25 per cent 
respectively. The commercial banks are dominated by the largest five. 

According to the case study private commercial banks are constrained from lending to the 
poor by high transaction costs and perceived low returns. The cost to a bank of processing 
loans does not vary with loan size, making it prohibitive for banks to process loans as small 
as NGO loans to the poor which generally do not exceed P35 000 ($ 1375). Furthermore, 
the case study claims that lending to the poor rarely provides profit making compensating 
business to the banks and the private commercial banking system lacks the expertise to lend 
successfully to the poor. 

The case study claims that the poor perceive banking culture as intimidatory to small 
borrowers. Banking procedures are cumbersome and collateral and documentary requirements 
are a major obstacle for the poor who have yet to acquire a legal personality and credit 
history. According to the case study standard collateral requirements of Philippine banks are 
real estate, chattels and hold-out on deposits. 

Formed in 1851, the Bank of the Philippine Islands (BPI) was the first private commercial 
bank established in the Philippines and Southeast Asia. It is the country's largest private 
commercial bank with a network of 280 branches and subsidiaries and 6000 employees. BPI 
and its subsidiaries, including its consumer arm the BPI Family Bank, offer a wide range of 
financial products and services. 

BPI is strongly committed to Philippine's socio economic upliftment. It established the BPI 
Foundation in 1978 as an extension of its corporate social responsibility. Through this 
Foundation BPI implements and/or supports programs in education, health, livelihood and 
value formation. Each year close to 300 church based groups, non government organisations, 
volunteer groups, education institutions and other charitable institutions receive financial 
assistance in the form of grants, loans and regular contributions. 

In terms of credit provision the Foundation has set out to service groups not serviced by the 
traditional banking sector, guided by the perception that access. to credit, and not necessarily 
interest rates, is a major problem for the poor and that programmes for assistance must 
emphasise self-help rather than charity and dole outs. 

To meet the unmet credit needs of micro entrepreneurs BPI chose to support non-government 
organisations ~ngaging in lending activities to support job creation and income generation for 
the poor. BPI established foundation through which it lends to NGOs, to avoid the taxation 
impost on the proceeds of bank lending. This saving to BPI is passed onto the NGO ie the 
funds are lent at only 8 per cent compared with the current prime lending rate of 20 per cent. 
Eventually BPI envisions graduation of this programme into its regular banking operations 
once 'its partner NGO' s achieve the economies of scale necessary to offset commercial 
lending rates' (case study). 
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The BPI Foundation chooses NGOs for lines of credit with proven organisational capability 
and management efficiency evidenced in good track records, clear credit policies, well 
maintained financial records and at least three years of low delinquency rates. The NGOs 
must be registered with the government regulatory board, have a functioning Board of 
Directors, credit committee and management staff with good credit standing and credibility 
in the community where the NGO operates and have well maintained administrative and 
financial records audited for the previous three years. BPI prefers the NGOs with strong 
linkages with local and foreign agencies. 

The BPI Foundation provided its first lines of credit to NGO's, totalling P0.5 million 
($19,646) in 1989. By 1992 the credit lines had expanded to P5.75million ($225,933) and 
BPI plans to continue expanding its NGO base by two annually. 

Collaboration between the NGO and bank 

BPI provided TSPI and VICTO with lines of credit in 1991 of Pl.SM ($ 59 000) and PIM 
($ 39000) respectively to be onlent to microentrepreneurs and member cooperatives 
respectively. It agreed in February 1992 to provide TSPI with two lines of credit to be onlent 
to NGO' s ASKI and KMBI of P250K ($ 9800) each. Credit lines are provided for an original 
term of 12 months but are renewable annually subject to credit review and evaluation. For 
security/collateral BPI requires promissory notes executed by the microentrepreneurs or 
primary NGO's in favour of the borrowing NGO's endorsed to BPI Foundation on a with 
recourse basis. The interest rate charged is 8 per cent per annum based on principal balance 
payable quarterly in arrears. There is a 2 per cent per month charge on overdue and defaulted 
amounts, payable quarterly. The NGO must provide to the Foundation a quarterly submission 
on the status of the assigned notes. 

In terms of the administrative arrangement of the linkage BPI has no relationship with the 
final borrower. The NGOs operate as financial intermediaries and, in a strict legal sense, are 
guarantors for the final borrowers. In the case of KMBI and ASKI, TSPI is implicitly their 
guarantor although BPI intends reassessing the relationship after the first year with a view to 
providing direct lines of credit. Technical flows also flow between BPI and the NGOs, as 
they do between the NGOs and their end borrowers. For example TSPI staff have attended 
BPI work-shops on lending procedures with the view to a two way flow of information. 

B. MAJOR ISSUES 

Target Groups 

TSPI, KMBI and ASKI began operating with the philosophy that it is more feasible to help 
the poorest of the poor through the creation of jobs. With that in mind their original 
borrowers tended to be non bankable established entrepreneurs capable of expanding their 
employee base with injections of capital. The focus of lending shifted towards group lending 
to the very poor family based entrepreneurs several years ago. All of KMBI' s and TSPI' s 
borrowers are urban based while some of ASKI' s group borrowers are rural based. The 
majority of borrowers are female, the percentages for each NGO being; TSPI 85 per cent, 
KMBI 87 per cent and ASKI 92 per cent. 
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TSPI has financed micro-enterprises from a range of sectors including manufacturing, 
wholesale/retail trading and services. It provides loans to: 

i) individual entrepreneurs engaged in cottage and small scale enterprises with an asset 
size of P250K-P5M characterised as existing, viable and expanding, but non bankable; 

ii) smaller NGO's, like ASKI and KMBI, and cooperatives which target poorer micro and 
cottage scale entrepreneurs whose asset sizes are below p250K; and 

iii) very poor urban women through its Grameen Bank replication programme. 

KMBI began to shift its focus from individual borrowers to SHGs in 1989. SHG borrowers 
currently account for 85 per cent of all borrowers. Its individual borrowers are self sustaining 
entrepreneurs ie those with skills and technology with capitalisation of P50 000 to PIOO 000 
($ 1850 to$ 3900). Prior to borrowing from KMBI their gross family income per month is 
PIO 000 to P15000 ($ 390-590) per month ie net P7000 to P8000 ($ 275-314). The group 
borrowers are somewhere between the self sustaining individuals and subsistence ie those with 
skills but no technology and capital of up to PIO 000 ($ 390). About 85 per cent of the 
group borrowers are women living in the Valenzuela area of Metro Manila. Most are 
migrants from the provinces who are in a reasonably permanent family situation but live in 
squatter settlements. The average household income before the loan is P5000 to P6000 ($ 
185-230) per month gross ie P2500 to P3000 ($ 93-115) net. KMBI is not lending to the 
poorest of the poor ie those classified as marginal with no skills who work merely to eat. 

ASKI targets: 

individuals with existing businesses from micro to small scale enterprises; 
• individuals who are part of groups of 5-10 (some have become cooperatives). These 
• individuals have existing businesses/skills; 
• new NGO' s which onlend to microentrepreneurs; and 
• Grameen Bank inspired groups of the poorest of the poor with monthly income below 

P4000. 

VICTO provides 12 month credit lines to member cooperatives for agricultural, commercial 
and industrial purposes. The end beneficiaries are currently over 200 primary cooperatives 
owned by small farmers, fishermen, government employees, wage earners, consumers, 
producers, vendors.etc. 

Savings mobilisation 

Philippine NGOs are not legally able to accept deposits unless registered as a financial 
institution. Nonetheless the participating NGOs have encouraged their individual borrowers 
to open savings accounts with financial institutions if and when they accrue sufficient funds. 
Philippine banks require a minimum of P500 ($19.23) to PIOOO ($38.46) to open a savings 
account. KMBI, ASKI and the organisations to which ASKI and TSPI lend do collect capital 
build up funds (CBU), generally amounting to 5 per cent of the loan capital, from their SHG 
borrowers. The collecting body deposits these funds with financial institutions on behalf of 
the borrowers and often relends from the deposit base. ASKI and KMBI also encourage their 
SHG borrowers to save for specific purposes such as contingency funds for covering late 
repayments and education expenses. 
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As at May 31 1992 KMBl's 717 SHG members had mobilised $23 140 in their CBUs and 
specific purpose funds. Saving was commenced in March 1991. KMBI recently made it a 
requirement that individual borrowers also must set up CBUs. KMBI has jointly deposited 
the CBUs in a time deposit with a bank until its members decide what to do with the fund. 
Some groups are contemplating relending within the group. Other borrowers would like to 
accumulate a sufficiently large CBU so as to free them from the bind of continued borrowing 
to expand the capital base of their microenterprise. Interest of 12 per cent is earned on these 
savings. KMBI also requires that its members save P25 per week for ten weeks for the death 
fund. Members can withdraw up to P2500 from the fund in the event of a death in the 
family. Group members also tend to save voluntarily for education and emergency purposes. 
These savings are deposited by KMBI into a non interest bearing savings account. An 
individual can only withdraw what he/she has deposited. Some groups also have a group 
fund for delayed payments. 

ASKI's SHG members had mobilised P164,379 ($6322) in their CBUs and specific purpose 
funds by May 31 1992. Members mustdeposit P30 ($1.15) to P200 ($7.69) per month into 
individual CBUs which are forfeited if the member defaults on his/her loan. ASK.I places the 
funds in high yielding notes and/or reloans them to other beneficiaries. Only those individual 
CBUs with a balance of at least PSOO ($19.64) earn interest. 25 beneficiaries have availed 
of loans from the combined CBUs at the same interest rates as for regular loans. 

VICTO's Central Fund from which it makes loans to member cooperatives is sourced from 
contributions and savings from the members themselves. 

Loans and Lending Procedure 

TSPI offers three types of loan: 

i) via an Intermediary institution like a cooperative or another NGO. TSPI lends PSOOOO 
to P300000 for 1-1.5 years to the conduit at a rate of interest of 12 to 15 per cent 
depending on the funder's charge. The end beneficiaries receive loans of P500 to P20 
000 at effective annual interest rates of 22-48 per cent to be repaid over 1 to 1.5 
years. If the intermediary defaults the penalty is 2 per cent per month. If required, 
TSPI calls on the guarantee and pursues legal action. If the end beneficiary defaults, 
the intermediary has recourse to peer pressure and foreclosure. The documentation 
is a financial assistance agreement, promissory notes, a co-maker's guarantee and real 
estate or chattel mortgage or deed of assignment; 

ii) Grameen Bank replication of P3000 per individual borrower at an effective annual 
interest rate of 48 per cent to. be repaid in six months. The interest is automatically 
deducted upon loan release. If a borrower defaults TSPI calls on the mutual guarantee 
of the group co borrowers. Documentation consists of promissory notes and group 
guarantees; and 
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iii) individual loans of P50 000 to P250 000 at an effective annual interest rate of 22 to 
48 per cent, depending on the funder's charge, to be repaid over 1 to 2 years. Default 
penalty is 2 per cent per month followed by a call on the guarantor, foreclosure and 
legal action. Documentation includes a credit agreement, promissory note, co maker's 
guarantee and real estate or chattel mortgage. 

KMBI provides loans to: 

i) individuals in the range of PIO 000 to P50 000 over 4 months to one year at an annual 
effective interest rate of 51.45 per cent. Default penalty is 2 per cent per month; and 

ii) individuals of SHG's from P500 to P35000 at an annual effective interest rate of 51.45 
per cent. Default penalty is 2 per cent per month, paid by the group members. 

ASKI provides loans to: 

i) individuals from P3000 to P200 000 for a period of three months to 1.5 years at an 
annual effective interest rate of 22 to 42 per cent. Default penalty is 2 per cent per 
month; 

ii) community groups from PlOOO to PlOOOO per individual at an annual interest rate of 
15 to 25 per cent depending on the source of funds. Default incurs a penalty of 2 per 
cent per month. Documents required are application forms, promissory notes, 
guarantor agreements and chattel mortgage; 

iii) new NGO's to be onlent to microentrepreneurs. ASKI's loans to the NGOs range 
from P30 000 to P600 000 at an annual interest rate of 12 per cent, competitive with 
the rate charged by the Department of Agriculture to similar NGOs, to be paid back 
over a year. The NGOs onlend to microentrepreneurs from P5000 to P15000. Default 
incurs a 2 per cent/month penalty for the NGO; and 

iv) Grameen Bank inspired projects for PlOOO to P3000 at an interest rate of about 36 per 
cent depending on the source of funds over three to eight months. Default incurs as 
2 per cent/month penalty. Documents required are application forms, promissory 
notes and guarantor's statement. 

These NGOs require that all the loan capital be used in the project approved. SHG members 
are encouraged to save for items classified as non productive by the NGOs in specific saving 
funds to encourage some sort of differentiation between investing in the project and other 
spending. 

All potential borrowers are required to complete application forms. The basis for the NGOs' 
loan approval decision is similar to that of the formal banking sector ie the applicant's ability 
to repay and character, or desire to repay. NGO staff thoroughly investigate a potential 
borrower's micro enterprise/project in much the same way as a bank would, with one crucial 
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difference; the bank corroborates the information provided in the application form by 
investigating the applicant's financial records and tax returns while the NGO corroborates by 
on site observation of the applicant's business. For those applicants who are members of 
groups the NGO is assisted in this process by the other group members especially the group 
leader. 

VICTO provides 12 month credit lines equivalent to a maximum of five times the share 
capital of the member cooperative. Loanable funds are classified according to three lending 
windows; liquidity, refinancing and special credit. Loans within the liquidity window are 
charged an interest rate of 12 per cent per annum for loan amounts up to twice the value of 
the share deposits and 18 per cent per annum for larger amounts. Refinancing loans are 
charged 12 per cent per annum. A service fee of 2 per cent per annum is charged on all 
loans. In cases of default a fine of 2 per cent per month on the face amount of default is 
charged. 

Impact 

TSPI, KMBI and ASKI collect data relevant to impact determination before the loans is 
granted and when repayment is completed. Analysis of this data for loans paid out in the 
fourth quarter of 1991 shows that the projects funded by NGO loans can create jobs (defined 
as employment for more than two thirds of a working week) over and above that of the 
loanee. The NGOs' measure of job creation ignores the possibility that the loanee's 
concentration of his/her effort on the funded project may also provide an opportunity for 
others to take up income earning activities no longer performed by the loanee. KMBI's data 
shows that loans do in the most result in rises of net income accruing to the funded project 
and asset accumulation by the project. KMBI's measurement of quality of life for the loanee 
and family showed substantial increases on completion of the loan. 

TSPI data shows that 103 jobs were created by lending through cooperatives at a cost of 
$1,101 in loan funds per job. Lending to individuals created 165 jobs at the cost of $925 in 
loan funds per job. TSPI estimates that its Grameen Bank replication will create jobs at a 
cost of around $1570 in loan funds. 

Of the 92 KMBI loans paid out in the quarter, KMBI collected income information change 
on 45. Of these 38 borrowers reported net increases in income ranging from 1 per cent to 
100 per cent with an average increase of 40 per cent. The remaining seven reported decreases 
in net income ranging from 8 per cent to 57 per cent with an average of 18 per cent. Of the 
25 loans for which job creation information was collected 57 jobs were created. Of the 47 
loans for which information on business assets was collected 32 reported increases averaging 
43 per cent. The remaining 15 reported decreases averaging 18 per cent. All the 55 loanees 
surveyed for quality of life reported increases which averaged 72 per cent. 

Of the 67 ASKI loans paid out in the quarter 56 created 99 jobs. The remaining eleven 
income generating. 
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Security/Collateral 

Borrowers from ASKI, KMBI and TSPI provide a number of overlapping forms of collateral 
and security to the extent that the NGOs seem overly cautious, compared with the NGO 
participants from other countries. Stream-lining of these requirements could well reduce the 
NGOs' transaction costs and borrower burden without much, if any, reduction in repayment 
performance. 

Before SHG lending was introduced all borrowers had to be recommended by a local priest. 
Today the NGOs seem less concerned with such recommendations although the practise has 
not been given up entirely. Physical collateral and promissory notes are required by each of 
the NGOs in all their lending, except by TSPI' s Grameen Bank replication. These formal 
sector like requirements are modified to fit in with the poorest borrowers and are regarded 
by the NGOs more as a form of moral suasion, rather than as a means to recover the value 
of defaulted loans. SHGs also incorporate the standard group guarantee, whereby each 
borrower in the group is guaranteed by his/her co-members. 

The form of the collateral ranges from real estate, in the case of TSPI's less poor individual 
borrowers, to household appliances in the case of KMBI's UKMA and ASKi's poorest group 
borrowers. An ASKI defaulter also forfeits his/her savings fund. In contrast commercial 
banks are more demanding in their collateral requirements and according to TSPI value the 
collateral more conservatively than do the NGOs. In the case of SHG borrowers the collateral 
requirement is strictly for disciplinary purposes. This collateral has little resale value but is 
of great significance to the borrower. KMBI has taken legal action, even on some of its 
poorer borrowers explaining that if it is seen to be lenient there could be a flood of defaulters. 

The NGOs also stress the importance of the group guarantee to ensure repayment from 
members who are part of a group. SHG borrowers are required to make the payments for co 
members who default. In some instances the SHG keeps a special savings fund for late 
repayments. Group formation in the Philippine NGOs is also designed to encourage 
community spirit. KMBI sees the group as a venue for insight and an agent for change. A 
KMBI group leader explained that although the peer pressure of the group encouraged 
repayment its prime importance to her was the opportunity to meet others in the community 
which is good for business and enables her to help and advise others. 

When lending to its cooperatives VICTO requires collateral in the form of assignment of 
fixed deposits and unencumbered bills payable or loans receivable, chattel mortgage and real 
estate mortgage. It also requires that the borrowing cooperatives have at least PlOOO in share 
deposit. It lends a maximum of five times this share capital and encourages the cooperative 
to deposit at least 2.5 per cent of the approved loan amount in its fund. 

ASKI requires security in the form of the assets of the Board of the cooperative/NGO like 
real estate, vehicles and machinery. TSPI requires a deed of assignment on receivables, real 
estate and vehicles. Note that the cooperatives and NGOs to which they onlend are non profit 
and do not have asset holdings. Most, if not all the Boards involved, are comprised of 
relatively wealthy members, when compared to the borrowers, whose personal assets are 
implicitly being used as collateral. ASKI and TSPI note that recourse to collateral is rare. 
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Repayment Performance 

The case study notes that government subsidised credit programs for the poor initiated in the 
20 years before Mrs Aquino came to power performed dismally in terms of repayment 
performance over the last 20 years. It reports a default rate of 65 per cent for such programs 
for rural development. In comparison the Aquino instigated Tulong sa Tao program run by 
the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) reports repayment rates of end borrowers of 90 
to 94 per cent. The DTI funds are being onlent through NGOs so the improved repayment 
performances highlight the advantages of directing credit through NGOs. Our participating 
NGOs, which do receive DTI funds, report similar, if not better repayment performances. 

Over its ten years of operation to 1991 TSPI has written off Pl.6 million or 3.2 per cent of 
the total value of loans granted. As at end December 31 1991 TSPI provided the following 
measures of repayment performance: 

i) the delinquency rate was 4.3 per cent ie the value of overdue payments as a 
percentage of the current portfolio; 

ii) the exposed portfolio rate was 7.8 per cent ie the total outstanding balance of loans 
with overdue payments as a percentage of current portfolio; and 

iii) the repayment rate was 92.9 per cent ie the value of payments actually received during 
the last 30 days as a percentage of the value of payments due. This measure is the 
best measure of future portfolio quality and should be used as a first warning signal 
that delinquency rates will increase. 

KMBI reported a past due rate of 4.5 per cent. Since its inception seven loans have been 
written off at a value of P16,321, or less than 1 per cent of the total value of loans granted. 
Comparison of the repayment performance of its individual and UKMA borrowers reveal that 
the group repayment rate was 99 per cent and individual repayment rate for individuals who 
were not members of groups was 93 per cent. 

ASKI reported their delinquency rate at 2.2 per cent. 

VICTO did not provide repayment rates for its end beneficiaries but reported a delinquency 
rate of 22.89 per cent for its 1990 loans to cooperatives. 

Transaction Costs and Financial Viability 

The case study reports that the transaction costs for the participating NGOs range from 28 to 
44 per cent of loans outstanding. However, the NGOs are not representative of the minimalist 
model of credit provision. Each of them receives bilateral and multilateral support for the 
provision of a wide range of services associated with poverty alleviation through credit 
provision but not crucial for credit provision alone and for expansion of their programs. For 
this reason the case study concludes that the NGOs must continue to receive that support. 

Financial viability however, refers to the ability of the NGO to cover its costs necessary to 
credit provision with the interest rate charged on the loans. The NGOs were not able to 
separate the costs of credit provision from institution building and non credit services but 
TSPI estimates that the costs of credit provision are about the size of its direct costs. If so 
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TSPI is currently financially viable with its loan portfolio financed by interest free grants and 
loans at subsidised interest rates. ASKI and KMBI did not provide revenue estimates so no 
conclusion is made on their financial viability. 

TSPl's estimate of the transaction costs for all its programmes for fiscal year 1991-92 
compares with its projected average loan portfolio of Pl9.6 million out of projected loan 
releases of P28 million. Direct and indirect costs plus the cost of funds (2 per cent) total 30 
per cent. Direct costs, including direct personnel costs, project expenses like transportation 
and food allowances during project visits and 112 of administrative expenses, are projected 
at 15 per cent. Indirect costs, including other personnel costs like conferences and training, 
beneficiary training, board meetings and conferences, travel, evaluation studies and 
professional fees plus half the administrative expenses total 13 percent. TSPI's estimate does 
exclude loan losses and inflation. Expected revenue is 17 per cent excluding the interest 
earned on investments. 

If, as TSPI estimates, its direct costs are a guide to lending costs financial viability has been 
achieved. However note that the cost of funds is only two per cent because TSPI's loan 
capital is predominantly grant funds. Currently TSPI is paying interest on only P6 million, 
less than a third of its loan portfolio. Taking the line of credit from BPI alone, with a cost 
of funds of 8 percent, TSPI' s financial position is not so healthy. 

Separately TSPI has projected annual costs for its Grameen Bank replication which 
commenced operations in October 1991. Out of a projected loan release of P2 000 000 direct 
costs, including personnel, travel, supplies, material and field office rental accounted for 26 
per cent. Indirect costs, including training, general supervision etc accounted for 10 per cent. 
The cost of funds was 8 per cent. The costs totalled 44 per cent, excluding loan losses and 
inflation, compared with expected revenue of 19 per cent. 

KMBl's transaction costs for its total operations in calendar year 1992 is projected to amount 
to 28 per cent. It provided no estimate of revenue. 

KMBI estimates its direct lending cost to individual borrowers at 18 per cent of loans 
outstanding. Lending through the UKMA SHGs reduces direct costs to 12 per cent. SHG 
lending expands the reach of KMBI from a ratio of 1 project officer (PO) to 55 borrowers 
to 1 PO to 300 borrowers. However indirect costs make up the difference so that in total 
KMBI' s lending is 28 per cent, excluding the cost of funds, inflation and loan losses. 

KMBI can establish groups more cheaply than can TSPI' s Grameen Bank replication because: 

i) KMBI already has a relationship in the community in which it is establishing groups 
whereas TSPI is 'going in cold'; and 

ii) . KMBI has developed an approach to group establishment which is unique amongst the 
BWtP NGOs. KMBI members establish the groups themselves. Existing groups 
expand as group members identify and invite trustworthy friends and acquaintances 
to join their group. When the group becomes large enough it splits into two with the 
group leader or secretary transfering to the new group as its leader. KMBI places 
much attention on group le"ader and secretary training. It estimates that this 'self 
regeneration' process reduces standard group preparation time by two months. 
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ASKl's projected loan release for fiscal year 1991/92 is P 15 million ($ 589 391). Costs, 
excluding bad debts, as a percentage of the estimated loan portfolio of P7 million ($275 049) 
total 30.84 per cent. Direct costs are estimated at 10.48 per cent and indirect costs at 20.36 
per cent, excluding the cost of funds, inflation and loan losses. 

KMBI's and ASKl's group lending can be regarded as 'bottom up' because many traditional 
banking responsibilities are passed on to the group members thus reducing the NGOs' costs 
of lending. For example, although each group meeting is attended by a KMBI staff member 
the group leader is responsible for running the meeting. During the meeting loan repayments 
and savings are collected and recorded by the group secretary. The group leader also has 
responsibilities outside the meeting. He/she evaluates loan proposals, follows up on the 
progress of recently granted loans and visits borrowers experiencing repayment problems to 
help determine solutions for those problems. The other group members also spend time 
outside meetings advising and supporting the rest of the group. 

VICTO provided its financial accounts for end June 1991. Since lending is only a part of 
VICTO's operations it would be ideal to examine these operations in isolation. Given that 
this information was not provided we can only say that VICTO's total operations made a 
profit of Pl.8 million compared with assets of P8.3 million and total member's equity of 
P7million. Outstanding loans were Pl5.8 million. 

Role of Government and Influence of Government Policies 

President Aquino made the alleviation of poverty, especially in the provinces, a priority of 
her administration. Subsequently a series of credit provision programs were announced 
emphasising programs that would be carried out by NGOs. The administration of most of 
these was given to the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), one of the most important 
being the Tulang sa Tao program. Through this program DTI extended loans of up to Pl 
million ($39,293) to experienced and committed NGOs with credit programs at 7 per cent per 
annum. More recently they have been extended to $2 million ($78,585) over three years at 
12 per cent per annum. 

With regards to the Magna Carta for directed credit to small enterprises outlined in the earlier 
section on Poverty, the government could show its support for NGO credit programmes by 
allowing commercial banks to count lines of credit to such NGOs as loans under this Magna 
Carta requirement. As present the commercial banks are required to lend directly to the 
microenterprises whilst the Philippines case study highlights the advantages of NGO lending 
over bank lending. 

The government could show further support for NGOs involved in financial intermediation 
by making legal the collection and relending of deposits from NGO borrowers/members. 
Currently the formal financial sector does not accept and/or pay interest on small deposi~s 
such as could be saved by the poor. Such a policy change would, at the macro level, increase 
the value of savings as a whole in the Philippines and, at the micro level, enable NGOs to 
become financially viable more easily by introducing another form of income generation. 
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Role of External Assistance 

Except for VICTO the participating NGOs have received substantial technical and financial 
assistance from the outset from Maranatha Trust in Australia and Operational 
International in the USA. Both these international NGOs specialise in the formation and 
support of NGO programmes of credit for the poor in less developed countries. 

All the BWTP NGOs have received substantial financial support from the Australian 
government through the Philippine Australia Community Assistance Programme and 
from other overseas government agencies such as USAID. The support has been for loan 
capital and operational costs of these programmes during their development phase where that 
has been judged by the overseas agencies to.be up to five years when the programmes should 
have become financially viable. 

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) provided a concessional loan of $8 million to the 
Tulang sa Tai program of the DTI in six selected regions of the country, to support and 
further strengthen the program. In cooperation the governments of the Netherlands and 
Switzerland provided $1.2 million for the strengthening of DTI, participating NGOs and 
microenterprises. 

Within two years of implementation the loan was fully disbursed, almost two years ahead of 
schedule. As of December 1990, total loans approved under the project were $7 million, 
involving 228 NGOs and benefiting over 14,000 microentrepreneurs and 320 SHGs or smaller 
NGOs. Average collection rates from end borrowers to NGOs were reportedly ranged from 
90 to 94 per cent. Preliminary figures submitted to DTI showed that about 30,000 jobs were 
created from these loans, or an average of $200 per job. 

In view of the early exhaustion of the first loan by December 1990, a loan for $30 million 
was approved in November 1991. Its overall objective is the same as the first loan ie to 
contribute to poverty alleviation in the Philippines. However its implementation is now 
nationwide. 

The German aid and development consulting group GTZ is collaborating with Land Bank of 
the Philippines, a government bank, in a project to link rural banks and self help groups. 
GTZ is providing technical assistance. 
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APPENDIX VIII 
Sri Lanka : Country Summary 

Introduction 

This Summary is based mainly upon a detailed case study carried out by the Hatton National 
Bank Ltd and the Thrift and Credit Cooperative Societies (TCCS), a non-governmental 
organisation operating in the rural sector of Sri Lanka to explore and demonstrate the scope 
for increased access to credit by the very poor on a sound commercial basis. The full text 
of that case study is available from the Hatton National Bank at No. 10 R.A. De Mel 
Mawatha, Colombo 3 for a nominal sum .. 

A. BACKGROUND 

Economy 

Sri Lanka is an Island in South Asia with 65,000 sq.km. of land area and a population of 17 
million. Predominantly an agricultural country, approximately 75% of its population live in 
the traditional rural sector depending for their livelihood upon agriculture and allied pursuits. 

With a per capita GDP of $430 and an annual growth rate of 3%, Sri Lanka ranks among the 
top four countries in the World Bank's low income group of member states. Its gross 
domestic savings rated at 12% of GDP might have had a more positive impact on a 
reasonable investment (21 % of GDP) if it were not for an annual rate of inflation of 11.9%. 
Whilst its literacy rate of 87% and level of educational attainment are a good deal higher than 
its South Asian neighbours, civil strife and other factors have impeded the overall levels of 
economic growth and living standards of the people of Sri Lanka in recent years. 

Poverty 

Whilst there had been a steady improvement in living standards since independence in 19481, 
selected indicators of poverty between 1971 and 1988 shows that the proportion of households 
in absolute poverty in the country increased from 19% to 27%2

• The official source 
however defines poverty in terms of a monthly cash income of Rs.700. Those receiving less 
than Rs.700 are considered below poverty line. According to this definition 60% of the Sri 
Lankan population should be treated as living below the poverty line. Statistical data 
pertaining to the nutritional standards also enables drawing of certain valuable inferences in 
regard to poverty levels. The survey reveals that 37% of the population suffer from stunting 
or chronic under nutrition, whilst 12% suffer from wasting or acute under nutrition. 50% to 
60% of the children and lactating women have also been identified as having iron 
deficiencies. 

1 Data drawn upon for the above is from the World Development Report 1991 by the 
World Bank, and the Human Development Report 1992 by UNDP. 

2 Socio-Economic Activities in Sri Lanka, Central Bank of Sri Lanka, quoted in Table 
III of the Case Study. 
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The increase in the rate of unemployment from 18% to 21 % from 1988 is a further indication 
of increases in the poverty levels. 

The Financial Sector 

As reported in the case study, lack or inadequate flow of credit to the rural sector has been 
a critical factor contributing to poverty. In recognition of this fact, policy makers took steps 
to establish three state owned commercial books : Bank of Ceylon (1939), People's Bank 
(1961) and Regional Rural Development Banks (1985). These were all required to pursue 
aggressive branching strategies, reducing the banking density from one branch to 275,000 
persons in 1950 to around 8,000 by 1990. 

Apart from these state banks, the Hatton National Bank Ltd (privately owned) has also been 
involved in lending to the rural sector since 1973 through its network of 45 branches and 32 
village based Gami-Pubuduwa Units (Village Awakening Units) which is a special institution 
arrangement to reach the poor. 

The Bank's Village Awakening scheme aims to promote savings mobilisation and the 
expansion of credit services within individual villages. Under the scheme a single credit 
officer, a Gami Pubuduwa Upadeshakas (GPU) is required to survey the needs of families in 
the assigned village, to promote savings and to supervise the provision of short-term 
production credit. His role is, fundamentally, to encourage the upliftment of villagers and to 
break down their sense of inaccessibility to the banks. 

Under this scheme, the Hatton Bank lends at interest rates ranging from 15%-22% p.a. 
Whenever possible, re-finance is obtained from the Central Bank "Self Employment Scheme" 
at 12.5% p.a. (onlending rate). As at 31 December 1991, 4,383 individual loans were 
approved, totalling Rs42.474 million (US$1,000,000), representing an average loan ofRs9,690 
(US$225). Monthly recovery rates have averaged 94% with a cumulative ratio for the whole 
period of 98% During the same period [?], a total of Rs24.47 million (US$574,000) in 
savings were mobilised, representing 57.61 % of total borrowing. Loans under this scheme 
covered a wide spectrum of small and medium scale enterprises covering the priority sectors 
of the economy such as agricultural, industrial, fisheries and cottage industries. 

The bank is not guided strictly by the official poverty line in selecting borrowers for 
assistance. The profiles of the beneficiaries assisted by the bank hitherto however reveals that 
75% of them are from low income groups living in poverty. 

The informal sector - In spite of these constructive efforts on the part of the Government and 
the formal financial sector (nationalised and private banks) to provide an increase in the flow 
of credit to the rural sector, the vast majority of the rural poor still remains outside of this 
framework of formal institutional credit. According to the case study, only 25% of the 
borrowings of the rural sector are accounted for by formal sources. Hence the balance (at 
least 75%) of the financial needs of the rural poor in Sri Lanka is still being met by the 
informal sector (see below). Why is this so? 
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Banking Constraints 

In spite of some commendable efforts and progress being made by the formal financial sector 
indicated above, the overwhelming proportion of the rural poor continue to be constrained or 
obstructed from securing a bank loan by stringent collateral requirements, cumbersome 
documentatary and other procedures, remoteness of bank branches, inconvenience of banking 
hours and a persistent perception of the inability of banks to understand or help meet their 
basic needs. 

On the part of the banks, the risks of loan default in rural areas due to crop losses and 
national calamities have led them to press for even tighter collateral, and the high transaction 
costs for small loans and of maintaining staff at remote locations have served as important 
disincentives to an expansion of their banking services to the rural poor. 

For these reasons, the poor themselves as well as commercial banks are increasingly looking 
for alternative approaches to the problem of providing increased access to credit for the poor. 
Some of the . most hopeful of these are those being explored and developed by non
governmental organisations (NGOs) in Sri Lanka. 

NGO Alternatives 

As is the case with many other developing countries, the compelling needs of the poorest and 
most disadvantaged members of society in Sri Lanka led, during the nineteenth century, to 
the establishment of many Christian welfare organisations, such as the YMCA and, 
accompanying growing national sentiments, to its religious equivalent in the Young Men's 
Buddist Association (YMBA). Since then, a very large number and variety of international 
NGOs and indigenous peoples organisations have been established in response, largely, to the 
material and spiritual needs of the community. 

According to a survey carried out for the Asian Development Bank in 19893
, there were then 

about 150 NGOs registered in Sri Lanka. Covering a wide range of activities and 
characteristics, they all have endeavoured to address the problem of human poverty and 
suffering in diverse ways. 

One of the oldest, most influential and pervasive of these NGOs, both geographically and 
functionally is the Thrift and Credit Cooperative Societies (TCCS) of Sri Lanka. TCCS or 
"Sanasas" (the acronym for TCCS in the Sinhalese language) are a form of cooperative 
societies that have been in existence for over 75 years. Their fundamental objectives are the 
alleviation of rural poverty and relieving the rural poor from indebtedness. These societies, 
with a total membership of 675,000; exist all over the country. 371,240 of the membership 
(ie 55%) and 41% of the borrowers are women. While people of all income groups can 
become members, they are most popular with the rural poor who are in the low income 
group. 

ADB, August 1989, Volume 1. 
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The "SANASA" (TCCS) Movement in Sri Lanka 

The Federation of Thrift & Credit Cooperative Societies has a capital structure made of 
shares, compulsory savings and revolving funds. The total share capital and savings of the 
Federation stood at RslOl million (US$2,367,000) in 1990. The districts are required to 
maintain 20% of their profits with the Federation. 

Members of a Primary Society (PTCCS) of the Sanasa movement must purchase one share 
worth Rs240 (US$5.60), to be paid over 24 instalments of RslO (US$0.25) each, to join. 
"Sanasa" accepts deposits from its members and non-members and extends loan facilities to 
its members. The Primary Societies are autonomous and decide themselves about the terms 
of loans, interest rates, repayment period, according to their cost, volume, risk expectation etc. 

The Federation of TCCS mobilises funds within the movement from deposits of its members 
(paying 12% to 14% - slightly higher than commercial rates), then onlends to District Unions 
which pay a margin of 2%, on average - 15% ). The District Unions add to the surpluses of 
their own interest charges to the 15% from the Federation to onlend at 17%-18% to the needy 
Primary Societies. The latter lend this money to their members at an average interest rate 
of 21 %, which is at or near commercial rates. 

This system of organisation and funding has proved to be financially viable and sustainable 
for the Sanasa movement in general. However, it has not been able to meet the needs of all 
lower-income groups, including those below the poverty-line, without seeking some external 
assistance. 

To help meet this need, TCCS did not avail of the re-finance schemes offered by the Central 
Bank, which caused several difficulties to them. On the other hand, since 1977, it did obtain 
financial assistance from some international sources (Australia, Canada, the Netherlands and 
the World Council of Credit Unions) to help strengthen its institutional structure. 

At the national level, due to its grass roots support and credibility at the village level, TCCS 
has participated successfully in the Million Houses Program, the Integrated Rural 
Development Project, the People Participation Program and the Low Income Groups program 
of the Regional Rural Development Bank - all of which have helped increase access to credit 
for the poor. 

Apart from its involvement in the National Development Program, TCCS has endeavoured 
to develop its own programs to provide credit to the very poor in the districts of Kurunegala, 
Kuliyapitiya and Matale. In 1985, TCCS developed an "Absorption Capacity Promotion 
Program" aimed at involving the poorest people. Each Primary Society was asked to select 
at least five members from among the poorest group in their operational areas and to provide 
assistance to them to plan and manage their own affairs using savings and credit. 

By the end of 1989, about Rs3 million (US$75,000) was granted to 275 societies, involving 
1,500 members. Loans ranged from Rs500 (US$12.00) to the maximum limit of Rs2,000 
(US$50). The proportion of low income borrowers who are female is 64%. It is reported 
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in the case study that this program "was designed to build a foundation for the provision of 
subsidised credit to the poorest of the poor for income generating projects". It went on to 
state that since the Sanasa movement cannot afford to provide a great deal of subsidised credit 
from its own funds, a number of foreign donors had provided funds to be used in this manner. 

The case study goes on to report that in one program alone - in the Kurunegala, Matale and 
Mannor Districts, TCCS has loaned over Rs36 million (US$90,000) to 1,750 borrowers below 
the poverty line, with an on time repayment rate of 93%. Borrowers are organised into 
groups of five and receive group loans for income generating activities. 

TCCS is not an institution imposed from above or introduced from without. It has sprung 
from within the village owing to the growing realisation of homogenous groups of people, 
well known to each other, that such an institution would provide them with a more acceptable 
mechanism capable of meeting some of their most pressing credit needs. 

The simplicity and pragmatic nature of its activities and procedures are a unique feature of 
TCCS which offer a positive alternative to the banks. Although these will be detailed in 
considering the major issues below, their appeal may be briefly listed as : 

(i) the autonomy of each society in deciding the terms and conditions and collateral of 
small loans to be offered; 

(ii) linking the amount of the loan to that of the savings deposited; 
(iii) substituting group guarantees for traditional collateral; 
(iv) relying upon group peer pressure to avoid defaults and ensure timely repayment of 

loans; 
(v) Redueing transaction costs significantly through such peer pressure and voluntary 

workers in loan monitoring, supervision and collection. 

Collaboration between the NGO and the Bank 

The foregoing practical advantages and potential cost savings in providing credit for the poor 
were outlined by TCCS at the First Regional Workshop on Banking with the Poor in Manila 
last May. The Hatton National Bank (like many other banks attending that conference) being 
duly impressed with these alternative methods and channels, agreed to undertake a detailed 
case study thereof in close cooperation with TCCS in Sri Lanka, and to establish a pilot 
linkage with a branch of TCCS (see below). 

B. MAJOR ISSUES 

The Target Group 

The Hatton Bank and TCCS selected the Ekkiriyagala Udagama Village in the Kegalle 
District to implement the linkage program. This village is situated 5 miles from the Kegalle 
town. 60% of its population fall below the official poverty line of Rs700 (US$16.50) a 
month. 
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The village TCCS was officially registered in 1985 with 150 members. The village comprises 
350 families, and the total population is about 2,500, of which approximately 1,000 are under 
18 years of age. Most of them are either landless or own or possess small plots of arable 
land. Some are microentrepreneurs, but most live in absolute poverty and suffer from 
malnutrition. According to a 1990 survey, 55.3% were self-employed, 4.3% worked as 
labourers and 23% were unemployed. 

Major cultivations in the village are rice paddy, rubber, minor export crops such as cloves, 
pepper and cardamons, pineapple and bananas. There are also some small scale industries 
such as livestock, dairy, coir products, handlooms, brick making, rice milling, broomsticks 
etc. 

The inadequacy of capital is said to be the major constraint upon development. Although the 
"Sanasa" (the TCCS movement at large) has extended financial assistance to the members of 
this group, the total volume of loanable funds has been inadequate to meet the credit 
requirements of the members, who have therefore had to postpone their development plans 
until such financing is forthcoming. Hence the proposed linkage program. 

Linkage between the Bank and the NGO 

The Hatton National Bank and TCCS decided to reach the target group through a District 
Society - DTCCS in order not to disturb the established policies/programs of the Federation 
(FTCCS). Hence, it was agreed that the linkage program would be launched through the 
Kegalle Branch of the Hatton Bank and the Kegalle District DTCCS. 

Under this arrangement, the DTCCS is to forward an application for a credit package to meet 
all the credit requirements of the target group. The credit facilities are to be disbursed to its 
members and loans are to be supervised and monitored by the Primary Society - the PTCCS, 
as in the case of other loans. 

Training facilities for the beneficiaries are to be arranged by the Bank and FTCCS with the 
assistance of DTCCS and every effort is to be made by them to find markets for the products 
manufactured. 

The Hatton Bank will deploy an Officer to monitor progress and he will be attached to the 
Kegalle Branch of the Bank. 

With a view to working out a mutually beneficial linkage program, the Hatton National Bank 
is having further discussions with TCCS and DTCCS. It is hopeful of finalising an acceptable 
arrangement as early as possible. 

Savings Mobilisation 

The Bank and the DTCCS have agreed to take steps to inculcate the habit of savings among 
the target group by (a) linking the future advances to the savings held by the borrower and 
family members; (b) conducting educational programs in the schools and elsewhere to 
explain the benefits of saving to the target group members and families; and (c) to offer 
attractive interest rates both to the TCCS and to the borrowers. 
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The Primary Societies currently collect deposits at the following interest rates - 12% on 
compulsory savings, 14% on savings and 16% on minor accounts. The rate may change from 
one PTCCS to another, according to their financial requirements. 

The present volume of total lending of the Sanasa Movement is Rs.637 whereas the total 
savings plus the equity funds amount to Rs.622 Mn. This clearly illustrates that the Sanasa 
Movement is constrained by their funds position to make further advances to their clients. 

Credit Facilities 

"Sanasa" provides credit facilities for its members for a number of purposes. They extend 
assistance for small projects, agriculture, self-employment and urgent requirements. 

Interest rates vary from society to society. In the general area of the linkage project (the 
Kegalle District), 24% is charged for small projects, 18% for agriculture, 18% for self
employment, 8% for low income loans and 5% for "instant loans". Repayment periods vary, 
but normally do not exceed 3 years. 

The simplicity and pragmatic nature of the lending practices and procedures is a unique 
feature of the scheme. 

(i) TCCS decide for themselves on the loan schemes to be implemented, terms and 
conditions, rates of interest, collateral, repayment period etc. 

(ii) the amount of the loan a member can receive is linked to the shares and deposits held 
by that member. 

The maximum loan limit is Rs25,000 (US$570), but most of the loans are below Rs5,000 
(US$115). 

Security/Collateral 

Collateral is confined to personal guarantees of two members of the society - found to be a 
convenient form of collateral in the absence, very often, of any other form of assets. 

In the case of loan schemes implemented for low income earning groups, the group guarantee 
method is adopted, a group consisting of 4-5 persons. Each person must guarantee the 
repayment of the loans granted to the other members of the group. 

This system, though radically different from normal banking standards, has ensured excellent 
repayment performance. Group members are reluctant to default as they would thereby lose 
credibility among their own people and jeopardise their future relations and social status. 
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In the case of the target group at Kegalle, an understanding has been reached between 
FTCCS, DTCCS, PTCCS and the Hatton National Bank regarding the nature of the collateral 
to be taken for loans under the Bank facility. Although these are still to be fine-tuned, it was 
agreed that the following assets should be considered as collateral: 

(a) group guarantees; 
(b) assets of the TCCS accumulated from lending operations; 
( c) guarantees of TCCS; and 
(d) savings deposits of TCCS 

Transaction Costs 

Transaction costs of the TCCS in general appear to be low compared to commercial banks. 
This is said to be due to much lower overhead costs of the TCCS. Staff costs on 
administration and loan supervision appear very low, constituting less than 2%. The majority 
of people who are involved in administration are volunteer workers where no cost is involved. 
Moreover, since peer pressure and group pressure is the main mechanism inducing loan 
repayments, very little supervision is required. 

Hence the low transaction cost of this system makes it a very satisfactory alternative to reach 
the poor. 

The Hatton National Bank therefore considers this linkage as an appropriate means to reduce 
transaction costs in providing credit to the selected target group. Since the loan supervision 
and recovery are to be handled by DTCCS, the bank will in actual fact be able to cut down 
on such costs and on other incidental expenses. The bank will also not incur delivery costs 
as their funds are to be channelled through DTCCS. 

Transaction Cost Bank TCCS 
% % 

Average financial cost 16.0 15.5 
Average non interest _ll 2.0 
Average cost of funds 19.3 17.5 
(These are only tentative estimates based on certain approximations we could make.) 

Loan Repayment Performance 

The case study reports that the following procedures have been adopted to ensure a 
satisfactory repayment of loans: 

(a) to arrange repayment terms after a careful assessment of cash inflows; 
(b) to provide facilities for discounting of post-dated cheques issued by borrowers 

considered to be in good standing; 
( c) defaulted loans to be rescheduled if reason for default is ascertained to be genuine; 
(d) conducting continuous programs of education regarding the benefits of satisfactory 

repayments. 
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Interest Rates & Financial Viability 

The Hatton National Bank had the intention, under the linkage program, to grant all facilities 
under the special refinance credit scheme introduced by the Central Bank of Sri Lanka. 
However, these credit schemes were withdrawn by the Central Bank from 1992. Therefore, 
the Bank is compelled to lend at the market rate. 

As the "Sanasa" provide facilities at a low rate and some other credit schemes funded by 
donors are also in operation in the Kegalle District at a subsidised rate [IFAD/CIDA?], the 
members of the selected DTCCS target group were concerned about the higher interest rate 
offered to them under the linkage arrangement with HNB, and were reluctant to avail 
themselves of the facilities under the proposed program. 

Since the banks cost of funds (due to the high interest paid on deposits to compete with other 
banks) is high, HNB has to charge 21 % minimum to the DTCCS. The latter and the PTCCS 
agreed to keep 1 % each for their operational cost, enabling the PTCCS to offer to lend at 
23%. 

The reluctance of members of the Kegalle target group to borrow at these market rates of 
interest is mostly due to other funding being made available at subsidised rates of interest. 
provided by IFAD. The authors of the case study therefore suggested that it may be 
necessary to provide the target group, at least in the initial stages advances at subsidised rates, 
with a view to gradually removing them. This would call for refinancing facilities to the 
bank. 

In view of the insistence of the donor agencies to applying rates other the commercial rates 
of interest it may be possible to work out a program as follows: 

(1) Identify those members of a TCCS or of a number of TCCS located in proximity who 
are willing to obtain loans at commercial rates of interest and initially grant loans to 
them. 

(2) To provide to those loan recipients training and other expert advice with the technical 
assistance of the donor agencies. 

(3) By the measure under item 2 impress on the other members of TCCS that securing 
loans at commercial rates of interest has in it elements which would more than 
compensate for the additional interest paid. 

(4) The demonstration effect from the above could be expected to contribute positively 
to increase the number of loan seekers gradually but steadily over a period of time. 
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Impact 

The case study reports plans to carry out a bench mark survey in consultation with DTCCS 
and PTCCS and to document the following prior to commencing the proposed linkage 
program: 

(a) present household income 
(b) number of savings accounts maintained by members of households, their volume, and 

withdrawals 
(c) sources of income and regular levels 
(d) educational level of household 
(e) quality of their dwelling house 
(f) positions held in various social clubs and organisations by members of each household 

It is planned to carry out surveys at least once in every two years to assess this impact. 

On the part of the bank, the following information will be collected and reviewed on a 
quarterly and annual basis: 

(a) increase in loan portfolio as well as classifications re size, purpose, maturity and 
repayment positions of loans 

(b) increase in savings portfolio 
(c) number of people availing of credit 
(d) the profit/loss to the bank from the linkage scheme and its trends. 
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APPENDIX IX 

Background Information 

1. The Foundation was established on 12 
March 1990, following the 
recommendation of the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and the decision of the 
Australian Government to amend the 
income tax law to give the Foundation 
tax-deductible status by naming it 
specifically in the Act. That decision, 
announced by the Treasurer on 
11 April 1990, was approved in an Act 
of Parliament on 31 May 1990. 

2. The basic aim of the Foundation is to 
undertake, promote and support 
activities to improve the quality and 
increase the quantity of aid to and 
cooperation with developing countries. 

3. Its mandate calls for it to do so 
through: 

(a) policy-oriented research 
(b) increasing public awareness 
( c) mobilising broader Australian and 

overseas interest and 
participation, and 

(d) supporting non-governmental 
efforts to promote development, 
especially at the grassroots level. 

4. The policies and program of the 
Foundation are controlled by a Board 
of Governors. The Foundation's first 
Board comprised General Eva 
Burrows, Sir Llew Edwards, Sir 
Gordon Jackson, Dr Brian Scott, 
Mr Stephen Taylor, Mr William Taylor 
and Professor Roy Webb. 
Subsequently, Sir Laurence Muir and 
the Hon John Wheeldon became 
Governors. 

5. The Executive Director is responsible 
for the implementation of the 
Foundation's policies and program, 
with the advice and assistance of a 
Program Advisory Panel appointed by 
the Board. 

6. The Foundation is developing close 
working relationships with Australian 
and international organisations 
(official, private and voluntary) in 
related fields, and with its overseas 
counterparts (such as the Overseas 
Development Institute in the UK, the 
Overseas Development Council in the 
US, and the. North-South Institute in 
Canada) which have offered their 
cooperation and support. 

7. The Foundation, like its overseas 
counterparts, is an entirely 
independent, non-profit and non
partisan organisation whose sole 
commitment is to strengthen 
international cooperation and 
development. 

8. The Foundation's core budget is 
derived entirely from independent 
private sources. It is expected this will 
be progressively supplemented by 
support from other private foundations, 
corporations and individuals, to ensure 
that its unique role as an independent 
"think-tank", and as a catalyst 
contributing to international 
development and cooperation, is 
further strengthened. 
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APPENDIXX 

Banking With The Poor 

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE PROJECT 

Approved by the Board of Governors on 30 October 1990 

I. BACKGROUND 

1. The Foundation for Development Cooperation is the principal proponent and sponsor 
of this project. The Foundation is an independent, private-sector organisation, based 
in Australia. The Foundation's mandate is to undertake, promote and support 
activities to improve the quality and increase the quantity of aid to and cooperation 
with the developing world. One of its aims is to encourage and support non
governmental development activities, "including those contributing to income 
generation, job creation and small enterprise development and other self-help 
activities at the grassroots level." 

2. On 1 June 1990, the Board of Governors of the Foundation approved a Concept 
Proposal for this project in which it outlined the following assumptions on which the 
project is based: 

3. According to the World Bank, close to one billion people in the world live in 
absolute poverty, i.e. are unable to meet their basic human needs for food, clothing, 
shelter and minimal health care. 

4. Most of them are however both eager and willing to help themselves - to generate 
a modest increase in income, small enterprise and employment - if only they are 
given the opportunity to do so. 

5. Their major constraint is lack of access to credit. High bank transaction costs and 
lack of collateral preclude them (i.e. all in the so-called "informal sector") from 
being able to obtain even the smallest bank loan (e.g. between $50 and $1,000 or 
equivalent to one year's average per capita income for the Third World poor) to help 
them to help themselves. 
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6. In recent years, very large numbers of credit-based self-help groups have been 
formed in the Third World and many non-governmental organisations (NGOs) have 
developed successful programs of "revolving credit" for the poor, some of which 
have: 

(i) had a positive impact upon the generation of income, employment and small 
enterprise; 

(ii) achieved high loan repayment rates, in excess of 95% by alternative methods 
to the banks; and in some cases 

(iii) achieved financial viability and sustainability after a number of years. 

7. These programs are already beginning to attract increasing interest and attention, not 
only by major official aid agencies and NGOs in the First World, but also by the 
World Bank, regional banks, development banks and commercial banks in some First 
and Third W odd Countries.* 

8. A number of new and innovative pilot projects have recently been initiated overseas 
to explore the possibilities of linking the formal (banking) sector and the informal 
(poverty) sector in developing countries. 

9. Many empirical studies have also been undertaken in the last few years which 
underline the validity of the foregoing assumptions and suggest the need to explore 
these possibilities more thoroughly. One such study, authored by Professor J V 
Remenyi, soon to be issued by I T Publications with the support of this Foundation, 
recommends the need for further research on the development of these linkages, 
through which tangible improvements in poverty alleviation could be made; that the 
banking community could play an important role in supporting these developments; 
and that some of the more successful credit programs being carried out by NGOs in 
this field could possibly lead to their development as effective "financial 
intermediaries" between commercial banks and the poor. 

10. In approving the concept proposal for this project, the Board requested the Executive 
Governor to explore the matter further with bank economists and other experts, 
international agencies and financial institutions, to seek the cooperation of the 
national and international banking community, and to prepare more definitive terms 
of reference for the project, which are now embodied in this draft. 

* It may be noted that the World Bank's latest Annual "World Development 
Report" is focussed on "Poverty" and stresses the importance of providing 
increased access to credit for the poor. The Asian Development Bank has also 
given high priority to poverty alleviation and credit in its recent policy and 
program statements. 
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II. COOPERATION AND SUPPORT 

11. In implementation of that decision, an informal meeting of bank economists, chaired 
by Sir Harold Knight, former Governor of the Reserve Bank of Australia, discussed 
and gave further support to this proposal and suggested that an approach for 
additional support and assistance might appropriately be made to the Australian 
Bankers Association (ABA). A letter was addressed to the Association requesting 
its support in arranging to second a bank officer, possessing particular skills relevant 
to this project, for a period of 18 months to assist in its implementation. The ABA 
gave a positive response to this request, and an Australian bank official has been 
appointed to that position. 

12. Senior officials of the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Asian Institute 
of Management, the Asian and Pacific Development Centre (APDC) and the Asian 
and Pacific Regional Agricultural Credit Association (APRACA) consulted on this 
project, have expressed positive interest in it and in many cases have offered 
practical support or cooperation. The Ford Foundation and the United Nations 
Capital Development Fund, with whom the preliminary concept was discussed earlier 
this year (and who are both active in this field of endeavour) have also expressed 
their interest. 

13. Following further consultations, a request was submitted to the World Bank for a 
Special External Grant to support the project. The World Bank has responded 
positively to that request and has agreed to help finance the first Regional 
Workshop. The Asian Institute of Management (AIM) and the Asian Pacific 
Development Centre (APDC) have both expressed keen interest in hosting that 
Workshop, and it would be quite possible and appropriate to consider inviting the 
Asian Development Bank to host the second Regional Workshop in a further year's 
time. 

14. Following recent consultations with the Asian & Pacific Regional Agricultural Credit 
Association (APRACA) in Bangkok, officials of that organisation also expressed 
strong interest in this project and have suggested that the Foundation should apply 
for membership in APRACA, whose membership includes many central, agricultural, 
developmental, commercial and other financial institutions in this region which are 
strongly interested in our aim of improving access to credit for the poor. 
Representatives of the Foundation will attend the next general assembly of APRACA 
in Indonesia from 5-9 December 1990, where it will outline the present project to 
the conferees and invite their cooperation with it. 
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III. AIM OF THE PROJECT 

15. The objective of the project is to explore, demonstrate and publicise the scope for 
increased access to credit, on a sound commercial basis, for the very poor in 
developing countries. The longer-term aim is to promote viable, commercially 
sound, linkages between the formal finance sector (including commercial banks) and 
well-managed non-governmental programs and self-help groups among the very poor 
in those countries. 

IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 

16. The direct participants in the project will be: 

(a) Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) operating successful revolving credit 
programs for the poor in Asia Pacific developing countries (see the suggested 
criteria for "successful", below). These organisations will be selected from among 
those already covered in recent studies, * or otherwise brought to the Foundation's 
attention, who express interest in participation and provide adequate responses to key 
questions along the lines suggested in Appendix A. The aim would be to make an 
initial selection of about nine or ten organisations to attend the Regional Workshop 
referred to below. 

(b) Interested Banking Institutions, especially commercial banks, including those from 
countries from which successful NGO programs have been selected, would also be 
invited to the Workshop and to participate in the case studies to follow. In some 
cases, those successful NGO programs may already have established accounts or 
developed rudimentary intermediary arrangements with the banks concerned. In any 
event, the banks would be selected on account of their interest in and willingness to 
cooperate in this experimental project. It is proposed that the selection process will 
be made with the advice and assistance of the cooperating NGOs and national or 
central bank authorities of the country· concerned, or by officials of the World Bank 
or Asian Development Bank. 

17. Having appointed a Project Leader, with appropriate banking experience from 
Australia, the Foundation will also appoint an Associate with NGO experience in 
this field in Asia. 

* Including the aforementioned Remenyi Study of Income Generation Programs 
for the Poor. 
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18. The Research Team will review the relevant literature, data and reports of successful 
revolving credit programs for the poor, including their actual or potential relationship 
with banks in the Asia-Pacific region. 

19. The Foundation will invite the cooperation and participation of appropriate non
governmental organisations and banks in the Asia Pacific region, using the methods 
of selection referred to in paragraph 16 above. 

20. It will organise a Regional Workshop, in association with appropriate international 
or regional organisations at a convenient location in the region at which the direct 
participants (NGO and bank representatives referred to above) will outline their 
experience to date and discuss and finalise the terms of reference for case studies of 
their respective programs and possible relationships in the coming year. 

21. The case studies will describe and analyse the various methods employed by these 
NGO programs to achieve successful results: e.g. income, employment and small 
enterprise generation by the borrowers, and high loan recovery rates and financial 
viability of the lenders. They will also reflect the observations on and initial 
experience of participating banks with these programs, explore the means to 
strengthen existing linkages, examine the feasibility of the development of successful 
NGO programs as "financial intermediaries" for the banks, or any other opportunities 
for direct or indirect involvement of the banks in providing increased access to credit 
for the poor. 

22. The Research Team will supervise, assemble and analyse the results of these case 
studies and other relevant information or experience, and submit their findings and 
recommendations thereon to a Second Regional Workshop one year later. Their 
report should briefly review the various programs, explore the different approaches 
and endeavour to identify the more successful methods of providing better access to 
credit for the poor, as well as the possibilities of developing stronger, more viable 
and commercially sound linkages with formal financial institutions for that purpose. 

V. FINAL REPORT 

23. In the light of the further exchange of experience, comments and observations at that 
Workshop, the Research Team will prepare and circulate a final report on the project 
to the participants and to the Foundation for its widest possible publication and 
distribution. 
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24. A primary aim of that report, as of the project as a whole (as indicated above), will 
be to demonstrate and publicise the scope for increased access to credit for the poor, 
on a sound commercial basis, and to raise public awareness, especially among 
banking and non-governmental circles, of the opportunities as well as the need for 
new initiatives and concerted action to that end. 

25. Depending upon the findings of the Research Team and any consensus reached 
among the participants at the Second Regional Workshop, the final report may also 
be able to include constructive suggestions or recommendations on such matters as: 

(i) Measures to improve the performance of NGO revolving credit programs to enable 
them to serve as effective financial intermediaries between the banks and the poor; 

(ii) Measures to enable the banks to expand and facilitate their relationships and linkages 
with those organisations and/or, by more direct means, eg to self-help groups at the 
village or community level, to provide increased access to credit for the poor; 

(iii) Measures to be taken by bilateral and multilateral aid agencies and international 
financial institutions to improve the quality and increase the quantity of their 
technical and financial support for the development and initial operation of these 
programs. 

(iv) Measures to be taken by Third World Governments and Central Banks, (and possibly 
by the World Bank and the IMF) to encourage, deregulate and offer positive support 
and incentives to the informal sector, NGOs and the banking community, to provide 
for greater access to credit, markets, training and other resources needed to help the 
poor to help themselves. 

VI. DECISIONS TAKEN BY THE BOARD OF THE FOUNDATION 

26. The Board of Governors of the Foundation meeting in Sydney on 30 October 1990, 
approved the above Terms of Reference and an indicative budget for the project, 
which now also includes the contributions of the World Bank and the Australian 
Bankers Association, to help get the project underway. 
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BANKING WITH THE POOR 

Criteria for the Selection of 
Successful Non-Governmental Credit Programs for the Poor 

and Related Questions for NGOs 

Note: Since the primary object of this project is to endeavour to enlist the 
interest and cooperation of the banking community in providing better 
access to credit for the poor, (though not exclusively, possibly 
through NGOs as "financial intermediaries") the indicative criteria 
outlined below for "successful revolving credit programs" are 
naturally more stringent than those which apply to other NGO 
programs which have the alleviation of poverty as their primary 
objective. 

PROPOSED CRITERIA AND RELATED QUESTIONS : 

(1) A commitment to improving access to credit for the poor; i.e. the NGO 
program targets poor beneficiaries who presently have no access to formal 
(banking) credit because of (a) their lack of acceptable collateral; or (b) the 
excessively high transaction costs or elaborate formal procedures required 
to obtain such credit. Question: Is the NGO directly concerned with and 
committed to overcoming those problems? How much (how many years) 
experience in this field has it had? 

(2) Successful alternative methods employed; e.g. the program has eliminated 
or greatly reduced the "credit risk" through alternative methods, such as 
recognising "solidarity groups", whose members can obtain loans only after 
other members have repaid their initial loans (viz. the Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh); or have substituted group liability for conventional 
collateral; or have a successful record of personal references or guarantees 
for loan repayments. 

Question: Does the NGO use any of these (or other) alternative methods 
successfully in lieu of a primary reliance upon conventional collateral? 
Please describe. 
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(3) Savings Mobilisation: Does the program encourage or require the deposit 
of savings either (a) as a precondition for credit e.g. Is there an agreed 
savings-to-credit ratio reflecting the credit-worthiness of the borrower? 
and/or (b) as a means to build the capital resources of the program; and 
to encourage the sense of responsibility and participation of the poor (the 
borrowers). Are such savings programs a problem under national 
legislation? Please describe your organisation's policy, practice, targets 
and results in these respects. 

(4) Market Rates of Interest: Does your organisation charge rates of interest 
that are (a) lower than (b) comparable with or (c) greater than commercial 
rates of interest in the formal financial sector? What rates, please? 

(5) Loan Recovery Rates in excess of 95%: Does your organisation (a) target 
to recover more than 95% of loans and (b) is the bad debt write-off less 
than 5% (for loans, say, 3 months or more overdue) and by how much? 

(6) Lending volume in excess of US$100,000 per annum: Total amount 
loaned last year and total number of borrowers? 

(7) Average loan size - less than US$1,000 per borrower: What is the average 
loan size of your program? 

(8) Average loan duration - less than 3 years: What is the average duration 
of loans in your program? 

(9) Impact on increased income and employment: Has the program increased 
both and by how much? Please provide any available data on (a) average 
increase in project and family income and (b) on the average amount 
loaned to provide one additional job; and approximate increase in total 
employment from the program last year. 

(10) Financial viability of the program: Is the interest margin sufficient 
to cover the administrative costs and reserves for bad debts and 
inflation, and how many years has it taken, or will it take, to achieve 
that goal? 

(11) External Aid: Has the organisation received any external (official or 
private) aid funding to capitalise its revolving credit program or to 
assist in its administration, training or technical assistance? What 
proportion would that represent of the total capitalisation of the 
program? 
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(12) Long-term sustainability: Has the organisation yet reached a level of 
long-term financial sustainability (i.e. without needing further 
injections of external aid), or when does it plan to do so, and by what 
means? 

(13) Bank relationships - Does the program operate an account with a 
local bank and/or does that or any other bank supply a loan or line 
of credit or offer any other interest or support for the development of 
your organisation's services as a "financial intermediary" to the poor? 
Please describe. 

(14) Program Evaluation and Monitoring: Does your program have an 
established system of loan and borrower monitoring and of self
evaluation? Has any independent evaluation been made of your 
program as a whole? If so, would it be possible to obtain a copy of 
such an evaluation report, as it may help to answer or clarify the 
position with respect to some or many of the questions raised above. 

Note: 

***************** 

It is realised that not all NGOs will be able to supply 
information on all of the foregoing questions, or be in a 
position to comply with all of these (mainly indicative) criteria 
and that some of them are obviously more important than 
others. However, your assistance and cooperation in providing 
information in response to as many of these questions as 
possible will greatly facilitate our efforts to find ways to 
strengthen the linkages between the formal and informal sectors 
and to provide for greater access to credit for the poor. 

Thank you for your help. 
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APPENDIX XI 

Participants in First Regional Workshop 

Banks and NGOs which participated in the Manila Workshop, 
and the names of their representatives 

Country Organisation Name of Representative 

Bangladesh Sonali Bank Mr Mohammed Taheruddin 
General Manager 

Swanirvar Bangladesh Mr S M Al-Husainy 
Chairman 
Executive Committee 

India The Vysya Bank Ltd Mr (Sri) Ramesh Gelli 
Chairman 

MYRADA (Mysore Mr Aloysius Fernandez 
Resettlement & Executive Director 
Development Agency Mr William D'Souza 

Project Coordinator 

Indonesia Bank Rakyat Indonesia Mrs Siti Sundari Nasution 
Manager of Small Credit 
Department 

Badan Koordinasi Mr PM Sitanggang 
Koperasi Kredit Executive Board Member of BK3I 
Indonesia (BK3I) Mr Pardjimin Nurzain 

Director Interlending Department 

Malaysia Bank Islam Malaysia Mr Ahmad Tajuddin Abdul Rahman 
Senior General Manager 

Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia Prof David Gibbons 
Managing Director 
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Country Organisation Name of Representative 

Nepal Rashtriya Banijya Bank Mr Khem Ranjan Baral 
Deputy General Manager 

National Federation of Mr Bhoj Raj Ghimire 
Savings & Credit Chairman of NAFSCUN 
Unions Nepal 

Pakistan Habib Bank Limited Mr Anwar Samad 
Senior Executive Vice President 

Aga Khan Rural Support Mr Shoaib Sultan Khan 
Programme General Manager 

Philippines BPI Family Bank Mr Ricardo A Balbido Jr 
Vice President 
Mr Luis C Urcia 
Administrative Assistant 

Tulay SA PAG-UNLAD, Mr Benjamin T Montemayor 
Inc (TSPI) Executive Director 

Mr Gil Lacson 
Director, Developmental 
Credit Operations 

Sri Lanka Hatton National Bank Mr D Muthukumarana 
Assistant General Manager 

The Federation of Mr P A Kiriwandeniya 
Thrift & Credit President 
Cooperative Societies 



International organisations 

The Asian Development Bank (ADB) 

The Asian Institute of 
Management (AIM) 

The Asian and Pacific Rural and 
Agricultural Credit Association 
(APRACA) 

The World Bank 
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Dr Zaki Azam 
Director, Department of Agriculture 
Dr Dieter Bucher 
Project Economist 

Mr Felipe B. Alfonso 
President 
Mr Eduardo A. Morato, Jr 
Associate Dean 
Development Management Program 
Professor Romulo Neri 

Mr Kishan Gill 
Representative 
Mr Chris Alip 
Mr Benedicto Bayaua 

Mr Rolando Arrivillaga 
Representative, Manila 

The Australian International Development Mr Ian Anderson 
Assistance Bureau (AIDAB) Counsellor, Australian Embassy 

Manila 

The German Organisation for 
Technical Cooperation (GTZ) 

Mr Detlev Holloh 



APPENDIX XII 
Development Indicators 
Case Study Countries 

Average Average Gross Average Exchange 
Annual Annual Agriculture's Domestic Annual CPI Commercial Rate v. USD 

Population Population Growth in Share of Savings as Inflation Lending (units of 
- Mid 1990 Growth Real GDP GDP % of GDP Rate Rate domestic 

Country (millions) 1980-1990 1980-1990 1990 1990 1980-1990 mid-May currency 
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) per $1) 

mid-May 

Bangladesh 106.7 2.3 4.3 38 2 9.6 38.00 

India 849.5 2.1 5.3 31 20 7.9 28.35 

Indonesia 178.2 1.8 5.5 22 37 8.4 24.00 2027 

Malaysia 17.9 2.6 5.2 18.6 ('91) 33 1.6 8.90 2524 

Nepal 18.9 2.6 4.3 60 8 9.1 46.25 

Pakistan 112.4 3.1 6.3 26 12 6.7 24.97 

Philippines 61.5 2.4 0.9 25 ('91) 16 14.9 20.00 25.45 

Sri Lanka 17.0 1.4 4.0 26 15 11.1 43.25 

USA 0.9 3.4 3 3.7 6.50 
Australia 1.5 3.4 4 7.4 11.50 



Country 

Bangladesli 

India 

Indonesia 

Malaysia 

Nepal 

Pakistan 

Philippines 

Sri Lanka 

U.S.A. 
Australia 

Government 
Poverty Line 

USO per month 

11 per capita 

19 per household 

142 per family of 5 

9 per capita 

6 per capita 

50 per family of 6 
(1985) 

17 per capita 

% of 
Population below 

Poverty Line 

55 ('89/90) 

37 

17 ('87) 

15 ('90) 

23 ('84) 

58 

60 

Development Indicators (continued) 

Daily Calorie 
Supply per Capita 

1989 

2,021 

2,229 

2,750 

2,774 

2,077 

2,375 

2,277 

3,671 
3,216 

2,219 

Life Expectancy 
at Birth 

1990 

51.8 

59.1 

61.5 

70.1 

52.2 

64.2 

70.9 

75.9 
76.5 

57.7 

Infant Mortality 
Rate per 1000 
Live Births 

1990 

105 

92 

61 

16 

121 

41 

19 

9 
8 

103 

Adult Mean Years 
Literacy Rate of Schooling 

1990 

35.3 

48.2 

77.0 

78.4 

25.6 

89.7 

88.4 

99.0 
99.0 

34.8 

2.0 

2.4 

3.9 

5.3 

2.1 

7.4 

6.9 

12.3 
11.5 

1.9 
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APPENDIX XIII 

GUIDELINES FOR THE FORMATION OF SELF-HELP CREDIT MANAGEMENT 
GROUPS AND THEIR SUBSEQUENT LINKAGE WITH BANKS 

Compiled by a committee representing MYRADA, NABARD and Vysya Bank 
Bangalore, January 1992 

(a) The need for improving access of credit for the poor 

Notwithstanding the commendable progress achieved by the banks in reaching the 
rural areas of India, a very large section of the rural population, particularly the poor, 
still remains outside the ambit of formal credit institutions and still depends on private 
sources and money lenders to meet its most basic human needs. 

Realising this, serious efforts have been made to find alternatives to help these 
sections of the population to gain access to formal credit. Recent experience shows 
that, given the opportunity to do so, they are able and willing to come out of the 
poverty trap to find a decent living. Experience also suggests that putting together 
small groupings of poor people with similar interests· and other homogenous factors 
enables them to augment their meagre resources and helps them to sort our their own 
priorities according to their felt needs and problems. To such well organised self-help 
groups, assistance can be rendered to secure greater financial, technical and moral 
strength. 

(b) Emergence of self-help credit groups 

In some parts of the country, several Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs) have 
formed self-help credit groups in the villages, with the idea that whenever a 
homogenous group of poor people shares an environment and common needs together, 
they are bound to take up activities jointly which are meant for the welfare of the 
whole group. 

MYRADA (Mysore Resettlement and Development Agency) is one such NGO, which 
is implementing many village development programs in Southern India. It has 
organised large numbers of credit management groups based on the principle of self
help. 

(c) Characteristics of self-help credit management groups 

A self-help credit group is a voluntary association of persons with common interests, 
formed democratically without any political affiliations. The main objective of the 
group is to improve the economic and social status of the members in terms of their 
needs and interests. While the group's activities are multi purpose, they quite often 
have a special focus on thrift and credit management. Although unregistered, they 
function within the framework of an informal set of by-laws framed by the members 
themselves. These groups distinctly differ from the existing cooperatives where 
heterogeneity is a common and sometimes a devisive factor. These SHGs usually 
have members ranging in number from 10-25. 
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( d) The need for linkage of self-help credit management groups with banks 

The prime need of the hour is to ensure that the poor would live with dignity, 
sufficiency and responsibility. It is also to recognise that poor people are bankable 
and that they themselves are likely to have better appreciation of their socio-economic 
situation than large official and private institutions. The activities of Self-Help Credit 
Management Groups are basically related to the promotion of thrift among the 
members with income generation and asset creation efforts. The groups can also take 
up community welfare and village development activities. 

The savings and lending procedures adopted by the groups are very simple and are 
based on the mutual trust and confidence of the members. As a democratic body, all 
the members have equal opportunity to speak and express their opinions. Any 
decisions to be taken are to be made unanimously after thorough discussion among 
themselves. The purpose of loans provided is need-based and prioritisation among 
different purposes and members is collectively decided. The interest rate charged (or 
"service charges") varies widely among different groups and for different purposes in 
the same group. Even though in most cases the interest rate charged may be higher 
than the formal credit system, the borrowers are willing to pay the higher interest as 
this is still far less than that charged by local money lenders. At the same time, the 
assistance is provided in a timely manner and the benefit derived from the higher 
interest collected goes to the group itself. The terms and lending norms, viz. unit cost, 
repayment, interest rates etc are often quite different from the lending procedure 
followed by formal credit institutions. However, loan repayment performance is 
generally exceptionally good. 

Thus these self-help credit management groups are already engaged in informal 
banking operations through the activities of credit and thrift. Hence, it is desired that 
the banks should encourage the efforts of SHGs that are already functioning with good 
financial discipline and involvement, in addition to extending complete credit 
packages. For the poor, both consumption and productive needs will be small, but 
they are usually emergent and arise at unpredictable times. Meeting their needs when 
they arise is crucial and vital if the poor are to be prevented from going back to the 
non-formal credit agencies and money lenders. Hence the need for linkage of SHGs 
with banks. Preferably, banks can establish linkages with the SHGs after 11 or 12 
months of formation of SHGs. 
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(e) Phases in the formation of Self-Help Credit Management Groups 

The formation of self-help credit groups typically involve the following phases: 

Phase 1 

The formation of an SHG is usually facilitated by an NGO through identification of 
a specific village area and members based on their similar attributes and needs. 
Building the group dynamics and promoting the concept of working together through 
cooperation and collaboration is a very important task of an NGO in this phase. 
Success in the formation of SHGs depends heavily upon on the sensitivity and skill 
of the NGO staff member who acts as a change agent, and acceptance of a change 
agent by the client group is of prime importance. Field staff after forming the group 
help to identify the group leader and offer to him/her extensive training in conducting 
the group meeting, maintenance of records, etc. The thrift habit should be inculcated 
right from the beginning of formation of groups and to meet their immediate need for 
consumption purposes, service in the form of loans to be given to the individual 
beneficiaries out of the total savings of the group, through group consensus. This 
entire process of formation of the group and its stabilisation normally requires· a period 
of 6 months. 

Phase 2 

This phase relates to the necessary training of group members for appropriate 
productive activities. 

During the process of formation of the group, and informally, field staff of the NGO 
therefore must look into the existing skills, attitudes, and knowledge of individual 
members in various fields. 

In this phase, the identified skills should be properly developed and appropriate 
training for internalising the skill be given by the NGO. The period of this phase may 
be 6 months, which includes 6 monthly special training programs in different 
avocations. 

Phase 3 

To encourage the group members to take up more productive activities, provision of 
seed money assistance to an appropriate level, depending on group effectiveness and 
matching savings may be made. The seed money assistance can be considered during 
the Phase 2 period itself. 
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(f) Guidelines for estimating the cost of formation of self-help credit management 
groups 

The basic characteristics assumed for estimating the cost of the formation of SHGs are 
as follows: 

1. The group should have 10-25 members of homogeneous interests, in terms of 
socio economic status, specific economic activity, problems and needs. 

2. The NGO should take up the responsibility for the formation of the group and it 
is assumed that the entire process will take up to one year. 

3. During phase 1 and phase 2 of the formation, the group will develop the thrift 
habit out of their earnings by way of labour etc, and meet their consumption need 
out of the savings generated on a repayable basis with interest charged for such 
facilities. 

4. The savings mobilised by the group members will be adequate only to meet their 
consumption needs. But, in due course, the need will emerge for productive as 
well as consumption needs. In order to meet them, seed money assistance is 
necessary which can be provided from the 7th month onwards. However, 
depending on the progress of the group, the seed money may be considered at 
any time from the 3rd to the 9th months of the group formation. The seed 
money assistance may roughly match the group's savings. 

5. The NGO should help the group identify a group leader to undertake and 
coordinate the activities of the group and provide necessary training for him/her 
to do the banking operation as well as bookkeeping for the group. 

6. The NGO should arrange activity-oriented training programs for the group 
members to develop skills for augmenting their income through productive 
activities. 

The above guidelines have been prepared on the basis of the experience of MYRADA, 
an NGO in Southern India. On this basis, the total estimated cost for formation of 
self-help credit management groups works out to about Rs. 15,000 per group as 
detailed below: 



(g) 

* 

** 

(h) 
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Cost of self-help credit management group formation (per group, per year) 

I Group Leader expenditure: Rs Rs s 
i) Monthly allowances (Rs.150 per month) 1800 
ii) Monthly meetings (Rs.25 per meeting) 300 2100 75 

II MYRADA field staff expenditure: 
i) Salary for one field staff per group per year 2400* 
ii) Transport expenditure 400 2800 100 

m Training expenditure: 
i) Orientation training to group members 

(initial period one time) 300 
ii) Activity oriented training program 

(6 monthly program @ Rs.750 for each program) 4500 4800 170 

IV Seed money assistance: 
i) Estimated production credit requirement as seed 

money (Rs.200 per member x 25) 5000** 5000 175 

v Other expenses: 
i) Purchase of records and note books 300 300 _JQ 

TOTAL 15000 530 

NGO field staff can develop 12 groups and the monthly salary for field staff at Rs.200 ($7) 
per group per month. Hence the staff salary per group per year works out to Rs.2400 
($85). 

The estimated productive credit requirement as seed money assistance is assessed based 
on the savings rate of the group members as well as the requirement for some initial 
productive credit. The case study experience of SHGs organised by MYRADA suggests 
that the seed money requirement per member could be Rs.200 per year and hence the total 
seed money assistance per group i.e. of 25 members works out at Rs.5000 ($175). 

The Implementing Agency 

Due to the very nature of NGOs and their objectives, NGOs can be considered as 
appropriate implementing agencies in the development of self-help credit management 
groups. 

In Southern India, MYRADA an NGO, has formed many self-help credit management 
groups through their committed and dedicated field staff. Since they have the experience 
and staff to work in such environments, MYRADA will play a key role as the 
implementing agency in the development of self-help credit management groups, ably 
supported by the National Bank of Agriculture and Rural Development and The Vysya 
Bank Limited. MYRADA on its part will submit performance reports regularly and other 
required information as desired by the Foundation for Development Cooperation Ltd. 
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APPENDIX XIV 

Details of Loans to final Borrowers 

Annual Interest Rate 
Charged to Commercial Duration 

Credit Loan Size End Borrower Lending of 
Programme ($) (%) (%) Loan 

Bangladesh ::;; 132 13+$0.06 1-6 months 
Swanirvar (47.50 average) per week 

India MYRADA 1.75 - 53 12-48 1-6 months 
linkage (31.75 average) 36 ~ 11.5 3 years 

Malaysia 200 $10 8.9 p 1 year 
AIM 400 $50 8.9 p 1 year 

800 $75 8.9 p 1 year 
Pakistan 

AKRSP 14 (average) 15 

OPP 280-400 16 
linkage 200 around commercial rates 

Sri Lanka Sanasa ::;; 570 
linkage ::;; 570 5-24 

Nepal ::;; 649 16-17 
Gundu 

Indonesia 
BK3D 24 p 

Philippines 
TSPI 
Individuals 1200 - 9800 22-48* 20 p 1-2 years 
via Intermediary 20 - 790 22-48* 20 p 1 - 1-5 years 
Grameen 120 48* 20 p 6 months 

Replication 

KMBI 
Individuals 400 - 200 51.5* 20 p 4 mths-1 year 
SH Gs 20 - 1400 51.5* 20 p 2 mths-1 year 

ASKI 
Individuals 120 - 7900 22-42* 20 p 1 year 
via new NGOs 200 - 600 NIA 20 p 1 year 
SH Gs 40 - 120 36* 20 p 3 mths-1 year 
Grameen 40 - 400 48* 20 p 3-8 months 

Replication 

VICTO (to member 12-18 20 p 1 year 
cooperatives) 

* effective rate 
P = Prime Rate 
In line with the principles of Islamic banking, AIM collects a flat administrative charge on loans rather than interest. 
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COMMUNIQUE* 

"BANKING WITH THE POOR" 
- A New Dialogue -

APPENDIX XV 

Senior executives of major banks and leading non-governmental organisations committed to the 
alleviation of poverty in Asia have just concluded a unique conference on this subject this week. 
Representatives of the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and other international organisations 
and aid donors also attended this conference. It was organised and sponsored by the Foundation for 
Development Cooperation of Australia. The Workshop was held at the Asian Institute of Management 
from May 13-17, 1991. 

According to the World Bank, over one billion people in the world live in absolute poverty - unable to 
meet their most basic human needs for food, clothing, shelter and minimal health care. Most of them 
live in Asia. Again, most of them are eager and willing to help themselves - to generate an increase 
in family income, small enterprise and employment - if only they are given the opportunity to do so. 

Their major constraint is lack of access to credit. High bank transaction costs and lack of collateral 
prevent them from being able to obtain even the smallest loan (e.g. between US$50 and US$1000) or 
equivalent to one year's per capita income for the Third World poor. 

The conference marked the beginning of an important dialogue between leading Bankers and Non
governmental organisations from all over Asia. Delegates were unanimous in the view that absolute 
poverty, though endemic in most Asian countries, is not insurmountable. Experience has demonstrated 
that loan repayment rates by the poor are highly satisfactory; that the poor make good credit risks, are 
bankable and have high savings propensity; that given access to credit they are more than willing and 
able to help themselves; that non-governmental organisations are beginning to play an important role 
in providing greater access to credit for the poor; and that closer linkages should be forged between 
them and the Asian banking community to speed this process on a sound commercial basis. The 
conference also felt that international financial institutions and aid donors should do everything in their 
power to encourage and support these efforts as soon as possible, particularly in strengthening the 
institutional capacity of the NGOs. It was also felt that governments should give greater thrust to such 
programmes through relevant changes in their policies and programs. 

However, while they were optimistic about the ultimate outcome, delegates are also well aware that this 
first conference was only the beginning of a new and challenging process in which much more needs 
to be done. Hence, they committed themselves in the coming year "to explore, demonstrate, and 
publicise the scope for increased access to credit for the poor on a sound commercial basis and to 
promote viable and sustainable linkages between the formal finance sector - including commercial banks 
- and well-managed non-governmental programs and self-help groups working among the very poor 
throughout Asia". 

Hence, they have decided to continue to deepen the dialogue in the coming year by undertaking a series 
of case studies between the participating banks and NGOs from the eight countries represented at the 
conference (Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines and Sri Lanka). They 
also agreed to encourage other NGOs and banks in their respective country to support and participate 
in these linkage arrangements. They will report back to a Second Regional Conference in one year's 
time. 

The conference was confident that this process will yield very positive and useful results in the form 
of recommendations for practical action that can be taken by Banks, NGOs, Governments and 
International Agencies willing to support the manifest will and ability of the poor of this region to help 
themselves. 

* For distribution to the press and other media, as well as to other banks and NGOs, and 
appropriate officials of governments and international organisations in the region. 
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BANKING WITH THE POOR 
SECOND REGIONAL WORKSHOP 

PARTICIPANTS 

APPENDIX XVI 

Representatives of Case Study Countries 

INDONESIA : 

INDIA 

1. Mr Dj;mhar Darwisj 
Deputy Manager Small Enterprise Research and 

Development Division 
Bank Indonesia 
Jalan Thamrin No. 2 
Jakarta Pusat 

2. Mr Roestamadji 
General Manager Small Credit 
Bank Rakyat Indonesia 
Jalan Jenderal Sudirman No. 44-46 
Jakarta Pusat, 10210 

3. Mr E. Supena 
BK3D Bogor-Banten 
Jl. Perintis Kemerdekaan 
Cibadak Sukabumi 
43155 Indonesia 

4. Mr Ramesh Gelli 
Chairman 
Vysya Bank Limited 
72 St Marks Road 
Bangalore, 56001 

5. Mr S.R. Rannorey 
Vysya Bank Limited 
Staff Training College 
No: 60, Subbaramachetty Road 
Netkallappa Circle 
Basavangudi 
Bangalore, 560004 

6. Mr Aloysius P. Fernandez 
Executive Director 
Mysore Resettlement & Development Agency (MYRADA) 
2 Service Road 
Domlur Layout 
Bangalore, 560071 



INDIA (ctd) 

PAKISTAN 

BANGLADESH : 
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7. Mr S. Naidu 
Mysore Resettlement & Development Agency (MYRADA) 
(as above) 

8. Mr Shivarudrappa 
Mysore Resettlement & Development Agency (MYRADA) 
(as above) 

9. Mr S.C. Wadhwa 
General Manager 
National Bank for Agriculture 

and Rural Development (NABARD) 
Poonam Chambers, P.B. No.6552 
Dr. Annie Besant Road, W orli 
Bombay, 400 018 

10. Mr Anwar Samad 
Senior Executive Vice-President 
Habib Bank Limited 
20 Habib Bank Plaza 
Karachi 21 

11. Mr S. Qamar Razi 
Senior Vice President 
Habib Bank Ltd 
(as above) 

12. Mr Mutabiat Shah 
Director, Credit and Banking Program 
Aga Khan Rural Support Program 
Jubilee Insurance House, 2nd Floor 
I.I. Chundigar Road 
Karachi 

13. Mr F. Ruda Siddiqui 
Director, Economic Program 
Orangi Pilot Project 
1-D Daulat House 
Orangi Town 
Karachi 

14. Mr S.M. Al-Husainy 
Chairman 
Swanirvar Bangladesh 
lOOB Malibagh Chowdhury Parade 
Dhaka 1219 

15. Mr Muhammad Taheruddin 
Managing Director 
Janata Bank 
110 Motijheel Commercial Area 
Dhaka 1000 
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SRI LANKA 16. Mr R. Hettiarachchi 
General Manager 
Federation of Thrift & Credit Cooperative 

Societies (FTCCS) 
No. 313 Edmonton Road 
Colombo 6 

17. Mr D Muthuk:umarana 
Assistant General Manager 
Hatton National Bank 
No. 10 R.A. De Mel Mawatha 
Colombo 3 

NEPAL 18. Mr K.B. Tamang 
Adviser, Gundu Valley Development Board 
cl- Rastriya Banijya Bank 
Central Office 
Tang al 
Kathmandu 

19. Mr. R. Acharya 
Executive Chairman 
Rastriya Banijya Bank 
(as above) 

PHILIPPINES : 20. Mr Ricardo A Balbido Jr 
Vice-President 
BPI Family Bank 
Paseo de Roxas, Cnr de la Roxas Street 
Makati, Metro Manila 

21. Mr Luis C. Urcia 
Administrative Assistant 
Corporate Communications 
Bank of the Philippine Islands 
(as above) 

22. Mr Benjamin T Montemayor 
Executive Director 
Tulay sa Pag-unlad Inc (TSPI) 
Padilla Building 
Emerald A venue 
Pasig, Metro Manila 

23. Mr Noel M. Alcaide 
Executive Director 
K.M.B.I. 
No. 18 Bezotte Street 
Karuhatan 
Valenzuela 
Metro Manila 
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PHILIPPINES ( ctd) 24. Mr Rollie Victoria 
A.S.K.I. 
2nd Floor, Diego Building 
Maharlika Road 
Cabanatuan City 

25. Prof. Ruth Callanta 
Centre for Community Transformation 
Unit 4D, Milagros Building 
722 Shaw Boulvard 
Mandaluyong 
Metro Manila 

MALAYSIA 26. Professor David Gibbons 
Managing Director 
Amanah Ikhtiar Malaysia 
Pejabat Penyelarasan 
JKR 361 Jalan Ledang (off Jalan Duta) 
50480 Kuala Lumpur 

27. Mr Ahmad Tajudin Abdul Rahman 
Senior General Manager 
Retail Banking Division 
Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad 
9th Floor, Menara Tun Razak 
Jalan Raja Laut 
50734 Kuala Lumpur 

28. Hj Mohd Idris Hj Mohd Isa 
Chief Executive/General Manager 
Credit Guarantee Corporation Malaysia Berhad 
Tingkat 44, Menara Maybank 
100, Jalan Tun Perak 
50050 Kuala Lumpur 

Observers 

CAMBODIA 29. Mrs Kien Serey Phal 
Vice President 
Municipal Women's Association 
No. 19, Rd 192, 7 Makara District 
Phnom Penh 
(tel. 2-4332) 

30. Mrs Tan Channy 
Project Manager 
Khemara Foundation 
cl- CARE International 
(fax. 855 232 6233) 
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Observers ( ctd) 

CHINA 31. Mrs Cui Linlin 
Deputy Division Chief 
International Liaison Department 
All-China Women's Federation 
50 Deng Shi Kou 
Beijing 

VIETNAM 32. Dr Nguyen Le Minh 
Vice Director 
National Centre for Employment Promotion 
2 Dinh Le, Hanoi 

PAPUA NEW GUINEA: 33. Ms Mary Tengdui 
cl- Mrs Josephine Gena 
Women's Division 
Department of Home Affairs and Youth 
P.O. Box 7354 
Boroko, PNG 

SOLOMON ISLANDS : 34. Mr Rick N. Hou 
Deputy Governor 
Central Bank of Solomon Islands 
P.O. Box 634 
Honiara 

Representatives of Invited Agencies 

35. Ms Sue Majid 
First Secretary 
Australian High Commission 
Kuala Lumpur 
(AIDAB) 

36. Mr Uttam Dhakwha 
Project Administrative Service 
PO Box 1457 
Kathmandu, Nepal 
(GTZ) 

37. Mr Paul J. Heytens 
Project Economist 
Asian Development Bank 
Manila, Philippines 
(ADB) 
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Representatives of Invited Agencies ( ctd) 

38. Mr M. Riyaz Ul Haque 
Project Economist 
Asian Development Bank 
Manila, Philippines 
(ADB) 

39. Dr I.P. Getubig Jr 
Asian-Pacific Development Centre 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(APDC) 

40. Mr Puasa Osman 
Chief, APRACA Regional Fund Secretariat 
Cl- Bank Pertanian Malaysia 
PO Box 815 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(APRACA) 

41. Ms Lynn Bennett 
World Bank 
Washington DC, USA 
(World Bank) 

42. Ms Dusanka Elez 
Assistant Resident Representative (P) 
UN Development Programme 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(UNDP) 

43. Mr Henry Jackelen 
Technical Adviser 
UN Capital Development Fund 
New York City, USA 
(UNCDF) 

44. Mr A.A. Muhith 
Consultant 
Bureau for Programme Policy and Evaluation 
United Nations Development Programme 
New York City, USA 
(UNDP) 

45. Mr Raynald Brassard 
Counsellor (Development) 
Canadian International Development Agency 
Canadian High Commission 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
(CIDA) 
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Australian Bankers' Association 

46. Ms Jennifer J. Chalmers 
Project Co-Leader, BWTP 
Cl- Foundation for Development Cooperation 
34 Archer Street 
Queensland, Australia 

Foundation for Development Cooperation 

47. Dr Brian W. Scott 
Chairman 
Cl- Management Frontiers Pty Ltd 
118 Mount Street 
North Sydney, NSW, Australia 

48. Mr K. William Taylor 
Vice-Chairman 
Foundation for Development Cooperation 
34 Archer Street 
Toowong 
Queensland, Australia 

49. Dr John D. Conroy 
Executive Director 
Foundation for Development Cooperation 
(as above) 

50. Mr Ganesh B. Thapa 
Project Co-Leader, BWTP 
GA-2-360 Battisputali 
Kathmandu 
Nepal 



Absolute poverty seems to be the lot of more than a billion 
people in the Third World, including some 800 million in Asia. 
Yet the poor have the capacity to improve their own lives. 

Poor people in developing countries survive through self
employment in trade, services, crafts and petty manufactures, 
as well as in agriculture. But lack of access to credit is a crucial 
barrier to their capacity to help themselves. 

Drawing on practical experience in eight Asian countries, this 
book shows it is possible to give the working poor access to 
credit on a sound commercial basis. Partnerships between 
commercial banks, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 
and self-help groups can provide a sustainable flow of credit 
to the poor, thus helping them to help themselves. 
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